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Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various
public services examinations. The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute
an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations today.However, an
aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from
an exam perspective.The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that
may or may not be useful for the exams. Thus, acandidate is forced to spend a
substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining notes for the current
affairs. Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information,
relevant from the exam perspective at oneplace. Thus, candidates are often found
wasting their time in search of current affairs material. It is with this problem in
mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and Press Information
Bureau(PIB). The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary
of the important news and current affairs,from an exam point of view. By reading
the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and effort, as you get all
the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form. The Crux is particularly
helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current
affairs section.The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful
for both- objective and descriptive sections. Our aim is to help the candidates in
their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication inspire us
to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.
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President Ram Nath Kovind gives assent to triple talaq
Bill
President Ram Nath Kovind Thursday gave his assent to the Muslim Women
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(Protection of Rights on Marriage) Bill, 2019, two days after it was passed by
Rajya Sabha and a week after Lok Sabha cleared it. With this, instant talaq or
talaq-e-biddat becomes a criminal offence, carrying a sentence of up to three

m
o

years for Muslim men who give instant talaq (divorce) to their wives.

The Bill was passed in Rajya Sabha 99-84 after Biju Janata Dal (BJD) came out

c
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m

in support, while allies Janata Dal (United) and All India Anna Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (AIADMK) staged a walked out, and Opposition parties Bahujan

u
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Samaj Party (BSP), Telugu Desam Party (TDP) and Telangana Rashtra Samithi
(TRS) did a no-show.

t
n

A motion by CPM member Elamaram Kareem to refer the Bill to a Select

a
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p

Committee was defeated 84-100.

The Lok Sabha had cleared the triple talaq Bill 186-74 on July 25.
Hailing the passage of the Bill which makes instant talaq a criminal offence, .

s
a

“An archaic and medieval practice has finally been confined to the dustbin of
history! Parliament abolishes Triple Talaq and corrects a historical wrong done
to Muslim women. This is a victory of gender justice and will further equality
in society. India rejoices today!” PM Modi tweeted, while thanking parties who
supported the passage of the Bill.
“I thank all parties and MPs who have supported the passage of The Muslim
Women (Protection of Rights on Marriage) Bill, 2019 in both Houses of Parliament.

National

They have risen to the occasion and this step of theirs will forever be remembered
in India’s history,” he wrote on Twitter.
“This is an occasion to salute the remarkable courage of those Muslim women
who have suffered great wrongs just due to the practice of Triple Talaq. The
abolition of Triple Talaq will contribute to women empowerment and give women
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the dignity they deserve in our society,” he added.
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POCSO amendments passed in Lok Sabha
The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (Amendment) Bill, 2019, which
provides the death penalty for aggravated sexual assault on children, was passed
in Lok Sabha . It was passed by Rajya Sabha on July 29.
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Replying to the debate on the Bill, Women and Child Development Minister Smriti
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Irani said there are 6.2 lakh names on the National Registry of Sex Offenders
launched by the Centre last year, and 1,023 fast-track courts to try child sexual
abuse cases are being set up across India under the Nirbhaya Fund.
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She said fast-track courts would be set up in the next two years. “Eighteen states
have already come forward to join hands with the Centre to set up these courts.

t
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Each court will be given Rs 75 lakh as administrative expenses,” she said.
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The Bill was unanimously passed in the Lok Sabha in a rare show of consensus
with the only exception being AIMIM’s Asaduddin Owaisi, who opposed the death

s
a

penalty clause. “Since in most of the cases child sexual assault is done by someone
from within the family, the death penalty will make it very difficult for the victim to
actually report the case. She will be under pressure from the family to not report it.
I oppose the Bill,” he said.
When Ramya Haridas, Congress MP from Kerala, brought up the Unnao rape
case, the treasury benches said the Congress was trying to score political points
over a Bill that was being passed to protect children of the country.

National

Irani said that she has held meetings with several ministries over the issue of
protection of children against sexual abuse. The Home Ministry will set up an
online dashboard for monitoring sexual abuse cases, while the HRD Ministry will
introducing teaching of “good touch, bad touch” in schools, she said.
Irani said the Bill aims at making offences against children gender-neutral. She
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said the Bill defines child pornography so that sexual predators indulging in such
heinous crimes could be punished.
Participating in the debate, Thirunavukkarasar of the Congress suggested that since
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the Bill has a provision for the death penalty, it should be sent to a Parliamentary
committee for further scrutiny.
DMK member Kanimozhi said the Bill should be sent to a select committee or

m
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standing committee as harsher punishment could deter people from reporting the
crime.
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Ambiguity in UAPA Bill, send it to House panel: Opposition
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in Rajya Sabha

The Opposition criticised the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Amendment Bill

t
n

2019 in Rajya Sabha, saying it does not clearly state as to how a person would be

a
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p

labelled a terrorist and that the provision could be misused.
The Congress-led Opposition demanded the Bill be sent to a select committee for

s
a

further discussion, as in the current form it could be struck down by the court.
Speaking during the debate on the Bill, Congress leader Kapil Sibal said it could be
misused to label anyone as a terrorist. “I support this Bill if you agree to send this
to a select committee. Otherwise I oppose it,” Sibal said. He said every member in
the House is against terrorism but at the same time it was the responsibility of all
parties to see that the law is not misused.
Citing previous anti-terror laws like TADA and POTA, Sibal said there were several

National

instances where such laws were misused in the country. “Misuse happens… We
want to fight terrorism but we should also know what is happening on the ground…
the Bill will be challenged in the Court and struck down… then again it will have to
be brought to Parliament… it is endless process,” Sibal said. “We are not against
the Bill but how will you label a person terrorist? It is not clear in the Bill.”
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Sibal said it is the prerogative of the Opposition to protest against certain provisions
of the Bill which they think are not right. “We have lost two Prime Ministers, one
Chief Minister to terrorism. Nobody has suffered more than us. Still we know that
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we should not misuse such laws,” he said.
Opposing the Bill, TMC’s Sukhendu Sekhar Ray said there was no need to bring
the legislation when the UAPA Act was already there. He said the Bill would be

m
o

used to target people who are critical of the government. People would be labelled
as “urban Naxals” and part of “tukde-tukde gang” and brought under the purview
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of this Bill, he said.

SP’s Ram Gopal Yadav said there should be no ambiguity in the Bill.
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Intervening in the debate, Minister of State for Home Affairs G Kishan Reddy said
the government has brought the Bill to designate individuals engaged in terror

t
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activities as terrorists. The minister said those like Masood Azhar have been
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designated as international terrorists and the Bill would help the government to
label such individuals as terrorists.

AIADMK member S Muthukaruppan supported the Bill, saying it is essential to

s
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counter terrorism inside and outside the country.
BJD’s Prasanna Acharya also backed the legislation and said it has been brought
at very appropriate time. However, he said the government should learn from
history and “never try to misuse this law”.

UAPA Bill gets Rajya Sabha approval

National

The Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Amendment Bill, 2019 that empowers the
Union Home Ministry to designate individuals as terrorists was passed in the Rajya
Sabha with the Congress and the BSP supporting the legislation. In the 240member House, 147 members voted in favour of the Bill and 42 against.
Parties such as the Trinamool Congress, CPI(M), CPI, DMK, TDP, SP, AAP and the
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RJD opposed the Bill. It was passed in the Lok Sabha on July 24. With the Rajya
Sabha giving its assent, the Bill will soon be notified as a law. Home Minister Amit
Shah said gathering evidence against terrorists was a complex process, and the
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law would help security agencies remain two steps ahead of them.

UGC recommends 20 institutions for Institutes of Eminence

m
o

status
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The IITs Madras and Kharagpur, Delhi University, University of Hyderabad, Amritha
Vishwa Vidyapeetham and VIT are among the 20 institutions recommended for the
grant of the Institute of Eminence status by the University Grants Commission.
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However, the UGC denied the tag to five private universities — Azim Premji
University, Ashoka University, KREA University, Indian Institute for Human
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Settlements and the Indian Institute of Public Health — on the grounds that they
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have not been placed in any global or national rankings. Since their exclusion
left a vacant slot on the list of private universities given the tag, the Satya Bharti

s
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Foundation — telecom major Airtel’s philanthropic arm — became the second
Greenfield institution to be given IoE status, after Jio Institute which is backed by
the Reliance Foundation.

“We considered two types [of institutions], those who are already ranked well
and those which are potential institutions. We might have felt something has
potential, but government may feel something else, they may have felt that if an
institution is not ranked at all, it cannot be considered. It is entirely justified,” said N.

National

Gopalaswami, former Chief Election Commissioner who headed the expert panel
which initially identified the list of IoEs. He told The Hindu ,
The scheme is aimed at developing 20 world-class institutions which would put
India on the global education map.
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Kashmir parties warn against plan to remove Article 35A
J&K parties warned the Centre against any dilution in the constitutional status
of J&K, and sought the government’s clarification on the current “hysteria” in
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Parliament.
“India has finally failed to win over the love of J&K, which rejected divisions on
religious grounds and chose secular India. The gloves are finally off, and India has

m
o

chosen territory over people,” People’s Democratic Party leader Mehbooba Mufti
said.
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She said the PDP always believed that any concession or a final solution on J&K
had to come from India. “But today, the same country seems to be preparing to rob

u
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J&K of whatever little is left to protect its unique identity,” she said.

National Conference (NC) vice president Omar Abdullah questioned the government

t
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move to shift pilgrims and tourists out of J&K. “State Road Transport Corporation

a
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(SRTC) buses are being deployed to bus people out from Pahalgam and Gulmarg.
If there is a threat to the yatra, why is Gulmarg being emptied,” he asked.
CPI(M) leader M.Y. Tarigami questioned Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s silence in

s
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the Parliament over the issue.
Hurriyat chairman Mirwaiz Umar Farooq said the removal of Article 35A was
to change the demography of the State. “The provision was negotiated by the
regional electoral parties and is an article of faith, which should not be breached.
Such measures will not change the reality that Kashmir is an issue and has to be
resolved. The word is asking India and Pakistan to resolve it and there are also
offers to mediate,” he told a Friday congregation in Srinagar.

National
Assam minorities bombarded with re-verification notices
Anwar Hussain was surprised to receive a notice from the Local Registrar of Citizen
Registration (LRCR) of the Goroimari Revenue Block.
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The notice gave him less than 48 hours to appear, with all members of his family, for
re-verification of their citizenship documents at the Golaghat North Development
Block office in Golaghat district’s Dergaon, about 330 km west of his village
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Kanahara in Kamrup district. They were asked to report at 9 a.m. .
“I somehow managed to hire a 22-seater bus for my family and a few others.
The vehicle alone will cost me Rs. 18,000,” said the 33-year-old Mr. Hussain,

m
o

vice-principal of the Al-Amin Islamic Model School, before leaving for Dergaon in
eastern Assam late .
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He was not the only one in Kanahara; 148 others had received a similar notice. By
Saturday afternoon, about 50% of the people in most Muslim-dominated villages,

u
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such as Goroimari, Sontoli, Kalatoli, Topamari and Maligari, in Kamrup district had
received the notice — almost simultaneously.

t
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Not left out
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“All those asked to get their documents re-verified are included in the draft National
Register of Citizens (NRC) published on July 30, 2018. They are not among the
40.07 lakh and 1.02 lakh put on the two lists of people excluded from the NRC,”

s
a

Kanahara village leader Muksed Ali Choudhury told The Hindu.
“The notices have been a bolt from the blue. Most people like Jamir Ali, Jahanara
Khatun, Aamir Ali are daily-wagers and unable to get vehicles to centres 300-500
km away at such short notice. They fear they will be excluded from the NRC if they
cannot turn up at the specified place in time,” he said.
There were reports of similar notices served in minority areas of districts such as
Barpeta, Goalpara, Dhubri, Morigaon and Karimganj.

National

The Brahmaputra Valley Civil Society (BVCS), a group of academicians, retired
bureaucrats, lawyers and professionals, said the notices cited The Citizenship
(Registration of Citizens and Issue National Identity Cards) Rules 2003.
“But the rules, as amended in 2009 and the Standard Operating Procedure that
the Centre came up with for the NRC exercise say that a person has to be given
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at least 15 days to appear for a hearing. In a sudden bombardment of notices on
August 3, people have been asked to go to faraway places for hearings on August
5, 6 and 7,” senior advocate H.R.A. Choudhury said.
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“The LRCRs and NRC authorities have also snubbed the Supreme Court, which
on April 10 ordered a person should be called for hearing to a centre within a
convenient distance in the same district. The notices have also violated the SC

m
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ruling on July 23 against the government’s plea for re-verification after NRC State
Coordinator Prateek Hajela said 27% re-verification has already been done,” he

c
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added.

“The notices have been a bolt from the blue. Most people like Jamir Ali, Jahanara

u
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Khatun, Aamir Ali are daily-wagers and unable to get vehicles to centres 300-500
km away at such short notice. They fear they will be excluded from the NRC if they

t
n

cannot turn up at the specified place in time,” Mr. Choudhury said.
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p

There were reports of similar notices served in minority areas of districts such as
Barpeta, Goalpara, Dhubri, Morigaon and Karimganj.
‘SC snubbed’
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The Brahmaputra Valley Civil Society (BVCS), a group of academicians, retired
bureaucrats, lawyers and professionals, said the notices cited The Citizenship
(Registration of Citizens and Issue National Identity Cards) Rules 2003.
“But the rules, as amended in 2009, and the Standard Operating Procedure that
the Centre came up with for the NRC exercise say that a person has to be given
at least 15 days to appear for a hearing. In a sudden bombardment of notices on
August 3, people have been asked to go to faraway places for hearings on August

National

5, 6 and 7,” senior advocate H.R.A. Choudhury said.
“The LRCRs and NRC authorities have also snubbed the Supreme Court, which
on April 10 ordered that a person should be called for hearing to a centre within
a convenient distance in the same district. The notices have also violated the SC
ruling on July 23 against the government’s plea for re-verification after NRC State
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Coordinator Prateek Hajela said 27% re-verification has already been done,” Mr.
Choudhury said.
Under fire
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BVCS president Atowar Rahman said the notices have been served in mostly
Muslim areas two days after the State government disclosed district-wise data on
NRC inclusions and exclusions in the State Assembly. “We wonder if Mr. Hajela

m
o

is under pressure from the government to have these notices served, or his office
has done it voluntarily,” he said.
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M.P. returns over 25% of target under PMAY
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Madhya Pradesh has surrendered more than a quarter of its allotted Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojana (Grameen) houses for this financial year, giving up 2.32 lakh

t
n

out of a total 8.32 lakh houses.
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This is the first time any State has done so, according to officials from the Union
Rural Development Ministry, which administers the scheme.
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The housing scheme aims to ensure that every rural Indian family has a pucca house
with basic amenities by 2022, and expects to build a total of 2.95 crore houses by
then. The nationwide target for this financial year 2019-20 is 60 lakh houses.
“The State targets were determined in February 2019 and Madhya Pradesh was
allotted a total of 8.32 lakh houses under the Annual Action Plan approved by
the Empowered Committee. However, on July 31, we got a letter from the MP
government that they wished to surrender 2.32 lakh houses this year,” a senior

National

Rural Development Ministry official, who did not wish to be named, told The Hindu .
“The State indicated that it was not in a position to construct [the original target]
this year.”
“This is an unprecedented situation and it is not good for the State to reduce its
target. At the end of the day, it delays housing for lakhs of its people,” said another
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senior Ministry official, who also did not wish to be identified. “It seems that the
Congress government’s farm loan waiver scheme may be reducing the State’s
ability to meet its share for other schemes.”
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Under PMAY (G), each beneficiary is given a total of Rs. 1.2 lakh to construct
a pucca home, with a hygienic kitchen space. (The amount is Rs. 1.3 lakh for
hilly States, difficult areas and tribal and backward districts which come under

m
o

the Integrated Action Plan.) The cost is split in a 60:40 ratio between the State
and Central governments in plain areas, and a 90:10 ratio in northeastern and
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Himalayan States. Thus, the State governments must bear a share of the cost of
the flagship Central scheme.
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In the last three financial years, Madhya Pradesh has been second only to West
Bengal in the number of houses constructed under PMAY(G), completing more

t
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than 13 lakh houses since 2016, according to government data.
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Soon after the Union Budget was presented in July, M.P. Finance Minister Tarun
Bhanot had complained that the State’s share of tax revenue had been slashed by
Rs. 2,700 crore, calling it a “huge loss” and a “betrayal” of the people of the State

s
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by the NDA government.

When the State’s Congress government presented its own maiden budget, it
increased its budgetary allocation for farmers by 145% over the previous year to
Rs. 22,736 crore. In keeping with poll promises to implement a farm loan waiver
scheme, the State’s Finance Minister said the loans of 20 lakh farmers had been
waived, to the tune of Rs. 7,000 crore, over two months. Asn additional Rs. 8,000
crore was set aside for the remaining farmers, he said.

National

The Congress government has been slow to come on board with some other flagship
schemes of the Central BJP-led government. Only 9,304 of MP’s approximately 80
lakh farmers had received the first installment of the PM-KISAN scheme’s annual
income support of Rs. 6000, the Rajya Sabha was informed in June.
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Government scraps Article 370
Amid the confusion over the deployment of security forces and the imposition
of Section 144 in Jammu and Kashmir, Home Minister Amit Shah proposed
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scrapping scrapping the special status granted to the state of Jammu and Kashmir
by modifying Article 370 of the Constituti. “Not all provisions of Article 370 will be
applicable in Kashmir,” he said.
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Along with this proposal, the Home Minister also put forth a statement informing
that Ladakh will now be given the status of Union Territory, while Jammu and
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Kashmir will be a separate Union Territory.

“Ladakh Division of the State of Jammu and Kashmir has a large area but is sparsely

u
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populated with very difficult terrain,” the statement read. Kashmir clampdown

Shah, in Rajya Sabha, said, “Not a single second should go in scrapping Article

t
n

370 of Jammu and Kashmir.”
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“This is not the first time. Congress in 1952 and 1962 amended article 370
through similar process. So, instead of protesting please let me speak and have a
discussion. All your doubts and misunderstandings will be cleared. I am ready to

s
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answer all your questions,” Shah said on the floor of the House.

National

Reacting to the scrapping of Article 370 and the bifurcation of the state, former
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Chief Minister and PDP leader Mehbooba Mufti, who was put under house
arrest, tweeted, “Today marks the darkest day in Indian democracy. Decision of
J&K leadership to reject 2 nation theory in 1947 & align with India has backfired.
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Unilateral decision of GOI to scrap Article 370 is illegal & unconstitutional which will
make India an occupational force in J&K.”
The clampdown in the state escalated early Monday midnight when the Centre
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imposed Section 144 of the CrPC in Srinagar district. Along with this move,
mainstream party leaders – NC leaders Omar and Farooq Abdullah, and PDP chief
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Mehbooba Mufti, among others – were placed under house arrest and mobile,
broadband internet and cable TV services were entirely shut down.
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p
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Before Shah addressed the Rajya Sabha on the amendments to The Jammu and
Kashmir Reservation (Amendment) Bill, 2019, Congress leader Ghulam Nabi Azad
appealed to the Chairman of the House that the situation in the state should be

National

discussed first. As a spat between the Congress leader and Amit Shah began, the
Home Minister said he was ready to answer every question raised on the floor of
the House.
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What is Section 144 of CrPC?
The Jammu and Kashmir government imposed restrictions in Srinagar under
Section 144 CrPC late Sunday night, shutting down mobile, broadband internet,
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and cable TV services. State leaders including Omar Abdullah, Mehbooba Mufti,
and Sajad Lone have also been placed under house arrest. This was followed by
Home Minister Amit Shah announcing in Parliament that Article 370, which gave
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J&K special status and autonomy, has been scrapped following a gazetted order
by the President.
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According to an order issued by the government, “there shall be no movement of
public and all educational institutions shall also remain closed. All public movement
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has been curtailed and educational institutions will remain closed”.

The order has also banned holding any kind of public meeting or rally until the

t
n

order is withdrawn. Here’s all you need to know why Section 144 of CrPC is put
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into place in an area and what all restrictions are imposed under it.
What is Section 144 CrPC?

Section 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC) is issued in urgent cases

s
a

of security threat or riot and bars the assembly of five or more people in an area
where it has been imposed. The notification is issued by the District Magistrate of
the area. The section also empowers the authorities to block internet access.
When is Section 144 CrPC imposed?
When there are apprehensions of breach of public peace and order by some people,
Section 144 CrPC is put into effect. Under this section, all civilians are barred from
carrying of weapons including lathis, sharp-edged weapons or firearms in public

National

places except for police or paramilitary or security forces.
No order under this section can remain in force for more than two months. However,
if the state government considers it necessary for preventing danger to human life
or for preventing a riot, it can extend the impositions under the sections for not
more than six months from the date of issuance of the initial order.
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What is the punishment if someone violates Section 144 CrPC?
Any person involved in such unlawful assembly can be booked for “engaging
in rioting”. The maximum punishment for such act is three years. Anyone who
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obstructs the police from breaking the assembly or abets the assembly is also
punishable under law.
What is the difference between prohibitory orders under Section 144 and curfew?
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It must be noted that Section 144 CrPC is not equivalent to a curfew. Curfew orders
are issued in more severe situations where people are instructed to stay indoors
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for a specific time or period. Establishments such as markets, schools, colleges,
etc. are ordered to remain shut, and only essential services are allowed to run on

u
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prior notice. There is a complete restriction on traffic as well.
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Article of faith: History of the RSS and BJP opposition to
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Article 370

The Union government’s move to strip the special status of Jammu & Kashmir was

s
a

one of the three core issues of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh. The other two
issues were the Common Civil Code and the Ram Temple.
RSS Sarsanghchalak Mohan Bhagwat “congratulated the courageous step taken
by the government” and said that it “was very necessary not just for Jammu and
Kashmir but (also) for the whole nation. Everyone should rise above political
interest and difference and support the initiative”.
The RSS has always held that “Article 370 is a provision to break Kashmir from

National

Bharat”, and it has always demanded the removal of Article 370 of the Indian
Constitution. A total of 51 resolutions on Kashmir have been passed in the annual
meetings of the Akhil Bhartiya Karyakari Mandal (ABKM), Akhil Bhartiya Pratinidhi
Sabha (ABPS) and the Kendriya Karyakari Mandal (KKM) since the early fifties,
and a majority of them have demanded the scrapping of Article 370. Even though
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Article 370 has not been scrapped, the end result — the removal of special
treatment for J&K — has been achieved by the government.
As far as the division of the state is concerned, the RSS supported the idea in
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1995 when it demanded in its resolution that the Jammu region “be granted an
autonomous council”. Later, in 2002, the RSS passed a resolution to divide the
state.
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1952: The first resolution on J&K was passed in a meeting of the RSS’s KKM in
which it condemned the “Pak-American Pact” and said that the “open aggression
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in Kashmir” was still on.

1953: J&K Praja Parishad, an organisation formed by the late Bharatiya Jana
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Sangh leader Balraj Madhok, started a movement for “complete integration”
through a resolution at the ABPS. Later, Syama Prasad Mookerjee, the founder
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president of the Bharatiya Jana Sangh, who was protesting the special status of
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J&K, died in mysterious circumstances in a Srinagar jail on June 23, 1953. During
his last agitation against Article 370, the BJS’s main slogan was: “Ek desh me do
vidhan, do pradhan, do nishan, nahi chalega, nahi chalega (One country cannot

s
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have two constitutions, two Prime Ministers, and two flags)”.
1964: A resolution of the ABPS, titled “Bharat’s Kashmir Policy,” stated that “Article
370, which was incorporated in our Constitution as a temporary provision on
Kashmir, must be immediately repealed and the state brought in line with the other
states”.
1982: The J&K government passed a Resettlement Bill, which sought to enable
all Kashmiri Muslims who had migrated to Pakistan to return to Kashmir and

National

acquire Indian citizenship. After that, the ABKM of the RSS passed a resolution
that reiterated that the J&K Assembly is using Article 370 to achieve separatist and
communal ends, and that the Article should be scrapped.
1984: The ABKM passed a resolution stating Article 370 was “being used to fan
separatist tendencies” and demanded its repeal.
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1986: The demand was reiterated in an ABPS resolution.
1993: The ABKM resolution stated that the “insistence” on Article 370 was one of
the many signs of a “myopic state administration”.
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1995: In a resolution, the ABKM demanded that the Jammu region “be granted an
autonomous council”.
1996: In a resolution, the ABKM said that Article 370, which was intended to be
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“temporary,” had “become totally redundant”.

2000: When the BJP-led government was in power at the Centre, and the J&K
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Assembly passed a resolution demanding “autonomy,” the RSS’s ABKM passed
a resolution stating, “things would not have come to this pass had the transitory
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Article 370 been abrogated in time”.

2002: The RSS’s ABKM passed a resolution stating that “the people of Jammu
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think that the solution to their problems lies in the separate statehood for Jammu
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region. This has been demonstrated by the agitation spearheaded by Jammu and
Kashmir National Front (JKNF) and other organisations”. The ABKM offered its
support to the JKNF’s demand for a separate state. The JKNF too, was formed by

s
a

some members of the RSS.

2010: The last resolution on this issue was passed in the ABPS that year. It stated:
“Article 370, which was included in our Constitution as a ‘temporary and transitional
provision’, instead of being abrogated, continues to be a tool in the hands of the
separatist and secessionist elements”.
However, since 2014, when the BJP received a full majority in Lok Sabha and
Narendra Modi became Prime Minister, the RSS has not passed any resolution in

National

any of its meetings.
Repeal of Article 370 has not always figured in the BJP’s election manifestos.
For instance, the 1984 manifesto did not mention it, and the 1989 manifesto only
promised a “regional council” for Jammu. In 1991, the BJP stated this clearly — but
this promise did not find mention in 1996, 1998, 1999 and 2004. In 2009 and 2014,
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the BJP reiterated its stand on the abrogation of Article 370. In 2019, the BJP’s
Sankalp Patra stated: “We reiterate our position since the time of the Jana Sangh
to the abrogation of Article 370”.
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J&K bifurcation: All laws will now apply — from property
purchase to Indian Penal Code
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As Jammu & Kashmir loses its special status with Monday’s Presidential order, the
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region will witness a tectonic shift in laws governing the state. From property-related
laws, criminal laws to crucial central laws like Right to Information & Education
— these will be among the many that will be applicable to the proposed Union

u
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Territories (UTs), Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh.

Permanent citizens of Jammu and Kashmir recognised as state subjects will
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cease to have special privileges. The key provision of Article 35A that bars anyone
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except permanent residents of the state from buying land, holding government
jobs in the state would be hit as it could be held to be discriminatory against other
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Indian citizens. The Supreme Court is already seized with a batch of petitions
that challenged Article 35A on the grounds that it discriminated against women of
Kashmiri origin who have married outside the state and refugees of West Pakistan
who are not recognised as permanent residents.
The move also allows other citizens of India to settle in the two proposed UTs — in
the exercise of the fundamental right to move freely throughout the territory of India
and to reside and settle in any part of India guaranteed under Article 19.

National

All laws passed by Parliament will be extended to the proposed UTs without
exception. Earlier, every legislation, except on defence, external affairs and
communications began with an exception clause stating that the law will apply to
the whole of India except Jammu and Kashmir. The state that is now governed
through its own constitution is set to lose legal status; the state flag would also
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lack recognition. The red flag with a plough and three stripes — representing the
regions of Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh — was hoisted along with the tricolour.
One of the most important amendments proposed will be related to The Transfer
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of Property Act. The Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Bill, 2019, passed in
the Rajya Sabha, proposes to omit Sections 139 and 140 of the Act which would
allow the transfer of immovable property in favour of non-permanent residents of

m
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the state.

Similarly, the Bill proposes to amend the Jammu and Kashmir Land Grants Act
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— allowing promoters to be non-residents who can get the land on lease. The
Wakf Act, which deals with regulation of movable or immovable properties for
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religious and charitable purposes as recognized by Muslim law, is also proposed
to be applicable to the region.
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The other significant change will be regarding criminal law. The Bill proposes to
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apply at least half a dozen laws related to the criminal justice system. The Indian
Penal Code, the Criminal Procedure Code and the Indian Evidence Act — the
most important statutes governing criminal trials will now apply. The other important
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criminal laws applicable to the region would be: National Security Act, Prevention
of Corruption Act, Scheduled Caste and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of
Atrocities) Act, The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act and The
Juvenile Justice (Care & Protection of Children) Act.
Three pieces of legislation related to the protection of women and children that were
not enacted by the Jammu & Kashmir Assembly and are now proposed under the
bill are: The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961; The Prohibition of Child Marriage Act and

National

Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act, 1986. The Bill also proposes
that Whistle Blowers Protection Act, 2014 applicable to the region.
Two important, rights-based central legislation The Right to Information Act,
2005 and the Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 are also proposed to be applicable.
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Among personal laws, the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce)
Act, 1986 and the Special Marriage Act enacted by Parliament and currently not
applicable to the region are also proposed to be applicable. Other personal laws
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enacted by the Centre, The Hindu Succession Act, 1956; and The Muslim Personal
Law (Shariet) Application Act, 1937; are proposed to be applicable to the region.
The High Court of Jammu and Kashmir shall continue to be the common
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constitutional court for both the proposed UTs. The Bill also states that the power
to make to laws relating to All India Services and Anti-Corruption Bureau will lie
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solely with the Lieutenant Governor. These two issues along were major points of
disagreement between the Delhi government and the Centre. The issue was finally
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decided by the Supreme Court in February 2019 in a landmark verdict where the
court upheld the powers of the Centre on anti-corruption bureau while on services;
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the court delivered a split verdict and referred the issue to a larger bench.
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Sheikh Abdullah, Ayyangar, Sardar Patel: How Article 370

s
a

was negotiated, debated

In July 1949, Sheikh Abdullah and three others were nominated by the ruler of
Jammu & Kashmir to the Constituent Assembly in Delhi. They negotiated the
special status of J&K, leading to the adoption of Article 370. (It was Article 306A
while being debated in the Constituent Assembly.) The negotiations were carried
out over several months between N Gopalaswami Ayyangar (cabinet minister
without portfolio and former Dewan of Kashmir) and Sheikh Abdullah and others.

National

The first meetings were held during May 15-16, 1949 at Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel’s
residence with PM Jawaharlal Nehru present. When Ayyangar prepared a draft
letter from Nehru to Abdullah summarising the broad understanding reached, he
sent it to Patel with a note: “Will you kindly let Jawaharlalji know direct as to your
approval of it? He will issue the letter to Sheikh Abdullah only after receiving your
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approval.”
Ayyangar, who eventually drafted Article 370, spoke in the Constituent Assembly
on October 17, 1949: “We have also agreed that the will of the people, through
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the instrument of the Constituent Assembly, will determine the Constitution of
the State as well as the sphere of the Union’s jurisdiction of the state… You will
remember that several of these clauses provide for the concurrence of the Jammu
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& Kashmir state. Now these relate particularly to the matters not mentioned in the
Instrument of Accession and it is one of our commitments to the people and the
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Government of Kashmir that no such additions should be made except with the
consent of the Constituent Assembly which may be called in the state for framing

u
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its Constitution.”

Later, Abdullah insisted that the Article should not extend the Fundamental Rights
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and Directive Principles to Jammu and Kashmir, but leave it to the state’s Constituent
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Assembly to decide whether or not to adopt them. Patel was unhappy but allowed
Ayyangar to proceed. Nehru was abroad then; Patel wrote to him on November
3, 1949: “After a great deal of discussion, I could persuade the [Congress] party

s
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to accept”. When Sheikh Abdullah threatened to resign from the Constituent
Assembly, Patel asked Nehru to get him back on board.
In November 1963, in a debate in Parliament, when Hari Vishnu Kamath argued
that Kashmir was “not fully” integrated, Nehru asserted that it was, indeed, “fully
integrated” with India. He said: “The House will remember that we have some such
restrictions with respect to NEFA and other places; outsiders cannot buy land. This
is also in some other districts, the hill districts of Assam. This is to protect them.”

National

Former MP Karan Singh, son of Maharaja Hari Singh, wrote in An Examined Life:
“The right wing seems to resent that J&K carries a special status. That has always
surprised me. We are a great country, we should be large-hearted. J&K came
to India under complex and difficult circumstances. Now after all these years to
ask why it holds a special position is baffling. It will always be special because it
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was born out of a special historical event and subsequent political developments.
In England they have all sorts of governing systems…,we should feel so lucky
that J&K, a Muslim-majority state became a part of India despite the religion-led
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Partition. Cherish that; relish that; honour that.”

Lower House passes Bill to ban commercial surrogacy

m
o

The Lok Sabha passed a Bill to ban commercial surrogacy in the country.
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The Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2019 provides for constitution of surrogacy boards
at national and state levels, as well as that intending couples should not abandon
such a child under any condition.
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Terming the need to ban commercial surrogacy as “the need of the hour”, Health
Minister Harsh Vardhan said almost all countries had banned it.
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The minister assured the members that once the rules of the proposed law are
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in place, it would make the legislation stronger. “There are about 2,000-3,000
surrogacy clinics running illegally in the country and a few thousand foreign

s
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couples resort to surrogacy practice within India and the whole thing is thoroughly
unregulated,” he said.

The Bill proposes that only close relatives will be permitted to act as surrogates
to infertile couples for “ethical altruistic” reasons. “There have been reports
concerning unethical practices, abandonment of children born out of surrogacy
and exploitation of surrogate mothers,” the minister said.
He said the 228th report of the Law Commission had recommended that the

National

government should enact a legislation to ensure that there is only restrictive
surrogacy in the country and commercial surrogacy is banned.
Only Indian couples who have been legally married for at least five years would
be allowed to opt for surrogacy, as per the Statement of Objects and Reasons of
the Bill.
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The Bill seeks to “allow ethical altruistic surrogacy to the intending infertile Indian
married couple between the age of 23-50 years and 26-55 years for female and
male, respectively”.
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Ravi Kishan of the BJP said surrogacy should not become a trade and nobody
should be allowed to misuse it. AIMIM member Imtiaz Jaleel Syed opposed the
Bill, saying the proposed law was “anti-children” and the authorities proposed in it
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would only be toothless tigers in absence of the provision for funding.

BJP’s Hema Malini said the law prohibiting commercial surrogacy should be
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“inclusive and practical”.
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Correcting a historic blunder
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August 5, 2019, will go down in the constitutional history of India as a glorious day.
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A historic blunder committed about 70 years ago, on October 17, 1949 during the
course of the Constituent Assembly debates has finally been set right. Article 370,

s
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which entered the draft constitution 70 years ago as Article 306A, has finally been
abrogated.

Nobody should complain because the abrogation of this discriminatory article has
always been a running theme for the BJP and Jana Sangh. Nobody should have
entertained any doubt that Prime Minister Narendra Modi, a leader possessing
grit and determination, who was instrumental in hoisting the Indian Tricolour at
Lal Chowk on January 26, 1992, would have spared this illogical entity in our

National

Constitution when the appropriate moment came.
Article 370, which became history yesterday, has a notorious history. It was
introduced into the draft constitution on by N Gopalaswami Ayyangar as Article
306A. Through this provision, Ayyangar had proposed that “Kashmir state” would
have special powers to be excluded from the purview of the laws that the Parliament
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of India would make and also would have the power to make its own laws.
“Why this discrimination?”, asked Maulana Hasrat Mohani, the member from
United Provinces. Ayyangar gave an unconvincing reply, that there existed special
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circumstances in the state and hence the special provisions. He was challenged
by members like Mohani who asked why different accessions were being treated
differently. Ayyangar’s logic was bizarre. The Instrument of Accession’s relevance
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was limited to joining the Dominion, he argued, adding that what mattered for
the Indian Republic that was going to take shape on 26 January 1950, was the
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decisions in the Constituent Assembly. He was no doubt clever in making this
distinction between the Dominion and the Republic, but not logical.
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Some five months before Ayyangar’s introduction of Article 306A, on May 27, 1949,
another important discussion took place on the question of nominating members
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to the Constituent Assembly from Jammu & Kashmir. The rules said that out of
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the four nominations, two may be made by the ruler and two from the provincial
legislature that was in existence before the accession. The rule was scrupulously
followed in the case of all the princely states, whereas in the case of J&K, Jawaharlal

s
a

Nehru insisted that the Jammu Kashmir Praja Sabha, the state legislature under
Maharaja Hari Singh, shouldn’t be authorised to nominate the members. The Praja
Sabha elections in 1946 were a fraud, insisted Nehru, and hence, he wanted the
Maharaja to nominate all the four members through consultations with National
Conference leader Sheikh Abdullah.
It must be noted that Sheikh Abdullah’s party had boycotted the 1946 Praja Sabha
elections, refusing to accept Maharaja’s authority. While the rest of the country was

National

fighting the British with Quit India as the mantra, Sheikh Abdullah had launched the
Quit Kashmir agitation against the Maharaja. It was in him that Nehru had reposed
his trust and got four members nominated — Abdullah himself, together with Mirza
Afzal Baig, Maulana Masoodi and Moti Ram Baigra. It was this clique that had
supported 306A when it came up for inclusion in the draft constitution.
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With such a notorious background, one can easily imagine how illogical it was to
continue with such a discriminatory article. In order to further strengthen Article
370 came another provision, Article 35A. Article 35A too found its way into the
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Constitution in 1954 in an unconstitutional and surreptitious manner, by bypassing
the procedure for amending the Constitution as stipulated in Article 368. Article
35A was inserted not through parliamentary assent, which is mandatory for
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o

amendments, but through a presidential proclamation.

All this was happening under Nehru, whom the apologists never tire of projecting
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as a quintessential democrat. The credit goes to B R Ambedkar for inserting Article
370 in Part XXI of the Constitution of India, which is titled “Temporary, Transient

u
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and Special Powers”.

The Opposition’s argument that Article 370 was a link to the state’s accession to
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India is fallacious. The state’s accession had concluded on October 26, 1947,
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when Hari Singh signed the Instrument of Accession. Article 370, according to
Ayyangar’s own words, took birth as a temporary provision because of the “special
circumstances” in the state. The criticism by Congress is even more spacious
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because it is this party that has affected at least 44 amendments to this article in
almost as many years.

This article had remained as an anachronism in our polity providing irrationally
special powers to one state, which were being thoroughly misused by the regional
leaders and parties. If Article 370 has benefited anybody in all these years, it is only
the political leadership in the state. While the people have suffered from a lack of
development, progress and prosperity, the leaders enjoyed a lack of accountability

National

and enriched themselves. The last major industry to come into J&K was in the
mid-1950s.
On the other hand, Article 370 had also become an instrument in the hands of the
separatist and anti-national forces to propagate a lie that J&K was special and
perpetuate sentiments of separatism in the Valley. Putting an end to this article was
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the much-needed measure for the complete emotional integration of the people of
J&K with the Indian Union.
The decision to bifurcate the state is also a strategically shrewd move. It will insulate
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Ladakh from the happenings in the other two regions and provide for greater
development of the region. The situation emerging in the western neighbourhood
and the possible re-ascendance of the Taliban in Afghanistan call for greater
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attention and care to be taken in what will remain as J&K after bifurcation. Making
it a Union Territory with a legislature makes a lot of strategic sense.
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Lok Sabha clears bill to remove Congress chief as
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Jallianwala Bagh trustee

After three hours of heated debate, the Lok Sabha passed a bill that seeks to
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remove the Congress president as a permanent member of the trust that runs the
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Jallianwala Bagh memorial in Amritsar, Punjab.

A high-pitched verbal duel over the bill saw ruling National Democratic Alliance

s
a

members accuse the Congress of holding on to the post despite it being the
centenary year of the memorial. Opposition benches accused the Union government
of “wasting time over petty politics”.
In the event, the Jallianwala Bagh National Memorial (Amendment) Bill, 2019, was
passed by a voice vote amid a walkout by the Congress party. Amendments moved
by members of opposition parties were also defeated by division of votes.
“There are not many amendments. One is simply on the name of the bill. Another

National

amendment is because there is a name of a president of a political party, and
since it is the centenarian year we have proposed that the name be removed,” said
culture minister Prahlad Singh Patel, while introducing the bill.
“We should accept the truth that such organizations or trusts should not be
politicized and should instead be nationalized,” he added.
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The amended bill also says that “the Leader of Opposition recognised as such in
the House of the People, or where there is no such Leader of Opposition, then the
Leader of the single largest Opposition Party in that House” will be on the trust.
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“What happened on 13 April is not a small thing,” Gurjeet Singh Aujla, senior
Congress leader from Punjab, told the House, referring to the day in 1919 when
tanks and soldiers of the British Indian army massacred peaceful and unarmed
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Indian protesters after trapping them in the eponymous walled public gardens in
Amritsar.
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“Stalwarts of the Congress remained in the party and fought for the Independence
movement of India. They (treasury benches) get angry because you have no one
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to name or you would have done it very proudly. Their only intention is to wipe out
history,” said Aujla, opposing the bill.
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“This is a conspiracy to remove the name of Congress from history and there is no
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other intention. History is of Congress, they went to jail, they ran the movement,
the museum was built by them, the money was donated by them and then what
is the reason that you want to remove Congress party president as trustee of the
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body,” he added.

Union minister and senior leader of the Shiromani Akali Dal, Harsimrat Kaur Badal,
attacked the Congress and made a reference to the 1984 anti-Sikh riots. “They talk
of Jallianwala Bagh and memorial, but this is the party that indulged in killing Sikhs
in 1984. Congress has selective memory—they remember and lie about what suits
them,” she said.
The remarks of both lawmakers drew sharp reactions from their rival parties,

National

prompting speaker Om Birla to intervene and say that objectionable remarks will
be expunged.
Dayanidhi Maran of the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam also opposed the bill, saying
such bills were a waste of Parliament’s time. Saugata Roy of the Trinamool Congress
accused the Centre of trying to rewrite history, while Danish Ali of the Bahujan
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Samaj Party said the Centre was not setting the right example by bringing “trivial
issues” for amendments. Bhartruhari Mahtab of the Biju Janata Dal said the House
should not “belittle” itself by removing the name of the Congress president.
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What is Article 371?
Home Minister Amit Shah told Lok Sabha Tuesday that the government had
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no intention of removing Article 371 of the Constitution, which includes “special
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provisions” for 11 states, including six states of the Northeast. His assurance came
after Congress leaders expressed apprehension that having rendered Article
370 irrelevant, the government might unilaterally move to abrogate or modify
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Article 371.

Articles 369 through 392 (including some that have been removed) appear in Part
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XXI of the Constitution, titled ‘Temporary, Transitional and Special Provisions’.
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Article 370 deals with ‘Temporary Provisions with respect to the State of Jammu
and Kashmir’; Articles 371, 371A, 371B, 371C, 371D, 371E, 371F, 371G, 371H,

s
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and 371J define special provisions with regard to another state (or states).
Article 371, Maharashtra and Gujarat: Governor has “special responsibility” to
establish “separate development boards” for “Vidarbha, Marathwada, and the
rest of Maharashtra”, and Saurashtra and Kutch in Gujarat; ensure “equitable
allocation of funds for developmental expenditure over the said areas”, and
“equitable arrangement providing adequate facilities for technical education and
vocational training, and adequate opportunities for employment” under the state

National

government.
Article 371A (13th Amendment Act, 1962), Nagaland: This provision was inserted
after a 16-point agreement between the Centre and the Naga People’s Convention
in 1960, which led to the creation of Nagaland in 1963. Parliament cannot legislate
in matters of Naga religion or social practices, Naga customary law and procedure,
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administration of civil and criminal justice involving decisions according to Naga
customary law, and ownership and transfer of land without concurrence of the
state Assembly.
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Article 371B (22nd Amendment Act, 1969), Assam: The President may provide
for the constitution and functions of a committee of the Assembly consisting of
members elected from the state’s tribal areas.
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Article 371C (27th Amendment Act, 1971), Manipur: The President may provide
for the constitution of a committee of elected members from the Hill areas in the
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Assembly, and entrust “special responsibility” to the Governor to ensure its proper
functioning.
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Article 371D (32nd Amendment Act, 1973; substituted by The Andhra Pradesh
Reorganisation Act, 2014), Andhra Pradesh and Telangana: President must
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ensure “equitable opportunities and facilities” in “public employment and education
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to people from different parts of the state”. He may require the state government to
organise “any class or classes of posts in a civil service of, or any class or classes
of civil posts under, the State into different local cadres for different parts of the
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State”. He has similar powers vis-à-vis admissions in educational institutions.
Article 371E: Allows for the establishment of a university in Andhra Pradesh by a
law of Parliament. But this is not a “special provision” in the sense of the others in
this part.

Article 371F (36th Amendment Act, 1975), Sikkim: The members of the Legislative
Assembly of Sikkim shall elect the representative of Sikkim in the House of the
People. To protect the rights and interests of various sections of the population of

National

Sikkim, Parliament may provide for the number of seats in the Assembly, which
may be filled only by candidates from those sections.
Article 371G (53rd Amendment Act, 1986), Mizoram: Parliament cannot make
laws on “religious or social practices of the Mizos, Mizo customary law and
procedure, administration of civil and criminal justice involving decisions according
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to Mizo customary law, ownership and transfer of land… unless the Assembly… so
decides”.
Article 371H (55th Amendment Act, 1986), Arunachal Pradesh: The Governor has a
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special responsibility with regard to law and order, and “he shall, after consulting the
Council of Ministers, exercise his individual judgment as to the action to be taken”.
Article 371J (98th Amendment Act, 2012), Karnataka: There is a provision for a
separate development board for the Hyderabad-Karnataka region. There shall be
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“equitable allocation of funds for developmental expenditure over the said region”,
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and “equitable opportunities and facilities” for people of this region in government
jobs and education. A proportion of seats in educational institutions and state
government jobs in Hyderabad-Karnataka can be reserved for individuals from that

u
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region.
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‘Stateswoman extraordinaire, diplomat par excellence’:
Tributes pour in for Sushma Swaraj

s
a

Former Union Minister Sushma Swaraj handed away at AIIMS . She was 67. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi condoled her demise and termed it a ‘personal loss’.
The senior BJP chief was delivered to AIIMS round 9:30pm and was right away
taken to the emergency ward. AIIMS docs mentioned she died of a cardiac arrest.
Expressing grief over her demise, the PM tweeted: “A glorious chapter in Indian
politics comes to an end. India grieves the demise of a remarkable leader who
devoted her life to public service and bettering lives of the poor. Sushma Swaraj ji

National

was one of her kind, who was a source of inspiration for crores of people.”
A number of senior ministers, together with Harsh Vardhan, Rajnath Singh, Smriti
Irani Prakash Javadekar, reached AIIMS after she was admitted to the hospital.
Swaraj had put out a tweet within the night congratulating Prime Modi after the
Centre’s transfer to revoke particular standing for Jammu and Kashmir and bifurcate
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the border state into two Union Territories secured Parliament’s approval.
“Narendra Modi ji – Thank you Prime Minister. Thank you very much. I was waiting
to see this day in my lifetime,” she had mentioned.
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PM Modi, in his tweets, hailed Swaraj as a “prolific orator and outstanding
parliamentarian” and mentioned she was admired and revered throughout occasion
strains. “She was uncompromising when it came to matters of ideology and interests
of the BJP, whose growth she immensely contributed to,” Modi mentioned.
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President Ram Nath Kovind additionally mourned over the loss. “Extremely shocked
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to hear of the passing of Smt Sushma Swaraj. The country has lost a much loved
leader who epitomised dignity, courage & integrity in public life. Ever willing to help
others, she will always be remembered for her service to the people of India,” he
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tweeted.

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh mentioned he was deeply shocked and anguished
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by the sudden demise of a particularly valued colleague.
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Swaraj held the essential Exterior Affairs Ministry within the earlier Modi
Cupboard. Swaraj had a kidney transplant in 2016 and had opted out of contesting
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Lok Sabha polls earlier this 12 months for well-being causes. She is survived by her
husband Swaraj Kaushal and daughter Bansuri.

All eyes on RBI today amid growth slump, trade woes,
geopolitical tensions
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is expected to deliver a 25 basis points (bps) cut
in its repo rate , the fourth in a row since Shaktikanta Das took over as the governor

National

in December last year.
Among things that will shape the decision of the monetary policy committee (MPC),
the rate setting body, will be the economic slowdown, low inflation and geopolitical
tensions.
On India’s growth forecast
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The central bank is likely to further lower its GDP forecast for FY20, over and
above the 20 basis points (bps) cut to 7% it made in the June policy. A slowdown
in consumption demand, government spending and the lack of quality jobs have
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resulted in India’s growth slowing down. The International Monetary Fund on 23
July lowered India’s gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate for FY20 to 7% from
7.3%, citing poor demand conditions. GDP growth in the fourth quarter of FY19
slowed down to 5.8% from 6.6% in the previous quarter, the slowest quarterly GDP
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growth rate in five years. Moreover, eight infrastructure sectors, which constitute
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40.27% of the index of industrial production, grew just 0.2% in June.
Monetary policy stance

The RBI is expected to retain its accommodative stance in the August policy, and
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economists and treasurers believe its commentary will turn more dovish. Harihar
Krishnamoorthy, head of treasury operations at FirstRand Bank, said that since the
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liquidity surplus is at ₹1.5- ₹2 trillion, the central bank might say it has pumped in
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enough liquidity and will continue to do as much as needed.
According to RBI data, the system liquidity stood at a surplus of ₹2.13 trillion as on

s
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5 August. The central bank could also release its liquidity management framework
after it set up a working group to simplify the current framework.
On inflation

While inflation as measured by the consumer price index (CPI) rose to 3.18% in
June, it remains below RBI’s medium-term target of 4%. However, the trajectory of
inflation in India depends substantially on the monsoon as food prices have a 46%
weightage while calculating CPI.

National

In the June policy, the MPC had revised its inflation forecast to 3-3.1% for the first
six months of FY20 and to 3.4-3.7% for the second half. According to Aditi Nayar,
principal economist, Icra, the unsatisfactory distribution of the monsoon has delayed
kharif sowing, which may negatively impact yields and food prices.
Global factors influencing MPC’s decision
The MPC will also consider the current global scenario to arrive at a decision. These
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include the ongoing trade war between the US and China which has escalated since
the last MPC meeting in June. The latest round includes a fresh set of tariffs slapped
on Chinese goods by the US. Meanwhile, the US has also labelled China a currency
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manipulator, a move largely seen as symbolic by experts amid the ongoing trade
war.
Other uncertainties are in the form of tension in the Strait of Hormuz that threatens
to disrupt global oil supply and the possibility of a no-deal Brexit.
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Other measures expected
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In the backdrop of a liquidity crunch at non-banking financial companies (NBFCs),
the Union budget announced a partial guarantee programme for banks purchasing
pooled assets from non-banks. Bankers expect the RBI to give some clarity on this

u
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as they are uncertain about the working of this credit guarantee scheme.
Another expectation from the central bank is further revision of its prompt corrective
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action guidelines allowing the remaining banks functioning under this scheme to
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start lending.
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RBI Monetary Policy Highlights: Loan EMIs likely to come
down after rate cut

For the fourth straight time in a row, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) today cut
its benchmark repo rate, this time by a more than expected margin of 35 basis
points. The announcement was made after the third bi-monthly policy review by the
Monetary Policy Committee (MPC), led by RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das, for 201920. The benchmark rate is now at the lowest since April 2010.

National

Live Updates of RBI MPC meeting:
2:10 pm: one-year MCLR comes down to 8.25% per annum, from 8.40% annum
1:12 pm: The Business Expectations Index of the RBI’s industrial outlook survey
shows muted expansion in demand conditions in second quarter, although a decline
in input costs augurs well for growth, RBI said.
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1:11 pm: RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das said the central bank has lowered
the GDP growth forecast owing to demand and investment slowdown, which is
causing dampening effect on the growth.
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1:05 pm: RBI’s endeavour is that none of the large non-banking lenders collapses:
Governor Das.
1:03 pm: Both Sensex and Nifty turned volatile after the RBI slashed lending
rate and lowered the GDP growth estimates for the current financial year. After
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swinging nearly 300 points, the 30-share index was trading 20.61 points, or 0.06
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per cent, lower at 36,956.24 around noon. The broader Nifty also fell 3.20 points,
or 0.03 per cent, to 10,951.45.

1:02 pm: It is “prudent” to be accommodative: Shaktikanta Das.
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1:01 pm: The rate cut has not been taken on “gut feel” but on hard data: Das.
1 pm: RBI has been pre-emptive in its actions on rates: Shaktikanta Das. He said
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RBI has always provided adequate liquidity to the system.
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12:54 pm: Anand Rathi Securities’ chief economist Sujan Hajra said the higher
than expected rate cut of 35 bps clearly shows the RBI’s concern about growth

s
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performance and outlook, and the urgency to take measures to revive growth.
12:52 pm: “The downward revision of the FY 20 GDP growth rate to 6.9 per cent
with downward risk is a dovish signal,” said V.K. Vijayakumar Chief Investment
Strategist at Geojit Financial Services.
12:51 pm: RBI’s next monetary policy statement will come out on October 4.
12:50 pm: Boosting aggregate demand and private investment has assume
highest priority in RBI policy review.

National

12:48 pm: ICICI Securities’ economist Anagha Deodhar said banks have already
started cutting lending rates. “However, the lending rate cuts are much smaller
than reduction in repo rate, indicating significant room for transmission,” the
expert said.
12:47 pm: There is no cartelisation by banks in holding onto higher lending rates:
Shaktikanta Das.
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12:45 pm: The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has given priority sector tag to bank
loans extended to registered non-bank lenders for financing agriculture, small
businesses and home buyers within specified limits.
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12:41 pm: RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das said the central bank wants commercial
banks to lower rates now.
12:40 pm: Confident of credit demand picking up and growth reviving: Shaktikanta
Das
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12:38 pm: Shaktikanta Das said cutting repo rate by 25 basis point was “inadequate”
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while a 50 bps cut would have been “excessive” and so the MPC decided for a 35basis point rate cut.

12:37 pm: The cut in repo rate is likely to result in lower EMIs for home and auto
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buyers.

12:34 pm: After the RBI policy was announced; the rupee witnessed high volatility
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and slipped towards 71 levels. The currency opened on a weak note at 70.92 at
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the interbank forex market, then fell further to 70.99 against the USD. Rupee was
trading at 70.91 at 12:15 pm, down 10 paise over its last close.
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12:33 pm: RBI expects government to take further measures to revive growth:
Shaktikanta Das.

12:29 pm: On the ongoing slowdown, RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das said it is
cyclical and not structural.
12:28 pm: RBI MPC said that the impact of monetary policy easing since February
2019 is also expected to support economic activity, going forward.
12:27 pm: Yes Bank’s chief economist Shubhada Rao said she believes that the

National

RBI is set to cut rates in the next policy review once again in October. “It could be
15/20 bps also. It is clear that reviving growth has received most attention,” she
said.
12:26 pm: RBI governor Shaktikanta Das has assured sufficent liquidity to all needy
sectors.
12:25 pm: To help NBFCs, the RBI has announced harmonisation of single
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counterparty exposure limit for banks’ exposure to single NBFCs with the general
single counterparty exposure limit.
12:20 pm: The RBI has decided to set a Central Payment Fraud Registry to track
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frauds in the payment systems.
12:20 pm: The Reserve Bank of India has been the most aggressive in Asia in cutting
interest rates this year to boost growth from a five- year low and spur investments.
12:17 pm: RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das said 35 bps repo rate cut is balanced and
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a 25 bps reduction would have been inadequate.
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12:16 pm: RBI will soon issue detailed guidelines on permitting banks to onlend through NBFCs. This is being done to increase credit flow to certain priority
sectors which contribute significantly to the economic growth in terms of export and
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employment.

12:13 am: RBI said the interest rate cut would help “address growth concerns by

t
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boosting aggregate demand” and target private investment as a “priority”.
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12:10 pm: Currently, the National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) payment
system as a retail payment system is available for customers from 8 am to 7 pm on

s
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all working days of the week (except 2nd and 4th Saturdays of the month). Once
the NEFT becomes available 24/7, it is expected to revolutionise the retail payments
system in India.

12:06 pm: RBI said it will make NEFT system available on a 24x7 basis from
December 2019.
12:04 pm: RBI said the decisions are in consonance with the objective of achieving
the medium-term target for consumer price index (CPI) inflation of 4% within a band

National

of +/- 2 per cent, while supporting growth.
12:02 pm: Inflation expectations of households remained unchanged in the July
2019 round of the Reserve Bank’s survey for the three months.
12:01 am: RBI has revised real GDP growth for 2019-20 from 7% to 6.9%.
11:58 am: CPI inflation is projected at 3.1% for Q2 FY20 and 3.5-3.7% for H2
FY20.
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11:57 am: Four members, Dr. Ravindra H. Dholakia, Dr. Michael Debabrata Patra,
Bibhu Prasad Kanungo and Shaktikanta Das, voted to reduce the policy repo rate
by 35 basis points, while two members (Dr. Chetan Ghate and Dr. Pami Dua) voted
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to reduce the policy repo rate by 25 basis points.
11:57 am: The decision to cut interest rates was taken unanimously at the MPC
meeting.
11:55 am: The MPC noted that inflation is currently projected to remain within the
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target over a 12-month ahead horizon.
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11:54 am: On the issue of transmission of rate cuts, the RBI said banks reduced
their weighted average lending rates (WALRs) on fresh rupee loans by 29 bps
during the current easing phase so far (February-June 2019).
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11:51 am: RBI said the reverse repo rate under the LAF stands revised to 5.15%,
and the marginal standing facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate to 5.65%.
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11:50 am: The MPC also decided to maintain the accommodative stance of
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monetary policy.

11:49 am: On the basis of an assessment of the current and evolving macroeconomic
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situation, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) at its meeting today decided to
reduce the policy repo rate under the liquidity adjustment facility (LAF) by 35 basis
points (bps) from 5.75% to 5.40% with immediate effect.
11:34 am: RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das will attend a press conference, along with
other members of the RBI MPC, after the announcement of the resolution of the
Monetary Policy Committee, at 12 noon.
11:31 am: If the benchmark rate is cut to 5.5% today, it would be the lowest since
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April 2010.
11:29 am: The rupee also weakened today, for the fourth session in a row, at 70.93
a dollar, down 0.12% from its Tuesday’s close of 70.83.
11:23 am: In each of the last three RBI MPC review meetings, it was decided to cut
the short-term lending rate (repo rate) by 25 basis points.
11:22 am: In its last policy meeting held two months ago in June, the RBI had cut
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repo rate by 25 bps and also decided to change the stance of monetary policy from
neutral to accommodative.
11:18 am: Swap markets are pricing in at least another 50 basis points of reductions
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before the end of 2019, according to a Bloomberg report.
11:13 am: As investors await the announcement of monetary policy, both Sensex
and Nifty were little changed. Sensex was trading above 64 points at 37,041 while

m
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the NSE was up 11.30 points at 10,959.

11:11 am: In its MPC, the Reserve Bank is expected to retain its accommodative
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policy stance.
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Some difficult questions on the state of affairs in Kashmir
The special status that Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) has enjoyed is due to the unusual
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circumstances that surrounded its accession to India. The ruler of the princely state
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at the time of independence, Hari Singh, was unable or unwilling to decide if he
wanted it to join India or Pakistan, or become independent. Pakistani infiltration

s
a

helped change his mind, as he sought Indian assistance and India agreed to send
troops once Kashmir signed an accession treaty.

National
After India sought the United Nations’ intervention, two outcomes were expected—
Pakistani infiltrators would go back and India would hold a plebiscite. Neither
happened. India did hold state and national elections in which Kashmiris participated
but sometimes boycotted. India has since argued that Kashmiri participation in
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these shows their acceptance of the accession.
The Kashmiri stalemate needed an imaginative solution. Many in India—the state
included—feel pained that Kashmiris don’t want to be part of a democratic India.
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But partial narratives are dangerous. The families of the thousands who have
died (some among them extremists, but many protestors and innocent civilians)
see the story differently, and their anguish is persistently disregarded by many in
India. There have been grave human rights abuses; think of the Kunan Poshpora
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rapes, incidents defying explanation like the Chittisinghpura massacre, the many
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unmarked graves, and most recently the blindings by pellet wounds. Raise these
issues, and defenders of a tough approach speak of the plight of Kashmiri Pandits,
thousands of whom are internally displaced, driven out by militancy, as if either

u
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abuse justifies the other.

Home minister Amit Shah has sought to disrupt the inertia. The move is risky,
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constitutionally questionable, and relies on legal sophistry: The “special status” is
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not revoked, but enfeebled, and the state is broken up, the irony being that the
many supporters of the Bharatiya Janata Party call critics of the government “the

s
a

tukde-tukde gang”. J&K is no longer a full-fledged state, but a Union territory, with
considerably reduced powers.
In doing this, the government has not consulted people in J&K—which are under
president’s rule. Mobile and land-based communications are severely curtailed,
and there has been a major troop build-up. Officials had earlier claimed there
was “credible” intelligence inputs of an imminent terrorist attack, and thousands
of pilgrims going to Amarnath were told to go home. That threat seems to have

National

mysteriously vanished.
Analysts are crediting Shah’s shrewd political acumen, his swift execution of
a bold strategy; implying that boldness is a sign of greatness. But recklessness
is also courageous, with the crucial difference being that others bear the cost of
recklessness. Shahs know how toothless the Opposition is—think of the number
of regional parties which have backed the move. Think of the confusion within the
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Congress, where each leader seems to have a different opinion. Most Opposition
politicians have either failed to realize the weakening of India’s federal structure,
or are too timid to say so. Even Arvind Kejriwal, who wants more powers as chief
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minister of Delhi, has supported the attack on federalism. India now looks like
a majoritarian democracy where those who don’t fit the norm are made to feel
unwelcome.
The home minister also appears to have calculated that civil society protests won’t

m
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amount to much. Uncomfortable questions are not easy to raise. Legal challenges
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of the J&K decision are certain, but would the courts, which miss no opportunity to
micromanage even municipal responsibilities, act, or would they wash their hands
of the issue, saying this is a political matter for politicians to decide?
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Beyond the legal cleverness used and the assault on federalism, there is a
profoundly moral question. When the Aadhaar bill was passed as a money bill,
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justice Dhananjay Chandrachud, in his dissenting opinion, had called it “a fraud”
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on the Constitution. It is a judicial axiom that a state should not do indirectly what it
cannot do directly. There is law and there is justice. Morality matters.
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There are several other questions that arise. Is democracy to be observed in form or
also in substance? Is Parliament a place where decisions are only to be announced
and approved, accompanied by laboured puns from the presiding officer’s chair,
giving minimal preparation time for the Opposition even to absorb the provisions,
or is it meant to be a discursive body?
And, more importantly, does a state’s promise that it would honour the spirit of a
treaty of accession carry any meaning? Substantive changes required the consent

National

of the governed, but instead, the Centre’s representative, the governor, has become
the representative of the state and its people.
Desks in Parliament are thumped and various entities assume the roles they want,
even as the people most affected by it can’t communicate and two of their former
chief ministers are under house arrest. And so passes the week, undoing decades:
Norms are cast aside, the contract between the citizens and their state discarded,
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the spirit of the Constitution challenged. Tomorrow, it would seem, is another
country.

AUGUST 2019 Article 370: J&K loses special status; president enforces
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changes
As the Parliament session concluded, following two days of deliberation over the
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passage of the Jammu and Kashmir Reorganization Bill that bifurcates the state
and scraps the special status accorded under Article 370, President Ram Nath
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Kovind signed off on the official gazette that enforced the changes from 6 August.
“In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (3) of article 370 read with clause
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(1) of article 370 of the Constitution of India, the President, on the recommendation
of Parliament, is pleased to declare that, as from the 6th August, 2019, all clauses

t
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of the said article 370 shall cease to be operative…” according to the gazette
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notification.

The Centre scrapped the provision of Article 370 of the Constitution that granted
special status to Jammu and Kashmir, with an order saying “it shall come into force
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at once”. The abrogation follows the Centre introducing the Jammu and Kashmir
Reorganization Bill in Parliament.
Article 370 laid down that except for matters related to defence, foreign affairs,
communications and issues specified in the Instrument of Accession of Jammu and
Kashmir, Parliament needs the state government’s ratification for all other laws. So
far, residents of the state lived under a separate set of laws, including those related
to citizenship, ownership of property and fundamental rights.

National

Jammu and Kashmir now stands bifurcated into two Union territories — J&K with a
legislative assembly and Ladakh without one.
“All provisions of this Constitution, as amended from time to time, without any
modifications or exceptions, shall apply to the State of Jammu and Kashmir
notwithstanding anything contrary contained in Article 152 or Article 308 or any other
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article of this Constitution or any other provision of the Constitution of Jammu and
Kashmir or any law, document, judgement, ordinance, order, by-law, rule, regulation,
notification, custom or usage having the force of law in the territory of India, or any
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other instrument, treaty or agreement as envisaged under Article 363 or otherwise,”
according to the gazette notification.

Parliament passes Consumer Protection Bill
Parliament
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passed the Consumer Protection Bill 2019 that seeks to establish
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authorities for timely and effective administration and settlement of consumer
disputes.
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The Bill, already passed by Lok Sabha, was approved in the Upper House by voice
vote.
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It seeks to strengthen rights of consumers and provides a mechanism for redressal
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of complaints regarding defects in goods and deficiency in services.
Replying to a debate on the Bill, Consumers Affairs Minister Ramvilas Paswan said
that the suggestions given by the members would be included in the rules framed by
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the Ministry under this legislation.

President approves Motor Vehicles Amendment Act

National

The penalty for drunk driving has been increased by five times to ₹2,000. (Ramesh
Pathania/Mint)
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President Ram Nath Kovind gave assent to the Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Act,
2019, that aims to make Indian roads safer, reduce corruption and use technology
to overhaul the country’s transportation system.
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The Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Bill, 2019, that introduces several amendments
in the 30-year-old law, was passed by the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha earlier this
month.
The Bill was introduced in Parliament by the road transport and highway ministry
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in 2016, after which it was passed by the Lok Sabha in 2017. However, it failed to
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muster support in the Rajya Sabha.

Towards safety, the law has proposed stiffer penalties for traffic rule violations such
as over-speeding, dangerous driving, driving under the influence of alcohol and
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other offences such as not wearing a helmet or driving without licence.
The penalty for drunk driving has been increased by five times to ₹2,000. Speeding
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will now attract a fine or ₹5,000 instead of ₹500 earlier. Noting giving way to
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emergency vehicles such as ambulances will attract a ₹10,000 fine.
According to the road transport and highways ministry, half a million accidents are
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reported in India every year, in which 150,000 people lose their lives.
“Higher penalties will be applicable/implemented as soon as soon as the Bill gets
the President’s assent,” a senior government official told Mint.
However, the Centre needs to frame rules for other provisions such as those for
aggregators and creation of a road safety board.
The new law also allows the Centre to ask manufacturers to recall vehicles in case
of defects that cause harm to the environment. Besides, the Centre, in consultation
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with the states, can frame a national transportation policy to transform the rural and
public road transportation system and improve last-mile connectivity.
“The amendments...mainly focus on issues relating to improving road safety, citizens’
facilitation while dealing with the transport department, strengthening rural transport,
last-mile connectivity and public transport, automation and computerization and
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enabling online services,” the transport ministry said last month.
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The forms of federalism in India
How has Jammu and Kashmir been altered? Are there other States with
special status?

m
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The story so far: The Union government has withdrawn the special status conferred
on Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) under Article 370 of the Constitution. It has also
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divided the State into two regions and declared them as Union Territories. Thus, the
government has made a significant alteration in the unique form of federalism that
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it has been practising in respect of the sensitive border State, which has seen war,
terrorism and conflict since Independence. Instead, it has put in place an alternative
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form of federalism in which the two new units will be administered by the Centre.
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How is this debate concerned with federalism?

Nations are described as ‘federal’ or ‘unitary’, depending on the way in which
governance is organised. In a unitary set-up, the Centre has plenary powers of

s
a

administration and legislation, with its constituent units having little autonomy. In a
federal arrangement, the constituent units are identified on the basis of region or
ethnicity, and conferred varying forms of autonomy or some level of administrative
and legislative powers. As the current political status of J&K — as two Union
Territories — is a form of demotion from the sort of autonomy it enjoyed, it becomes
an issue concerning federalism.
Why is India called ‘quasi-federal’?

National

The Supreme Court has commented on the nature of the Indian Union in several
judgments. It has noted that the essence of a ‘federation’ is the existence of the
Union of the States, and the distribution of powers between them. In S.R. Bommai
vs. Union of India , it notes the commonly invoked model of federalism is the United
States, by which it is clear that it is a federation of States. These States were
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independent and sovereign in their territories, and decided to form a federation.
Their territories cannot be altered by the federal government. In India, on the other
hand, Parliament has the power to admit new States, create new States, alter their
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boundaries and their names, and unite or divide the States. In the latest exercise,
the unprecedented act of converting a State into a Union Territory has also been
performed. The concurrence of States is not needed for the formation and unmaking
of States and Union Territories. Further, the court noted the existence of several
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provisions of the Constitution that allow the Centre to override the powers of the
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States. In legislation, there is a Concurrent List, unlike in the U.S., which outlines the
powers of the federal government, and leaves any matter not mentioned in it as the
legislative field for the States. In India, the residuary powers of legislation, that is the
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power to make law in a field not specified in the Constitution, is vested in Parliament,
whereas in the U.S., residuary powers are with the States. Further, in fiscal matters,
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the power of the States to raise their own resources is limited, and there is a good
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deal of dependency on the Centre for financial assistance.
Even though the States are sovereign in their prescribed legislative field, and their
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executive power is co-extensive with their legislative powers, it is clear that “the
powers of the States are not coordinate with the Union”. This is why the Constitution
is often described as ‘quasi-federal’.
Why is it said that India has asymmetric federalism?
The main forms of administrative units in India are the Centre and the States.
But there are other forms, too, all set up to address specific local, historical and
geographical contexts. Besides the Centre and the States, the country has Union

National

Territories with a legislature, and Union Territories without a legislature.
When the Constitution came into force, the various States and other administrative
units were divided into Parts A, B, C and D. Part A States were the erstwhile
provinces, while Part B consisted of erstwhile princely states and principalities. Part
C areas were the erstwhile ‘Chief Commissioner’s Provinces’. They became Union
Territories, and some of them initially got legislatures and were later upgraded into
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States. Himachal Pradesh, Manipur, Tripura, Mizoram, Arunachal Pradesh and
Goa belong to this category.
Puducherry and Delhi have legislatures, while the other territories under the Centre
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do not have legislatures or a ministerial council to advise the administrator. Even
between Puducherry and Delhi, there is a notable difference. Puducherry has
legislative powers on any matter mentioned in the State List or the Concurrent
List, insofar as it applies to the Union Territory. Delhi, which has the same field,
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has three further exceptions: police, land and public order are outside its purview.
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However, Parliament has overriding powers over any law made by the Assembly
in the Union Territories.

Puducherry has one more unique feature. Despite being a single administrative
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unit, the Union Territory is ‘non-contiguous’. That is, its territory is not limited to one
extent of land. Besides Puducherry and its adjoining areas, it has enclaves located

t
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within other States: Karaikal (within Tamil Nadu) Yanam (within Andhra Pradesh)
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and Mahe (within Kerala).

Just as the Centre and the States do not have matching powers in all matters,

s
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there are some differences in the way some States and other constituent units of
the Indian Union relate to the Centre. This creates a notable asymmetry in the way
Indian federalism works.

What is special status? How did it work in J&K?
The foremost example of asymmetry among Centre-State ties was in the way J&K
related to India until August 6, 2019, the day the President declared that its special
status ceased to be operative. Under Article 370, the State was allowed to have

National

its own Constitution, its own definition of ‘permanent residents’, the right to bar
outsiders from holding property, and the privilege of not having any Indian law
automatically applicable to its territory. Indian laws had to be specifically permitted
by its Assembly before it could operate there. It was allowed to have its own Penal
and Criminal Procedure Codes. The President was empowered to notify, from time
to time, the provisions of the Constitution that could be extended to the State, with
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or without modifications.
What does Article 371 provide?
Special status is not unique to Kashmir. However, the sort of asymmetry seen in
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J&K’s relationship to the Centre is not seen in other States. The ‘special provisions’
applicable to some other States are mainly in the form of empowering the Governors
to discharge some special responsibilities. These States are Maharashtra, Gujarat,
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Manipur, Nagaland, Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh. The common feature is that
wherever Governors have been asked to discharge special responsibilities, their
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discretionary power overrides the process of consultation with the respective
Council of Ministers.
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Article 371 says the Governor of Maharashtra has a special responsibility to establish
separate development boards for Vidarbha, Marathwada, and the rest of the State,
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while the Governor of Gujarat has a similar responsibility towards Saurashtra, Kutch
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and the rest of Gujarat. The responsibilities cover equitable allocation of funds
for development expenditure, and providing facilities for technical education and
vocational training.
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Article 371A confers special status on Nagaland. Under this provision, no law made
by Parliament in relation to Naga customary law and procedure, including civil
and criminal justice matters, and ownership or transfer of land and resources will
apply to Nagaland, unless the Legislative Assembly of Nagaland decides so. The
protection of Naga laws and customs was written into the Constitution following
the July 1960 agreement between the Centre and the Naga People’s Convention,
under which the State was later created. Further, the Governor of Nagaland has a

National

‘special responsibility’ regarding law and order in the State.
Article 371B contained a special provision for Assam under which a committee of
legislators from the tribal areas was formed to look after their interest. The tribal
areas later became Meghalaya State.
Under Article 371C, the Hill Areas of Manipur ought to have a committee of
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legislators. The Governor has a special responsibility to make an annual report to
the President on the administration of the Hill Areas. The Centre is empowered to
give directions to the State as far as these areas were concerned.
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Article 371D is a detailed provision under which the President can pass an order to
provide equitable opportunities and facilities to people belonging to different parts
of Andhra Pradesh in public employment and education. In particular, the President
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can create local cadres in various classes of employment and allot civil posts to
specified local cadres only. The President can specify any part of the State as a
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‘local area’ for this purpose. To give effect to this arrangement, an Administrative
Tribunal has been set up. No court, other than the Supreme Court, has any power
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of superintendence over this tribunal.

Article 371F incorporated special provisions after the addition of Sikkim to India.
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One major objective was to grant protection to existing laws in Sikkim so that they
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are not declared unconstitutional after being brought under the Constitution of
India.

Article 371G contains special provisions to preserve the religious and social practices
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of Mizos in Mizoram and their customary law and procedure and administration of
criminal and civil justice, besides ownership of land.
Article 371H vests a special responsibility on the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh
with respect to law and order. It makes clear that the Governor shall discharge
this function after consulting the Council of Ministers, but exercise his individual
judgment as to the action taken.
Are there any other examples of decentralisation of power?

National

There is another significant tier of administration under the larger framework of
asymmetric federalism. The Sixth Schedule to the Constitution contains provisions
for the administration of tribal areas in Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram.
These create autonomous districts and autonomous regions. Any autonomous
district with different Scheduled Tribes will be divided into autonomous regions.
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These will be administered by District Councils and Regional Councils. These
Councils can make laws with respect to allotment, occupation and use of land,
management of forests other than reserve forests and water courses. Besides they
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can regulate social customs, marriage and divorce and property issues.
In Assam, the Karbi-Anglong Autonomous Council, Dima Hasao Autonomous
District Council and the Bodoland Territorial Council have been set up under the
Sixth Schedule. Another six autonomous councils have been formed by Acts of the
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legislature.
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Ladakh has two autonomous hill development councils (Leh and Kargil). The
Darjeeling Gorkha Hill Council is in West Bengal.
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Editors Guild expresses concern over J&K situation
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The Editors Guild of India expressed deep concern over the continued shutdown in
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communication links with the Kashmir Valley and the consequent “curtailment of the
media’s freedom and ability” to report fairly on the developments there.
The Guild said that while some visiting journalists might be able to file their reports
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once they were out of the Valley, the lock-down was almost “total and draconian”
for the vibrant local media organisations that were the first eyes and ears on the
ground.

The government knew very well that it was impossible to process and publish news
now without the Internet, it said.
The government owed it to the people of the country, including those in Jammu
and Kashmir, to allow the press, a vital institution of democracy, to function freely,

National

it said.
In a situation such as that prevailing in J&K, the role of a free media, unhindered by
such restrictions, becomes critically important in helping in dissemination of news
and in its democratic duty of keeping a watch on institutions of the government and
security, it said.
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“The Guild underlines the imprudence in creating an unfair distinction in the
treatment for access, curfew passes, communication between local journalists and
those coming in to report from outside. All journalists and all Indian citizens are
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entitled to equal freedom.”
It urged the government to take immediate steps to restore normality for the media’s
communication links.
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Media transparency

Media transparency had always been and should be India’s strength, not fear, it

c
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said.

The Guild also expressed its appreciation for and solidarity with all journalists
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reporting from the ground despite unprecedented challenges.

“The Guild requests all, especially the government, to ensure their safety and

t
n

freedom of movement.”
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Doordarshan, telcos lock horns over niche 5G spectrum
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band

National

The DoT has now asked the Cellular Operators Association of India to submit its
views on the suggested use and pricing of these airwaves. (Mint )
India’s telecom operators and Doordarshan have locked horns over a premium
band of spectrum that the public broadcaster wants to retain for telecasting directly
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to phones, but the telcos feel can be put to better use in 5G telecommunications.
India, which has already marked out the 3.3-3.6GHz band for 5G services, is trying
to identify more spectrum bands for the same, and has zeroed in on the 470-698
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MHz band. However, the state broadcaster currently beams television channels to
smartphones and laptops over this spectrum in 16 cities with its Digital Terrestrial
TV (DTT) transmitters. The DTT service was started in 2016, and Doordarshan is
keen on expanding it to 630 locations.
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At the same time, telcos covet lower frequency bands such as this, since these
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airwaves travel larger distances and save on the cost of towers and other
infrastructure.

The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) has now asked the Cellular Operators
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Association of India (COAI) to submit its views on the suggested use and pricing of
these airwaves, which have not been used for mobile communications so far. This

t
n

follows a 4 July meeting of DoT’s 5G Implementation Oversight Committee, which
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was also attended by officials from DoT and academics. Mint has seen a copy of
the minutes of the meeting. Auctions for 5G spectrum are expected to be held later

s
a

this year.

“These bands can be used for 5G. It is being used for broadcasting (Doordarshan)
but now everyone is going digital. There is opportunity to take these (airwaves)
back as other countries are doing...As broadcasting goes digital, more and more
spectrum will become available and globally, people are saying that use it for the
next big demand factor, which is mobility,” COAI director general Rajan Mathews
said.

National

COAI has now started compiling a paper on how these bands are being utilized
globally and their pricing. The industry body will submit these findings to the telecom
regulator.
“Doordarshan wants to do digital terrestrial operations and wants to retain spectrum in
this band for future use,” a person aware of the matter said, requesting anonymity.
Emails sent to Doordarshan and DoT remained unanswered till press time.
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“When we raised this issue (with DoT) we said that increasingly, these bands are
either being squatted on, utilized by others, are not inefficiently utilised or mispriced, and at the end of the day, you are putting the whole 5G expansion at risk,”
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Mathews said.
DoT is currently finalizing the roadmap for 5G, which is set to boost data speeds
and Internet of Things (IoT), resulting in industry-altering changes for agriculture,
manufacturing, healthcare, and education.
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So far, the only band identified for 5G spectrum in India is under the 3.3-3.6GHz
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band, which has 300MHz of airwaves available.

Of this, the defence department has sought 100MHz to boost coastal security while
the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) wants 25MHz for satellite-based
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navigation services.

If these requests are granted by the government, it would leave just 175MHz for
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n

telcos, which are now requesting DoT to make more spectrums available.
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J&K move won’t impact Line of Control or Line of Actual
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Control: India to China
President Donald Trump’s escalating economic war with China highlights a challenge
for Democrats hoping to unseat him in 2020: They’ll have a hard time being tougher
on trade than he is.
For years, Democrats in Congress have been warning that China is an economic
aggressor bent on undermining U.S. industry. They have denounced the North
American Free Trade Agreement for outsourcing jobs and criticized China for

National

manipulating its currency to make Chinese products cheaper. They have vowed to
use federal procurement, tariffs and other tools to help U.S. workers.
Trump has stolen that playbook and gone further. , his administration formally
designated China a currency manipulator, a step some Democrats have demanded
for years. Last week, the president moved forward with plans to tax nearly every toy,
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laptop and sneaker that China sends to the United States. Trump has also renegotiated
NAFTA, imposed tariffs on foreign metals and strengthened “buy American” rules so
that federal projects use more materials from the United States.
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So far, many of these efforts have not produced the kind of change Trump promised.
His revised NAFTA, the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement, is languishing
in Congress, and his sweeping tariffs have prompted China and Europe to retaliate
against U.S. products, particularly farm goods. The president’s trade war with China

m
o

has begun driving up costs for consumers and businesses.
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But Trump’s trade assault has put Democrats in an awkward spot. They are trying
to figure out how to differentiate themselves from Trump — without ceding their
position as the party that will do the most to defend workers against the downsides

u
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of globalization.

So far, they are divided between two very different approaches. On one side are
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Democratic lawmakers and presidential candidates who hew more closely to
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Trump’s isolationist approach, arguing that trade pacts have sold out workers in
favor of corporations. On the other are those advocating the type of engagement

s
a

undertaken by previous Democratic administrations, including those of Presidents
Barack Obama and Bill Clinton, to try to gain more influence over other countries
through negotiation and trade.
The party is split along familiar lines, with progressives like Sens. Elizabeth Warren
of Massachusetts and Bernie Sanders of Vermont calling for a more radical
transformation of trade policy, and moderates like former Vice President Joe Biden
espousing a more traditional approach.

National

That division is exposing vulnerability for a party that has historically embraced a
tougher stance on free trade than Republicans but has seen that position erode with
the ascension of moderate Democrats like Clinton and Obama.
Progressives who had railed against trade pacts for years felt shunted aside in
the Clinton administration, as pro-trade Democrats brought China into the World
Trade Organization and finished NAFTA, a trade deal begun by President George
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Bush. They felt similarly ignored by the Obama administration, which pushed ahead
with the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a multicountry trade pact, despite complaints
that the deal was a boon to drug companies, would allow foreign automakers to
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flood the U.S. market and overlooked labor violations in countries like Vietnam and
Malaysia.
Then came Trump, whose assaults on China and the North American Free Trade

m
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Agreement during the 2016 campaign mimicked what many Democrats had been
saying. His promises to put “America first” won over some of the union rank and file,
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if not their leaders.

“At one time, the Democrats were much more aggressive on trade than the
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Republicans,” said Daniel DiMicco, Trump’s trade adviser during the 2016 campaign,
who leads the Coalition for a Prosperous America, a trade group. “They’ve been

t
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missing for decades on this, just as many of the Republicans had.”
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For now, many of the Democratic candidates are characterizing Trump’s trade policy
as haphazard and inept. But some have also praised him for pursuing policies they
have backed for years.

s
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“I think President Trump was onto something when he talked about China,” Rep. Tim
Ryan of Ohio said last month in the second Democratic debate in Detroit. “China has
been abusing the economic system for a long time. They steal intellectual property.
They subsidize goods coming into this country. They’ve displaced steelworkers,
autoworkers, across the board, eroded our manufacturing.”
“So I think we need some targeted response against China,” Ryan added. “But you
know how you beat China? You outcompete them.”

National

Ryan and other candidates spent much of the recent debate denouncing Trump’s
trade war as a conflict without winners. But they offered few concrete ideas for how
to better position the United States against China’s growing economic ambitions.
And while the candidates were united in saying Trump’s tariffs were not the solution,
only Rep. Tulsi Gabbard of Hawaii would commit to rolling them back once in
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office.
Instead, Democrats proposed working with allies to try to restrain China, or investing
in job training programs to improve America’s competitiveness as a manufacturing
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base. And they clashed over whether their approach should result in more trade
agreements, like Biden suggests, or fewer, like Warren.
The stakes are particularly high for Biden, who has a record of supporting freetrade deals like NAFTA, which he voted for while in Congress, and the TPP, which
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was ushered in while he was vice president. Although Biden portrays himself as the
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candidate most in touch with — and able to win — blue-collar and union workers,
that electorate has become increasingly disillusioned with free trade and its ability
to deliver promised gains.
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Biden has called for rejoining the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which was aimed, in
part, at pressuring China to overhaul its economy and strengthening the United
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States’ ability to compete against it in Asia. That deal proved deeply unpopular as
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the 2016 election approached — including with the Democratic nominee, Hillary
Clinton — and Trump pulled the United States out of it in his first week in office.
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Biden tried to head off criticism in the most recent debate, saying that he “would not
rejoin the TPP as it was initially put forward” but would “insist that we renegotiate.”
“Either China is going to write the rules of the road for the 21st century on trade,
or we are,” Biden said. “We have to join with the 40% of the world that we had with
us.”
Others, like Warren and Sanders, continue to criticize trade pacts like the TPP as
drafted by and for multinational corporations.
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Trade deals “have become a way for giant multinationals to change the regulatory
environment so they can suck more profits out for themselves and to leave the
American people behind,” Warren said in the debate.
In Warren’s view, the United States should act as an agent of global change by only
entering into trade deals with countries that have strong labor, environmental and
other protections.
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The standards in her trade agenda, released in July, are so high that they would
prohibit the United States from entering new trade agreements with countries
including South Korea, Germany, Japan, Singapore, Mexico — and, currently, the
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United States itself.
“Unlike the insiders, I don’t think ‘free trade’ deals that benefit big multinational
corporations and international capital at the expense of American workers are good
simply because they open up markets,” Warren said.
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Sanders’ trade proposals, though less detailed, include ending federal contracts
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for companies that send jobs overseas, scrapping Trump’s rewrite of NAFTA, and
labeling China a currency manipulator. The plan focuses on fulfilling Trump’s promise
of renegotiating existing trade deals to stop the outsourcing of U.S. jobs, rather than
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writing new agreements.

Some candidates also see Trump’s rewrite of NAFTA as an opportunity to revive
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voter anger toward a trade deal that many within the party blame for decimating
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U.S. manufacturing, particularly the auto industry.

“President Trump is trying to sell NAFTA 2.0,” Bill de Blasio, the mayor of New York,
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said in the debate as he tried to attack Biden, who voted in favor of the original
deal while in Congress. “It’s just as dangerous as the old NAFTA. It’s going to take
away American jobs like the old NAFTA, like it did to Michigan. And we cannot have
Democrats be party to a new NAFTA.”
Trump’s renegotiated NAFTA is largely an update of the 25-year-old pact, and it adds
some provisions that Democrats have long favored, like higher requirements for
using U.S. materials to make cars and the rollback of a special system of arbitration

National

for corporations.
But Democrats say its provisions on labor rights and the environment are too weak.
And they have particularly criticized a provision that would lock in intellectual property
protections for pharmaceutical makers, seeing this as an issue where they can drive
a wedge between the president and his populist base.
“Anyone who thinks that these trade deals are mostly about tariffs just doesn’t
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understand what’s going on,” Warren said in the debate. “Look at the new NAFTA
2.0. What’s the central feature? It’s to help pharmaceutical companies get longer
periods of exclusivity so they can charge Canadians, Americans and Mexicans more
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money and make more profits.”
Some Democrats argue that Trump’s trade policy will not be difficult to counter, now
that the pain of the trade war is being felt.
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Goa readies law to stop outsiders from changing names for
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benefits

The state Assembly passed the Goa Change of Name and Surname (Amendment)
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Bill, 2019, making such changes a criminal offence. The Bill is yet to get the
Governor’s consent, and the rules have not been framed and notified.
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Facing rising concern among Goan communities that migrants are adopting local
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names to benefit from social schemes, the state government is probing all those in
the state who have moved to change their names in the last 15 days — as a first
step.
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“We are aware that this is a social issue. But before we frame any new rules, the
government is looking to probe the manner in which these name changes are taking
place. Our initial enquiry is about who these people are, their reasons, and the offices
they have approached for getting this done,” said Law Minister Nilesh Cabral.
“We have called for all advertisements seen in newspapers for name changes in
the last 15 days. Some are so tiny that you cannot even make out what is being
changed. My office has now started indexing the names and their details as they
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appeared in English, Konkani and Marathi papers. We will send the file to the police
and seek their help to probe the reasons why these men and women changed their
names,” he said.
The state Assembly passed the Goa Change of Name and Surname (Amendment)
Bill, 2019, making such changes a criminal offence. The Bill is yet to get the
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Governor’s consent, and the rules have not been framed and notified.
But Cabral said the “initial enquiry” by his office has revealed that of a sample size
of 35 cases where people changed names and claimed in advertisements that they
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had done so through the sub-registrar, only two had legal documents as proof.
In the other 33 cases, the probe showed, sub-registrar offices confirmed that they
were not involved. Some of these requests came through panchayats, which is
illegal.
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The state earlier had a Goa Change of Name and Surname Act, 1990, to ensure
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the names that had Portuguese spellings and pronunciations were corrected when
translated to English. “It was also to ensure that certain castes were given the legal
route to take the second name of the community they were associated with, as
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certain second names came with a heavy stigma,” said Cabral.

Alex Reginald, a Congress MLA who claims he has been following the issue for
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a year, said there have been “complaints of people misusing the law and also
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changing their names to avail Portuguese passport and also to benefit in land deals
in Goa”.
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“Our aim is to ensure that migrants do not change their names in our state. We
respect the Constitution and place India first. But this is now becoming a social
issue, and we are demanding that stringent measures be put in place to protect the
interests, future and stability of the Goan way of life,” he said.
In the Assembly, Reginald produced RTI data which, he says, should be probed. “In
less than three years, 4,197 cases have showed up in small advertorials and which
claim they did (the name change) via courts. We need answers on who these are…

National

Are they Goans? If not, why are they changing their names to Goan surnames, with
Catholic or Hindu titles?” he said.
The MLA claims that according to a “private probe” done by him, several instances
have come up where people have claimed they were born in their homes and not in
hospitals, with witnesses being brought to courts to get their names changed.
In the Assembly, other leaders too weighed in on the issue, with Churchill Alemao
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saying that others “cannot come and become Goan with a mere name change”.

Government looks at InvIT model to monetise power sector

AUGUST 2019 PSUs assets

VOL.59
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Sebi has allowed Indian firms to launch investment trusts to help cash-strapped
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developers get easier access to funds.

The government asset monetisation programme may take the trust route with central
transmission utility Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd (PGCIL) looking to float an

s
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infrastructure investment trust (InvIT) - a first by a PSU entity - to unlock value
from its operational transmission assets and free up long-term capital for further
investments.

Government sources said that the company will shortly appoint a consultant to
advice on the modus operandi for floating of the trust and suggest a roadmap for its
proposed asset monetisation programme.
“The InvIT route will help the company to get current value of its assets and unlock

National

capital that could be used for further investment and faster development of projects,”
said a PGCIL official, who was not willing to be identified.
He, however, said that the PSU was not in a hurry to monetise its assets and would
wait for the right market conditions to undertake such exercise. The company also
has over ₹4,000 crore of surplus cash and a ₹10,000 crore fund raising programme
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through bonds that is considered adequate for meeting its entire capital expenditure
of about ₹15,000 crore in FY21 and other greenfield investments.
“Moreover, government may not directly benefit from this asset monetisation, as
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the money from sale of assets may fall into the books of the PGCIL. However, the
Centre can always recoup some benefits by seeking higher dividend payout from
the PSU,” said the source quoted earlier.
The proposed InvIT will be on the lines of a real estate investment trust (REIT) for
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which the market regulator, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi), has
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already finalised detailed norms for trading of trust units.

Already, India Grid Trust (IndiGrid), an infrastructure investment trusts (InvIT)
sponsored by Sterlite Power Grid Ventures Ltd, is operational.
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With a total asset size of over ₹2 lakh crore and investment of about ₹1 lakh crore
in putting up transmission infrastructure, the proposed monetisation programme of
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PGCIL could provide it the necessary boost required to push up investments.
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As per the plan that is still being discussed with Department of Investment and
Public Asset Management (DIPAM), the PGCIL would set up the InvIT and transfer
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or sell some of its operational transmission assets to the proposed trust. In return
for such transfers, the company would get tradeable units from the trust that could
be used in the market to mobilise funds.
This would allow the company to monetise its existing assets that in normal
circumstances would have given it returns only after years of operation. Transmission
projects are long gestation projects where returns start accruing only after a period
of 20-25 years.
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“The concept of InvITs is good. But it is not as much beneficial for Indians as it is for
external people, say, for FIIs,” said executive of an infrastructure company that is
also looking at floating an InvIT.
In order to make InvIT a monetisation tool for the sector, the PGCIL may also also
rope in more power companies that are looking to free up their capital to raise
resources for fresh investments. This would help it attract investors into the trust
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that would be crucial to build a large corpus.
The PGCIL has a big investment plan for enhancing transmission network in the
country. Annually, the company is making capital expenditure of between ₹15,000-
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20,000 crore to expand its network. It already has close to 1,58,000 circuit kms of
interstate transmission lines.
Sebi has allowed Indian firms to launch investment trusts to help cash-strapped
developers get easier access to funds, while also creating a new investment avenue
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for institutions and high net worth individuals.
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PSUs are working on asset monetisation programme in wake of the government’s
decision that companies would have to mobilise resources for new investments
through that route as normal channels of financing were under pressure.
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Police, law and under will be under Centre in UT of Jammu &
Kashmir, land under govt
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The Centre will directly handle the functioning of police as well as law and order in
the newly-created Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir through the Lieutenant
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Governor in the region while land related issues will be taken care of by the elected
government, an official said .
The move will follow similar administrative measures adopted in the Union Territories
of Delhi and Puducherry.
The revelation came amid the Centre’s clampdown in Jammu and Kashmir which
has now become an Union Territory (UT) after the President gave his assent to a
legislation for the bifurcation of the state into two UTs -- Jammu and Kashmir with
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an Assembly and Ladakh without one.
President Ram Nath Kovind gave his nod to the Reorganisation of Jammu and
Kashmir Act, 2019, to bifurcate Jammu and Kashmir into two UTs, which will come
into effect on October 31. The Act was passed by the Parliament.
It has been learnt that land rights — transfer and alienation of agricultural land, land
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improvement and agricultural loans, land revenue, maintenance of land records,
survey for revenue purposes and records of rights — will be the subject of the
elected government of the UT of Jammu and Kashmir, unlike in Delhi where the
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Lieutenant Governor exercises control through the Delhi Development Authority
(DDA), a Central government entity.
As per the Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019, there will be a legislative
Assembly of the UT of Jammu and Kashmir with an elected Chief Minister.
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The J&K Assembly may frame laws for the UT but the command of the region’s
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police as well as law and order would be in the hands of the Lieutenant Governor
deputed by the Central government, a system followed in Delhi and Puducherry.

The UT of Jammu and Kashmir will have a Lieutenant Governor and the maximum
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strength of its Assembly will be 107, which will be enhanced to 114 after a delimitation
exercise. Twenty-four seats of the Assembly will continue to remain vacant as they
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fall under Pakistan occupied Kashmir (PoK).
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For the UT of Ladakh, both law and order and land will be under the direct control of
its Lieutenant Governor through whom the Centre will administer the hilly region.
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From October 31, both Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh will have the High Court of
Jammu and Kashmir as the common high court. The existing judges of the current
legal entity shall be the magistrates in the common high court.
All top administrative posts of all-India services like the Indian Administrative Service
(IAS), Indian Police Service (IPS) and Anti-Corruption Bureau (ACB) will be under
the control of the Lieutenant Governor.

National
Employers fear legal harassment under Wage Code
The Wage Code that merged four existing labour laws may have been presented
as one that will reduce regulatory friction and improve ease of doing business, but
a section of the employers fear that certain provisions in the new labour law will
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increase legal harassment in the hands of their employees.
“The powers of Inspectors have also been conferred on employees and registered
Trade Unions. Accordingly, under the said provision, an employee or a registered
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Trade Union are also authorized to file a complaint before a Court of Law for
prosecuting the employer,” said Michael Dias, secretary of the Employers AssociationDelhi, an industry federation.
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Dias said his organization has assessed the provisions and believe that since
workers definition is no more confined to just one segment of the employees earning
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less than Rs. 18,000 per month; it empowers all employees to go ahead with legal
action against employers.

“The provisions contained in the existing enactments do not confer any such right to
the employees or to their Unions. As per the existing Law only an authorized person
appointed by the appropriate Government may prosecute an employer. In order to
initiate such prosecution action a series of exercises like issuance of a show cause
notice and obtaining prior sanction from a higher authority have to be undergone

National

by the said Officer. However, it is shocking to note that the Code is giving a blank
cheque to the employees and to the unions for prosecuting the employers,” the
Employers Association said in an email response.
Dias, said it is needless to submit that once a criminal case is filed the routine
practice followed by Criminal Courts is to issue summons to the persons arraigned
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as accused in the complaint. Then the accused will have to appear before the Court
along with sureties for seeking bail and to repeat his/their appearance before the
Court on the subsequent hearing days. Such appearances before the Court itself
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will be a harrowing experience for an employer regardless of the outcome of the
case, he explained and sought more clarification and reprieve from the government
when it frames rules of the Wage Code.
The Association said, the code has increased fine on employers from Rs. 500 to
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between Rs. 50,000 and Rs. 100,000 that’s a more than 100 times growth in fine
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and such provisions may turn the employees, their leaders and labour officers
despotic and result in wide spread persecution and corruption on their part.

“Our submission is that the job opportunities provided by the employers to the
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innumerable families cannot be under estimated. Instead of providing a congenial
environment for peaceful co-existence of the employers and workforce, an
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intimidating climate is sought to be ushered to the detriment of our country and
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economy,” it added.

However, a labour ministry official said requesting anonymity that the Wage Code
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balances the right of an employee and an employer. “We have made many provisions
to reduce friction, paper work and ease compliance. Similarly, a law framed in 2019
has to be contemporary in terms of employees’ rights as well,” the official said.
Poll body discusses delimitation in J&K after state’s reorganization
Besides updating senior officials on the provisions of the bill abrogating Article 370,
the EC also discussed the pending delimitation exercise
The EC is likely to hold a series of meetings once it gets a formal intimation from
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the home ministry
The Election Commission of India held an internal meeting on addressing the
reorganization of Jammu and Kashmir into two Union territories—Jammu and
Kashmir, and Ladakh.
Besides updating senior officials on the provisions of the bill abrogating Article 370,
the EC also discussed the pending delimitation exercise.
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Though the home ministry is yet to provide any formal instruction or information on
the reorganization and delimitation of Jammu and Kashmir, the EC discussed how it
will deal with the issue after receiving the notification, said a senior EC official.
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The EC is likely to hold a series of meetings once it gets a formal intimation from
the home ministry, and the Jammu and Kashmir administration, the official quoted
above said.
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The Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019, provides for increasing the
number of assembly seats in the newly formed Union territory of Jammu and Kashmir
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from 107 to 114. Delimitation is the process of fixing limits or boundaries of territorial
constituencies in a country or a province with a legislative body.
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Ladakh will be a Union territory without a legislative assembly.

One person familiar with the development said that the issue of delimitation will be
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“deliberated upon and then necessary action will be taken”.
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CSR relief likely for businesses as panel backs easier
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norms

Make CSR spend tax-deductible, scrap jail term for failing to transfer unspent sum:
Panel

Allowing CSR spending as a deduction while computing taxable income will come
as a big relief to businesses, one of their long-standing demands
A high-level government panel on corporate social responsibility (CSR) has
recommended that such spending be made tax-deductible for companies and
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jail term for executives who failed to transfer unspent amounts to a state fund be
scrapped.
The panel, led by corporate affairs secretary Injeti Srinivas, submitted its report
to corporate affairs minister Nirmala Sitharaman. Indian companies spend around
₹15,000 crore a year on CSR, according to the government.
Allowing CSR spending as a deduction while computing taxable income will come
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as a big relief to businesses, one of their long-standing demands. To give effect
to such a provision, the Income Tax Act will have to be amended to include CSR
spending among other classes of expenditure that are allowed as a deduction while
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computing taxable profits.
Sitharaman, who holds the portfolios of both corporate affairs and finance, could help
in quicker implementation of the proposal, a government official said on condition
of anonymity.
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The panel also recommended roll-back of a provision for imprisonment of officers,
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who are in default if a company does not transfer unspent CSR funds to a designated
government fund within a specified time, a controversial provision inserted into
the Companies Act through amendments passed in Parliament during the budget
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session. The imprisonment provision had attracted criticism from the industry.
The 14-member panel recommended that there be only a monetary penalty, which
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should be 2-3 times the default amount with a cap of ₹1 crore.
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The panel recommended that companies be given 3-5 years to use up funds meant
for ongoing CSR projects before unspent amount is compulsorily transferred to
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the designated state fund. This is a relaxation from the maximum of three years
allowed for spending CSR funds that was introduced as part of the Companies Act
amendment this year. Sitharaman last week told industry executives at a meeting
that the imprisonment clause would be reviewed.
The panel, however, recommended that the CSR spending obligation be extended
to limited liability partnerships and banks too.

National

Post-Article 370’s revocation, Kashmir observes first
Independence Day amid curfew
Jammu and Kashmir, shorn of its special status, spent Independence Day under
a tight security blanket amid a communications blackout, even as Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and governor Satya Pal Malik reached out to Kashmiris.
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With Kashmir reeling from a complete clampdown following the scrapping of its
special status under Article 370 and the state’s bifurcation, both Modi and Malik
tried to placate the Kashmiri public, following episodes of backlash.
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“The aspirations of the people of Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh need to be
fulfilled and that is our responsibility. So, we have taken on the task to remove their
problems. Separatism has given wings to terrorism and corruption, and solidified
the problems,” Modi said in New Delhi.
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Hailing the new order as “One Nation, One Constitution,” Modi said that within
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70 days of the National Democratic Alliance coming to power, the two Houses of
Parliament had voted with two-thirds majority to remove Articles 370 and 35A.

In his address, made at the Sher-i-Kashmir stadium in Srinagar, Malik assured the
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Kashmiris that the move will not hamper their growth. His address to the Kashmiri
public came in the wake of a security blanket and several reviews by national
security adviser Ajit Doval.
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“The identity of people of Jammu and Kashmir is neither at stake nor tampered with
after the abrogation of the state’s special status by the Centre. This is historical and
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will open new doors of development and help various communities promote their
languages and cultures in Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh,” Malik said, adding
that the move had removed roadblocks to economic development and prosperity.
Both Modi and Malik said separatism and terrorism had hindered development in
the region, leading “people astray from the path of economic development”.
Security experts said the Centre had found an opportunity to “reboot” Kashmir.
“The 72 years represent lost opportunities and here is a chance to correct that. The
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situation of Kashmir was appropriated by Pakistan to its advantage while siphoning
off territory to China. India has made efforts to maintain a status quo but that turned
into a security liability,” said D.P.K Pillay, a research fellow at the Institute of Defence
Studies and Analyses.
Pillay added: “India tried hard to mainstream Kashmir, but Pakistan held the Kashmir
issue hostage. The State (Pakistan) is not in a position to foment trouble anymore.
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This is an appropriate time to reboot.”
“Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh can be beacons of peace and development for
India and we should try to restore their lost glory and this new arrangement should
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work for their betterment,” Modi said in his Independence Day speech, adding that
after India had been partitioned, the people who settled in Jammu and Kashmir did
not get their basic rights.
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Understanding post of Chief of Defence Staff (CDS)
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In his Independence Day address Thursday, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
announced the creation of the post of Chief of Defence Staff to provide “effective
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leadership at the top level” to the three wings of the armed forces, and to help
improve coordination among them.
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What is the office of the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS)?
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The CDS is a high military office that oversees and coordinates the working of the
three Services, and offers seamless tri-service views and single-point advice to the
Executive (in India’s case, to the Prime Minister) on long-term defence planning
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and management, including manpower, equipment and strategy, and above all,
“jointsmanship” in operations.
In most democracies, the CDS is seen as being above inter-Service rivalries and
the immediate operational preoccupations of the individual military chiefs. The role
of the CDS becomes critical in times of conflict.
Most countries with advanced militaries have such a post, albeit with varying
degrees of power and authority. The United States Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff
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Committee (CJCSC), for example, is extremely powerful, with a legislated mandate
and sharply delineated powers.
He is the most senior military officer and military adviser to the President, and his
remit extends to the National Security Council, the Homeland Secuirty Council, and
the Defence Secretary.
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The Chiefs of the United States Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and National
Guard too, are members of the JCSC. All, including the CJCSC, are four-star
officers, but by statute only the CJCSC is designated as the “principal military
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adviser”. However, the CJCSC is barred from exercising any operational authority
over combat commanders in varied theatres; this authority rests exclusively with the
US President.
India has had a feeble equivalent known as the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee
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(CoSC); but this is a toothless office, given the manner in which it is structured. The
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seniormost among the three Service Chiefs is appointed to head the CoSC, an
office that lapses with the incumbent’s retirement.

The current Chairman CoSC is Air Chief Marshal Birender Singh Dhanoa, who
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succeeded the former Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Sunil Lanba on May 31.
When ACM Dhanoa retires at the end of September 2019, he would have served as
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Chairman CoSC for a mere four months.
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In 2015, then Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar had described the CoSC
arrangement as “unsatisfactory”, and its Chairman as a “figurehead”. The post
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did not further tri-service integration, resulting in inefficiency and an expensive
duplication of assets, he had said.
The CoSC system is a leftover from the colonial era, with only minor changes being
carried out over the years. Apprehensions in the political class about a powerful
military leader, along with inter-Services bickering, have long worked to disincentivise
the upgrade of the post.
The first proposal for a CDS came from the 2000 Kargil Review Committee
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(KRC), which called for a reorganisation of the “entire gamut of national security
management and apex decision-making and structure and interface between the
Ministry of Defence and the Armed Forces Headquarters”. The Group of Ministers
Task Force that studied the KRC Report and recommendations proposed to the
Cabinet Committee on Security that a CDS, who would be five-star officer, be
created.
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In preparation for the post, the government created the Integrated Defence Staff
(IDS) in late 2002, which was to eventually serve as the CDS’s Secretariat. However,
over the past 17 years, this has remained yet another nebulous department within
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the military establishment.
But what happened to the proposal?
No consensus emerged among the Services, with the IAF especially opposed to such
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a move. The Congress, then in opposition, was against the idea of concentrating
too much military power in the CDS’s post. The Ministry of Defence (MoD) too,
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opposed it subtly for the same reasons, and because it could disrupt civil-military
ties in the latter’s favour.
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“A CDS with direct access to the Prime Minister and Defence Minister was the last
thing that the MoD wanted,” said Lt Gen H S Panag (retd), who served as the GOC-
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in-C, Northern and Central Commands. According to Gen Panag, a major reason
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why the CDS idea could not be implemented was that the MoD bureaucracy was
loath to relinquish its power over the three Services. Consequently, the MoD played
one Service against the other.
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“Besides,” Gen Panag said, “each Service has its own ethos, and the Chiefs feel
that under a CDS, they will be rendered virtual nonentities.”
The smaller Air Force and Navy fear that the CDS would be from the Army, by
far the largest Service. The IAF has long argued that unlike the United States
and other western militaries, the Indian Services are not an expeditionary force,
for which a CDS is a necessity. The appointment of a CDS would also lead to
theatre commands, another aspect that the IAF opposes, fearing a diminution of
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its operational role.
In 2011, more than a decade after the KRC Report, the UPA government, led by
the Congress, which had opposed the CDS proposal when in opposition, set up the
Naresh Chandra Committee on defence and security. The 14-member Committee,
comprising retired Service Chiefs and other defence experts, suggested a watered-
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down version of the CDS proposal, in which the Chairman CoSC in the rank of a
four-star officer would have a fixed tenure of two years. He would have significantly
more authority and powers than the Chairman CoSC, and would be a CDS in all but
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name.
What is the case for having a CDS?
Although the KRC did not directly recommend a CDS — that came from the GoM
— it underlined the need for more coordination among the three Services, which
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was poor in the initial weeks of the Kargil conflict.
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The KRC Report pointed out that India is the only major democracy where the Armed
Forces Headquarters is outside the apex governmental structure. It observed that
Service Chiefs devote most of their time to their operational roles, “often resulting
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in negative results”. Long-term defence planning suffers as day-to-day priorities
dominate. Also, the Prime Minister and Defence Minister do not have the benefit of
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the views and expertise of military commanders, in order to ensure that higher level
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defence management decisions are more consensual and broad-based.
The CDS is also seen as being vital to the creation of “theatre commands”, integrating
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tri-service assets and personnel like in the US military. India has 17 Service
commands at different locations and duplicating assets, Gen Panag said. In 2016,
China integrated its military and other police and paramilitaries into five theatres
from the earlier seven area commands, each with its own inclusive headquarters,
one of which has responsibility for the Indian border. In contrast, India’s border with
China is split between the Eastern, Western, and Northern Commands, Gen Panag
said.
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Theoretically, the appointment of a CDS is long overdue, but there appears to be no
clear blueprint for the office to ensure its effectiveness. India’s political establishment
is seen as being largely ignorant of, or at best indifferent towards, security matters,
and hence incapable of ensuring that a CDS works.
Militaries by nature tend to resist transformation. In the US, the 1986 GoldwaterNichols Act elevated the Chairman from first among equals to the “principal military
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advisor” to the President and the Secretary of Defence. In the Indian context, critics
fear, the absence of foresight and understanding might end up making the CDS just
another case of “jobs for the boys”.
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Who at present advises India’s Prime Minister on military matters?
In effect it is the National Security Adviser. This has been especially so after the
Defence Planning Committee was created in 2018, with NSA Ajit Doval as its
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chairman, and the foreign, defence, and expenditure secretaries, and the three
Service Chiefs as members.
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How the number and size of districts vary from state to
state
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The idea behind creating new districts in any state is, generally, that it is expected to
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make governance easier; sometimes, the decision is driven by local demands.
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Edappadi K Palaniswami announced that Vellore district
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would be trifurcated to create two more districts, Ranipet and Tirupattur. In January
and July this year, the Tamil Nadu government had created three new districts, and
the latest move will take the total number of districts to 37. The idea behind creating
new districts in any state is, generally, that it is expected to make governance easier;
sometimes, the decision is driven by local demands.
The larger states predictably have a higher number of districts, with Uttar Pradesh
(75) leading the count, followed by Madhya Pradesh (52), while the smallest state,
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Goa (2), has the lowest number. However, the number of districts in a state is not
always a function of the area of the state, or of its population.
For example, Andhra Pradesh is the seventh largest state by area but has among
the smallest counts of districts at 13. As such, it has only one district for every
12,000 sq km, which is the largest average size for a district in any Indian state. At
the other end of the scale is Tripura. Being a small state, it has only eight districts,
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but even that is high, when compared to any other states, in terms of the number of
districts per unit area. Tripura has one district for every 1,300 sq km, the smallest
average district size in the country. It means an average Andhra Pradesh district
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is more than nine times the size of an average Tripura district. An Andhra Pradesh
district has an average population of 38 lakh while a Tripura district has only 4.5
lakh. Most of the Northeastern states have smaller districts — which means a higher
number of districts per unit area.
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Tamil Nadu’s 37 districts will be the fourth highest count in the country, just behind
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Bihar’s 38. The average size of a Tamil Nadu district will now be around 3,500 sq km,
down from 4,000 sq km before January.
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At UNSC, China and Pakistan fail to censure India over Article
370
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New Delhi: A move by China and Pakistan to censure India at the UN Security Council
in the wake of India revoking Article 370 of its constitution fell through, ANI news
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agency said. This, in the wake of the other members of the UN body not favouring
the proposal.

India, on its part, said the change in the constitution was an internal matter and that
it would only start talks with Pakistan if Islamabad reined in terrorism against it. India
is committed to all the agreements that it has signed on the Kashmir issue, India’s
permanent representative to the UN, Syed Akbaruddin said. At the end of the closeddoor meeting , China and Pakistan stood isolated as member after member refused
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to endorse their position, ANI reported.
In Islamabad, Pakistan’s foreign minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi said the fact that
the UN Security Council discussed the matter for the first time after 1965 was an
achievement in itself.
Friday’s UNSC meeting was called after China, a permanent member of the UNSC
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and close ally of Pakistan, had asked for “closed consultations” in the Council on
India integrating Kashmir more closely with the rest of the country. Pakistan had
condemned the move and China had expressed strong reservations over the Indian
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action.
Ahead of the discussions at the UN Security Council, Jammu and Kashmir chief
secretary B.V.R Subrahmanyam

told reporters in Srinagar that phone lines and

other communication restrictions in the Kashmir valley will be eased out in phases,
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starting Friday night itself. Schools will be opened from Monday and political
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detention of leaders such former chief ministers Omar Abdullah and Mehbooba
Mufti will be eased out. However, these are subject to review on a daily basis,
he said. Twelve out of 22 districts were functioning normally with some limited
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restrictions in five districts, he added.

UN Security Council closed door meet on Kashmir: What it means for India
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The United Nations Security Council is set to hold closed door consultations over
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the Kashmir issue. The meeting comes at the insistence of China, an all-weather
ally of Pakistan.
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In New York, Akbaruddin, citing the press conference by the Jammu and Kashmir
chief secretary, said the Indian government is committed to gradually removing all
restrictions in Kashmir with the government undertaking steps towards normalcy.
In his comments, after the rare session of the UN Security Council ended, Akbaruddin
said that “for the first time after the end of Security Council consultations, we noted
that two states (China and Pakistan) who made national statements tried to pass
them off as the will of the international community”. He was referring to separate

National

press briefings by the Chinese and Pakistani representatives to the UN in New
York.
Zhang Jun, Chinese ambassador to the United Nations told reporters that members
of the UNSC generally felt that both India and Pakistan should refrain from taking
unilateral actions over Kashmir. “The situation in Kashmir is already very tense and
dangerous,” said Zhang.
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Pakistan’s Maleeha Lodhi said the voices of the people of Jammu and Kashmir
were heard at the meeting of the UN Security Council meeting. “They are not alone,
their voices have been heard, their plight, their hardship, their pain, their suffering,
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their occupation and the consequences of that occupation has been heard in the UN
Security Council today,” she was quoted as saying by media reports.
Akbaruddin said India’s position was and remains that matters related to Article
370 of the Indian Constitution were entirely internal with no external ramifications.
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Without naming Pakistan, he said there were some countries who are trying to
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project an “alarmist approach” to the situation in Kashmir, which was far from the
ground reality.

“Stop terror to start talks,” he said in response to a question from a Pakistani journalist
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about when India would start talks with Pakistan to sort out the Kashmir issue.
“Of particular concern is that one state is using terminology of jihad and promoting
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violence in India, including by their leaders. Violence is no solution to the problems
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that all of us face,” Akbaruddin said, taking a swipe at Pakistan.
Ahead of the UN Security Council meeting, Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan
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spoke to US president Donald Trump. According to Pakistan foreign minister
Qureshi, Khan took the US President “into confidence” regarding the UN Security
Council meeting.

A White House readout of the conversation said that Trump “conveyed the importance
of India and Pakistan reducing tensions through bilateral dialogue” regarding the
situation in Jammu and Kashmir.

National
Rajnath Singh sparks debate on no-first-use nuclear
doctrine
New Delhi: Although India has strictly followed its ‘no first use’ nuclear doctrine,
“circumstances” will determine what happens to this policy in the future, defence
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minister Rajnath Singhsaid.
Speaking at an event in Pokhran, the site of India’s first nuclear tests 21 years ago,
Singh said: “Till today, our nuclear policy is ‘no first use’. What happens in future
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depends on the circumstances.”
Singh later followed it up with a tweet: “Pokhran is the area which witnessed Atal Ji’s
firm resolve to make India a nuclear power, and yet, remain firmly committed to the
doctrine of ‘No First Use’. India has strictly adhered to this doctrine. What happens
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in future depends on the circumstances.”
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The comments come amid heightened tensions between India and Pakistan after
New Delhi revoked Jammu and Kashmir’s special status and reorganized the
erstwhile state into two Union territories. Pakistan has condemned the move.
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In February, India called Pakistan’s nuclear bluff by conducting an aerial raid on
a terrorist training camp inside Pakistani territory after the 14 February Pulwama
suicide attack.
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Singh visited Pokhran to pay his respects to former prime minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee on his first death anniversary.
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Rajnath Singh hints at change in no first use policy on nuclear weapons
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh reiterated India’s stand of no first nuclear us, but
then also added a twist. Rajnath Singh said that while India stands firm on the no
first use policy, its stand may change.
It was during Vajpayee’s tenure as prime minister that India conducted five nuclear
tests and became a nuclear weapons state in 1998. Pakistan, in response, conducted
six tests, breaking out of the nuclear closet.

National

India brought out its nuclear doctrine in 1999, declaring a no first use policy—that is,
it would not be the first to launch a nuclear weapon, but retained the right to retaliate
in response to an atomic strike.
“The fundamental purpose of Indian nuclear weapons is to deter the use and threat
of use of nuclear weapons by any State or entity against India, and its forces. India
will not be the first to initiate a nuclear strike, but will respond with punitive retaliation
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should deterrence fail,” the 1999 doctrine states.
Pakistan, on its part, has not espoused a ‘no first use’ policy, citing India’s conventional
warfare superiority.
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“India is the world’s only country wedged between two nuclear-armed allies. Adding
flexibility to its unconditional NFU nuclear posture can help underpin deterrence,”
said security analyst Brahma Chellaney.
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In 2016, the then defence minister Manohar Parrikar’s comments questioning why
India should bind itself to a no first use policy had fuelled speculation on whether the
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National Democratic Alliance government was considering a shift in the doctrine.
The Bharatiya Janata Party’s manifesto for the 2014 elections included a pledge
to “revise and update India’s nuclear doctrine”. But the 2019 manifesto made no
mention of it, though it promised to take all steps to secure India.
Singh’s comments come ahead of the UN Security Council’s scheduled “informal
closed-door consultations” on the situation in Kashmir. Islamabad had sought an
open and formal meeting, besides the right to address it. The last time Kashmir
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figured on the Security Council’s agenda was in 1965 and the UN body last discussed
India-Pakistan in 1971.
The scheduled Security Council consultations also figured in a meeting between
foreign minister S. Jaishankar, US deputy secretary of state John Sullivan and
acting assistant secretary of state Alice Wells , two people familiar with the matter
said.
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Earlier in the day, the chief secretary of Jammu and Kashmir had said that New
Delhi is taking steps to ensure normalcy was returning to Kashmir. This was cited
in a briefing to reporters by India’s permanent representative to the UN, Syed
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Akbaruddin, in New York, Friday.
Last week, Pakistan wrote to Poland, the Security Council President for August,
requesting a UNSC meeting, PTI quoted a UN diplomat as saying.
Although a majority of the UNSC seemed disinclined, China, Pakistan’s all-weather
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ally, backed the move.
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“China asked for closed consultations on the Security Council agenda item ‘India
Pakistan Question’. The request was in reference to the Pakistani letter to Security
Council President,” the diplomat was quoted as saying.
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Lessons for freedom from the Emergency
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Ram Bahadur Rai was jailed during the Emergency (Photo: Pradeep Gaur/Mint)
His arrest was inevitable. Ram Bahadur Rai, organizing secretary of the Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad, the right-wing all India student organization affiliated
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to the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), was at the forefront of Jai Prakash
(J.P.) Narayan’s movement in Bihar in the 1970s. On 30 June 1975, five days after
then Prime MinisterIndira Gandhi imposed the Emergency in the country; Rai was
arrested in Banaras, where he moved from Bihar the same day.
From the time a Congress Member of Parliament (MP) allegedly saw Rai in Banaras
to his arrest, barely 10 minutes had passed. “…Those days, everyone—from a
Congress worker to MPs to MLAs—was an informer…the ears for the police,” says

National

Rai, now the chairman of the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts. “Anyone
could get picked up from anywhere. There was injustice everywhere you looked,”
he adds.
While no one really knew the reason behind why they were chosen, it was widely
understood that people could get arrested on mere suspicion of being involved in
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anti-government or anti-Indira Gandhi activities. Those days, national interest and
the interest of Indira Gandhi were used as synonyms by the state.
A sense of hopelessness
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1975 was a year when an eerie uncertainty gripped Indians. The independent India
they were born in was suddenly no longer guaranteeing them the freedom it had
promised. People were jailed because their opinions went against the ruling party.
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Media was muzzled. Constitutional rights were snatched away. Lists were prepared
of those who indulged in “anti-national” and “unpatriotic” activities. There was a
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sense of hopelessness.

Now, 44 years after the Emergency, India continues to grapple with several questions
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that surfaced in 1975. There are many who feel Indian democracy is facing similar
stress today. What can we learn from the experiences during those 19 months
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of the Emergency? For, that year taught Indians, who otherwise took freedom for
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granted, what the absence of freedom feels like or can feel like, and what are the
signs of a democracy in danger.

Those living through the Emergency, did not just feel stifled then, Rai says, adding
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that in those days, no one really thought democracy would return to the country in
their lifetime.

Gyan Prakash, author of ‘Emergency Chronicles’
Historian Gyan Prakash, who authored Emergency Chronicles: Indira Gandhi
and Democracy’s Turning Point says, “People thought removing Gandhi and the
Congress would restore democracy. It is a comforting thought to believe that the
Emergency was an aberration in the history of the Indian democracy. But what

National

happened then was not just about one party or one leader, it was as much the
product of Indian democracy’s troubled relationship with popular politics.”
By 1974, there were corruption allegations against the government. Prices were on
the rise; there was an oil crisis; drought in several parts of the country; and problem
of unemployment was looming large. The political crisis resulted in widespread
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popular unrest. J.P.-led Bihar movement was just one of the protests Indira
Gandhi was dealing with. But the drama started unfolding only on 12 June 1975
with the Allahabad high court order declaring that Indira Gandhi had won the 1971
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parliamentary election illegally. On 26 June, she announced a national Emergency
because of “threats to national security”.
“Hamko lagta tha ki saari buraiyon ki jadd Congress hai. Ki desh jo chahiye hamai,
wo nahi ban sakta Congress ke hotay (We believed that the Congress was the root
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of all that was wrong in the country, and the country that we envisioned was not
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going to become a reality till the Congress was ousted),” says Rai.

After arresting the top dissenters, particularly political leaders, the police started
cracking down on student union activists, trade unionists, and other non-governmental
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organizations. By 30 June, an ordinance was passed to amend the Maintenance of
Internal Security Act (MISA), so that it was no longer necessary to disclose the
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reasons for arrest to the people taken into custody. Thanks to this, Rai was put
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behind bars for 16 months. On 4 July, the government banned 26 organizations
including the RSS, Jamaat-e-Islami and the Ananda Marga. The arbitrariness of it
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all brought in a sense of helplessness among citizens, a realization that the state
had a frightening power over their rights.
The midnights knock

Intizar Naeem, a Jamaat-e-Islami worker, was jailed during the Emergency (Photo:
Ramesh Pathania/Mint)
Many dissenters over days prepared themselves for the “horror of the dark period”.
A knock on the door of their houses at any odd hours had become normal—like in
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the case of Intizar Naeem in October 1975. In Old Delhi’s Ballimaran, Naeem, a
young Jamaat-e-Islami worker, was just done with ablutions for the day’s first prayer
when a group of five policemen came to his house. In anticipation, he had already
sent his wife to her parents’ house, and had a briefcase ready with his books, the
Quran and a few clothes in it.
Naeem was accused of holding a demonstration in Gali Qasim Jan’s Hindustan
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pharmacy, where he was accused of publically talking about preparations to dethrone
Indira Gandhi. “Emergency ke zamanay mai, hukoomat ki marzi ke baghair koi patta
bhi hil nahi sakta tha (During the Emergency, not even a leaf moved without the
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permission from the government). People were scared of each other. No one spoke
to anyone in the buses and trains. No one trusted anyone. In times like these, how
could we dare to address a gathering?” says Naeem.
Jamaat had openly condemned the state’s actions and sought the restoration of
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the country’s Constitutional rights, but Naeem said it didn’t protest or carry out any
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demonstration. Almost 1,000 members and leaders of Jamaat were arrested.

Naeem, now assistant secretary, community and national affairs, Jamaat-e-Islami
Hind, was sent to Tihar Jail. To him, it all seemed so bizarre at that moment, but he
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knew resisting wasn’t exactly an option. “Our world was confined to the four walls
of a prison. I kept thinking how could a human being do that to a fellow human
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being? We were political prisoners, and most of us didn’t go through torture, but
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imprisonment, whether it is accompanied with physical pain or not, is imprisonment.
In a moment’s time, our freedom was taken away—the freedom that my Constitution
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guarantees me,” says Naeem.
JNU under attack

Prabir Purkayastha, a student of JNU at that time, was among the first from the
institute to be arrested (Photo: Ramesh Pathania/Mint)
Prabir Purkayastha, a student of Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) at that time,
was among the first from the institute to be arrested. While he wasn’t a leading
activist, he actively participated in demonstrations on campus. On the second day
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of a strike in 1975, when he was standing outside the School of Languages, a black
ambassador drove into the premises. The men came out of the car and asked
Prabir if he was D.P. Tripathi, the students’ union president. Even though Prabir said
no, he was picked up, literally shoved into the car, and taken away.
While Prabir, now a journalist, expected to be arrested, the way he was kidnapped
shocked him. There was no first information report filed, and no information was
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given out about his arrest till the next day. And then, even though normally when a
person is arrested under MISA, the accused is shifted to a political ward, he was
made to stay with common prisoners for five days. Later, he was put in for solitary
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confinement for 25 days after being transferred to a jail in Agra. The reason for the
transfer was overcrowding of jails.
Solitary confinement was hard, and not what anyone under preventive detention
got, but there was nothing legal, and nowhere to go to seek justice. Despite being
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in prison, Prabir felt the exhilaration of freedom. “We were in this one place where
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we had complete freedom of speech to say whatever we wanted. The real heroes
were those who everyday had to decide how to fight, and what to fight for. That is
the much unrecorded heroism of those who fought the Emergency,” he says.
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The suddenness of the action aside, the Emergency shook the country more
because that was a time when the idea of freedom was far more vivid in the minds
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of Indians. “The collectivist spirit that we together build a nation was far more
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internalized then than it is today. Valorizing army as the nationalist instrument,
itself shows how far we have come,” says Prabir.
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Then and now

The Narendra Modi-led Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) came back to power in May
this year with a thumping majority. However, many have voiced fears that the four
pillars of democracy—the legislature, the executive, the judiciary, and the press—
have been put under tremendous pressure during Modi’s first term (2014-19) in
office. For some of those who lived through the Emergency, there are similarities
as well as differences between now and then.

National

As Prakash says, “Democracy can be reduced to a sham where you can still have
elections. You can still have a formally free press…a formally independent judiciary,
but actually you have evacuated the substance of each of those things…You don’t
need to use the measures of the Emergency to intimidate the Opposition. You
intimidate them by de-legitimizing them.”
Rai doesn’t see any similarities between the two periods. He doesn’t believe in
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violence, and abuse of power, but that is not what he sees happening these days.
About the right to protest now, Rai says, “Of course everyone should protest, and
those who say they are not given space to protest are themselves to blame for
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becoming weak. But more or less, the aim of a society which has been a slave for
so long should be reconstruction.”
Of course, times were different during the Emergency. There was no internet,
no TV channels. With more ways of expressing dissent now, Prabir says more
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courage was needed during the Emergency. Then there was more of a direct fear
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of the state, since the Emergency was declared by it. “At the moment, you have a
censorship but not from the state, it is from the ‘mob’. It is a different kind of fear,
one that is relatively more selective—against certain communities, against certain

u
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people, against people who are political and have a certain opinion. But that is not
akin to fear of the state among the common people. Then (during the Emergency),
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the fear was indiscriminate,” he says.
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When Naeem came out of jail, everything looked different. In his book Emerjency Ki
Aazmaishen Aur Jamat Islami Hind, he writes, “Jail se bahar aakar mehsoos hua,
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ki asal jail toa bahar ki duniya bani hui hai (On coming out of jail I realized the real
jail is the world outside).” He knew India would bounce back to democracy, because
that is what the country’s basic fabric is. But today he says he is living under fear,
albeit of a different kind. “Then the fear was that we will get arrested; now we fear
that we will be lynched.”
In conclusion
One of the founders of independent India, B.R. Ambedkar, warned about how

National

democracy in India is only a top-dressing on an Indian soil, which is essentially
undemocratic. As Prakash puts it, in the 21st century, power operates through
media, state machinery, and the political parties. “In a way, the Emergency was a
sign of Indira Gandhi’s weakness—that’s because she couldn’t control the political
system. And today, it is a sign of the BJP’s strength that it doesn’t have to impose
the Emergency.”
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Cabinet may soon decide on bill seeking greater reproductive
rights for women
A change in law permitting termination of pregnancy up to 26 weeks, promising
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greater reproductive rights for Indian women, is expected to be presented before the
Union cabinet soon. The existing law, which dates back to 1971, permits abortions
only up to 12 weeks, which can be extended up to 20 weeks in specific cases.
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In a recent affidavit submitted before the Delhi high court, the Union health ministry
said the process for amending the Medical Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) Act,
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1971 is under way. The affidavit was filed in response to activist and lawyer Amit
Sahni’s public interest lawsuit seeking an increase in the pregnancy period for
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abortions to 24-26 weeks, in case of a health risk to the mother or the foetus.

The MTP (Amendment) Bill, 2019 was drafted “for cases in which doctors diagnose
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foetal abnormalities or substantial risks to the mother or the child,” the ministry
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said in its affidavit. After receiving feedback from the ministries of women and
child development, social justice and empowerment, and the NITI Aayog, the final
draft Cabinet note was sent to the law ministry, which was returned on 14 March.
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“The administrative ministry has already initiated the process of inter-ministerial
consultation for the Amendment in Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971 and
will finalize the same as soon as possible,” the affidavit stated.
Section 3 of the MTP Act 1971 states that a medical practitioner can terminate
a pregnancy if it does not exceed 12 weeks; however, pregnancy can also be
terminated until 20 weeks if two registered medical practitioners agree that continuing
the pregnancy would risk the life of the woman or cause grave injury to her physical

National

or mental health; or if there is a risk to the health of the unborn baby.
Women health activists argue that the existing Act does not keep pace with the
times.
“Medical technology has improved by leaps and bounds and women have a right
to make a choice. Technology has made it possible through a simple pill-based
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regimen. There is legal intervention that is common these days,” said Kalpana
Apte, secretary general (CEO), Family Planning Association of India.
Apte pointed to the changing equations and inter-generational disconnect in
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an urbanizing India with 365 million people below 25 years, and young people
increasingly leading independent lives.
Junior health minister Ashwini Kumar Choubey told the Rajya Sabha last month
that the proposed amendments to MTP Act 1971 focus on improving the scope
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of legal access to MTP for special categories of women, which includes survivors
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of rape, victims of incest, single women, and other vulnerable women. They also
propose increased gestational age limit for terminating pregnancies diagnosed with
substantial foetal abnormalities.
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Women activists say the amendments will ensure greater reproductive rights.
“MTP Act ensures women’s right over her body, but it is also restricting the basic
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fundamental right to life. The Act protects women from a life-threatening situation
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if the pregnancy goes wrong. The MTP Act gives limited right to women for making
the decision for herself to abort the foetus at a certain point of the pregnancy to
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protect their own health and life,” said Ranjana Kumari, director, Centre for Social
Research.

Apte also argued that MTP is a health care service and right to terminate pregnancy
is firmly embedded in multiple rights - the right to health, right to life, right to scientific
progress, right to privacy and right to choice.

National

First reforms to check dodgy doctorates: no degrees for
monitors
The National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) has come up with a
code of conduct that bars its officials and their immediate family from accepting
such degrees.
Over a year after an investigation by The Indian Express showed how those
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holding powerful posts were conferred honorary doctorates by public universities
when many of them were in charge of monitoring those institutions, the National
Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) has come up with a code of conduct
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that bars its officials and their immediate family from accepting such degrees.
Based in Bengaluru, the NAAC is an autonomous body established by the UGC
to assess and accredit institutions of higher education. The UGC is expected to
implement this code, as well.
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The “Code of Conduct”, which was approved by the Executive Committee (EC) of
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the NAAC Tuesday, asks the council’s “authorities and staff to lead by example and
uphold the principles of ethics and code of conduct”.

Speaking to The Indian Express, S C Sharma, Director, NAAC, said: “A committee
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headed by UGC Vice Chairman Bhushan Patwardhan had drafted this code. The
EC has approved it in-toto, and it is being implemented with immediate effect. It
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covers every employee of the NAAC from top to bottom. We are forwarding the
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code to all stakeholders.”

Patwardhan told The Indian Express: “We are going to implement the code
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prepared for the NAAC in the UGC as well. I expect other authorities related to
higher education in different fields to implement such a code to avoid probable
conflict of interest. We have taken note of issues raised in The Indian Express
investigation.”

The NAAC code states that chairpersons/ member co-ordinators/ members of the
peer review team for assessment and accreditation of institutions will submit a

National

declaration that they “shall not accept any Honorary Degree/ Award/ Position of
Profit from the Institution for a period of one year after the accreditation of the
institution that may be construed as conflict of interest”.
It adds: “This would apply also to members of immediate family”.
The authorities will also have to submit another declaration that they and their
immediate family members have not accepted any honorary degree from institutions
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in the three years preceding their assessment and accreditation.
The 15-member EC of NAAC is headed by former UGC Vice Chairman V S Chauhan
and includes Union Higher Education Secretary R Subramanyam.
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On February 6, 2018, The Indian Express scrutinised over 500 RTI Applications
filed across 470 higher-educational institutions to find that monitoring authorities,
and hundreds of politicians and bureaucrats, were awarded such degrees between
1997 and 2017.
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The list, for instance, included former IISc director and scientist Goverdhan Mehta
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who received 18 honorary doctorates from public universities between 2006 and
2012 when he was chairman of the NAAC’s EC. It also had Sukhdeo Thorat, Hari
Gautam, Arun Nigvekar and Ved Prakash who received such degrees during their
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tenure as UGC chairman.

Among the others are S Ayyappan who received five honorary degrees from
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agriculture and veterinary science universities when he was secretary of the
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Department of Agricultural Research and Education (DARE), Ministry of Agriculture,
between 2010 and 2016. Ayyappan’s predecessors at DARE, Mangla Rai and R S
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Paroda, received two such honorary doctorates each during his tenure.

Maharashtra’s double whammy: First drought and now
floods
On July 27, the Panchganga, a major tributary of the Krishna River, breached its

National

banks and submerged the entire sugarcane on Deepak Pomaji’s 12-acre holding
near Kurundwad in Kolhapur district’s Shirol taluka. “My crop was under water for
over a week. When I came to check after the floods receded, it had completely
rotted top downwards. There’s nothing left to salvage,” sighs the 31-year-old.
Pomaji, who is also a Kurundwad Municipal Council member from the Nationalist
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Congress Party, had harvested 580 tonnes of cane in the 2018-19 seasons. Out of
that, he had supplied 400 tonnes at Rs 2,905.99 per tonne to the Jawahar Shetkari
and the balance at Rs 2,884.99/tonne to the Sharad cooperative sugar factory, both
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“My total revenue was over Rs 16.8 lakh last year. This year, it will be negative. Not
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only is my standing cane — an 18-month adsali planted last June-July on six acres
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and the rest under 12-month ratoon crops harvestable from October to January
— totally gone, but I will have to spend money to clear the field now. It will cost
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Rs 10,000 per acre, but I cannot plant my next pre-seasonal cane in SeptemberOctober without doing that,” he adds.
Between late July and the first week of August, Kolhapur, Sangli and Satara received
torrential rains that caused unprecedented flooding. Maharashtra’s agriculture
department has assessed the crop damage in the three southern districts at about
2.16 lakh hectares (lh): Kolhapur 1.05 lh, Sangli 0.73 lh and Satara 0.38 lh. Roughly
60% of it is under cane, with the crop in 65,000-70,000 hectares totally destroyed

National

like that of Pomaji.
“The loss would be 100% for the crop that was submerged for more than 4 days. It
will be less for the cane that had suffered only water-logging. The overall damage
may be 35-40%,” says Manohar Gopal Joshi, managing director of the Jawahar
Shetkari cooperative mill. The cane to this factory — Maharashtra’s biggest —
comes from 23,480 hectares, some of it spilling into Belgaum district of northern
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Karnataka. According to Joshi, out of the total area, 20,229 hectares has been
affected by the floods. In the 2018-19 season (October-September), the mill ran for
136 days, crushing 17.63 lakh tonnes (lt) of cane and producing 2.25 lt of sugar.
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“Cane availability will be at least 40% lower in the coming season and we may
operate for hardly 100 days,” he reckons.
Mahadev V Patil, managing director of the Shree Datta cooperative sugar factory,
also in Shirol, puts the loss from its 12,000 hectares cane area at 50%. “Our crushing
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season will not be even 100 days,” he claims.
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Sukumar Sidnale, who realised around Rs 9 lakh from supplying 310 tonnes of
cane to the Jawahar Shetkari mill in 2018-19, has lost his whole adsali crop that
was 12 months old and would have matured towards December. Now, he wants to
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plant a 14-month pre-seasonal cane that would be ready by November 2020. “Even
I get my field ready after clearing this crop that has gone rotten, will any bank extend
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me credit to undertake planting operations, which alone would cost 15,000-20,000

a
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per acre?”, he asks.

Chief minister Devendra Fadnavis announced loan waiver for farmers whose crops
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were flood-affected up to an area up to one hectare (2.5 acres). This will not benefit
either Pomaji or Sidnale. Worse, they cannot claim insurance. The Centre’s flagship
Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana scheme does not cover sugarcane, as it is grown
under irrigated conditions and hence not considered to be a risky crop.
Out of Maharashtra’s 195 operational sugar mills, 53 are in Kolkapur, Sangli and
Satara. These 53 factories together crushed 301.94 lt of cane and produced 37 lt of
sugar during the 2018-19 season, representing 31.7% and 34.5% of the state’s total

National

of 952.11 lt and 107.21 lt, respectively. The average sugar-to-cane recovery of mills
in the three districts, at 12.26%, was also higher than the state’s overall 11.26%.
Maharashtra’s sugar industry this year has been buffeted by two crises.
The first was on account of drought in 2018, especially in the Marathwada region
and adjoining areas of Ahmednagar and Solapur. The Sugar Commissioner’s office
at Pune has estimated the total cane area for the upcoming crushing season at 8.43
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lh, down from the 11.43 lh of 2018-19. The biggest drops are in Marathwada (from
2.55 lh to 1.52 lh), Solapur (1.97 lh to 0.97 lh), Ahmednagar (1.34 lh to 0.70 lh) and
also Pune (1.41 lh to 1.10 lh). On the other hand, Kolhapur (from 1.49 lh to 1.55
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lh), Sangli (0.89 lh to 0.95 lh) and Satara (0.82 lh to 0.84) have reported acreage
increases. But it is this very high sugar-recovery belt that has now been battered by
floods.
In 2018-19, Maharashtra produced 107.21 lt of sugar, surpassing the previous
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season’s record of 107.10. For the 2019-20 seasons, the official projection of cane
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crushing is 580 lt and sugar output of 64 lt. These figures may have to be revised
further downwards because of the latest floods.

Lower production from Maharashtra, however, is unlikely to result in any significant
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increase in sugar prices. The new season is set to open with all-time-high stocks
of 145 lt, equivalent to 6.5 months’ domestic consumption. “Even if Maharashtra’s
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output halves, UP will produce at least 120 lt (from 118.22 lt of 2018-19). I also see
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production going up in Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, which will ensure 250 lt-plus
at all-India level (against 329 lt in 2018-19). That, plus record opening stocks, will
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continue to keep prices low,” points out Mukesh Kuvadia, secretary of the Bombay
Sugar Merchants’ Association.

‘Mythology is a source of political debate’
The latest production of Puducherry-based theatre group Adishakti — Bali — is
a retelling of the various events that lead up to the battle between Bali, the ruler
of Kishkindha, and Ram, the king of Ayodhya, and eventually, the death of Bali.

National

Written and directed by Nimmy Raphel, it’s their first production after the demise
of Adishakti’s founder Veenapani Chawla. Vinay Kumar, who is Adishakti’s artistic
director and plays Bali, talks about the new play, exploring the notion of right and
wrong through this episode from the Ramayana and the group’s leaning towards
mythology.
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In the past you have played other mythological characters such as Bhima and
Brihannala. As an actor, how important is the character Bali for you?
Bali in multiple ways is an important character for me. Throughout my career, I’ve
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worked with Veenapani and performed in plays she created. So, it became a big
void after she left. This is when a homegrown writer and director Nimmy Raphel,
who has been part of Adishakti’s actors ensemble, stepped in.
Bali as a character is always fascinating. When we read mythology, we tend to take
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positions. Bali is an apt example to look at the notion of righteousness because so
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much grey lies in each human being. Bali in terms of that brings certain complexities.
Nimmy’s interpretation breaks certain stereotypical notions of Bali as a character.
How did you prepare for the role?
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The preparation was arduous because after Veenapani’s demise there were lots
of expectations in terms of what performative language Adishakti would adopt. Will

t
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we repeat her process or will we try something new? Nimmy as a director said
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she wanted kushti (wrestling) as the base for Bali. We got wrestling trainer Milind
Dattatray Manugade from Nagpur to train us for about six weeks. The play’s second
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half has both humour and melancholy. A lot of vintage slapstick is what we tried to
look at and trained our bodies like Charlie Chaplin’s and Buster Keaton’s.
How has the collaboration with Nimmy Raphel been?
Veenapani’s vision was to develop Adishakti as an auto-didactic theatre group,
where multiple people create theatre pieces. She initiated the ‘Ramayana Project’,
where artists created their own work. As a resulted I wrote the play The Tenth Head,
which was Veenapani’s last directorial work. Nimmy wrote and directed a play called
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Nidravathwam. We knew that Nimmy can make her own path. When it comes to
Bali, Nimmy sensed theatre more as a visual perception, even though she had the
full script in hand. The year-long preparation was amazingly fun and explorative.
You have some younger actors in the cast too. Did they go through the rigorous
Adishakti training for the play?
Yes, we have some young actors who have joined the core team. They are ready
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to throw their hat into the ring. Whatever process as an actor that I went through,
they all went through, even more during that one year. Training their body and voice
has become a continuous process now. The cast includes Rijul Ray, Kiyomi Mehta,
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Ashiqa Salvan, and Arvind Rane, who has been with Adishakti since its inception.
In the past, Adishakti has staged plays based on mythological characters
such as Impressions of Bhima, Brihannala and Ganapati. Why is the group
drawn so much to mythology?
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Adishakti’s earlier plays (Sophocles’ Oedipus, Tom Stoppard’s Rosencrantz and
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Guildenstern are Dead and Euripides’ Trojan Women) are all pre-written plays.
Around 1992, Veenapani decided that she needed to create her own plays. That
is when a particular identity question arose. She was a post-independence child, a
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displaced Punjabi, growing up in Mumbai trying to figure out what identity she has.
That’s when her journey started. Then it became imperative to look at the stories
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of the land. For us, mythology became a rich source of political, philosophical
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or ethical debate, even though as a modern human entity we go through it. It’s
become very important to take this source of stories like a pod and expand it into
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a contemporary milieu so that there are questions asked from a different time and
spirit to a contemporary audience.

More deals, less conflict? Cross-border water planning key,
report warns
Population growth, climate change, economic and agricultural expansion and
deforestation are all placing greater pressures on the world’s limited supplies of

National

water, scientists say.

Efforts to share rivers, lakes and aquifers that cross national boundaries are falling
short, raising a growing risk of conflict as global water supplies run low, researchers
warned.
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Fewer than one in three of the world’s trans boundary rivers and lake basins and
just nine of the 350 aquifers that straddle more than one country have crossborder management systems in place, according to a new index by the Economist
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Intelligence Unit.
With more than half the world’s population likely to live in water-scarce areas by
2050 and 40 percent dependent on transboundary water, that is a growing threat,
said Matus Samel, a public policy consultant with the Economist Intelligence Unit.
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“Most transboundary basins are peaceful, but the trend is that we are seeing more
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and more tensions and conflict arising,” he told the Thomson Reuters Foundation.
When work began on the index, which looks at five key river basins around the
world from the Mekong to the Amazon, researchers thought they would see hints of
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future problems rather than current ones, Samel said.

Instead, they found water scarcity was becoming a “very urgent” issue, he said. “It
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surprised me personally the urgency of some of the situation some of these basins
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are facing.”

Population growth, climate change, economic and agricultural expansion and

s
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deforestation are all placing greater pressures on the world’s limited supplies of
water, scientists say.

As competition grows, some regions have put in place relatively effective bodies to
try to share water fairly, the Economist Intelligence Unit report said.
Despite worsening drought, the Senegal River basin, shared by West African
nations including Senegal, Mali and Mauritania, has held together a regional watergovernance body that has attracted investment and support, Samel said.

National

Efforts to jointly govern the Sava River basin, which crosses many of the once
warring nations of the former Yugoslavia in southeast Europe, have also been
largely successful, he said.
But replicating that is likely to be “a huge challenge” in conflict-hit basins, such as
along the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in Iraq and Syria, Samel said.
Still, even in tough political situations, “there are ways … countries and local
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governments and others can work together to make sure conflicts do not emerge
and do not escalate,” he said.
“The benefits of cooperation go way beyond direct access to drinking water,” he said.
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“It’s about creating trust and channels for communication that might not otherwise
exist.”
‘NO EASY SOLUTIONS’
The report suggests national leaders make water security a priority now, link water
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policy to other national policies, from agriculture to trade, and put in place water-
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sharing institutions early.

“There are no easy solutions or universal solutions,” Samel warned. “But there are
lessons regions and basins can learn and share.”
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The index has yet to examine many hotspots, from the Nile River and Lake Chad
in Africa to the Indus river system in India and Pakistan, but Samel said it would be
expanded in coming years.
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Working toward better shared water management is particularly crucial as climate
change brings more drought, floods and other water extremes, said Alan Nicol, who
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is based in Ethiopia for the International Water Management Institute.
“Knowing how a system works effectively helps you know what to do in the face of
a massive drought or flood event – and we should expect more extreme weather,”
he said.

While efforts to coordinate water policy with other national and regional policies and
priorities are crucial, the key missing element in shoring up water security is political
will, he said.

National
Indigenous light combat aircraft targeted by 2022
Sanctioned by the government in 2009, the Mk II will be equipped with state-of-theart AESA radar with the indigenously developed air-to-air missile Astra, which has
a range of 70km. The beyond visual range missile is currently being tested on the
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IAF’s Su-30 MKI fighters.

Tejas fighter aircraft performs during Aero India 2019, at Yelahanka Air Force Station
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in Bengaluru . (ANI photo)
The Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA) of the Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO) will unveil the Tejas Mark II with a heavier
stand-off weapon capacity in the 75th year of India’s independence, in 2022, and
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the long-awaited indigenous fighter, which will be manufactured by the state-owned
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Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL), will go into production by 2025-2026, two senior
defence officials said on condition of anonymity.

DRDO’s ADA finalised the design of the 17.5 ton Tejas Mark II (Mk-II) in December
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2018, and is expected to lock in the design of the fifth generation twin-engine
stealth fighter for Indian Air Force (IAF) by the end of the year. ADA officials said
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the Mk II will have the same weight as the Mirage, Jaguar and Grippen but with a
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heavier GE 414 engine. The qualitative requirements were frozen in late 2018, in
full consultation and with the approval of the IAF, two years after the project was
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redesigned. The 4.5 generation fighter will go into production after the Tejas LCA
(light combat aircraft) order of 123 aircraft to replace the air force’s ageing MiG-21s
is completed.

National

Sanctioned by the government in 2009, the Mk II will be equipped with state-of-the-
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art AESA radar with the indigenously developed air-to-air missile Astra, which has
a range of 70km. The beyond visual range missile is currently being tested on the
IAF’s Su-30 MKI fighters.
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ADA and IAF are also moving rapidly on the development of the advanced medium
combat aircraft (AMCA). The 25-ton fighter will have all weapons in its belly and be
powered by two engines capable of super-cruise speeds. AMCA will have complex Sshaped serpentine intakes. These hide the spinning turbine blades in the engine and
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are a key stealth feature. The super cruise feature allows the aircraft to accelerate
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without the use of after burners. Both features ensure minimum radar signatures.

According to top DRDO officials who asked not to be named, the design of AMCA,
which was approved as an initial concept in 2014, has been given a go-ahead by IAF
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late last year. In consultation with the air force, the design of the twin engine fighter
will be frozen by the end of the year. This, too, will be made by HAL.
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The Tejas will be lightest member of the family; the LCA weighs just around 11
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tonnes.

Designed as a fifth-generation stealth fighter using composite material, the AMCA
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will be unveiled by ADA in 2024. With a weight equivalent to the F-18 fighter, AMCA
will be powered with a new engine, the search for which has already started.

Triple talaq: SC issues notice to Centre
Marriage blues:A petition claimed that the sole objective of the new law was “to
punish” Muslim men.G. RAMAKRISHNAG. RAMAKRISHNA
Batch of petitions challenge the criminalisation of the pronouncement of triple talaq

National

The Supreme Court took on board a batch of petitions challenging the criminalisation
of the pronouncement of triple talaq, even as it pointed out that certain practices
such as dowry managed to survive despite being held invalid and condemned as
crimes.
A Bench of Justices N.V. Ramana and Ajay Rastogi issued notice to the government
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on pleas challenging the constitutionality of the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights
on Marriage) Act 2019, which penalises declaration of triple talaq by men.
After issuing notice, Justice Ramana closed the case file, but reopened it as an
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afterthought, saying “some people here will be disappointed if we do not ask you
questions...”
The judge may have referred to the large media contingent in the court room.
Non-bailable offence
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The petitions include one by Jamiat Ulama-I-Hind, which said the Act had made
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triple talaq a non-bailable offence by which men could be imprisoned for three years
even as desertion of a wife by a husband is not considered an offence in India.
At best, desertion is a ground for divorce.
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The Hind said the three-year imprisonment prescribed under the Act was both
“disproportionate and excessive”.
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The organisation said the law had made the declaration of triple talaq an offence
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graver than other crimes such as rioting, kidnapping, death by negligence,
concealment of birth by secret disposal of body, bigamy, bribery, food adulteration
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and so on.

Another petition by Samastha Kerala Jamiathul, one of the biggest religious
organisations of Sunni Muslim scholars and clerics in Kerala, claimed the sole
objective of the new law was “to punish Muslim husbands”.
Jamiathul, represented by advocate Zulfiker Ali P.S, contended, “If the motive is to
protect a Muslim wife in an unhappy marriage, no reasonable person can believe
that the means to ensure it is by putting an errant husband in jail for three years

National

and create a non-bailable offence for merely saying “talaq, talaq, talaq”. Further, the
offence is confined only to Muslim husbands.
“It is absurd that for an utterance which has no legal effect, whether spoken by
Muslim, Hindu or Christian, it is only the Muslim husband who is penalised with a
three-year sentence. Protection of wives cannot be achieved by incarceration of
husbands.”
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‘Null and void’
The petition contended that the Supreme Court had declared the utterance of triple
talaq “null and void”.
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It urged the court to stay the operation of the ordinance while questioning the haste
with which the government promulgated it.
A close look at the three separate opinions delivered by the Constitution Bench on
August 22, 2017, showed that it was only the minority judgment of the Supreme
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Court that directed the government to bring an “appropriate legislation” on triple
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talaq.
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Govt may consider amendments in RERA to make it more
effective: Govt official
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The government may consider amendments in the real estate law RERA, if required,
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to make it more effective, Housing and Urban Affairs Secretary Durga Shankar
Mishra said .

Addressing NAREDCO’s real estate conference, he said the Housing and Urban

s
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Affairs Ministry will soon take up the model tenancy law to the Cabinet for approval
and then the same will be circulated to states for implementation.
Mishra said the Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act 2016, which came
into force from May 2017, has brought respect and value to this sector, which was
earlier unregulated and known for blackmoney.
The secretary said the Centre will hold consultation with all stakeholdsers on RERA
implementation in all states.

National

If needed, he said, the government will bring amendments to make it more
effective.
Talking about model tenancy law announced in the Budget, Mishra said the draft has
already been posted on the website and more than 500 suggestions have already
been received.
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“We will very soon approach the Cabinet for approval. Then the model law will be
circulated to states,” he added.
Mishra said most of the tenancy laws are in favour of tenant, not the owner and as
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a result flat owners do not want to let out their house.
He said 1.1 crore homes were vacant as per 2011 census.
The proposed model law would boost rental housing, the secretary said, and asked
builders to consider putting their unsold flats on rent.
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5-judge SC Bench to hear pleas on withdrawal of Article 370
Order comes amid caution by govt. to exercise restraint on observations on J&K
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The Supreme Court referred to a five-judge Bench several petitions challenging the
withdrawal of Article 370 and bifurcation of the State of Jammu and Kashmir into
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two Union Territories.
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A Presidential Order on August 5 had withdrawn Article 370, through which special
rights and privileges had been accorded to the people of Jammu and Kashmir since
1954 in accordance with the Instrument of Accession.
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“Let all the petitions on the Article 370 issue go to a five-judge Bench for hearing,”
Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi, heading a three-judge Bench, said.
Call for restraint
The order came amidst fervent prayers by the government, represented by Attorney
General K.K. Venugopal and Solicitor General Tushar Mehta, to exercise restraint
as far as orders and oral observations on Jammu and Kashmir were concerned.
“The Article 370 issue has international and cross-border implications. Whatever

National

statements made here are sent to the United Nations,” Mr. Venugopal seemed to
caution. “Does this mean the Supreme Court cannot do its duty?” senior advocate
Ashwani Kumar, for one of the petitioners, asked Mr. Venugopal
“We know our duties,” Chief Justice Gogoi told the lawyers in a clipped manner.
The CJI also indicated that the Constitution Bench may start hearing the matter from
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the beginning of October. The court also issued notice to the government on the
basis of several petitions challenging media restrictions in Jammu and Kashmir.
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Elected directors in PSBs will be appointed by board: RBI
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has mandated that the elected directors of public
sector banks (PSBs) are to be appointed by the nomination and remuneration
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committee of the board of the respective banks.
The RBI has come out with guidelines on ‘fit and proper’ criteria of elected directors
in PSBs and said all these banks were required to constitute a nomination and
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remuneration committee consisting of a minimum of three non-executive directors
from the board, out of which not less than one-half will be independent directors and
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should include at least one member from the risk management committee of the
board. “The non-executive chairperson of the bank may be appointed as a member
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of the committee but shall not chair such a committee,” the RBI said.
Maximum tenure
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On the tenure, the RBI said an elected director can be appointed for three years
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and could be re-elected but cannot hold office for than six years. “The candidate
should not be holding the position of a Member of Parliament or State Legislature or
Municipal Corporation or municipality or other local bodies,” the RBI said.
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Candidates engaged in stock broking, or a member of any other board of a bank
or financial institution, connected with hire purchase, financing, money lending,
investment, leasing and other para banking activities cannot be considered for the
appointment.
Moreover, the RBI said the candidate should not be acting as a partner of a chartered
accountant’s firm which is currently engaged as a statutory central auditor of any
nationalised bank or the State Bank of India.

Economy
What does bond equity earnings yield ratio tell about Indian
equity valuation?
The past few months have been a roller-coaster ride for Indian equity investors.
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A combination of unfavourable domestic and global cues continues to dampen
sentiment on the Dalal Street. In this week as well, key Indian benchmark indices
the Nifty and the Sensex lost more than 2% percent each.
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Consequently, valuation of Indian equities has come-off from its recent peak following
the ongoing market correction. Currently, the MSCI India index is trading at a oneyear forward price-to-earnings (PE) multiple of 17 times moderating from the high of
19 times.
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Another valuation parameter, the bond equity earnings yield ratio (BEER) paints a
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similar picture. An analysis by domestic brokerage house Antique Stock Broking Ltd
showed that at 1.1 times, BEER for the Nifty50 has slipped to similar levels seen
during demonetisation and taper tantrum of 2012-13.
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This ratio compares 10-year Treasury bond yield to the earning yield of the stocks
or stock index – in this case the Nifty. Earning yield is the reverse of the PE ratio.
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Theoretically, if the reading is at 1, it means that both equity and bond markets
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are fairly valued. A reading greater than 1 would mean that the equity market is
overvalued, while below 1 means that equity market is undervalued.
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However, as the alongside chart shows, although the ratio is a little above 1, the
reading has been heading southward. At 1.1 times BEER is much lower than its
historical average of 1.5 times.
As per the broking firm, since the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), akin to global central
banks, is expected to further cut interest rates to boost economic recovery, valuations
of Indian equities are unlikely to see a further de-rating.
“We believe there is a strong possibility of another 50 basis points repo rate cut by RBI

Economy

given benign inflation, weak economic growth, fiscal consolidation and unchanged
overall government borrowing along with an option of borrowing overseas through
foreign sovereign bond. In the backdrop of easing risk free rate, we do not foresee
further de-rating in Indian equities,” it said in a report on 29 July. One basis point is
one hundredth of a percentage point.
That said, it cautions of some risks to valuations emerging from corporate earnings
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downgrade.
Meanwhile, the report further added that sectors which are looking attractive from
BEER perspective are auto, pharmaceuticals, energy and capital goods. Also, large
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UdayKotak moots new legislation to reform public sector
banking
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After the abrogation of Article 370, banker UdayKotak Monday called upon the
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government to bring in more legislative changes to lower state ownership in public
sector banks below 50 percent and also re-introduction of the FRDI Bill.
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He proposed changes to public sector banking, including reducing the number of
state-run lenders to five, getting government stakes down in some of them to under-
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50 percent, or merging a few of them or even public private partnerships in banking.
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Under the public private partnership model, the state ownership has to be capped at
26 or 33 percent, with the private sector partner owning the rest, he said, adding this
will create huge value for the government.
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“We must think about a courageous move of looking at state-owned banks. It would
be differentiated, bold and would be a big step in transformation of finance,” he said,
delivering the 25th LalitDoshi memorial lecture this evening.
The banker also suggested re-introduction of the controversial Financial Resolution
and Deposit Insurance (FRDI) Bill to tackle the woes plaguing the financial sector.
“Time has come for a strong FRDI Bill along with a strong resolution mechanism for
handling stress and mortality in the financial sector,” he said, speaking of the Bill
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which was withdrawn because of a ‘bail-in’ clause.
Kotak also pitched for a stronger Financial Sector Development Council for interregulatory issues, proposing that the finance minister should be placed as the
arbitrary.
“Time has come for a very strong FSDC under the finance minister that ensures
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that issues of regulation between regulators are handled in a seamless manner,” he
said.
Kotak, who has been tasked to manage IL&FS, said what we are witnessing at present
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in the financial sector are the “after-effects of serious indigestion which India”.
“It was very easy to get an accounting opinion, it was easier to get a rating...there
was mad competition among rating agencies,” he said in comments, that come weeks
after reports of how rating agency professionals were compromised and the heads
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of two of them were asked to leave the organizations--Icra and Care Ratings--last
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month.

Ahead of the RBI policy review, Kotak pitched very strongly for a narrowing the real
interest rates, which is the differential between the inflation and lending rates.
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He said ideally, the rate needs to be 1.5 percent as against the up to 3 percent at
present, adding inflation is also under control.
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Kotak also reiterated the case for small savings rate to be brought down to have
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better transmission.

To a question on crony capitalism continuing, he said this aspect is “deeply disturbing”
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and the problems come to fore with every instance of frauds being discovered.
Kotak said contract enforcement in the country needs to be improved, pointing out
that the World Bank has also found our record wanting on that front.
He said we should go ahead with the budgetary proposal for foreign borrowing but
cautioned against excessive reliance on the same.
He also rued the dominance of cash, such that currency is back to the predemonetisation levels and asked for a shift back to less-cash system.
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Welcoming the government decision to abolish Article 370 which accords special
status to J&K earlier in the day, he said, “this is a momentous day in our history.”

Tighten scrutiny of tax exemption claims on farm income:
CAG to I-T Department
Claims of tax exemption on farm income have attracted the attention of the Comptroller
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and Auditor General of India (CAG), which has called for greater efforts to check tax
evasion in this key area.
In an audit report of the revenue department tabled in Parliament , the government’s
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statutory auditor said claims of tax exemption on farm income have been allowed by
the department based on “inadequate verification or incomplete documentation” in
more than a fifth of the 6,778 cases it has looked into.
The CAG report also flagged the issue of abuse of tax exemption granted to charitable
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trusts and an institution which has resulted in assessees whose activities were not
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‘charitable’ in nature getting the tax benefit. Abuse of tax relief given on agriculture
income and on the earnings of charitable trusts have been two areas the income tax
department has been battling for some time.
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In May, the Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) had proposed a new audit format
requiring religious and charitable trusts to be more open about their affairs. It had also
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proposed new rules that require these institutions to make more detailed disclosures
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about their transactions.

The CAG report comes at a time the CBDT is finalizing a new direct tax code that
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seeks to make income tax law simpler and in sync with the global best practices. A
task force drafting the code is expected to give its report by 16 August, CBDT said.
The CAG said that among the farm income exemption claims it looked into, exemption
was granted in hundreds of cases where land records were not available or proof of
farm income was not available in terms of ledger account or invoices. “As such, it
was not possible to determine whether the system in place was robust enough to
ensure that assessees were being allowed exemption for agricultural income, only
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after adequate examination in the process of assessment,” said the CAG report.
The statutory auditor also suggested that the tax department needs to re-examine
all cases where exemption has been allowed as agricultural income above a certain
threshold, say ₹10 lakh, to ensure that the tax benefit has been allowed only to eligible
assessees, and is based on appropriate documents and their verification. The CAG
has also flagged the rising number of pending appeals at various platforms, an issue
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the task force working on the direct tax code will address in its report.

No income tax on interest from accident compensation: High

AUGUST 2019 Court
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Forty years after an eight-year-old city boy was left maimed for life in a car accident,
the Bombay High Court held that income tax should not have been deducted from
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the interest on the compensation awarded by the court. The ruling was given by a
bench of justices AkilKureshi and S J Kathawalla on a plea by accident victim Rupesh
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Shah, now 48.

Shah, a resident of South Mumbai, was crossing a road when a car hit him in 1978. He
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remained in coma for six months, and after regaining consciousness, he learnt that
the accident had left him with severe injuries including permanent brain damage.
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His parents approached the Motor Vehicles Accident Claim Tribunal seeking that
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Oriental Insurance, the company that had insured the car, be directed to pay
compensation.

His plea was allowed but the insurance company went in appeals, first to the high
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court and then to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court finally in 2015 upheld the
Bombay High Court’s ruling that awarded Shah a compensation of ₹39.92 lakh.
The High Court also ruled that Shah be paid an interest of 9% on this principal amount
of the compensation since the time he filed the insurance claim.
After the apex court upheld it, Shah received ₹1.42 crore in total in compensation.
This amount was arrived at with the Income Tax department deducting 30% tax at
source’ on the amount of interest.
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When Shah filed income tax returns and declared the compensation interest received,
he was further served with a notice to pay additional tax of 37.97 lakh.
Shah then approached the high court challenging not just the fresh tax notice but also
arguing that the department should not have deducted tax on the interest amount
that he had received as part of compensation.
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Under the Motor Vehicles Act, the principal amount of compensation is not taxable,
so the interest accrued on the same should not have been taxed either, he argued.
The interest too was compensatory in nature, its rate decided after taking into account
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factors such as the passage of time, inflation, etc, he said.
The Income Tax Department, however, contended that the interest being distinct
from the principal amount of compensation is taxable as income from an additional
source.
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The High Court held that the interest earned by Shah for the period between filing of
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the claim and awarding of compensation by the high court in 2014 should not have
been considered as income, and therefore, not taxed.

“We hold that the interest awarded in the motor accident claim cases from the date
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of the claim petition till the passing of the award or in case of appeal, till the judgment
of the high court in such appeal, would not be eligible for tax, not being an income,”
it said.
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The bench also said the IT Department assessor made a mistake in issuing the
further tax liability notice to Shah. It sent back the notice, directing the department to
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re-assess the same.

Indian equities surge on hope government may roll back
surcharge on FPIs
Indian equity markets surged for the second session on expectations of rollback of
higher surcharge on foreign investors. Measures announced by the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) to ease liquidity squeeze in non-banking finance companies also boosted
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sentiment.
At 10.40 am, the benchmark Sensex index rose 0.88% or 327.46 points to 37,654.82,
while Nifty gained 0.93% or 102.45 points to 11,134.90 points. So far this year, Sensex
and Nifty have risen 4% and 2%, respectively.
Finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman will meet financial sector representatives as
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she seeks to put together a package that will boost investor sentiment and arrest an
economic downturn.
The meeting, to be attended by key finance ministry representatives including tax
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officials, indicated the government is open to reviewing an unintended tax burden
on them proposed in the union budget presented on 5 July after having steadfastly
rejected their pleas for a review earlier. The increase in surcharge on the income tax
outgo of certain classes of taxpayers earning above specified limits hit certain FPIs
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organised as trusts.
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The move triggered massive selling in the stock market, wiping out nearly ₹14 lakh
crore in market valuation. Foreign investors have net sold $3.16 billion of local stocks
so far in the quarter through 7 August, data compiled by Bloomberg show.
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, the RBI said it is committed to ensuring that sufficient liquidity is available so that
the needs of all productive sectors of the economy are met. Towards this objective,
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the RBI will use its liquidity management instruments “to ensure that the system’s
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requirements of both day-to-day liquidity and durable liquidity are adequately
provided”, the central bank said in its policy statement.
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The RBI said it has already injected a substantial amount of liquidity into the system
through a combination of instruments -- including through liquidity adjustment facility,
open market operations and forex swaps. There is an abundance of liquidity in the
system currently, warranting absorptions of surpluses by RBI. Surplus liquidity parked
in the reverse repo window of the RBI was almost ₹2.0 lakh crore on 6 August, it
added.
“The MPC’s verdict of fourth straight rate cut was on anticipated lines but the little
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extra i.e. 35 bps was a pleasant surprise, as this would aid in addressing incumbent
growth concerns by way of boosting aggregate demand and private investment. The
Governor has also reaffirmed the importance of large NBFC’s in the system and
has reassured to render the requisite support as required, which will be the key for
rejuvenating the slowing economy. The focus of the Central Bank on spurring growth
and addressing the NBFC issue will provide the much needed respite to the markets,“
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said JyotiVaswani, chief investment officer, Future Generali Life Insurance.
Investors will now await Index of Industrial Production data and Consumer Price
Index-based inflation data . According to Bloomberg analyst estimates, IIP is seen at
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1.4% in June from 3.1% in May. CPI is likely to be at 3.13% in July versus 3.18% a
month ago.

‘FPI tax issues put divestment at risk’
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The government could risk missing its record Rs. 1.05 lakh crore divestment target
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that has been set for the current financial year as foreign portfolio investors (FPIs)
could stay away from such share sales if the ongoing tax concerns are not resolved
soon, according to capital market participants.
The participants, who met Finance Minister NirmalaSitharaman , also urged her
to address the liquidity concerns of non-banking finance companies (NBFCs)
— especially those focussed on consumer spending — before the festive season
begins, to spur overall consumption growth in the country.
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According to persons familiar with the deliberations, the government has taken the
suggestions ‘positively’ and has hinted that it would take all possible steps to revive
overseas investor interest in the Indian capital markets.
“The Finance Minister was quite receptive and said that the government would take
all necessary steps to allay the concerns of foreign investors,” said a person, who
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was part of the meeting.
“Even the PMO [Prime Minister’s Office] is involved and is keen to address the tax
concerns, which are impacting the capital markets. There was unanimity that the tax
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surcharge could discourage FPIs from participating in the divestment offerings in the
coming months and hence need to be urgently reviewed,” he added on condition of
anonymity.
In the Union Budget 2019-20, the Finance Minister introduced a surcharge for
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individuals earning more than Rs. 2 crore. However, FPIs became the collateral
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damage of the proposal as bulk of such investors structure themselves as trusts or
a Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) that are not recognised as a corporate entity by
the Income Tax Act and hence are taxed as per the individual tax slabs based on their
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earnings.
Selling spree
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FPIs, often looked upon as prime drivers of any bull run in the Indian stock market,
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ended July as net sellers at Rs. 12,419 crore. This was the first time since January
2019 when foreign investors ended a month as net sellers.
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Between February and June, FPIs bought shares worth nearly Rs. 83,000 crore. In
the current month till date, FPIs have net sold shares worth Rs. 11,135 crore.
Capital market players urge FM to address liquidity concerns of NBFCs before the
festive season begins

Govt seeks used cooking oil to cut down on energy imports
India has a plan to achieve Prime Minister NarendraModi’s goal of reducing the
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country’s dependence on energy imports, and it starts in the kitchen.
Three main state-run fuel retailers — Indian Oil Corp., Bharat Petroleum Corp.
and Hindustan Petroleum Corp. — are looking to turn used cooking oil that might
otherwise be discarded into biodiesel fuels. The retailers are seeking leftover cooking
oils from bulk consumers such as hotels, restaurant and canteens across 100 cities,
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Oil Minister DharmendraPradhan said in New Delhi on World Biofuels Day.
The retailers will pay ₹51 ($0.72) per liter to buy biodiesel derived from used cooking
oil in the first year, ₹52.7 in the second year and ₹54.5 in the third. As one of the
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world’s top edible oil consumers, India uses about 27 billion liters of cooking oil each
year, of which 1.4 billion liters can be collected to produce 1.1 billion liters of biodiesel,
according to the ministry.
India is the third biggest crude oil consumer on the globe and meets about 85% of
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its needs through imports, exposing the economy to the risks of price and supply
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disruptions often caused by geopolitical tensions and trade wars. The prime minister
has set a target to reduce such overseas energy purchases by 10 percentage points
by 2022, through increased domestic output and greater use of alternative fuels.
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‘Draft policy on logistics ignores express industry’
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The draft National Logistics Policy, released by the government earlier this year,
has overlooked the role of the express industry (courier and parcel) and air cargo
sectors in the multimodal transport mix for faster and cost effective movement of
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cargo, Express Industry Council of India (EICI) said.
“We note that the policy document does not focus on the express industry and air
cargo sectors, which are integral parts of the logistics network. The air express has
also been overlooked in the multimodal mix even though air is an essential segment
of the movement of goods,” Vijay Kumar, chief operating officer, EICI, said in a
statement.
He said in developing countries such as India, an efficient air express infrastructure
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could contribute directly to global competitiveness of the country by ensuring just-intime deliveries and reducing clearance dwell time.
The government had issued the draft national logistics policy with a target to bring
down logistics costs from 13-14% of GDP to 10% “in line with best-in-class global
standards.”
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For the air cargo sector, aviation turbine fuel (ATF) is the single largest component of
direct operating cost with a share of 40%.
Excise duty and value-added tax, charged by central and State governments on ATF,
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add another 30-35% to the cost.
Making the matter worse, the GST regime disallows input credit on ATF, increasing
the tax burden on express cargo airlines further, EICI said.
“The government should permit express cargo airlines to avail input credit of excise
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duty as was done before the GST regime. ATF should be brought under GST and
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input credit on GST paid on ATF should be made available to express cargo airlines,”
Mr. Kumar added.
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Lexus targets high-net worth buyers for growth in India
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Lexus, the luxury brand from the stable of Japan’s Toyota, is targeting high networth
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individuals (HNIs) to grow its base in India.

Lexus, which has been positioned as a crafted luxury vehicle, ‘designed and
manufactured with passion’, is being offered as a completely differentiated product to
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gain a foothold in India’s small, but potentially important luxury car market. The key
differentiation is that the Lexus vehicles are self-charging, hybrid electric vehicles
that contribute to reduction in emissions.
“Lexus is not just a vehicle. A lot of emotion goes into building it. This vehicle is more
about experience and is a product of art. HNIs are our customer base,” said P.B.
Venugopal, president, Lexus India.
Having started its Indian operations in 2017, Lexus has expanded its base to three
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Lexus Experience Centres in Mumbai, Delhi and Bengaluru. It has authorised service
centres in Kochi, Hyderabad, Chennai and Chandigarh.
Currently, the company is selling six models in India and is gearing up to introduce
LC 500, a luxury sports coupe in early 2020 in the Indian market.
Two-door LC 500
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The two-door LC 500, globally launched in 2017, is already available in 68 countries
and India now joins the list, top executives said. By June 2019, the company had sold
a cumulative volume of 12,000 units globally.
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Lexus is looking at India in the medium- to long-term perspective. “HNIs are growing
in India and the market for luxury cars will grow in the medium to long term. We are
also getting strong support from the Toyota family of customers who are upgrading to
luxury vehicles,” Mr. Venugopal said.
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He said 78% of the customers in India are from the Toyota stable.
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About the firm’s performance, Mr. Venugopal said, “We are doing better than
anticipated and there is a huge potential for Lexus in the medium to long term.”

He said Lexus, as the first Japanese luxury car brand, will help grow the luxury car
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market, which is only 1.2% of the total passenger car segment in India.
In developed markets, this ratio is 4-5% and India has the potential go to that level,
he added.
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RBI tells banks on what not to count as part of ‘free ATM
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transactions’

The Reserve Bank asked banks not to count failed transactions at ATMs due to
technical reasons as part of “free ATM transactions” permitted every month.
Besides, use of ATMs for balance enquiry and fund transfers too should be not part
of the free transactions facility given to a customer.
Banks provide certain number of free transactions at ATMs to their customers and
beyond that imposes charges.
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The RBI’s clarification in this regard comes after it has come to notice of the central
bank that transactions that have failed due to technical reasons, non-availability of
currency in ATMs are also included in the number of free ATM transactions.
“It is hereby clarified that transactions which fail on account of technical reasons
like hardware and software issues, non-availability of cash, and any other reason
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attributable to the bank should not be counted as valid ATM transactions for the
customer.
“Consequently, no charges therefor shall be levied,” the Reserve Bank said.
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Further, non-cash withdrawal transactions (such as balance enquiry, cheque book
request, payment of taxes, funds transfer), which constitute ‘on-us’ transactions
(when a card is used at an ATM of the bank which has issued the card) shall also not
be part of the number of free ATM transactions.
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GST Council may discuss rate cut for auto
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The government is likely todebate lowering the rates on certain categories of
automobiles in the next GST Council meeting, according to a Finance Ministry
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official.
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It is also likely to look at increasing the rate on premium real estate, but also restore
the provision of input tax credit for the segment.
Sectoral representation
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Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman last week completed a number of consultation
meetings with representatives of various sectors including banking, non-banking
finance companies, auto, financial services, foreign portfolio investors, steel and real
estate.

“The industries have all made their recommendations,” the official told The Hindu .
“Some of these have to do with GST, and so the government cannot take a call on
this. That is to do with the GST Council. The Finance Minister is looking into whether
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she will raise these issues with the council in the next meeting.”
“One of the things the industry requested and could be discussed in the council
meeting is whether the tax rate on certain automobiles can be reduced from the
current 28%, to encourage people to buy,” the official added.
“The other is to look into the demands of the real estate sector and see if ITC [input
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tax credits] can be restored for the premium housing sector.”
Real estate representatives who met Ms. Sitharaman not only asked for an increase
in the tax rate applicable to premium housing, but also restoration of the provision
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of input tax credits, which would effectively reduce their tax incidence compared to
the current system.
The GST Council had, in its 33rd meeting in February, reduced the rates on the
under-construction premium housing segment to 5% from the previous 12% but also
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removed the input tax credit provision.
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14% rise

This, according to the industry, has meant that the effective tax rate on the sector
had risen to about 14% as key inputs such as cement are taxed at 28% and the
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sector cannot avail of input tax credits for them.

The date for the next Council meeting has not been announced yet.
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‘Spell out plan to revive economy’

Alleging that India’s economy had stalled, the Congress asked Prime Minister
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NarendraModi to spell out what his government was doing out to revive the
economy.

“It is an economy which has stalled, the growth engine has stalled, all the four engines
have stopped functioning — investment, industrial production, capacity utilisation
and exports,” said senior Congress leader Anand Sharma. Mr. Sharma, who had
been Commerce Minister, referred to the slowdown in the automobile sector and the
possibility of job losses on a massive scale. “It is feared that 3.5 lakh jobs would be
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lost by the end of August in the sector.” He also pointed out that 8% of youth were
unemployed.

Modi signals new growth mantra: End of incrementalism
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Prime Minister NarendraModi at the Red Fort (Pradeep Gaur/Mint)
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Prime Minister NarendraModi in his Independence Day speech signalled what would
be the guiding principle of his government’s pursuit of development and better living
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standards for people—end of incrementalism.

Speaking from the ramparts of Red Fort, Modi listed out the big tasks that he wanted
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to do, including everything from making Indian farmers a force in global markets to
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building houses for 20 million poor people and ensuring access to clean water to
150 million rural households to making India a $5 trillion economy over the next few
years. This, and numerous other development targets, according to Modi, cannot
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be achieved with a business-as-usual mindset.
“Our nation must march forward, but the country cannot now wait much longer for
incremental progress, we will have to take a big leap. We will have to change our
thinking too,” Modi said.
Indicating an appetite for quick and far-reaching decisions, the Prime Minister said
that his government was committed to ensuring ₹100 trillion investment for modern
infrastructure and ₹3.5 trillion investment on improving people’s access to drinking
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water.
One of Modi’s achievements as an administrator is to energize India’s vast,
steely and once slow-moving bureaucratic machinery into one that can quickly be
manoeuvred. One of the ways in which he achieved this is by allocating different
ministries with inter-linkages to the same minister. Modi is also known for his strong
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oversight of policy-making which forces different ministries to bury their differences
and agree on policies, a move that critics find as a centralized decision-making
process.
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Modi said that within weeks of his government taking charge after parliamentary
elections in May, it struck down 60 obsolete statutes and announced new schemes
such as pension for shopkeepers to improve ease of living. He also said that in his
previous term, 1,450 laws had been struck down so that people are not burdened by
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the presence of the state in their lives. One area the National Democratic Alliance
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(NDA) government could not make much progress is land reforms, something that it
may try again once it gets majority in the Upper House. At present, the NDA regime
is in minority in RajyaSabha.
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Experts say making ₹100 trillion of investments into infrastructure is a big task. “What
the Prime Minister has articulated is that we need to have policy measures which
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will help boost the growth trajectory of the country structurally through increased
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investments as well as through ease of living. While the current government’s ability
to execute schemes for the poor has been demonstrated convincingly in its previous
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term in office, more clarity is needed on how we go about in realizing the goal of
making massive investments in infrastructure,” said N.R. Bhanumurthy, a professor
at the National Institute of Public Finance and Policy, a think tank.
Modi also sought to reassure businesses that they will be treated with respect.
“Wealth creation is a great national service. Let us never see wealth creators
with suspicion. Only when wealth is created, wealth will be distributed. Wealth
creation is absolutely essential. Those who create wealth are India’s wealth and we
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respect them,” the Prime Minister said. Modi’s assurance of respectful treatment
to businessmen comes amid charges levelled by a few industry executives about
harassment by tax officials, a charge that the income-tax department refutes.
“The Prime Minister made it a point to talk positively about wealth creators. His
encouraging words on the ease of doing business and ₹100 trillion infrastructure
missions will go a long way to reassure entrepreneurs about growth prospects,”
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said Chandrajit Banerjee, director general of industry chamber Confederation of
Indian Industry (CII).
The Prime Minister said he was committed not only to improving the ease of doing
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business in India but also to improving the ease of living.
Modi also said that while there should not be excessive presence of the state in the
lives of individuals, who should be free to live their lives without any interference
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from the state, people should also not feel the absence of government when they
need it.
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In recent weeks, the Modi government has shown willingness to reconsider
policy measures that have backfired. That includes a rethink on the harsh penalty
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provisions for corporate social responsibility obligations proposed in the Companies
Act through amendments cleared earlier this month. The government has also
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launched a crackdown on corrupt tax officials.
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The Prime Minister also flagged in his speech a new priority for his administration’s
second term in office—controlling the explosive growth in population—a trend
that, if left unchecked, could go against the efforts to bring millions of people out of
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poverty and undo the benefits of higher welfare spending for the poor. This is the
first time the government is acknowledging the need for a discussion on the need
for checking the population growth rate in recent history.
A report from the United Nations said in June that around 2027, India will overtake
China as the world’s most populous country. The country now has a population of
about 1.37 billion people.
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‘Cashless’ and the politics of innovation
The term interpellation was introduced by Louis Althusser to explain the way in which
ideas get into our heads and have an effect on our lives, so much so we believe
they are our own. Althusser sees interpellation as a mediator between systems of
power and individuals. He argued that the process of interpellation works best when
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it is invisible, when individuals accept cultural notions as though they are obvious, or
natural, when it seems natural.
Such interpellation could not be more relevant in our relationship with cash. Just

AUGUST 2019 about ten years back, none thought that cash is inconvenient, but now there is a
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growing mindset that it is.
“… ‘Faceless, Paperless, Cashless’ is one of the professed roles of Digital India,” says

m
o

the official website on ‘cashless’ economy—an instance of the constant nudge to go
cashless. Just to fathom the shift in recent years—UPI and digital wallets annually
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manage ₹26 trillion, more than two times the currency in circulation.

This shift is a global phenomenon. G-10 countries will stop using cash by 2035, said
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a recent Bloomberg survey. There is a huge machinery to reverse engineer a belief
that cash is inconvenient, and ‘cashless-ness’ is in our interest. But whose interest?
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Big corporations, ranging from tech giants such as Google and Facebook to fintech
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behemoths such as Visa and Mastercard, increase the volume of digital payments
services they sell and have mobilized massive propaganda to declare a war on
cash. Companies big and small—GooglePay and Paytm—are using baits such as
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cashbacks and there are taglines such as ‘India KaNaya Cash’. Just as Google
wants all internet access to go through its portal, it appears fintech corporations
want people to access and navigate broader economic decisions via their privately
controlled platforms. “Cashlessness” has spawned upon a startup economy in itself.
Outfits such as ‘Challenger’ and ‘Neo’ banks are giving a whole new meaning to
digitisation of financial services, leveraging advancements of artificial technology and
machine learning and further catapulting us to a ‘cashless economy.’

Economy

There is no denying the benefits to go cashless—less violent robberies, thwarting
terror funding, avoiding tax evasion etc. Technology exhilarates but we must never
lose sight of the human. And there is real human cost to cash being suddenly deleted
from our lives.
According to a Guardian report, last year, there was a chaos in the UK in which
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millions found themselves stranded when the Visa payment network crashed. The
event highlighted that while digital systems may be “convenient”, they often come
with central points of failure. Cash, however, does not crash or rely on external data
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centres. Second, studies show that while cash can encourage self-control, paying by
card or a mobile phone can encourage spending. Further, the report citing American
Psychological Association said that when paying with cash, “there is a tight coupling
of the consumption and the payment, thereby accentuating the pain of paying. In the
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case of credit card purchases, actual parting of the money occurs after the purchase
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decision, thereby dulling the pain of paying.” Third, digital proponents often argue
that digitization can reduce violent robberies. True – our digital cash is less exposed
to threat from the run of the mill burglar. But a more sophisticated breed of criminals
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have emerged – some of whom can bring down the entire financial system, keep you
hostage without a weapon and siphon off your entire savings, sitting in a different
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continent. In 2017, cyber-crimes accounted for Rs. 700 crores of fraud in India.
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While the push towards ‘cashless society’ comes on the backdrop of a number of
socio-economic benefits, it can also allow a greater control to monitor and manipulate
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our personal choices. Economist Kenneth Rogoff in his book The Curse of Cash
hypothesizes one such possible manipulation. In the absence of cash, central banks
could be able to implement low/negative interest rates forcing people to spend more
at times of economic downturn, shaping the when and how we should use our
wealth.
Also, how well prepared are we to go cashless? Many economists believe that most
countries are ill-prepared to go cashless and once we do achieve that, to bring

Economy

back cash if the experiment fails will be hard. While the intent is to deepen financial
inclusion, there exists another view that people without bank accounts can find
themselves further marginalized, disenfranchised from the cash infrastructure that
previously supported them. More critically, Rogoff writes, “it is essential that poor
and unbanked individuals have access to free basic debit accounts… and possibly
also basic smartphones.”
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Brett Scott, a campaigner for cash, and the author of The Heretic’s Guide to Global
Finance: Hacking the Future of Money, whom I met during my recent fellowship in
London, exposed me to this line of thinking around politics of innovation. He writes,
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“the digital payments industry tries to cast cash as the horse-drawn carriage of
payments; but cash is the bicycle, more flexible, resilient and convenient in certain
settings, especially informal ones.” While we have the cars (digital payments) and
very soon flying cars (digital currency), it is important to strike a balance. Cars are
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good, but in times of contingencies, a good old bicycle will come handy. Are startups
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listening?
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Banks cannot charge for these ATM transactions. Details
here
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Banks can’t include non-cash withdrawal transactions like balance enquiry, cheque
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book request, payment of taxes and funds transfer under free ATM transactions.
Banks also can’t include failed ATM balance enquiry, cheque book request, payment
of taxes, or funds transfer. Banks provide a certain number of free transactions at
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ATMs to their customers every month and beyond that they impose charges. For
the benefit of bank account holders, the banking regulator Reserve Bank of India or
RBI has come out with clarifications on free ATM transactions. Here are five things to
know about what free ATM transactions.
1) The RBI, in a circular dated 14 August, clarified that transactions which fail on
account of technical reasons like hardware, software, and communication issues
shall not be counted as valid ATM transactions for the customer.

Economy

2) Other failed ATM transactions like non-availability of currency notes in the ATM,
transaction declines attributable to the bank or service provider will also not be
considered as valid ATM transactions for the customer.
3) Invalid PIN/validations etc, which result in failed ATM transactions, will also be not
counted as valid ATM transactions.
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4) RBI said that banks cannot charge customers for these failed ATM transactions
due to these reasons. “It has come to our notice that transactions that have failed
due to technical reasons, non-availability of currency in ATMs, etc., are also included
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in the number of free ATM transactions,” the RBI said.
5) Non-cash withdrawal transactions at ATMs such as balance enquiry, cheque book
request, payment of taxes, funds transfer shall also not be part of the number of free
ATM transactions, RBI said.
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Currently, India’s largest bank State Bank of India offers eight free transactions
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to regular savings bank account holders, including five transactions at SBI ATMs
and three at other bank ATMs. In non-metros, such account holders get 10 free
transactions, including five at SBI ATMs and five at others.
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15 ways to define India’s slowdown
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The rain has stopped. You step out of home to run a few errands. On the way, you
find ₹500 note lying on the ground. You pick it up and put it in your trouser pocket,
thinking you’ll donate it to the local charity. But you give in to temptation as soon as

s
a

you cross the local book shop and buy the latest bestseller for ₹500. The bookseller
is an alcoholic and uses the money to buy his stock of alcohol for the day. The liquor
shop owner takes the ₹500 and walks across to the local cinema and buys the ticket
for the latest movie, featuring his favourite heroine. He also buys some atrociously
priced popcorn and a soft drink. The cinema owner has to go attend a wedding at
the other end of the town and he gives that very ₹500 note to a taxi driver, given that
his driver is on leave.

Economy

What’s happened here? The movement of the initial ₹500 has made everyone better
off. The initial ₹500 has been spent four times and has generated ₹2,000 worth of
economic activity. In that sense, the first ₹500 contributed ₹2,000 to the Indian gross
domestic product (GDP). The same wouldn’t have happened if you had taken the
₹500 and deposited it in the bank or simply kept it in your pocket.
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GDP, in the conventional sense of the term, is defined as the “measure of all the
goods and services produced inside a country”. Nevertheless, as John Lanchester
writes in How to Speak Money: “GDP can be thought of as a measure not so much
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of size… It measures the movement of money through and around the economy;
it measures activity.” The example shared above (which is inspired from a similar
example in Lanchester’s book) shows precisely how economic activity adds to the
GDP. One man’s spending is after all another man’s income, and the income can
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be spent again. So, the cycle is supposed to work and add to the economic activity
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and the GDP.

It is this activity that has been slowing down in India, since the beginning of 2019.
The GDP growth during January to March 2019 slowed down to 5.8%. Looking at
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economic activity in the period April to June 2019, it is safe to say that the GDP
growth would have slowed down further during the period.
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The GDP of an economy is the sum of private consumption expenditure, investment,
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government expenditure and net exports (exports minus imports). There are many
high-frequency economic indicators which tell us about the state of each of these
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four inputs that form the GDP. Let’s look at a series of 15 economic indicators to see
how the economic activity during the period April to June 2019 has slowed down.
The consumption matrix

Consumption is the most important part of the Indian economy, given that it forms
around three-fifths of the Indian economy. And any slowdown here is bound to affect
the overall economy. Except for perhaps retail loans given by banks, there is a
contraction in all other parameters which measure consumption in different ways.

Economy

Domestic car sales: During April to June 2019, car sales fell by 23.3% in comparison
to the same period in 2018. This is the biggest contraction in quarterly sales since
2004 (that’s how far back the quarterly data in the Centre for Monitoring Indian
Economy database goes). A slowdown in car sales negatively impacts everyone
from tyre manufacturers to steel manufacturers to steering manufacturers etc., when
it comes to the backward linkages that car manufacturers have. As far as forward
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linkages are concerned, many auto dealerships are shutting down or shrinking. At
the same time, the vehicle loans growth has slowed down to 5.1%, the slowest it
has been in five years.
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Two-wheeler sales: These have not been as badly hit as car sales. Between April
and June 2019, two-wheeler sales contracted by 11.7%. This is the biggest fall since
October to December 2008, when two-wheeler sales had contracted by 14.8%, in
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the aftermath of the start of the financial crisis. In fact, even mopeds are not selling,
with their sales down 19.9% between April and June 2019 (In 2018-2019, a total of
880,000 mopeds were sold, suggesting there is still good demand for them).
Tractor sales: A good indicator of rural demand, tractor sales during April to June
2019, fell by 14.1%, the highest fall in nearly four years.
Naveen Kumar Saini/Mint
Housing sales: As per LiasesForas, a real estate research company, India’s top 30

Economy

cities had 1.28 million unsold housing units as of March 2019, a jump of 7% from
March 2018, when the number was at 1.2 million. This means that builders are
building new houses at a faster pace than people are buying them. The real estate
sector has forward and backward linkages with 250 ancillary industries. So, when
the real estate sector does well, many other sectors, right from steel and cement
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to furnishings, paints, etc., do well too. This is something which isn’t happening
currently. The fact that real estate prices haven’t gone up in years makes people
feel less wealthy and as a result spend less.
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Bank retail loans: This data point goes against the trend. During April to June 2019,
the retail loans of banks grew by 16.6% in comparison to the same period last year.
During the same period last year, they had grown by 17.9%. There has been a
marginal fall in growth. Housing loans form more than half of the retail loans—they
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grew by 18.9% during the quarter against 15.8% last year.
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How does one explain the fact that housing loans are growing and so is the number
of unsold homes? A possible explanation for the fact is that people are now buying
homes from investors who had bought many homes between 2003 and 2012,
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instead of buying directly from a builder. To that extent these are not new homes
and hence, cannot create the kind of economic activity that the building of a new
home can.
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Other than home loans, credit card outstanding grew by 27.6% between April and
June 2019, against 31.3% in April to June 2018. Again, a marginal fall at best. This
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also explains, why every time you tell someone there is a slowdown, they reply, but
the malls and restaurants are packed. Credit cards are used by a certain section of
the population and at least, when it comes to them, they haven’t slowed down on
spending on small ticket items.
From corporate boardrooms and call centres to marketplaces, everyone is talking
about a slowdown in the economy. Here’s a look at the 15 key indicators that
economist VivekKaul has taken to tell us about the state of the inputs that form the

Economy

GDP.
FMCG companies: The volume growth or the number packs sold, of fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG) companies has slowed down over the last one year. If
we look at Hindustan Unilever Ltd, the volume growth between April and June 2019
was at 5%. It was 12% during the same period last year. There are other examples
as well. Dabur India posted a volume growth of 6% during April and June 2019,
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against 21% last year. Britannia was down to 6% against 13% last year. Indeed, this is
worrying, given that people seem to be going slow on making everyday purchases.
Non-oil non-gold non-silver imports: This is a good indicator of consumer demand as
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it indicates when people buy more imported goods. During April to June 2019, these
imports fell by 5.3%, the biggest contraction in three years. They had risen by 6.3%
during the same period last year.
Investment insight:
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Fresh investments are very important for the GDP of any economy to keep growing,
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for the simple reason that they create new jobs, which in turn leads to higher incomes
and higher spending, creating economic growth. Unfortunately, things are not looking
good on the investment front. Consider:
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Domestic commercial vehicle sales: This is seen as an economic indicator of
industrial activity. Faster sales indicate a robust activity on the infrastructure and
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industrial front. Commercial vehicles are used to move around finished as well as
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semi-finished goods. Sales of these vehicles during April to June 2019 fell by 9.5%,
the highest contraction in five years, telling us that all is not well on the investment
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front. Between April to June 2018, sales had gone up by 51.6%.
Bank lending to industry: This crucial indicator had remained almost flat for a couple
of years, and it has improved in the recent past. For April to June 2019, it went up
by 6.5% against 0.9% between April to June 2018. This was largely on account of
lending to large industries, which grew by 7.6%, against 0.8% last year. When it
comes to lending to micro and small industries, the growth was almost flat at 0.6%
against 0.7% last year. While lending to big industry is important, it is the micro and

Economy

small industries which tend to create the bulk of any jobs in any economy, as they
grow bigger.
Revenue-earning rail freight: The bulk of the freight operations of Indian Railways
is concentrated around moving certain commodities like coal, pig iron, cement,
petroleum, fertilizers, iron ore etc. If the Railwaysare moving more of these
commodities around the length and breadth of this country, it’s a good indicator of
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investment and industrial activity picking up. How do things look on this front? This
indicator grew by 2.7% between April and June 2019, the slowest in nearly two and
a half years. It had grown by 6.4% between April and June 2018.
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Final consumption of finished steel: Creation of any new physical infrastructure
requires steel. Hence, a faster increase in steel consumption than in the past shows
increased investment activity than in the past. The consumption of finished steel
grew by 6.6% between April and June 2019, in comparison to the same period
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during the last year, when it had grown by 8.8%. This was the slowest in two years.
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New investment projects announced: The value of new projects announced during
April to June 2019 fell by 79.5% year on year. This is the highest fall since September
2004. In absolute terms, the value of new investment projects announced during
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April to June 2019 stood at ₹71,337 crore, the lowest since September 2004. This is
a great indicator of the fact that businesses really do not have faith in the economic
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future of India, irrespective of what they say in the public domain.
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Investment projects completed: The investment projects completed fell by 48% in
comparison to the last year. This is the highest fall since September 2004. In absolute
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terms, the value of the projects completed during the quarter stood at ₹69,494 crore,
the lowest in nearly five years.
Expenditure and net exports
Government expenditure tends to form around 10-11% of the Indian economy (in
current terms, without adjusting for inflation). In the last two fiscal years, the growth
in government expenditure was at 19.1% and 13.2%, the highest since the financial
crisis years of 2008-09 and 2009-10 and was instrumental in driving economic

Economy

growth to some extent. How do things look in 2019-20? To drive economic growth,
the government needs to spend more and for that the tax growth is important. During
April to June 2019, the gross tax revenue of the central government went up by just
1.4% to ₹4 lakh crore. During the same period last year, the gross tax revenue had
jumped by 22.1%.
What this tells us very clearly is that the government is clearly feeling the heat of the
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economic slowdown. In this scenario, whether it will have the ability to increase its
spending like it did over the last two years, is a question well worth asking.
Finally, net exports: This figure for April to June 2019 stood at -$46 billion. This
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was almost similar to the net exports for April to June 2018 at -$46.6 billion. This is
primarily because both exports and imports during the period were at almost similar
levels as last year. Given this, there hasn’t been any increased economic activity on
the exports front either.
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Almost all these economic indicators suggest that we are well into an economic
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slowdown, and it can possibly get worse from here. The irony is that this slowdown
seems to be obvious to everyone except the government. The question this leaves
us with is, how do you solve a problem without acknowledging it first?
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From insurance to retirement – How government schemes
can help
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It was not the first time that we were lending money to our domestic help but that
evening is etched in my memory. Our maid’s 15-year-old son was suffering from
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a fever for more than two weeks, and she needed money to move to him to a
private hospital. After lending the money, I checked her awareness on government
insurance programs she could avail. To my surprise, she had no clue. I went through
all affordable options and created a list of plans that every domestic help should
have.
Start with bank account
Most benefit schemes now remit money directly to the beneficiaries’ bank accounts.

Economy

In case your help does not already have a bank account, you can take the help
of your bank relationship manager to open one under the Pradhan Mantri Jan
DhanYojana. With this, they get a life insurance of ₹30,000 and accidental insurance
cover of ₹1 lakh. Next, you need to ensure they have registered under UIDAI and
have anAadhaar Card.
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Term life insurance
The death of a breadwinner can simply result in their kids dropping out of school
and being put to work. A term life insurance with a small cover can mean a lot to the
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dependent family members. To help them cover their life with an insurance plan,
you can encourage them to enrol under the Pradhan Mantri JeevanJyotiBimaYojana
(PMJJBY), which costs ₹330 a year and provides a cover of ₹2 lakh to individuals
in the age group of 18 to 50 years. The premium is payable through the auto-debit
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facility in one installment only through the bank account. Unfortunately the retail
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term insurance in its existing form can be bought by a restricted list of organised
workers or businessmen who have proof of income above ₹2 lakh a year.
Accident insurance
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In all likelihood, your help uses public transport. You must ensure you cover your
help and/or employees with a comprehensive personal accident insurance policy
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that covers death and disability for ₹5 lakh will cost just ₹750 per year. You can
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additionally rely on the ₹12-a-year premium Pradhan Mantri SurakshaBimaYojana
(PMSBY) scheme, which provides covers ranging from ₹1lakh- ₹2 lakh.
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Health insurance

Domestic help is usually exposed to higher health risks from infectious diseases and
accidents. A report in the British Medical Journal in 2018 suggests that close to 5.50
crore Indians are pushed into poverty every year only due to healthcare spending.
It is recommended that you keep a tab on the health of your help and their family;
and ensure they are enrolled into various state- and central-government sponsored
healthcare programs. The Pradhan Mantri Jan ArogyaYojana is applicable for

Economy

families of unorganised workers in urban areas as per SECC data. This benefit is
not based on enrolment but entitlement. You simply need to check eligibility of your
help.
Retirement planning
To assistant your help in becoming self-reliant, introduce the discipline of investing
and long-term compounding. You can initiate them into investing into recurring
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deposit accounts and if they are fairly young, into long term equity. Additionally,
both husband and wife can be encouraged to enrol into the government’s pension
program for unorganised workers, through the Prime Minister Shram Yogi Mandhan
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Pension Yojana (PM-SYM). For instance, if the wife pays ₹200 from the age of 40
to 60, she will be paid ₹3,000 pension every year from the age of 60. We must do
our bit by helping them live a better financial life. A little bit of education and handholding can go a long way in ensuring they and their families are secured during
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tough times.
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Global factors to determine market trend this week, say
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experts
(Photo: AniruddhaChowdhury/Mint)
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Amid lack of domestic triggers, equity markets would focus on global cues such
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as FPI investment trend, US-China trade talks and movement of oil and rupee this
week, say experts.

Participants are also awaiting measures from the government to boost growth and
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revive consumer sentiment, they added.
“The result season has come to an end and majority of the companies delivered a
disappointing quarter. With the slowdown looming on the economy, the companies
could do very little to revive this quarter and are now mostly dependent on the
government to boost sentiment and bring about a change at the grassroot level.
“Markets are likely to receive some boost this week due to government’s impetus
unless the trade war issue intensifies further,” said JimeetModi, founder & CEO,

Economy

SAMCO Securities &StockNote.
Ajit Mishra, vice president — Research, Religare Broking Ltd, said, “The earnings
season has ended and there are no fresh key domestic triggers. Hence, the focus
will now shift to earnings recovery and investors will also take cues from global
developments. Investors would keep a close watch on progress on US-China trade
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talks, movement of crude oil price and rupee/dollar.” Concerns over economic
slowdown, muted earnings, crisis in the auto industry and global trade issues have
been weighing on investor sentiment, experts said.
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“This week, Nifty will be looking at global cues since there has been a lot of events
that are going on. There are possible trade talks between US President Donald
Trump and his Chinese counterpart which is expected in September,” said Mustafa
Nadeem, CEO, Epic Research.
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According to Vinod Nair, Head of Research, Geojit Financial Services, “Global
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issues are not subsiding while the domestic market is floating on hopes of stimulus
package.” During the past week, the Sensex lost 231.58 points, or 0.60%.

“Global markets are seen ending in the red for the week on concerns of trade war.
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This is taking a toll on the global investor confidence. Indian markets also ended
lower this week on disappointing earnings and selling by FIIs,” said SanjeevZarbade,
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VP PCG Research, Kotak Securities.
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PM Economic Advisory Council: Need to set up GST Council-
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like body for public spending
With the economy on a continuous slide, the Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory
Council Chairman BibekDebroy said it is high time the government focused on
expenditure and recommended a GST Council-like mechanism for the Centre and
states to strategise on public expenditure for maximum impact.
“The key question today is whether we are on a 7% GDP growth rate trend, or a
6% trend,” Debroy told The Indian Express in an interview last week. The Prime

Economy

Minister’s Office and the Finance Minister have been meeting various stakeholders
over the last week to discuss the slowdown which is adversely impacting various
sectors now.
Pointing to the phenomenal success of the GST Council as a decision-making body,
he said, “This (GST Council) was about indirect taxes. Time has now come for a
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similar body on public expenditure to do exactly what the GST Council did for taxes.
This body should decide on what should be public expenditure.”
“There are questions within the PM EAC on whether the slowdown is ‘cyclical’ or
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‘structural’ in nature,” Debroy said, but advised against widening the fiscal deficit. “If
I just look at it from an academic point of view, I’d probably say, yes, to expanding
the fisc. But looking at the past, the moment you open the tap, there is no controlling
it.”
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Elaborating on government expenditure, Debroy said there are limits to public
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expenditure because there are fiscal consolidation issues. But focused and strategic
expenditure by the Centre and states together could yield efficiency gains, he said.
Some aspects the government can address on the tax side include streamlining and
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harmonisation of GST rates, and reduction in direct tax rates, the PM EAC Chairman
said. “A lot can be done on GST. As an economist, I would argue, there should be a
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single GST rate. In practice, it is impossible. No country in the world has a single GST
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rate. From a pragmatic point of view, we must have three GST rates. For illustrative
purposes, say 6%, 12% and 18%. Everyone wants the 24% to come down to 18%,
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but no one wants the items under 0% to come under 6%,” Debroy said.
On the direct tax side, he said the rates can be reduced significantly. “But this can be
done only when both corporate and income tax exemptions are removed,” Debroy
said. He also advised against sectoral tax sops. “We should not have any sectorspecific interventions. These will create distortions. Fiscal concessions to specific
sectors will complicate the tax story even further,” he said.
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Govt to clarify on applicability of FDI policy on digital media:
Report
The government is likely to come out with a clarification on applicability of the foreign
direct investment policy on the digital media sector, official sources said.
The present FDI policy is silent on the fast-growing digital media segment.
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In the print media sector, 26% FDI is allowed through government approval route.
Similarly, 49% FDI is permitted in broadcasting content services through government
approval route.
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But 100% is allowed for up-linking of non-news and current affairs’ TV channels,
and down-linking of TV channels through automatic approval route.
“In the FDI policy, digital media does not find a place. As the sector is growing fast,
we are looking at it will come under FDI cap or not,” a source said.
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The proposal is worked out by the commerce and industry ministry, sources said.
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On in the proposal, Deloitte Partner JehilThakkar said that this is a great move by
the government as it would help media companies to raise additional capital for their
digital media segment.
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“The government should clarify about the FDI cap in the sector and whether that FDI
will be coming through automatic route or not, he said.
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Thakkar added that at present a significant part of the growth in the media sector is
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coming from the digital area. “Additional capital is needed to keep this growth going
and FDI would be the most welcoming thing in this.”
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Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman in her Budget speech in July had stated that
the government would examine suggestions of further opening up of FDI in aviation,
media (animation, AVGC) and insurance sectors in consultation with all stakeholders
with a view to attracting more overseas investment.
FDI in India dipped 1% to $44.36 billion in 2018-19.
Last year, the government had relaxed FDI rules for several sectors, including
single-brand retail, non-banking financial companies and construction.

Economy

Foreign investments are considered crucial for India, which needs billions of dollars
for overhauling its infrastructure sector such as ports, airports and highways to
boost growth.
FDI helps in improving the country’s balance of payments situation and strengthen
the rupee value against other global currencies, especially the US dollar.
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‘Financial sector will drive country’s growth as NBFC issue
gets resolved’
Mirae Asset Global Investments’s average assets under management (AUM) jumped
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more than seven times in the last three years—from roughly ₹4 trillion (April-June
2016) to about ₹29 trillion (April-June 2019)—making it one of the fastest growing
fund houses and a favourite with investors. Its CEO SwarupMohanty talks about the
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company’s good run, the Indian markets and more:

You’ve had a good run over the past couple of years. But there is something called
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mean reversion. What do you say to the argument that people investing in the fund
house now are doing so after the party is over?
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It is our endeavour to keep the consistency going. Knowingly, we will not deviate
from our record. Also, as we have grown, we have become superior risk managers.
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That differentiates us. We only launch schemes in categories where we believe
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we can create significant alpha. We stick to our strengths and play to them. In Q1
FY2018, our performance was not great, but we bounced back from there. What you
are saying can happen but we are extremely paranoid about losing consistency and
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we will keep that paranoia going. What’s in our control is adhering to our investment
process.

In terms of valuations, where do Indian markets stand?
Large companies are positioned to become larger. Valuations, especially on the
mid-cap side, look attractive now compared to two-three years ago. For a stock
picker on the mid- and small-cap side, there is enough value. If you keep the risk
parameters tight, it is a fantastic time to invest. We are at valuations that are close
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to 2012-13 levels for many stocks.
Systematic investment plans (SIPs) have been cited as the bedrock of mutual
fund investing. What is the average size of an SIP you get and how long does
it last?
Our average SIP is about 25% higher than the industry average, but an important
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point I want to highlight is that of our total folio count (more than 40%) is through the
SIP route. This shows the trust investors have in us, and their willingness to invest
with us for the long term. The proverbial SIP stoppage, as per market movement,
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has not happened with us. Almost 50% of the SIPs we get are in Mirae Emerging
Bluechip. Retail penetration for us is growing dramatically. Online platforms have
made investing easy. We get around 13% of our flows from such platforms, whether
structured as registered investment advisers or mutual fund distributors. Out of the
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₹100 we get, around ₹22 comes through direct plans.
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You launched a healthcare fund almost a year ago. Most financial planners ask
people to stay away from sector funds. Who should invest in this and why?

It is not a sector fund, it is a thematic fund. At the moment, pharma stocks occupy a
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large share in the fund due to valuations but in five to six years, it will be a diversified
theme across healthcare. In the next decade, you will see more companies in the

t
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healthcare theme. The potential we saw at the time of its launch hasn’t gone away.
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The time horizon may be extended by a year, but the potential is immense in areas
like pharma distribution, fitness and health insurance.
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Has the time for switching to index funds and exchange-traded funds (ETFs)
arrived?

There will come a time when alpha generation will become a challenge but that
is still a few years away. The debate got overheated due to the recent large-cap
underperformance against benchmarks over the past two years. As an asset
manager, we look at the future and, hence, ETFs will be an essential part of our
business. We are in the stage of launching basic and innovative ETFs, so we can

Economy

create a track record for the future.
Consumer goods and auto are going through a slowdown. What sectors will drive
India’s growth?
The comeback will be driven by financials as issues with non-banking finance
companies (NBFCs) are getting resolved. There may be an issue with autos but it is
more cyclical than structural. We don’t see consumption slowing down. Consumption
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trend in India is a long-term trend, and the current slowdown in consumer goods and
auto is just a small speed bump. Also, we definitely feel healthcare is at attractive
valuations, and we are using corrections to build more positions.
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What is the single biggest measure the government can take to revive
sentiments?
Transmission of interest rates is not happening. When loans are available at a decent
price, private capex will pick up. Some of the policy changes were not warranted.
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Taxation issues, particularly on foreign portfolio investors (FPIs), did not go down
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well. What investors want is less disruption in government policies, including taxation,
as it disturbs their planning process.
On the debt side, is the worst behind us?
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We believe that market risks are temporary, while credit risks are permanent; so
we don’t venture into the credit side. There is substantial scope for interest rates to
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correct from here. Also, investors don’t do asset allocation in debt. Why not have
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SIPs in debt? Let’s face it, retail banking in India was set up on recurring deposits.
The principles of investing cannot be different for equity and debt but they are not

s
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applied in debt.

When you look at the longer end of the market, the issue with debt is the three-year
taxation rule. India is the only country which is saying debt is long term and equity is
short term from a tax point of view.

RBI asks banks to speed up resolution of stressed assets
“Timely resolution is very important. I’d request you to ensure that the resolutions

Economy

are done in time, not just for the regulatory requirement but also because it will result
in better valuation going forward,” NS Vishwanathan said at the Ficci-IBA banking
conference.
Reserve Bank Deputy Governor NS Vishwanathan asked bankers to speed up the
resolution of stressed assets under the new framework to extract the best value as
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decisions on a number of accounts are stuck in a limbo.
“Timely resolution is very important. I’d request you to ensure that the resolutions are
done in time, not just for the regulatory requirement but also because it will result in
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better valuation going forward,” he said at the Ficci-IBA banking conference. “We’ve
given a lot of freedom to banks to determine various contours. We are making less
intrusive regulations and hope that banks will use this to deal with genuine stress
in their balance sheets to address the problem,” he said. Vishwanathan said the
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RBI’s revised framework on resolution of stressed assets introduced on June 7 is
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“less intrusive” as it gives banks the leeway to draft their own resolution plans for a
particular case.

The RBI issued the new NPA recognition and resolution guidelines on June 7. The
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new framework lays focus on better coordination between banks while dealing with a
stressed assets by mandating them to sign inter-creditor agreements and decide on
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a resolution strategy in 30 days, which will have to be implemented in 180 days.
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GST rate cut on auto will be helpful: Ayukawa

s
a

Maruti Suzuki MD and CEO Kenichi Ayukawa during the launch of MPV, XL6, in
New Delhi .Kamal Narang

It would be a welcome step if the government cuts the Goods and Services Tax rate
on automobiles, Maruti Suzuki MD and CEO Kenichi Ayukawasaid , adding that in
the past, tax rate cuts by the government have worked to stimulate demand.
Mr. Ayukawa added that apart from government intervention, it was very important
for companies to engage with the market and the customers in order to encourage

Economy

demand.
“We are also very concerned [about the level of demand],” Mr. Ayukawa said during
the launch of Maruti Suzuki’s new MPV, the XL6. “Unfortunately, this fiscal year, the
market has shown a more than double digit slowdown. We have to approach the
customer and I expect that the new product being introduced in the market will help
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the market demand recover.”
“If you look at the history of the industry, the last time there was a slowdown, some
tax deduction did help in encouraging the market,” Mr. Ayukawa added. “I believe if
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the government decides that way, it will be very helpful.”
He said there was a ‘considerable increase’ in the demand for premium MPVs, and
the new XL6 is designed to cater to this demand.
The XL6, starting at Rs. 9.79 lakh, is powered by a BS-VI compliant petrol engine
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with a ‘Progressive Smart Hybrid’ technology with a lithium-ion battery.
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“The Indian auto industry is undergoing a major shift,” Mr. Ayukawa added. “The
industry is adapting to new regulations, new technologies and new policies. And
that too with all of these coming together, at the same time. Challenges in the short-
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term and long-term bring pressure. What we need is a strong focus on quality in all
aspects of our business.”
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Finance ministry moves to boost spending, loosens purse
strings
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To boost demand in a sagging Indian economy without breaching the fiscal deficit
target, finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced several steps, including
front-loading of growth capital to public sector banks, additional capital to housing
finance companies (HFCs) and lifting the ban on purchase of new vehicles by
government departments.
In a hurriedly-called press conference, Sitharaman flanked by her departmental
secretaries, said her budget announcement of providing recapitalization bonds of
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₹70,000 crore to public sector banks will be front-loaded, which will allow banks to
lend up to ₹5 trillion, benefitting retail borrowers, small traders and companies.
To encourage more credit support for purchasing houses, vehicles and consumption
goods, Sitharaman said additional liquidity support of ₹20,000 crore will be provided
to housing finance companies by the National Housing Bank, taking the total amount
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to ₹30,000 crore.
Sitharaman said the ban on the purchase of new vehicles by government departments
will be lifted.
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Sitharaman also announced a slew of measures to bring relief to the automobile
sector, which is facing the worst slump in passenger vehicle sales in nearly two
decades due to higher ownership costs, and liquidity crunch.
Sitharaman said this is only the start and she will announce more reforms measures
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over the next week.
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“We are alive to challenges and will continue to respond to them in real-time basis,
not in a knee jerk manner, but in a well thought through and carefully nuanced
manner,” she added.
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The minister had held meetings with industry representatives across sectors,
including banking, automobile, foreign portfolio investors, micro, small and medium
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enterprises, industry associations and real estate developers last month to understand
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the sectoral problems.

“People look at stimulus in some form of doles or money given away. The entire

s
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reform thrust of today by finance minister has been structural, not responding to any
cyclical requirement. She has tried to correct the broken pipe between the banks to
housing finance companies, non-banking financial companies (NBFCs) and other
asset classes on one side, and the interest rate cut, which allows the liquidity to
flow. The problem has been the velocity of money so that more transactions start
happening, money flows, and consumption takes place,” economic affairs secretary
AtanuChakraborty said.

Economy

AditiNayar, principal economist, Icra Ratings, said the measures should help address
some of the constraints to growth, by boosting sentiment, addressing liquidity issues
in some sectors, improving ease of doing business, as well as aiding monetary
transmission.
“Funds allocated in the budget may be spent faster as well. Based on the pace
at which implementation of these announcements takes place, we could expect a
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modest boost to growth in the second half of 2019-20,” she added.

‘Surcharge reversal could revive FPI flows’

AUGUST 2019 ‘Part of $3 billion that flowed out of market, since Budget, expected to return’

VOL.59

Market participants are confident that the slew of measures announced by Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman would go a long way in restoring the confidence of
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foreign investors in the Indian capital market and help in reversing the outflows seen
in the recent past.
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As part of her announcements to boost the economy, the Finance Minister said that
the tax surcharge that was announced in the Union Budget for entities with an income
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of more than Rs. 2 crore would not be levied on foreign portfolio investors (FPIs).
Net sellers
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Ever since the surcharge was announced in July, FPIs have been demanding roll-
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back of the decision while ending most days as net sellers of Indian shares. The
combined net selling by FPIs in July and August is pegged at over Rs. 24,500 crore.
Market participants, however, believe that Friday’s announcements could lead to
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foreign investors once again turning bullish on India equities.
“More than $3 billion flowed out of the Indian market since the budget and a part of
that will definitely come back to the market now,” said Harendra Kumar, managing
director – Institutional Equities, Elara Capital.
“This will stabilise the market as the government has clearly said that this is only
a beginning. The FM’s comments clearly demonstrate that the government has
identified the problem and is ready to address it. If there is no major negative news

Economy

flow elsewhere during the weekend, Monday could see a huge jump in the Indian
market,” he added.
Interestingly, the market was abuzz with talks that the Finance Minister would roll
back the FPI surcharge, and this led to the benchmarks recover from the day’s lows
and close with decent gains.
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The benchmark Sensex traded in a range of more than 700 points while gaining
nearly 600 points from the day’s low to close with a gain of 228 points at 36,701.
“FPI surcharge was the biggest pain point for the markets,” R. Venkataraman, co-
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promoter and managing director, IIFL Holdings, said, adding that the government
had taken pragmatic steps to ensure that liquidity and credit flow would increase.
In a similar context, Vijay Chandok, MD and CEO, ICICI Securities, said that the
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withdrawal of surcharge on key investor categories like FPIs was expected to
improve the inflows into the market.
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Govt. takes steps to ease ‘doing business’
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From October 1, all notices and orders by the tax department will carry a Document
Identification Number.SandeepSaxena
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The government announced several decisions to ease doing business in India,
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including scrapping the ‘angel tax’ for registered start-ups, expediting GST refunds
for the MSME sector, as well as setting a time-bound window for the payment of
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delayed dues by public sector companies.
“In order to mitigate genuine difficulties of start-ups and their investors, it has been
decided that the relevant provisions of Section 56 of the Income Tax Act, which is
commonly called the ‘angel tax’, shall not be applicable to a start-up registered with
the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade,” Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman said, while addressing a press conference to announce the
decisions.
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The angel tax provision has been a pain point for start-ups who have repeatedly
complained that the tax burden was slowing down the angel investments made in
new companies.
The government will also set up a dedicated cell under a member of the Central
Board of Direct Taxes to address the problems of the start-ups relating to income
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tax.
“Exempting start-ups from the application of the ‘angel tax’ is a good development,”
RohintonSidhwa, partner at Deloitte India said. “Previously, the government had
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provided this exemption only for investment below a threshold and where only
accredited investors were involved. It appears now that the exemption would be
cast wider and will cover all ‘registered’ start-ups.” Ms. Sitharaman also announced
that all pending Goods and Services Tax refunds to MSMEs would be made within
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30 days, and that all future refunds will be paid within 60 days. This is expected
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to free up a lot of capital that was otherwise locked up for the MSME sector. The
government will also look into amending the MSME Act to arrive at a single definition
for MSMEs, to avoid the confusion created by various Ministries and Departments
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using different definitions.

She also said that the pending payments by Central Public Sector Enterprises
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(CPSE) to services providers would be expedited and that the delayed payments
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would be monitored by the Department of Expenditure and the performance would
be reviewed by the Cabinet Secretariat.
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Further, in a bid to ease the plight of borrowers, Ms. Sitharaman said that the public
sector banks will ensure the mandated return of loan documents within 15 days of
the closure of the loan. Customers will also be able to track online the status of their
loans in order to ease transparency.
“To support decision-making and to prevent harassment for genuine commercial
decisions by bankers, the Central Vigilance Commissioner has issued directions
that the Internal Advisory Committee (IAC) in banks will classify cases as vigilance

Economy

and non-vigilance,” Ms. Sitharaman said. “The decision of the IAC is to be treated
as final.”
The move is expected to increase credit outflow by banks as several banks have
said that credit decisions had been held up because bank officials have been wary
of taking even genuine decisions that could later be hauled up for scrutiny.
In a bid to ease the loan disbursal process for the non-banking financial companies,
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the government has also allowed them to use the Aadhaar-linked Know Your
Customer (KYC) details with banks, instead of having to do the KYC process again
themselves.
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In what should come as considerable relief for the taxpayer, Ms Sitharaman also
said that from October 1, 2019, all notices, summons, or orders by the Income Tax
authorities will be issued through a centralised computer system and will contain a
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computer-generated unique Document Identification Number (DIN).

Notices or orders that do not carry this DIN will be treated as invalid, she said, which
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should go a long way in addressing the instances of alleged harassment by Income
Tax officials
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‘Anti-establishment friction is here to stay’
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U.S. curbs may hit revenue: Huawei
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Huawei Technologies does not see ‘anti-establishment frictions’ going away any
time soon and is prepared to work in such an environment for a ‘long time’, Eric Xu,

s
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the technology giant’s chairman said .
Mr. Xu, however, added that the U.S. restrictions may impact the firm’s smartphone
revenues by $10 billion, while stating that the U.S.-government’s 90-day extension
to a reprieve allowing it to buy components from U.S. firms has had no impact on
Huawei Technologies.
“The extension has had no impact on Huawei. We already have got used to living
and working with anti-establishment frictions,” Mr. Xu said on the sidelines of a

Economy

conference to launch a new artificial intelligence chip at its headquarters.
He added, “We also believe it is not very likely for Huawei to be relieved from such
a working state. Huawei as a company and our employees... are fully prepared for
living and working with such an environment for a long time.”
Asked about a two-month old statement by Huawei CEO RenZhenfai that U.S.
restrictions may impact the company’s revenue by $30 billion, Mr. Xu said, “...
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situation is not as pessimistic [now]... May be that was the forecast of possibly the
worst scenario. Now the situation is much better than we had forecast.”
He, however, added that these external factors may lead to an impact of about
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$10 billion on the firm’s global smartphone sales. In 2018, Huawei’s revenue from
devices business stood at nearly $50 billion.
The “many challenges in the external environment”, Mr. Xu, pointed out, will not impact
Huawei’s plans related to either its AI strategy or research and development.
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Huawei launched “world’s most powerful AI processor” Ascend 910, under its
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Ascend-Max chipsets. The new chipset is aimed at making “more affordable and
abundant computing power” to help AI development.

The company also unveiled its open source AI computing framework that will make
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it easier for developers to make AI applications. Huawei’s AI strategy is designed to
bridge these gaps, a statement said.
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MSMEs seek more sops to tide over crisis

s
a

Economy
Unsold inventory can cause problems of cash flow and unemployment, says past
chief of AIMO, K.E. Ranganathan.
‘Government must clear dues towards supplies, services in 30 days‘
Despite Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman announcing several initiatives for
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providing relief to the MSME sector, a section of the industry said that those
measures alone would not help it come out of its problems.
“Today, the main problem of MSMEs is the financial issue. To solve this, both the
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central and State governments must immediately clear all dues towards supplies
and services rendered by MSMEs within 30 days,” said K.E. Ranganathan, past
national president, All-India Manufacturers Organisation.
Other refunds such as GST and TDS must be done immediately, and not within 30
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days, he said. The Centre has to keep on hold any demand for payment by MSMEs
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on statuary claims of the past, for the next three months as MSMEs have no money
left. “The government also has to waive interest and penal interest on bank dues
payable for the next three months.”
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‘Change NPA norms’

“The government has to increase NPA norms for MSMEs from 3 months to six

t
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months on default period,” he added. Mr. Ranganathan said the biggest challenge
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for MSMEs is unsold inventory, which had led to cash flow and unemployment
issues.
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To address this, the government has to offer up to 25% of the stockholding by an
MSME. as certified by the auditors. asadhoc facility to tide over immediate cash
requirements to help clear salary dues.
This will help enable individual buying capacity, he said. The government should
consider launching an e-marketing portal and increasing its procurement to absorb
inventory available with MSMEs, he added.
“The government should completely waive f GST on marketing spend. This will
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save them 18% tax being incurred and help them advertise and secure business to
improve topline,”he said.
Third, to address the problem of employment, the government should waive payment
of EPF/ESI for existing staff for the next three months, he said. “The government
has to provide 50% salary subsidy for employees working in a unit with less than
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25 employees.”
However, GarimaKapoor, economist, Elara Capital, said the measures aimed at
accelerating payment of government’s dues to private sector entities and ensuring
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timely refund of GST refunds to MSMEs would help resolve the liquidity crisis.

When four of India’s greatest painters were sent to cover the
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India-Pakistan War of 1965
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A successful drive in Delhi, attended by the then Vice President Zakir Husain, drew
the Army’s attention to the interest the painters were taking, and Khanna’s phone
rang.
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PABLO PICASSO’S Guernica, a magnificent painting of the Spanish village of the
same name that was destroyed and ravaged during the Spanish Civil War, remains

t
n

the most enduring image of the conflict that lasted decades.
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The interplay of war — destruction and its portrayal by war reporters, cinema and
art — is a familiar fact in India, too. But it’s a far less-known fact that four of India’s
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finest painters, M F Husain, KrishenKhanna, Ram Kumar and Tyeb Mehta, were
invited by the Indian Army to “witness” the border areas just after the 1965 war
against Pakistan.

The only living member of the team — Khanna, now 95 — is still bubbling with
details of that memorable trip. What triggered the exercise was a drive started by
Khanna, formerly a member of the Bombay Progressives, and his friends, “exactly
a day after the war ended” to collect money for “war widows”. Khanna recalls how
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they “got Re 1 notes, too, from so many people we did not know. Artists also decided
to auction some work and help with rehabilitation”.
A successful drive in Delhi, attended by the then Vice President Zakir Husain, drew
the Army’s attention to the interest the painters were taking, and Khanna’s phone
rang.
“A spokesman for the Army contacted me, Col PyareLal, who was a friend of my
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brother who was in the Army. They wanted us to visit various battlesites. Of course,
they wanted us to portray what we saw on canvas, but there was none of the ‘we
did this and we did that’,” he says.
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So Khanna, Ram Kumar and Tyeb Mehta set out beyond Amritsar, with M F Husain
joining them later. “When Husain landed in the middle of a battlesite we were at,
complete with a large hat, Ram Kumar told the Army officials taking us around,
‘Look, that’s our General’,” Khanna chuckles.
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As a team, they went to various spots. “I recall vividly how we saw a whole ground
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full of tanks seized from Pakistanis. I went upto one and lifted the lid. An unbearable
stench filled my nostrils and I saw a very distressing sight, the officer inside had
been blown apart and his body melded with the tank’s. I painted it. But no one
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wanted it, so I have given it to my son,” he says.

“The Army, with some ingenuity, flooded an area where Pakistani tanks were,
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immobilising them all. Ram Kumar on finding a whole area full of just howling dogs,
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wrote of them in Hindi. On lifting the lids of the other tanks, we once found a postcard
from a friend of the deceased inside, asking, ‘Aapkahanhain? Koi khabarnahin’,” says
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Khanna. “A grenade was used to storm a pillbox (a dugout for guards) and we did a
picture of the ruins of it. There was a long picture by Tyeb Mehta of the Dograi battle.”
The purpose of the Army to take them was to, perhaps, speaks of the glory of
war, but says Khanna, “a lot of what we drew spoke directly of the horror of the
devastation”.
Khanna describes how bodies of the enemy had to be buried quickly, and were
done so, in shallow graves, but there would be wolves and other animals who would
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come and pull those out at night. “We drew those, too,” he says.
Husain, the “quickest” of the lot, took minutes to sketch on paper, and several of
his line drawings were sold recently, confirms DadibaPundole, of the Pundole Art
Gallery in Mumbai. “What I know of the visit is mostly second-hand, but it has been
documented and the drawings are on our website,” says Pundole.
Husain made several drawings of the destruction he witnessed, and recreated visuals
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of battle stories as recounted by the soldiers. “Husain offered to draw portraits of
anyone willing to sit for him. Many did, as did a Sikh gentleman, who shared the
legendary Abdul Hameed’s jeep as he went about destroying the enemy’s assets.
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Husain gave away many drawings to his models but also brought a few back for
himself,” Khanna says.
With the others who accompanied him having passed away, and other than a
mention in a magazine, there is no cohesive record of this chapter in Indian Art, and
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Khanna now intends to document it.
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“I recall seeing a damaged library at Dogra and there were hundreds of books
strewn around. I picked up one and it happened to be the Quran, I still have it and
want to return it to the owner. You see, I come from that part too, from Faisalabad,”
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he says.

Earlier, says Khanna, “We used to visit the Pakistani High Commission and the
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exchange of views was routine. It seems to have all been replaced by a lot of
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distance and hate.”
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Turning new page, RBI dips into its reserves to transfer record
Rs 1.76 lakh crore to govt
Turning new page, RBI dips into its reserves to transfer record Rs 1.76 lakh crore
to govt

The transfer includes Rs 1.23 lakh crore of surplus for 2018-19 and Rs 52,637
crore of excess provisions identified under a revised Economic Capital Framework
(ECF). It is over three times the five-year average of Rs 53,000 crore.

Economy

The Central Board of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Monday decided to transfer
a surplus of Rs 1.76 lakh crore to the exchequer, nearly double the estimated Rs
90,000 crore in the Budget for 2019-20. The move could enable the government
kick-start a much needed public spending push, alongside possibly paring of the
fiscal deficit, estimated at 3.3 per cent of the GDP.
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The transfer includes Rs 1.23 lakh crore of surpluses for 2018-19 and Rs 52,637
crore of excess provisions identified under a revised Economic Capital Framework
(ECF) adopted by the RBI board. The transferred amount is over three times the
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five-year average of Rs 53,000 crore.
One of the many issues of friction between the government and the central bank
was the transfer of higher surplus during the tenure of Urjit Patel as RBI Governor. In
fact, he quit RBI on December 10 last year, three weeks after the RBI board agreed
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to set up a committee to thrash out a new framework under his governorship.
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But even before this, Patel’s relations with the government had soured following
the latter’s unprecedented decision to invoke Section 7 of the RBI Act allowing the
Centre to issue directions to the RBI board. To arrive at the surplus amount, the
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Central Board decided to maintain the realized equity level at 5.5 per cent of the
balance sheet as against the existing 6.8 per cent (as on June 30, 2019).
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This helped the RBI to write back excess risk provisions of Rs 52,637 crore. The
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committee, under former RBI Governor BimalJalan, recommended the realized
equity level to be kept within a band of 6.5-5.5 per cent. At the upper band of 6.5 per
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cent, excess of risk provisioning would have been Rs 11,608 crore.

Economy

The Central Board accepted all the recommendations of the Committee and
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finalised the RBI’s accounts for 2018-19 using the revised framework to determine
risk provisioning and surplus transfer, the RBI said in a statement Monday. “As on
June 30, 2019, the RBI stands as a central bank with one of the highest levels of
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financial resilience globally,” the statement said.
Jalan was named chairman of the six-member committee on ECF on December 27,
2018, two weeks after Shaktikanta Das assumed charge as the new Governor in
place of Patel.
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Former RBI Deputy Governor Rakesh Mohan, who was against transferring a
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higher surplus to the government, is the Vice Chairman of the committee. One of
the contentious issues in the conflict between the government and the RBI under
Patel was the size of the central bank’s reserves, which at Rs 9.6 lakh crore was
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then perceived as being excessive by the government.

RaghuramRajan and Urjit Patel had cautioned against transfer of excess reserves
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n

saying this would hit the RBI’s ratings and increase its borrowing cost. The RBI,
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under Shaktikanta Das, believes its reserves are sufficient, the amount isn’t big
— and this is the push the economy needs.
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According to the RBI, while the revised framework technically would allow the RBI’s
economic capital levels as on June 30, 2019 to lie within the range of 24.5 per cent
to 20 per cent of balance sheet (depending on the level of realized equity maintained
and availability of revaluation balances), the economic capital as on June 30, 2019
stood at 23.3 per cent of balance sheet.
As financial resilience was within the desired range, the entire net income of Rs
1,23,414crore for 2018-19, of which an amount of Rs 28,000 crore has already been

Economy

paid as interim dividend, will be transferred to the government. “This is in addition
to the Rs 52,637 crore of excess risk provisions which has been written back and
consequently will be transferred to the Government,” the RBI said.
Former Finance Secretary S C Garg, who was a member of the Jalan panel
before he was shifted as Power Secretary, had submitted dissenting views on its
recommendations after it was clear that the review of the ECF would result in lower-
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than-expected transfer of surplus to the government. He reportedly had reservations
on the methodology endorsed by other members to arrive at the size of the surplus,
and also wanted the entire transfer in one go.
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New finance secretary Rajiv Kumar, who replaced Garg on the Jalan panel, took
part in the deliberations before the panel arrived at a final decision. “There was no
dissent in the final report,” said Rakesh Mohan to CNBC.
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The Central Board meeting which cleared the Jalan panel report was chaired by
Governor Das. Apart from Deputy Governors and independent directors, Rajiv
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Kumar and Economic Affairs Secretary AtanuChakraborty were also present. The
board also reviewed the current economic situation, global and domestic challenges
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and various areas of RBI’s operations. It also approved the Annual Report of the
Reserve Bank for the year 2018-19.
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Cyclical, structural issues will take time to fade away:
analysts

s
a

Finance Minister NirmalaSitharaman’s announcements pertaining to revival of the
economy Friday last may have improved sentiments and might augment liquidity in
the system, but it will take time for the current slowdown to fade away.
Any further job loss is expected be curbed and consumer spend in the upcoming
festive season will decide the quantum of bounce-back in the economy and the
fortunes of companies affected by the slowdown.
While analysts are unanimous about the positive impact of the announcements on

Economy

the economy, they feel that revival would be a gradual process.
“We believe that the current slowdown is a combination of cyclical and structural
issues and will take time to fade away. The latest announcements [by FM] show the
intent of the government to remove some of these irritants and structural issues,
which will go a long way in preventing incremental damage,” said AmnishAggarwal
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and AmulyaChanna, analysts at PrabhudasLilladhar.
Raises hopes
“Although we don’t expect these measures to boost sagging rural demand and
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offset the impact of widespread floods, it raises hopes of recovery from the third
quarter of Y20,” they said in a report.
Analyts expect markets to react positively to these moves and recommend investors
to use these ‘turbulent times’ to build the portfolio of companies with ‘moats in their
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business and ability to withstand technology disruptions’.
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The government’s intention and willingness to take feedback and act promptly
may offset the pessimistic market narrative, felt analysts at MototalOswal Financial
Services Ltd (MOFSL).
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“Timing-wise, it has come just ahead of the beginning of a long festival season and
may boost consumer sentiment. Expectations of more measures over the next two
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weeks will likely drive a short-term bounce after the sharp correction post budget,”
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GautamDuggad, head of Research, and SiddharthKhemka, head-Retail Research,
MOFSL, said in a report. “That said, we believe that a durable pick-up may have to
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wait until earnings recover,” they added.
Though the measures announced by the FM will result in more sales of all class of
vehicles, the auto sector will take time to come out of the woods.
According to a report by Fitch Ratings, fiscal FY20 will see a decline in auto
sales volume, “... although volumes may stabilise in the coming quarters due to
government’s focus on improving liquidity at lenders and recent measures to revive
auto demand.”

Economy
BS-VI fuel will cost more as oil companies plan to hike prices
from April 2020
Cleaner and costlier:BS-VI fuels will be priced higher by between 50 paise and Rs.
2 per litre.SandeepSaxena
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Move aimed at recovering Rs. 30,000 crore invested in upgrading refineries
State-owned oil marketing companies (OMCs) are set to increase the prices of petrol
and diesel with effect from April 2020 to recover over Rs. 30,000 crore of investments
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made by these firms in upgrading their refineries to meet the BS-VI standards.
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCL) chairman Mukesh Kumar Surana
told The Hindu, “Upgrading to BS-VI was part of our expansion project in our Mumbai
and Visakh refineries. Upgrading to BS-VI comes at a cost. We have invested close
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to Rs. 5,000 crore for upgradation to BS-VI. Besides, we need to incur additional
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operating expenses to run those units as we need to produce hydrogen. We will try
to get compensation.”

State-owned OMCs had so far invested over Rs. 30,000 crore in upgrading their
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refineries to produce cleaner BS-VI fuels after the government, in 2016 decided to
meet global best practices and leapfrog to BS-VI, skipping BS-V norms.
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On the quantum of hike, Mr. Surana said, “We will not charge more than what we
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are supposed to do. We need to see the pricing as it depends on the international
products prices and demand and supply in the international markets. We need to
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benchmark our prices with global prices.” He, however, did not elaborate.
BS-VI norms will come into effect from April 1, 2020. “Pricing, we have not decided
yet. It will be done closer to the launch. We will start making available BS-VI fuels in
our depots by January so that all our outlets have these fuels by March. It may be a
marginal hike between 50 paise per litre and Rs. 2 per litre,” the director of another
OMC said on condition of anonymity.
Price build-up

Economy

Currently, the price build-up of petrol comprises the base price of Rs. 32.81 and
freight cost of Rs. 0.35 per litre. The price charged to dealers (excluding excise
duty and VAT) is Rs. 33.16. With excise duty at Rs. 19.98 per litre, average dealer
commission of Rs. 3.55 per litre and VAT (including VAT on dealer commission) of
Rs. 15.30 per litre, the retail selling price at Delhi is Rs. 71.99 per litre.
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Similarly, price build-up of diesel includes the base price of Rs. 37.15 per litre. With
freight cost of Rs. 0.32 per litre, the price charged to dealers (excluding excise
duty and VAT) is Rs. 37.47 per litre. With an excise duty of Rs. 15.83 per litre,
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average dealer commission of Rs. 2.49 per litre and VAT (including VAT on dealer
commission) of Rs. 9.64 per litre, the retail selling price at Delhi is Rs. 65.43 per
litre.

‘Review capital framework every 5 years’

m
o
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The panel is for clear distinction between realised equity and revaluation balances
as such balances are volatile.Reuters
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Jalan panel for aligning RBI’s accounting and financial years to cut need for paying
interim dividend
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The BimalJalan Committee, set up to review the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI’s)
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economic capital framework, has suggested that the framework may be periodically
reviewed after every five years.

“Nevertheless, if there is a significant change in the RBI’s risks and operating
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environment, an intermediate review may be considered,” the report, which was
made public , said.

The panel recommended to align the central bank’s accounting year with the
financial year which could reduce the need for paying interim dividend.
“It could reduce the need for interim dividend being paid by the RBI. The payment of
interim dividend may then be restricted to extraordinary circumstances,” the report
said.

Economy

For 2018-19, the RBI had paid Rs. 28,000 crore as interim dividend.
Historically, the July-June year would have been linked to the agricultural seasons
which is not a consideration in these times, it said.
Better estimates
By doing so, the RBI would be able to provide better estimates of the projected
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surplus transfers to the government for the financial year for budgeting purposes.
The committee also recommended that the RBI should put in place a framework
for assessing the market risk of its off-balance sheet exposures in view of their
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increasing significance.
The panel also suggested a clearer distinction between the two components of
economic capital — realised equity and revaluation balances — mainly because of
the volatile nature of the revaluation balances.
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“The committee was of the view that given the inclusion of the revaluation balances
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in the RBI’s overall risk buffers, measures to address volatility will have to be
introduced,” the report said. The committee observed that even if the RBI’s economic
capital could appear to be relatively higher, it is largely on account of the revaluation
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balances which are determined by exogenous factors such as market prices and
the central bank’s discharge of its public policy objectives.
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Going forward, the Jalan panel said that the financial resilience of the RBI may be
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articulated by the central board in terms of the risk protection desired for its balance
sheet.
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Dual sets of targets

So far as the surplus distribution policy for the future is concerned, the panel said it
should move away from targeting total economic capital alone, to one where it has
a dual set of targets, that is, the total economic capital of the RBI and the level at
which realised equity is to be maintained.
“The committee recommends that the minimum level of realised equity to be
maintained should be the sum of the monetary and financial stability risks, credit

Economy

risk and operational risk,” the report said.

Value of bank fraud cases rises 74% to₹71,543 cr in FY19:
RBI Annual Report
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Value of bank fraud cases rises 74% to ₹71,543 cr in FY19: RBI Annual Report

The average lag between the date of occurrence and its detection for large frauds,
i.e. ₹100 crore and above, was 55 months
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Among bank groups, PSU banks have accounted for the bulk of frauds reported in
2018-19
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New Delhi: Value of bank fraud cases increased 74%, from ₹41,167 cr in FY18 to
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₹71,543 cr in FY19, said the RBI annual report 2019.

Number of bank fraud cases rise from 5,900 in FY18 to 6,800 in FY19.
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The number of cases of frauds reported by banks increased by 15% in 2018-19
on a year-on-year basis, with the amount involved rising by 73.8%, though mostly
related to occurrences in earlier years.
The average lag between the date of occurrence and its detection by banks was 22
months. The average lag for large frauds, i.e. ₹100 crore and above, amounting to
₹52,200 crore reported during 2018-19, was 55 months.
Among bank groups, public sector banks, which constitute largest market share in

Economy

bank lending, have accounted for the bulk of frauds reported in 2018-19. Value of
frauds at PSU banks rose from ₹38,260 crore in FY18 to ₹64,509 crore in FY19.
It was followed by private sector banks and foreign banks. Value of frauds at private
banks rose from ₹2,478 crore in FY18 to ₹5,515 crore in FY19.
In terms of area of operations, frauds related to advances constituted the
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preponderant share of the total amount involved in frauds in 2018-19, while the
share of frauds in off-balance sheet items declined from a year ago.
In terms of the number of frauds too, those related to advances were predominant
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followed by card/internet related frauds and deposits related frauds. Frauds relating
to card/internet and deposits constituted only 0.3% of the total value of frauds in
2018-19.
Cheating and forgery was the major component, followed by misappropriation and
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criminal breach of trust. Fraud cases involving an amount of less than ₹1 lakh (i.e.,
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small value frauds) were only 0.1% of the total amount involved in 2018-19.
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Deceleration in economy: Cyclical downswing, not a deep
structural slowdown, says RBI
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India’s real GDP growth which clocked an average of 7.7 per cent during 2014-18
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and 8 per cent in the first quarter of 2018-19, began to shed momentum through
the rest of 2018-19.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has suggested that the recent deceleration in the

s
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economy could be in the nature of a soft patch mutating into a “cyclical downswing”,
rather than a “deep structural slowdown”, even as it proposed several measures,
including improving ease of doing business, reforms in factors of production and
faster implementation of capital expenditure to revive the animal spirits of the
economy.
The RBI, in its Annual Report for 2018-19 released , said its disaggregated analysis
confirms that a broad-based cyclical downturn is underway in several sectors

Economy

— manufacturing, trade, hotels, transport, communication and broadcasting,
construction and agriculture. The government which had come out with several
measures last week to tackle the downswing has promised more steps in the
coming weeks.
India’s real GDP growth which clocked an average of 7.7 per cent during 2014-18
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and 8 per cent in the first quarter of 2018-19, began to shed momentum through the
rest of 2018-19. The growth slid down to a five-year low of 5.8 per cent in the March
quarter of 2018-19. The loss of speed became evident from second quarter as
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some drivers of growth — notably investment — began to fade, albeit cushioned by
still resilient consumption spending. Several sectors, including auto and consumer
goods, have witnessed demand slowdown, production cuts and lay-offs.
According to the RBI, it’s important to note that trend growth has witnessed slight
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moderation since 2016-17, contributed mainly by the services sector, especially
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trade, hotels, transport, communication and broadcasting, and financial, real estate
and professional services. “Issues and challenges in these sectors need to be
addressed for achieving broad-based upturn,” it said.
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“What ails the animal spirits? At the core is the issue of domestic demand,” the
central bank said. And what should be the policy focus? Continuing focus on
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improving ease of doing business; reforms in factors of production, viz., land and
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labour, capitalising on opportunities opened up by the heightened trade tensions
and faster implementation of capital expenditures by public authorities and similar
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other measures have the potential to inject growth impulses into the economy, it
said.

There are still structural issues in land, labour, agricultural marketing and the
like, “which need to be addressed”. “These stylised facts and empirical findings
conditioned the setting of monetary and fiscal policies during 2018-19. They warrant
a careful evaluation, at least from the point of view of ascertaining the headroom
available for counter-cyclical policy responses, if the slowdown gets prolonged,”

Economy

the RBI said. It noted that the space available for delivering a fiscal stimulus to the
economy, if warranted, is constrained.
Disaggregated analysis by the RBI has confirmed that a broad-based cyclical
downturn is underway in several sectors — manufacturing, trade, hotels, transport,
communication and broadcasting, construction and agriculture. It acknowledged that
revival of consumption demand and private investment has assumed the highest
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priority for the government and the central bank.
Through the second half of the year, high frequency indicators have flashed slowing
sales growth among manufacturing and non-IT services sector corporations, with
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evidence of private consumption losing pace, especially in the FMCG segment.
Financial conditions eased, but bank credit is yet to become broad-based and flow
of resources from nonbank financial intermediaries has not yet gained its earlier
traction.
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“The key question that confronts the Indian economy as it looks ahead to the rest of
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2019-20 is: are we dealing with a soft patch, or a cyclical downswing, or a structural
slowdown?” the RBI Annual Report asked. “This will determine the policy responses
– illustratively, a soft patch can be looked through, while a cyclical downswing will
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warrant counter-cyclical actions in terms of monetary and fiscal policies, but a
structural slowdown will need deep-seated reforms,” it said.
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The diagnosis is difficult; these conditions are hard to disentangle cleanly, at least
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in the formative state. Proximate answers could perhaps be found in the lessons of
the experience of 2018-19, with which it could be feasible to assess the outlook for
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2019-20, it said.

How new FDI norms may help companies spread wings in
India

The move to allow businesses to go online first in India is in sync with the changing
market dynamics null
In 2015, the government relaxed e-commerce rules for foreign single brand retailers

Economy

investing in India by allowing online sales over and above their brick and mortar
presence
The government’s decision to permit foreign single brand retailers begin online
sales ahead of opening physical stores will reduce their time for entering the Indian
market and also lower the entry barriers for such brands, said retail experts.
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In 2015, the government relaxed e-commerce rules for foreign single brand retailers
investing in India by allowing online sales over and above their brick and mortar
presence. This is already being leveraged by brands such as Spanish retailer Zara,
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fast fashion brand H&M and, more recently, IKEA.
In its revised policy announced

evening, the government acknowledged that

opening stores before commencing online sales “creates an artificial restriction and
is out of sync with current market practices”.
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As a result, brands are allowed to sell online before opening stores. It has, however,
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maintained that those applying under the single brand retail trading policy will also
have to open a store within two years of starting online sales. The policy change
is positive as it lowers entry barriers for retailers, said Anil Talreja, partner, Deloitte
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India. “Before you touch the Indian soil, you can basically touch the Indian consumer
now,” he said.
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Online sales have picked pace in India as more shoppers log on the internet to buy
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everything from phones to sneakers. Brands have closely followed suit.
In 2018, apparel retailer H&M launched its online sales in India, three years after
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it opened its first store in the country. More recently, the fast fashion label, which
entered India through 100% foreign direct investment, tied up with online retailer
Myntra to sell its clothes, shoes and accessories on a third-party marketplace.
Earlier this month, IKEA, the world’s largest furniture retailer, began online sales
in Mumbai even before it opened its store in India’s financial hub, which would be
its second in the country. This is in line with IKEA’s global plans where it is pushing
sales using e-commerce and even opening small stores with limited inventory,

Economy

besides building its signature large format stores.
Clearly, retailers and shoppers worldwide are relying less on physical stores as the
mainstay of shopping for goods. In India, which is a still a huge brick and mortar
market, revised policies for foreign retailers are clearly pointing to that trend. By
2020, India’s e-commerce market is expected to touch $150 billion because of the
presence of large retailers such as Amazon and Walmart-owned Flipkart.
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Earlier, brands could take up to a year to open a store from the time of applying
for the single brand retail FDI under the automatic route as they sought the right
location, and shored up hiring.
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Pakistan offers consular access to Kulbhushan Jadhav, MEA
says evaluating proposal
TWO WEEKS after the International Court of Justice (ICJ) ruled that Pakistan must
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review Kulbhushan Jadhav’s death sentence and affirmed his right to consular
access, Islamabad said it has “offered” India “consular access on this Friday”.
India said it was “evaluating” the proposal and would respond through diplomatic
channels. “We have offered the Indian High Commission to avail consular access
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on this Friday. The reply from the Indian side is awaited,” Pakistan’s foreign ministry
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spokesperson Mohammad Faisal said. Pakistan said it would grant consular access
“according to Pakistani laws”, for which the modalities were being discussed.

Asked about Pakistan’s offer, the Ministry of External Affairs’ official spokesperson
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Raveesh Kumar said: “We have received a proposal from Pakistan. We are, right
now, evaluating the proposal, in view of the ICJ judgment. We will reply to Pakistan
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through diplomatic channels.”
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On July 17, the Hague-based ICJ ordered Pakistan to undertake an “effective review
and reconsideration” of Jadhav’s conviction and death sentence and asked it to grant
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consular access without further delay. The ICJ upheld India’s stand that Pakistan is
in egregious violation of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, 1963 on
several counts in the case.

The terms and conditions of the proposed consular access are not clear. According to
sources, there are a number of issues on which discussions are being held between
Indian diplomats in Islamabad and Pakistani government officials: how many Indian
officials will conduct Jadhav’s interview; what will be the duration of their meeting;
will officials from Pakistan, other than security personnel, be present; will there be a

International

glass partition between them.
According to Pakistan foreign ministry’s statement, Jadhav has been informed of
his rights under Article 36, Paragraph 1(b) of the Vienna Convention on Consular
Relations (VCCR), which states that “authorities shall inform the person concerned
without delay of his rights…”
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India has argued that Article 36, Paragraph 1(a) of the Vienna Convention says that
“consular officers shall be free to communicate with nationals of the sending state
and to have access to them. Nationals of the sending state shall have the same
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freedom with respect to communication with and access to consular officers of the
sending state.” India is the sending state in this case.
New Delhi has also pointed out that Paragraph 1(c) says that “consular officers
shall have the right to visit a national of the sending state who is in prison, custody
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or detention, to converse and correspond with him and to arrange for his legal
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representation.”

But Islamabad has said that it is going to follow “Pakistan’s laws” since Article 36,
Paragraph 2 says that “the rights referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article shall be
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exercised in conformity with the laws and regulations of the receiving state, subject
to the proviso, however, that the said laws and regulations must enable full effect
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to be given to the purposes for which the rights accorded under this Article are
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intended.” Pakistan is the receiving state.

Last week, India had asked Pakistan to grant “full consular access” to Jadhav at the
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earliest. “We expect that full consular access to Jadhav should be granted at the
earliest in full compliance and conformity with the judgment of the ICJ and the Vienna
Convention,” Kumar had said. “We are in touch with the Pakistani authorities in this
regard through diplomatic channels,” he had said, adding that Delhi has conveyed
its demands to Islamabad.
Sources said that India does not want the meeting to become a sham, like the one
which took place in December 2017, when Jadhav’s mother and wife went to see
him.

International
Democrats’ 2020 Problem: How to be tougher on trade than
Trump
President Donald Trump’s escalating economic war with China highlights a challenge
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for Democrats hoping to unseat him in 2020: They’ll have a hard time being tougher
on trade than he is.
For years, Democrats in Congress have been warning that China is an economic
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aggressor bent on undermining U.S. industry. They have denounced the North
American Free Trade Agreement for outsourcing jobs and criticized China for
manipulating its currency to make Chinese products cheaper. They have vowed to
use federal procurement, tariffs and other tools to help U.S. workers.
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Trump has stolen that playbook and gone further. , his administration formally
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designated China a currency manipulator, a step some Democrats have demanded
for years. Last week, the president moved forward with plans to tax nearly every
toy, laptop and sneaker that China sends to the United States. Trump has also
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renegotiated NAFTA, imposed tariffs on foreign metals and strengthened “buy
American” rules so that federal projects use more materials from the United States.
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So far, many of these efforts have not produced the kind of change Trump promised.
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His revised NAFTA, the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement, is languishing
in Congress, and his sweeping tariffs have prompted China and Europe to retaliate

s
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against U.S. products, particularly farm goods. The president’s trade war with China
has begun driving up costs for consumers and businesses.
But Trump’s trade assault has put Democrats in an awkward spot. They are trying
to figure out how to differentiate themselves from Trump — without ceding their
position as the party that will do the most to defend workers against the downsides
of globalization.
So far, they are divided between two very different approaches. On one side are
Democratic lawmakers and presidential candidates who hew more closely to

International

Trump’s isolationist approach, arguing that trade pacts have sold out workers in
favor of corporations. On the other are those advocating the type of engagement
undertaken by previous Democratic administrations, including those of Presidents
Barack Obama and Bill Clinton, to try to gain more influence over other countries
through negotiation and trade.
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The party is split along familiar lines, with progressives like Sens. Elizabeth Warren
of Massachusetts and Bernie Sanders of Vermont calling for a more radical
transformation of trade policy, and moderates like former Vice President Joe Biden

AUGUST 2019 espousing a more traditional approach.
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That division is exposing a vulnerability for a party that has historically embraced a
tougher stance on free trade than Republicans but has seen that position erode with

m
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the ascension of moderate Democrats like Clinton and Obama.

Progressives who had railed against trade pacts for years felt shunted aside in the
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Clinton administration, as pro-trade Democrats brought China into the World Trade
Organization and finished NAFTA, a trade deal begun by President George Bush.
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They felt similarly ignored by the Obama administration, which pushed ahead with
the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a multicountry trade pact, despite complaints that the
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deal was a boon to drug companies, would allow foreign automakers to flood the U.S.
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market and overlooked labor violations in countries like Vietnam and Malaysia.
Then came Trump, whose assaults on China and the North American Free Trade
Agreement during the 2016 campaign mimicked what many Democrats had been
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saying. His promises to put “America first” won over some of the union rank and file,
if not their leaders.

“At one time, the Democrats were much more aggressive on trade than the
Republicans,” said Daniel DiMicco, Trump’s trade adviser during the 2016 campaign,
who leads the Coalition for a Prosperous America, a trade group. “They’ve been
missing for decades on this, just as many of the Republicans had.”
For now, many of the Democratic candidates are characterizing Trump’s trade policy
as haphazard and inept. But some have also praised him for pursuing policies they

International have backed for years.

“I think President Trump was onto something when he talked about China,” Rep. Tim
Ryan of Ohio said last month in the second Democratic debate in Detroit. “China has
been abusing the economic system for a long time. They steal intellectual property.
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They subsidize goods coming into this country. They’ve displaced steelworkers,
autoworkers, across the board, eroded our manufacturing.”
“So I think we need some targeted response against China,” Ryan added. “But you
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know how you beat China? You outcompete them.”
Ryan and other candidates spent much of the recent debate denouncing Trump’s
trade war as a conflict without winners. But they offered few concrete ideas for how to
better position the United States against China’s growing economic ambitions. And
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while the candidates were united in saying Trump’s tariffs were not the solution, only
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Rep. TulsiGabbard of Hawaii would commit to rolling them back once in office.

Instead, Democrats proposed working with allies to try to restrain China, or investing
in job training programs to improve America’s competitiveness as a manufacturing
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base. And they clashed over whether their approach should result in more trade
agreements, like Biden suggests, or fewer, like Warren.
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The stakes are particularly high for Biden, who has a record of supporting free-trade
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deals like NAFTA, which he voted for while in Congress, and the TPP, which was
ushered in while he was vice president. Although Biden portrays himself as the
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candidate most in touch with — and able to win — blue-collar and union workers,
that electorate has become increasingly disillusioned with free trade and its ability
to deliver promised gains.

Biden has called for rejoining the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which was aimed, in
part, at pressuring China to overhaul its economy and strengthening the United
States’ ability to compete against it in Asia. That deal proved deeply unpopular as
the 2016 election approached — including with the Democratic nominee, Hillary
Clinton — and Trump pulled the United States out of it in his first week in office.

International

Biden tried to head off criticism in the most recent debate, saying that he “would not
rejoin the TPP as it was initially put forward” but would “insist that we renegotiate.”
“Either China is going to write the rules of the road for the 21st century on trade,
or we are,” Biden said. “We have to join with the 40% of the world that we had with
us.”
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Others, like Warren and Sanders, continue to criticize trade pacts like the TPP as
drafted by and for multinational corporations.
Trade deals “have become a way for giant multinationals to change the regulatory
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environment so they can suck more profits out for themselves and to leave the
American people behind,” Warren said in the debate.
In Warren’s view, the United States should act as an agent of global change by only
entering into trade deals with countries that have strong labor, environmental and
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other protections.
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The standards in her trade agenda, released in July, are so high that they would
prohibit the United States from entering new trade agreements with countries
including South Korea, Germany, Japan, Singapore, Mexico — and, currently, the
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United States itself.

“Unlike the insiders, I don’t think ‘free trade’ deals that benefit big multinational
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corporations and international capital at the expense of American workers are good
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simply because they open up markets,” Warren said.

Sanders’ trade proposals, though less detailed, include ending federal contracts
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for companies that send jobs overseas, scrapping Trump’s rewrite of NAFTA, and
labeling China a currency manipulator. The plan focuses on fulfilling Trump’s promise
of renegotiating existing trade deals to stop the outsourcing of U.S. jobs, rather than
writing new agreements.
Some candidates also see Trump’s rewrite of NAFTA as an opportunity to revive
voter anger toward a trade deal that many within the party blame for decimating U.S.
manufacturing, particularly the auto industry.
“President Trump is trying to sell NAFTA 2.0,” Bill de Blasio, the mayor of New York,

International said in the debate as he tried to attack Biden, who voted in favor of the original
deal while in Congress. “It’s just as dangerous as the old NAFTA. It’s going to take
away American jobs like the old NAFTA, like it did to Michigan. And we cannot have
Democrats be party to a new NAFTA.”
Trump’s renegotiated NAFTA is largely an update of the 25-year-old pact, and it
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adds some provisions that Democrats have long favored, like higher requirements for
using U.S. materials to make cars and the rollback of a special system of arbitration
for corporations.

AUGUST 2019 But Democrats say its provisions on labor rights and the environment are too weak.
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And they have particularly criticized a provision that would lock in intellectual property
protections for pharmaceutical makers, seeing this as an issue where they can drive
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a wedge between the president and his populist base.

“Anyone who thinks that these trade deals are mostly about tariffs just doesn’t
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understand what’s going on,” Warren said in the debate. “Look at the new NAFTA
2.0. What’s the central feature? It’s to help pharmaceutical companies get longer
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periods of exclusivity so they can charge Canadians, Americans and Mexicans more
money and make more profits.”
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Some Democrats argue that Trump’s trade policy will not be difficult to counter, now
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that the pain of the trade war is being felt.
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US significantly weakens Endangered Species Act
The Trump administration announced that it would change the way the Endangered
Species Act is applied, significantly weakening the nation’s bedrock conservation law
and making it harder to protect wildlife from the multiple threats posed by climate
change.
Written by Lisa Friedman
The Trump administration announced that it would change the way the Endangered
Species Act is applied, significantly weakening the nation’s bedrock conservation law

International and making it harder to protect wildlife from the multiple threats posed by climate
change.
The new rules would make it easier to remove a species from the endangered list
and weaken protections for threatened species, the classification one step below
endangered. And, for the first time, regulators would be allowed to conduct economic
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assessments — for instance, estimating lost revenue from a prohibition on logging
in a critical habitat — when deciding whether a species warrants protection.
Critically, the changes would also make it more difficult for regulators to factor in the
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effects of climate change on wildlife when making those decisions because those
threats tend to be decades away, not immediate.

U.S. delays tariffs on some Chinese goods, drops others
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The U.S. is delaying tariffs on Chinese-made cellphones, laptop computers and
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other items and removing other Chinese imports from its target list altogether in a
move that triggered a rally on Wall Street.
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The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative said that it is still planning to go ahead
with 10% tariffs on about $300 billion in Chinese imports, extending the import taxes
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on just about everything China ships to the U.S. in a dispute over Beijing’s aggressive
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trade policies. Most of the levies are scheduled to kick in September 1.
But the agency says it would delay the tariffs to December 15 on some goods,
including cellphones, laptop computers, video game consoles, some toys, computer
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monitors, shoes and clothing. And it’s removing other items from the list based “on
health, safety, national security and other factors.”
The news sent the Dow Jones Industrial Average up more than 460 points in midmorning trading. Shares of Apple, Mattel and shoe brand Steve Madden shot up on
the news.
Separately, China’s Ministry of Commerce reported that top Chinese negotiators
spoke by phone with their U.S. counterparts, Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer

International

and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, and plan to talk again in two weeks.
Speaking to reporters in New Jersey, Mr. Trump said he was delaying the tariffs so
that they would not affect the critically important Christmas shopping season. He
also noted that the stock market rallied on the news.
The U.S. and China are fighting over American allegations that Beijing steals trade
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secrets and forces foreign companies to hand over technology. The tactics are part
of China’s drive to become a world leader in advanced technologies such as AI and
electric cars.
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Saudi-UAE ‘rift’ weakens fight against common foe
Riyadh and Abu Dhabi put on a display of unity over Yemen, but the capture of Aden
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by UAE-backed separatists exposes simmering divisions that analysts say weaken
their joint campaign against Iran-linked rebels.
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The seizure of the presidential palace in the southern port city dealt a fresh blow to
Saudi Arabia, which has led a costly four-year military intervention that has failed to
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defeat the Houthi rebels while triggering a humanitarian crisis.

With handshakes and smiles, the crown prince of Abu Dhabi held talks with Saudi

t
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leaders near Mecca , backing Riyadh’s calls for dialogue between the warring
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parties.

But beneath the bonhomie lurked divisions that are fuelling the infighting and
weakening the campaign to uproot the Houthis, who control vast swathes of Yemen,
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including the capital Sanaa, analysts say.
“Saudi Arabia needs the (UAE-trained) southerner fighting force,” Washingtonbased Yemeni analyst Fatima Abo Alasrar said.
“A key Saudi frustration with the UAE will be something they cannot resolve — for
the UAE, Yemen was a war of choice, for Saudi Arabia, it isn’t,” said Ryan Bohl, of
think tank Stratfor.

International

BRICS countries to work to fix environmental issues faced
by their cities
Union minister PrakashJavadekar, speaking at the 5th BRICS Minister of
Environment Meeting held in Sao Paulo, Brazil, said India has already reduced its
“energy intensity by 25 per cent”.
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Acknowledging the importance of urban environmental management for improving
the quality of life in cities, the environment ministers of BRICS countries agreed to
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work together to resolve the multifaceted environmental issues faced by cities in the
five-nation association.
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Union minister PrakashJavadekar, speaking at the 5th BRICS Minister of
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Environment Meeting held in Sao Paulo, Brazil, said India has already reduced its
“energy intensity by 25 per cent”.
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The two-day BRICS Joint Working Group on Environment meeting issued a
ministerial declaration highlighting key initiatives including the Partnership on Urban
Environmental Sustainability Initiative to share knowledge and experience on
important issues as waste management, cogeneration, reverse logistics, sanitation,
urban air quality, urban green areas, BRICS Environmentally Sound Technology
Cooperation Platform for innovations, knowledge sharing and capacity building, and
Clean River of BRICS program for improvement of river ecology and combating
marine litter.

International

“We

have
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achieved

78GW

of

reducing

renewable

energy
energy

intensity
has

been

by

25
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cent

possible,
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at the same time forest cover has increased by nearly 15,000 sq km
and tree cover outside the forest is increasing rapidly,” Javadekar said.
Stressing
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The key role played by BRICS countries, he said, “All five countries are rising
and have many experiences to share, and these experiences will definitely help
all the economies to improve further in our climate action efforts and protecting
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environment, while ensuring growth at the same time.”
The ministers agreed to establish and strengthen concrete mechanisms of
implementation of the cooperation initiatives, with special focus on action-oriented
cooperation. The key themes of urban environmental management, contaminated
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areas and soil remediation, water quality, circular economy in context of sustainable
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consumption and production, marine litter and biodiversity were agreed to be
integrated into BRICS cooperation initiatives.
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U.K. to end EU free movement after Brexit
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Government plans ‘tougher criminality rules for people entering the country’
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Britain said it will immediately end freedom of movement for people from the
European Union after Brexit on October 31, in a policy shift under Prime Minister
Boris Johnson.
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“Freedom of movement will end on October 31 when the U.K. leaves the EU,” a
Downing Street spokeswoman said.
She added the government planned “tougher criminality rules for people entering
the UK” as part of the new hardline stance.
The change comes amid growing fears Britain is set to leave the 28-member bloc
without a divorce deal in two and a half months.
Around 3.6 million EU citizens already in Britain have been told to apply for

International

“permanent settled status”, under an Interior Ministry scheme started by Mr.
Johnson’s predecessor Theresa May. So far, only around one million have signed
up for the status.
Ms. May’s government said in January that it would end free movement “as soon
as possible” after a no-deal Brexit, but keep allowing EU arrivals “for a transitional
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period only”.
Legislation drawn up to deal with the issue is stuck in Parliament.
Mr. Johnson has said he favours a skills-based immigration system post-Brexit, but
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Downing Street is yet to unveil full details. Critics representing EU citizens claim he
is trying to evade parliamentary scrutiny of his changed stance towards new arrivals
after Brexit — and fear those already in Britain could get mistakenly caught out.
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Trump, G-7 leaders to open summit focused on world
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economy

President Donald Trump and other leaders of the world’s most industrialized nations
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will open their annual G-7 summit by discussing the global economy

President Donald Trump and other leaders of the world’s most industrialized

t
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nations will open their annual G-7 summit over the weekend by discussing the
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global economy.

White House officials said Thursday that the session was added to Sunday’s
schedule at the last minute at Trump’s request.
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Trump insists the US economy is strong despite fears that a recession may be on
the horizon. At the same time, global economic growth has slowed due to weakness
in Germany, Europe’s largest economy, and a pronounced slowdown in China, the
world’s second-largest economy, as it remains locked in a tense trade standoff with
the US
The dour global outlook is partly a reflection of Trump’s combative approach to
trade with China and other nations he has hit or threatened to hit with tariffs.

International

Trump and the six other leaders of the Group of Seven nations will begin meeting
Saturday for three days in the southwestern French resort town of Biarritz. France
holds the 2019 presidency of the G-7, which also includes Britain, Canada, Germany,
Italy and Japan.
Leaders are to meet at an informal dinner Saturday, where they are expected to
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Sunday and Monday.
Trump is also scheduled to meet on the sidelines of the summit with several world
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leaders, including French President Emmanuel Macron, Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, German Chancellor Angela
Merkel and Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.
Boris Johnson, Britain’s new prime minister, will also have his first face-to-face

m
o

meeting with Trump, a personal friend, since taking office a few weeks ago.
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Trump also plans to raise the issue of a landmark tax France is imposing on major
tech companies like Google and Facebook despite Trump’s threats of retaliatory
tariffs on French wine. The French government has said the tax is meant as a
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temporary measure pending the conclusion of negotiations on an international deal
France wants to work out with the US
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The tax is designed to keep multinational corporations from avoiding taxes by setting
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up European headquarters in low-tax European countries. Currently, companies
such as Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, Airbnb and Uber pay very little tax on
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their significant business in countries like France.
The Trump administration says the tax is discriminatory against US business.

‘Seriously looking’ to end birthright citizenship: Donald
Trump
“Birthright citizenship where you have a baby on our land, you walk over the border,
have a baby, congratulations, the baby is now a US citizen. We’re looking at it very,

International

very seriously,” Trump said.

US President Donald Trump said he is “seriously looking” at ending the right of
citizenship for America-born children of non-citizens.
“We are looking at birthright citizenship very seriously. It’s frankly ridiculous,” Trump
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citizenship to those born in the US.
“Birthright citizenship where you have a baby on our land, you walk over the border,
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have a baby, congratulations, the baby is now a US citizen. We’re looking at it very,
very seriously,” Trump said.
During his 2016 presidential campaign, Trump had said that he will end the birthright
citizenship.
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The 14th Amendment of the US Constitution guarantees birthright citizenship and
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states: “All persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they
reside.”
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EU vs Indonesia: Is it really a trade war?
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The European Union has slapped countervailing tariffs on imports of subsidized
biodiesel from Indonesia. The Southeast Asian country has threatened to retaliate
but experts say counter tariffs could be self-destructive.
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As the United States and China engage in a bitter trade dispute casting a dark
shadow over the global economy, another trade spat is threatening to escalate
between the European Union and Indonesia.
The EU has imposed countervailing duties of 8% to 18% on biodiesel from Indonesia
— the world’s largest producer of palm oil — to counter alleged government subsidies
enjoyed by the producers in the country. Jakarta has vowed to retaliate with counter

International

tariffs of 20% to 25% on EU dairy products.
The tariffs are likely to further escalate an ongoing feud over palm oil between the
two trading partners. Earlier this year, the EU rankled Jakarta after its executive
body said the bloc would phase out palm oil from transportation fuel by 2030 as
palm oil cultivation, with some exceptions, caused deforestation.
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“Escalating tariffs in a larger ‘trade war’ will hurt the Indonesian economy more
than that of the EU members in the long run,” Jarryd de Haan, a research analyst
at Australia-based strategic research institute Future Directions International, told
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DW. “So, it’s unlikely that the Indonesian government would engage in tit-for-tat
tariffs if there is a significant risk of an escalating trade dispute.”
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Nearly 10% of Indonesian goods are shipped to EU countries compared with
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less than 1% of EU goods that reach the Southeast Asian country, putting it in a
disadvantageous position if the dispute were to escalate.
But if Indonesia does indeed go ahead with retaliatory tariffs, it may undermine
ongoing free trade negotiations being held by both sides, de Haan said.
Anti-subsidy taxes
The EU tariffs follow an anti-subsidy investigation against Indonesian biodiesel
producers launched in December following a complaint by the European industry.
The investigation showed that Indonesian biodiesel producers benefit from grants,
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tax benefits and access to raw materials below market prices, the European
Commission said in a statement earlier this week.

The new tariffs have been imposed on a provisional basis as the investigation
continues. A decision on definitive duties is due by mid-December 2019.
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“The European Commission will continue using the available trade defence
instruments to their full extent in order to ensure a level playing field for European
companies,” a source at the European Commission told DW.
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The EU biodiesel market is worth an estimated €9 billion ($10 billion) a year, with
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imports from Indonesia worth about €400 million.

“Crude palm oil is the main raw material used in the production of biodiesel in
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Indonesia. However, the focus of the investigation is on the possible subsidisation
of Indonesian producers of biodiesel, irrespective of the raw material used,” the
source said.

Series of threats
Indonesia’s retaliatory tariffs on EU dairy goods may not be a significant blow for the
28-nation bloc, considering the Southeast Asian country imports just $220 million of
dairy products from its members.
But the EU’s clampdown on palm oil imports in general would deal a major blow to

International

Indonesia, which along with neighboring Malaysia, accounts for 85% of the global
supply of the vegetable oil.
Palm oil is among Indonesia’s biggest exports. The vegetable oil accounted for
nearly 10% of the goods shipped in 2017, with EU countries being among the top
destinations. The bloc uses nearly half of its total palm oil imports for biodiesel and
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another 15% to generate heat and power.
The European Commission says it’s not proposing a blanket ban on palm oil in
biofuels but it’s only acting against those producers who were converting more and
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more forests into agricultural land to produce biofuels and therefore releasing more
CO2 into the atmosphere.
Jakarta says they are complying with sustainability norms and have imposed a
moratorium on new palm oil plantations to protect its forests. It warns that the
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proposed EU ban would kill the livelihoods of millions of small farmers.
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Both Indonesia and Malaysia have reacted strongly to the EU’s move, issuing a
series of threats, including boycotting EU goods and spurning European aircraft
manufactures from any future jet deals.
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Jakarta has even threatened to pull out of the Paris Climate Agreement and bring
a World Trade Organization challenge over the commission’s plan, which Jakarta
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says breaches global trade rules. It is yet to act upon any of those threats.
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“The Indonesian government does have a history of pushing through reactionary
policies before reverting to a more moderate later,” de Haan said. “So, it is possible
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that Indonesia will react strongly to the palm oil tariffs, but it is unlikely to have major
long-term ramifications for the broader trade relationship.”
De Haan cautions against calling the dispute a trade war as is being widely
reported.

“I don’t think it can be called a trade war given how little is at stake for the EU,” he
said. “Especially at this stage, Indonesia has only threatened to implement tariffs on
a relatively minor import and is yet to take action.”
Tapping new markets

International

The Indonesian government is already looking at increasing domestic palm oil
consumption and boosting exports to countries such as China and Russia.
Indonesian President JokoWidodo wants biodiesel with a higher percentage of palm
oil to be in use starting next year to boost demand for the vegetable oil, which has
been hit by restrictions in Europe and import duties slapped by top importer India.
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Last year, China, already a key importer of Indonesian palm oil, agreed to buy more
of the commodity from the country. Recently, Beijing has also removed tariffs on
Indonesian palm oil.
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“The US, Russia, Japan and Egypt are also major palm oil importers who have
increased their intake in the past five years despite a global decline,” de Haan
said.
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Squabbles erupt as G7 leaders open summit in French
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resort

Despite the Brexit tensions, diplomats played down the likelihood of Trump and
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Johnson joining hands against the rest, citing Britain’s foreign policy alignment with
Europe on issues from Iran and trade to climate change.
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Squabbles erupted among G7 nations as their leaders gathered for an annual
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summit, exposing sharp differences on global trade tensions, Britain’s exit from
the EU and how to respond to the fires raging in the Amazon rainforest. French
President Emmanuel Macron, the summit host, planned the three-day meeting
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in the Atlantic seaside resort of Biarritz as a chance to unite a group of wealthy
countries that has struggled in recent years to speak with one voice.
Macron set an agenda for the group – France, Britain, Canada, Germany, Italy,
Japan and the United States – that included the defence of democracy, gender
equality, education and the environment. He invited Asian, African and
Latin American leaders to join them for a global push on these issues. However,
in a bleak assessment of relations between once-close allies, European Council

International

President Donald Tusk said it was getting “increasingly” hard to find common
ground.
“This is another G7 summit which will be a difficult test of unity and solidarity of the
free world and its leaders,” he told reporters ahead of the meeting. “This may be the
last moment to restore our political community.”
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U.S. President Donald Trump had brought last year’s G7 summit to an acrimonious
end, walking out early from the gathering in Canada and rejecting the final
communique. Trump arrived in France a day after responding to a new round of
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Chinese tariffs by announcing that Washington would impose an additional 5% duty
on some $550 billion worth of Chinese imports, the latest escalation of the tit-for-tat
trade war by the world’s two largest economies.
“So far so good,” Trump told reporters as he sat on a seafront terrace with Macron,

m
o

saying the two leaders had a special relationship. “We’ll accomplish a lot this

c
.
m

weekend.”

Macron listed foreign policy issues the two would address, including Libya, Syria and
North Korea, and said they shared the objective of preventing Iran from obtaining

u
r
fo

nuclear weapons. Trump later wrote on Twitter that lunch with Macron was the best
meeting the pair has yet had, and that a meeting with world leaders evening also
“went very well.”

a
r
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p
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n

However, the initial smiles could not disguise the opposing approaches of Trump
and Macron to many problems, including the knotty questions of protectionism and

s
a

tax. Before his arrival, Trump repeated a threat to tax French wines in retaliation
for a new French levy on digital services, which he says unfairly targets U.S.
companies.

Two U.S. officials said the Trump delegation was also irked that Macron had skewed
the focus of the G7 meeting to “niche issues” at the expense of the global economy,
which many leaders worry is slowing sharply and at risk of slipping into recession.
French riot police used water cannons and tear gas to disperse anti-capitalism
protesters in Bayonne, near Biarritz. A police helicopter circled as protesters taunted

International

lines of police.
The leaders themselves were gathering behind tight security in a waterfront
conference venue, the surrounding streets barricaded by police.
SPAT OVER ‘MR NO DEAL’ BREXIT
Macron opened the summit with a dinner at the base of a clifftop lighthouse
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overlooking Biarritz, where a menu of piperade, a Basque vegetable specialty, tuna
and French cheeses awaited the leaders. Adding to the unpredictable dynamic
between the G7 leaders are the new realities facing Brexit-bound Britain: dwindling
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influence in Europe and growing dependency on the United States.
New Prime Minister Boris Johnson will want to strike a balance between not alienating
Britain’s European allies and not irritating Trump and possibly jeopardising future
trade ties. Johnson and Trump will hold bilateral talks morning. Johnson and Tusk
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sparred before the summit over who would be to blame if Britain leaves the EU on

c
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Oct. 31 without a withdrawal agreement.

Tusk told reporters he was open to ideas from Johnson on how to avoid a no-deal
Brexit when the two men meet. “I still hope that PM Johnson will not like to go down
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in history as Mr No Deal,” said Tusk, who as council president leads the political
direction of the 28-nation European Union.
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Johnson, who has said since he took office last month that he will take Britain out of

a
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the bloc on Oct. 31 regardless of whether a deal can be reached, later retorted that
it would be Tusk himself who would carry the mantle if Britain could not secure a

s
a

new withdrawal agreement. “I would say to our friends in the EU if they don’t want a
no-deal Brexit then we’ve got to get rid of the backstop from the treaty,” Johnson told
reporters, referring to the Irish border protocol that would keep the border between
Northern Ireland and EU member Ireland open after Brexit.
“If Donald Tusk doesn’t want to go down as Mr No Deal then I hope that point will be
borne in mind by him, too,” Johnson said on his flight to France.
Johnson is trying to persuade EU leaders to drop the backstop from a withdrawal
agreement that was negotiated by his predecessor but rejected three times by the

International

British Parliament as the United Kingdom struggles to fulfill a 2016 referendum vote
to leave the bloc.
‘NOT THE WAY TO PROCEED’
Despite the Brexit tensions, diplomats played down the likelihood of Trump and
Johnson joining hands against the rest, citing Britain’s foreign policy alignment with
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Europe on issues from Iran and trade to climate change.
“There won’t be a G5+2,” one senior G7 diplomat said.
Indeed, Johnson said he would tell Trump to pull back from a trade war that is
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already destabilising economic growth around the world. “This is not the way to
proceed,” he said. “Apart from everything else, those who support the tariffs are at
risk of incurring the blame for the downturn in the global economy, irrespective of
whether or not that is true.”
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Anti-summit protests have become common, and thousands of anti-globalisation
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activists, Basque separatists and “yellow vest” protesters marched peacefully across
France’s border with Spain to demand action from the leaders. “It’s more money for
the rich and nothing for the poor,” said Alain Missana, an electrician wearing a yellow

u
r
o

vest – symbol of anti-government protests that have rattled France for months.
EU

leaders

JairBolsonaro
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Even so, Britain and Germany were at odds with Macron’s decision to pressure
Brazil by blocking a trade deal between the EU and the Mercosur group of Brazil,

s
a

Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay.

A spokesman for German Chancellor Angela Merkel said not concluding the trade
deal was “not the appropriate answer to what is happening in Brazil now.” The UK’s
Johnson appeared to disagree with Macron on how to respond. “There are all sorts
of people who will take any excuse at all to interfere with trade and to frustrate trade
deals and I don’t want to see that,” he said.

International

Iranian official makes surprise appearance on sidelines of G7 Summit
The surprise guest, Mohammad JavadZarif, flew to the resort town in southern
France on a last-minute invitation from President Emmanuel Macron of France, the
host of the annual Group of 7 summits, who has been trying to reconcile the United
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States and Iran.
Written by Peter Baker and Aurelien Breeden
He was not on the original invitation list, but when a plane landed in Biarritz bringing
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Iran’s foreign minister to the city hosting President Donald Trump and other leaders
of the top-seven industrial nations, it got everyone’s attention.
The surprise guest, Mohammad JavadZarif, flew to the resort town in southern
France on a last-minute invitation from President Emmanuel Macron of France, the

m
o

host of the annual Group of 7 summit, who has been trying to reconcile the United

c
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m

States and Iran.

Zarif was meeting with France’s foreign minister, Jean-Yves Le Drian, and not invited
to attend any of the formal G-7 sessions, nor was he to meet with any American

u
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officials while here, according to French and Iranian officials. But his presence was
an unexpected twist in a conflict that has escalated in recent months with a string of

t
n

episodes involving tankers and drones near Iran.
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A senior French official insisted that Trump was given advance warning. Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin, speaking with reporters, would not discuss Zarif’s visit,

s
a

but did make a point of repeating Trump’s occasional expressions of willingness to
talk with Tehran.

“The president has said before that to the extent Iran wants to sit down and negotiate,
he would not set preconditions to those negotiations,” Mnuchin said. “I’m not going
to make any more comments about who’s here and who’s not here and what
conversations may or may not be going on.”
Zarif met with Le Drian for more than three hours at the Biarritz town hall and Macron
joined for the last 30 minutes, the French official said. Zarif said later that he also

International briefed officials from Britain and Germany.
“Iran’s active diplomacy in pursuit of constructive engagement continues,” he wrote
on Twitter. “Road ahead is difficult. But worth trying.”
European officials have kept up a dialogue with Iran even after Trump last year
abandoned the 2015 nuclear agreement that constrained its nuclear program in
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exchange for the lifting of sanctions.
Even as Trump reimposed sanctions as part of a “maximum pressure” campaign
against Tehran, Macron and his counterparts in Britain and Germany have sought
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to salvage the nuclear deal. But Iran lately has begun moving toward exceeding the
limits of the deal.
Iranian officials told Reuters that Tehran would insist on being allowed to sell at
least 700,000 barrels of oil a day as a goodwill gesture to discuss saving the nuclear

m
o

agreement. Moreover, they said, Iran would refuse to negotiate over the country’s

c
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m

ballistic missile program or right to enrich uranium, conditions that would almost
certainly be unacceptable to the Trump administration.

Trump has talked tough about Iran’s recent actions but pulled back from targeted

u
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airstrikes to retaliate for the downing of an unmanned U.S. surveillance drone in
June. He has offered generally restrained responses to Iran’s seizure of a British-

t
n

flagged oil tanker in the Persian Gulf and its test of a medium-range ballistic missile.
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The administration also extended waivers on sanctions over the objections of Iran
hawks.
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In July, Trump gave his blessing to Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., to meet with Zarif in New
York. During that meeting, according to The New Yorker, Paul extended an invitation
to Zarif to the Oval Office.

But the diplomatic overture quickly soured amid continuing tension in the region,
and Trump’s administration imposed sanctions on Zarif, drawing criticism from Paul
for disrupting diplomacy.
Zarif was in Paris to meet with Macron just before the start of the G-7 meeting. A
senior French official said that Macron decided to invite Zarif to Biarritz evening

International

after the G-7 leaders had shown “points of agreement” on the Iran discussions
during a dinner.
The leaders, the official said, all agreed on not wanting Iran to obtain a nuclear
weapon, and on the need for stability in the Middle East. The official said that France
worked “in full transparency” with the United States and its European partners and
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that Macron discussed Iran at length with Trump during their lunch Saturday.
, Macron said the G-7 leaders had agreed on a common outreach to Iran.
“There is a G-7 message on our objectives,” he told French television. “We all agree
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on two very clear things — we do not want Iran to get the nuclear bomb, and we do
not want an escalation and destabilization of the region.”
But asked about that later by reporters, Trump said he had not signed on to such a
joint message.

m
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“No, I haven’t discussed that,” he said.
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He offered no public objection to Macron’s outreach to Iran.

“But we’ll do our own outreach,” he said. “But you know, I can’t stop people from
talking. If they want to talk, they can talk.”
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The foreign minister’s visit came a day after Iranian media reported that the
government has imposed sanctions on the Foundation for Defense of Democracies,

t
n

a Washington-based organization that has been highly critical of the nuclear

a
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agreement and supported the Trump administration’s hard-line approach.
The foundation’s chief executive, Mark Dubowitz, called on Trump and Macron

s
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to warn Zarif that he can be barred from attending meetings of the U.N. General
Assembly, or UNGA.

International
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MEA Jaishankar on two-day Thailand visit for meetings of
regional forums
External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar will be travelling to Thailand on a two-day
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visit starting Thursday to attend key ministerial meetings of regional forums such
as the ASEAN and East Asia Summit.
Jaishankar will be in Bangkok from August 1-2 where he will attend the ASEAN-India

m
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Ministerial Meeting, 9th East Asia Summit Foreign Ministers’ Meeting (EAS FMM),
26th ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) and 10th Mekong Ganga Cooperation (MGC)
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Ministerial Meeting, the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) said in a statement.

British High Commissioner Dominic Asquith told journalists here that British Foreign
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Secretary Dominic Raab and Jaishankar will also meet in Bangkok. This will be the
first high-level interaction between the UK and India after Boris Johnson became

t
n

the British Prime Minister.
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The ASEAN-India Ministerial Meeting, to be co-chaired by Jaishankar and his Thai
counterpart Don Pramudwinai, will review the progress in the implementation of
the key decisions of the leaders of ASEAN member states and India arrived at

s
a

during the 25th anniversary ASEAN-India Commemorative Summit held in New
Delhi in January last year.

The meeting will review the progress of the decisions reached at the Informal
ASEAN-India Breakfast Summit held in Singapore on November 15 last year as
also the progress in the implementation of the ASEAN-India Plan of Action (20162020), the MEA said.

India and
the World

The participants at the meeting will also exchange views on important regional and
international issues and on ways and means to further strengthen the ASEANIndia strategic partnership, it said.
Jaishankar will co-chair the 10th MGC Ministerial Meeting with the Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation of Vietnam,
PrakSokhonn, afternoon.
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The meeting will review the practical cooperation under the MGC framework, adopt
the MGC Plan of Action (2019-2022), and also discuss the various commemorative
activities planned next year to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the MGC, which
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is the oldest sub-regional cooperation framework set up by the Mekong countries
— Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam — with any external
partner.
The 9th East Asia Summit Foreign Ministers’ Meeting, to be held on August 2, will

m
o

discuss the preparations for the East Asia Summit (EAS), scheduled to be held in
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m

Bangkok on November 4.
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‘U.S.-China trade war — India missed its chances’

India has failed to capitalise on opportunities arising from the U.S.-China trade

t
n

war, according Larsen and Toubro (L&T) chairman A.M. Naik.
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“For two years, the U.S. President was talking about moving industries out of
China. How many have come to India? We were busy with elections, and we did
not do anything, but we should do something now.
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The government should now keep its promises made during the elections,” said
A.M. Naik on the sidelines of the company’s AGM . “In the trade war between the
U.S. and China, a number of industries have shifted to Thailand and Vietnam, but
why not to India? asks Mr. Naik.
On the slowing economy, Mr. Naik said: “Growth is going to be not more than 6.5%
this year. My feeling is that though they claim it is 7%-plus, if we can maintain 6.5%,

India and
the World

we will be lucky. I think the government knows the economy is slowing.” It would
take a year or a year-and-a-half before accelerated spending for development
comes.
On ballooning debts of India Inc., Mr. Naik said: “The private sector is in challenging
times in terms of investment; only one-third is able to keep what they have. A
number of companies now need to sell what they have, to repay debt.”
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He urged Prime Minister Narendra Modi to replicate his Gujarat model to expedite
clearances for industry.

AUGUST 2019 Russia supports India’s move on J&K
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Russia has come out in support of India’s move earlier this week to revoke a provision

a
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of its constitution and integrate Jammu and Kashmir more closely with the rest of
the country.

In doing so, Moscow has become the first among the permanent members of the UN

s
a

Security Council to formally state that abrogation of Article 370 is an internal matter
for India. The position of Moscow is seen as a boost for India. In the past three or
four years Russia has been making overtures to Pakistan, something unthinkable
till recently given the close ties between New Delhi and Moscow especially during
the Cold War years when Pakistan was seen as the US’ ally. At that time, the former
Soviet Union used to bail India out when the Kashmir issue was brought onto the

India and
the World

UNSC agenda by casting a veto on any resolution aimed at chastising or penalising
New Delhi.
In its statement issued, the Russian foreign ministry also called for resolving all
Indo-Pak differences based on the Shimla agreement and the Lahore declaration.
Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated, “Moscow expects that India and Pakistan
will not allow aggravation of the situation in the region due to the change by Delhi in
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the status of the state of Jammu and Kashmir.”
“We proceed from the fact that the changes associated with the change in the status
of the state of Jammu and Kashmir and its division into two union territories is carried
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out within the framework of the Constitution of the Republic of India. We hope that
the parties involved will not allow a new aggravation of the situation in the region as
a result of the decisions,” the Russian statement said.
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Nutrient boom: Make in India
The Indian economy may be going through an extended investment slump, but one
industry — urea — is witnessing frenetic activity, with new plants that have just got
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commissioned or are about to within the next 2-4 years.
On January 1, Chambal Fertilisers and Chemicals Ltd kicked off commercial production
at its fresh 1.34 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) capacity facility at Gadepan in
Rajasthan, costing $ 903 million (Rs 6,035 crore).
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However, this is just the start.
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By the end of 2019, there will be a second 1.27 mtpa plant coming up at Ramagundam
in Telangana. This is one of the five closed units of the Fertiliser Corporation of India
Ltd (FCIL) and Hindustan Fertiliser Corporation Ltd (HFCL), which are being revived

u
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fo

through greenfield investments involving newly-created public sector joint ventures
(JV). Ramagundam Fertilisers and Chemicals Ltd is a JV of National Fertilisers Ltd

t
n

(NFL), Engineers India Ltd and FCIL.
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Three other such plants of 1.27 mtpa each — at Gorakhpur (Uttar Pradesh), Sindri
(Jharkhand) and Barauni (Bihar) — are being set up by Hindustan Urvarak & Rasayan
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Ltd, a JV of Coal India Ltd, NTPC Ltd, Indian Oil Corporation, HFCL and FCIL. “The
lump-sum turnkey contracts for their execution have already been awarded — to
Japan’s Toyo Engineering Corporation for Gorakhpur and to a consortium of the
London-based TechnipFMC and L&T Hydrocarbon Engineering for the other two
projects. Onsite work, too, is in full swing. We expect Gorakhpur’s commissioning
by February 2021, and both Sindri and Barauni in May 2021,” a senior government

Science,
Tech and
Environment

official said.
All these are state-of-the-art plants running on natural gas, which is first ‘reformed’
to produce hydrogen for conversion into ammonia by combining with nitrogen from
the atmosphere. The ammonia is, then, further processed into urea. The process
licensors in the Gadepan and Gorakhpur projects are KBR Inc, US (formerly Kellogg
Brown & Root) and Toyo Engineering for the ammonia and urea lines, respectively.
For Ramagundam, Sindri and Barauni, the technology suppliers are Denmark’s
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Haldor Topsoe (ammonia) and Italy’s Saipem (urea).
In addition to the above five, there are two other plants, also of 1.27 mtpa capacity
each.
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The first one, at Panagarh near Durgapur in West Bengal and promoted by Matix
Fertilisers & Chemicals Ltd, was originally supposed to run on coal-bed methane
based on KBR-Saipem technology. It actually began production on October 1, 2017,
but the non-availability of feedstock led to suspension of operations from November

m
o

15, 2017 and Matix even being dragged to the National Company Law Tribunal
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after defaulting on loans. The unit’s resumption hinges upon natural gas availability
from the 2,655-km pipeline from Jagdishpur (UP) to Dhamra (Odisha). This pipeline,
being built by GAIL (India) Ltd, has already reached Barauni, while the spurlines to
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Gorakhpur, Sindri and Durgapur are scheduled for completion by December 2019.
The second plant at Talcher (Odisha) is yet another revival project. Being executed by

t
n

Talcher Fertilisers Ltd — a JV of GAIL, Coal India, Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilisers

a
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(RCF) and FCIL — it is envisaged to be a coal gasification-based ammonia-urea
complex.
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“The plant will use coal from the Talcher mines. Since this coal has high ash
content, it will be blended up to 25% with petroleum coke sourced from Indian Oil’s
Paradip refinery. The urea to be produced would be costlier than from imported
liquefied natural gas (LNG), but the government wants to go ahead, as it is being
fired by feedstock that is substantially indigenous (pet-coke is byproduct of domestic

Science,
Tech and
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refineries that process imported crude). We are going to soon award the lump-sum
turnkey contract and the targeted commissioning is by September 2023,” added the
earlier-quoted official.
Put together, all the seven plants add up to 8.96 mtpa, which is nearly 40% of the
country’s total urea production capacity of 23.5 mtpa till September 2017, before the
now-idle Matix Fertilisers facility came on steam. The projected aggregate outlay:
Rs 51,000 crore (see table 1).
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A boom in urea investment of this scale was last seen during the 1980s, when
the overall manufacturing capacity virtually doubled from about 7.5 mtpa to 14.70
mtpa. A host of new plants — Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilisers & Chemicals’
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Bharuch and Krishak Bharati Cooperative’s Hazira (Gujarat), RCF’s Trombay-V
and Thal (Maharashtra), NFL’s Vijaipur (Madhya Pradesh), Indian Farmers Fertiliser
Cooperative’s Phulpur and Aonla (UP), Indo Gulf Fertilisers’ Jagdishpur (UP) and
Brahmaputra Valley Fertiliser Corporation’s Namrup-III (Assam) units — sprung up.
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All of them – barring Bharuch, Thal and Phulpur — operated on indigenous natural
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gas, mainly supplied through the Hazira-Vijaipur-Jagdishpur pipeline. And they (with
the exception of Namrup-III) deployed the Haldor Topsoe process for ammonia and
Snamprogetti (which is now Saipem) technology in urea manufacturing.
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In the 1990s, a few more capacities — including Chambal Fertilisers’ Gadepan I
and II, Iffco’s Phulpur II and Aonla II, Nagarjuna Fertilisers & Chemicals’ Kakinada I
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and II (Andhra Pradesh), NFL’s Vijaipur II, Kribhco’s Shahjahanpur (UP) and Tata
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Chemicals’ Babrala (UP) — were established, taking the total to 20 mtpa by the
decade’s end. In the subsequent decade and a half, hardly another 3.5 mtpa got

s
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added.

The current revival, unlike the 1980s boom, is based largely on use of imported
re-gasified LNG feedstock, conveyed via newly laid pipeline systems such as
Jagdishpur-Haldia and Bokaro-Dhamra (for Gorakhpur, Barauni, Sindri and
Panagarh) and Mallavaram-Bhopal-Bhilwara-Vijaipur (for Ramagundam). The LNG
would be mostly imported into the eastern coast Dhamra and Kakinada ports, where

Science,
Tech and
Environment

independent re-gasification terminals are being developed.
India now produces roughly 24 mtpa of urea (many plants operate above their
rated capacities) and imports 7-8 mtpa (table 2). If all the proposed new capacities
materialise, imports may reduce to nothing.
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From staples to high-value produce: Promoting crop
diversification for doubling farmers’ income
Ramkishan, till two years ago, grew paddy and wheat on his one-acre land. This
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farmer, from Selawan village in Bindki tehsil of Uttar Pradesh’s Fatehpur district, has
no smart-phone or bank credit access. With an annual household earning below Rs
50,000 (until recently), he represents the millions of smallholders in India, stuck in
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traditional cultivation methods due to inability to avail knowledge and institutional
credit.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in early 2016, called for doubling farmers’ incomes by
2022. Meeting that goal requires improving farm productivity and price realisations,
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especially of smallholders, through dissemination of information relating to agronomic
practices as well as marketing. Unfortunately, there is an acute dearth of extension
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workers to bridge this vital lab-to-land gap. UP alone has a mere 7,500 extension
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workers for 2.33 crore farmers, translating into a ratio of 1:3,000, as against a
recommended 1:750. Moreover, roughly three-fourths of rural Indian households
have no smart-phones or internet access. They are practically unaware of prevailing

s
a

market trends or good agricultural practices and, hence, forced to continue growing
low-value staples. Any plan for doubling farmers’ incomes must rely on massively
intensifying last-mile extension work.
Agriculture technology dissemination has drawn significant investor interest in recent
years. A host of agritech start-ups today employ the farming-as-a-service model to
provide custom hiring of equipment, crop protection and marketing services. But

Science,
Tech and
Environment

these are mostly tech-based innovations that do not reach three-fourths of our rural
masses. Contract farming, too, helps predominantly large growers, who can make
continuous supplies to food processing companies. The same goes for microcredit;
the strong 30% plus growth rates posted by the industry co-relates very little with
increased agricultural productivity.
Farming is ultimately a business that is prone to both weather and market price
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risk. The higher risk involved, therefore, makes private sector investors seek much
greater returns compared to other sectors. What we need is strong non-profit or
hybrid structures that prioritise returns ‘beyond profit’ through provision of efficient
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microcredit and continuous knowledge-sharing, particularly targeting smallholder
farmers.
Swayam Farmer Foundation is a non-profit organisation that provides end-to-end
training and agri-input financing to smallholders, to enable crop diversification and
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sustainable cultivation practices, resulting in higher incomes. Our approach has
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been to get farmers to grow horticultural crops, by training them on proper sowing,
irrigation, nutrient management, plant protection and harvesting methods — including
through weekly visits and monitoring by field officers — and making available quality
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inputs on credit. We have been able to establish that with access to knowledge and
credit for quality inputs, farmers can cultivate higher-value crops and increase their
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incomes by not just two, but 4-5 times.
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Ramkishan previously spent around Rs 10,000 on seed, fertiliser, water and labour
for growing wheat on one acre. Even with 2 tonnes yield and Rs 18/kg realisation,
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his net return wasn’t more than Rs 26,000. But by planting cauliflower, entailing
an expenditure of Rs 25,000, he’s now producing 8-10 tonnes from the same land
— and earning up to Rs 1.5 lakh by selling this crop at Rs 16-18/kg. Moreover, the
cultivation cycle for most vegetables is 3-4 months, whereas the wheat season is 4-5
months. Recently, Ramkishan also grew bitter gourd on half-an-acre, incurring costs
of Rs 12,000 and harvesting 4 tonnes produce that he sold for Rs 18-20/kg, netting
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about Rs 64,000.
For smallholders like Ramkishan, the growing consumer demand for fruits and
vegetables, as opposed to cereals, presents an opportunity for more than doubling
their incomes. That, however, requires the right kind of interventions. Under the
Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchai Yojana, the government extends 90% subsidy on
micro-irrigation for small and marginal farmers. But drip irrigation systems costs
Rs 60,000 or so per acre. How many farmers can invest this money upfront, even
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if reimbursed within a month? Swayam provides short-term finance to farmers to
purchase and install these systems, which can deliver about 70 per cent water
savings (vis-à-vis traditional flood irrigation) and also boost crop yields through
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localised application and reduced leaching of nutrients.
An integrated model of training and financing can go a long way in enhancing the
agricultural productivity of smallholders. Such a strategy can be effectively deployed
to grow crops that command better prices and meet changing food consumption
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demands. But there is also the issue of price fluctuations, more so in fruits and
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vegetables, which needs addressing. Crop prices in India tend to follow a ‘cobweb’
model: If tomato prices are high this season, large numbers of farmers will grow it
the next season. That results in a production glut and crash in prices, which, then,
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induces farmers to plant less and causing rates to spiral again.

The above herd mentality is what farmers need to be warned against. The risks of
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production gluts can be significantly moderated if farmers continuously diversify
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their cropping patterns from season to season. With availability of real-time data
on prices across mandis and also sale of seeds, it would be possible to ascertain
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the likely acreage under a particular crop. A crop recommendation service can be
provided accordingly, thereby mitigating herd behaviour and enabling farmers to
make more informed sowing choices.
Swayam is currently working with 250 farmer families in Fatehpur and they have
experienced 4x income increases. We believe our model of promoting crop
diversification – which also leads to improved soil fertility, more efficient water and
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nutrient usage, and lower insect, weed and disease pressure – is replicable across
India’s 115 ‘aspirational districts’ (that includes Fatehpur). Our target is to reach one
lakh farmers by 2023.
Such targeted interventions, however, need active government support. The least
that can be done is to make it easier for non-profit organisations to work in agriculture:
Registering a non-profit with necessary compliances today takes at least 10 times
longer than in the case of a for-profit organisation. We need a grassroots movement
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to build strong last-mile information connectivity with farmers, who, even with smartphones and internet, require customisation and direct handholding for effectively
utilising tech tools. If the likes of Ramkishan are to have a real chance to grow out
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of poverty, it calls for a far more robust collaboration of government, private sector
and civil society.

Non-protected areas: As tigers venture outside reserves, a
need to rejig conservation model
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Pandharkawda is no tiger reserve. Yet, one of the most gripping tiger stories to have
emerged out of India’s forests in recent times was in this forest division in Yavatmal
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district of Maharashtra, where T1, a tigress nicknamed Awani who had been declared
a maneater, was shot dead last year in controversial circumstances.
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Over 150 km away, is Bramhapuri. Like Pandharkawada, this forest division in
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Chandrapur district of Maharashtra has had its share of man-animal conflicts. Over
the last seven months, tigers and leopards have claimed about 10 human lives and
the Forest Department has had to move out at least two tigers and two leopards.
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With the 2018 tiger census revealing a growth in tiger numbers in non-protected
areas such as these, experts say the current tiger conservation model has to move
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beyond the reserves or the protected areas, that account for a mere 2.2 per cent of
India’s forests.
According to the 2014 census, about a fourth of India’s tigers lived outside protected
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areas. But areas such as Bramhapuri, which is adjacent to the Tadoba reserve, hold
more tigers than the protected area — while Tadoba had about 44 tigers as per the
2014 census, the areas outside had nearly 60 tigers.
Tiger experts attribute this rise in numbers to the transient tiger population — tigers
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who fail to mark their territory in reserves and spill over into non-protected areas.
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Among the biggest challenges to conservation in such non-protected forests,
besides human-wildlife conflict, are the eternal development-conservation dilemma
and poaching.
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Insisting “human-wildlife conflict has to be addressed on priority”, Wildlife Institute
of India Director V B Mathur says, “We need to evolve a robust mechanism to make
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sure that both infrastructure development and conservation happen in a win-win
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manner. We also need to evolve a management paradigm for transient tigers.”
On July 24, a tiger was caught on camera waiting for an opportunity to cross the
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National Highway 7 that cuts through the tiger corridor of Pench forest. It then jumped
over a highway barrier to enter the other side of the forest.

Maharashtra Principal Chief Conservator of Forest Nitin Kakodkar says it’s important
to take conservation to the people. “We need to reduce the dependence of people
on forests by giving them livelihood options. Also, we must use technology like e-
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surveillance and give people real-time alerts about possible conflict. All this will come
at a cost but we have to bear it. In Pandharkawada, we have a team of villagers who
do patrolling and alert people of the movement of tigers.”

NASA’s

GLIMR

space

instrument

to

study

coastal

ecosystems
NASA has selected the Geosynchronous Littoral Imaging and Monitoring
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Radiometer (GLIMR), which is a space-based instrument under the agency’s Earth
Venture Instrument (EVI) portfolio that will observe the coaster regions of the Earth.
According to the space agency, the GLIMR instrument will help in protecting the
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sustainability of the ecosystem and also improve the management of resources and
boost economic activity.
The GLIMR instrument will be providing observations about ocean biology,
chemistry, and ecology in the Gulf of Mexico. It will also be covering the portions
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of southeastern US coastline and the Amazon River plume. The project will be led
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by principal investigator Joseph Salisbury at the University of New Hampshire. The
GLIMR instrument was selected out of eight proposals considered by NASA under
its EVI solicitation released in 2018 that also carried an award of $107.9 million.
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According to NASA, the coastal ecosystems support humans in various ways
however these are under heavy pressure due to land use activities, growth in
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population, extreme weather conditions, and climate change problems. Because of
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these factors, there can be more expansive and harmful algal blooms, in addition
to areas where there is a lack of dissolved oxygen. These algal blooms can be
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detrimental to human health, fisheries and tourism.
The GLIMR instrument will be placed on a NASA-selected platform and will be
launched between 2026 and 2027 into a geosynchronous orbit, where it will be able
to track a wide area, centered on the Gulf of Mexico, for up to 15 hours each day.
From this higher place, the hyperspectral ocean color radiometer will be measuring
the reflectance of sunlight from coast’s waters in thin wavebands.
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GLIMR’s view will be able to help in the study the lifecycle of coastal phytoplankton
blooms and oil spills in a way that would not be possible with low-Earth orbit
satellites.
Given its unique spatial and temporal resolution, GLIMR will be highly complementary
to other low-Earth orbit satellites that observe the ocean.
EVI investigations are small science investigations that align with NASA’s larger
Earth-observing satellite missions. They can help researchers and scientists assess
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solutions for areas that are critical to our environment.

Chandrayaan-2 fourth orbit raising manoeuvre successful:

AUGUST 2019 ISRO
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The orbit of Chandrayaan-2, India’s lunar mission, around the Earth was raised for
the fourth time Friday since its launch on July 22 and all its parameters are normal,
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Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) said.

ISRO said in a statement, “The fourth orbit-raising manoeuvre was performed
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“successfully today as planned using onboard propulsion system for a firing duration
of 646 seconds.”
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The next orbit raising manoeuvre is scheduled for August 6.

Chandrayaan-2, the 3,850-kg three-module spacecraft was launched into an
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elliptical orbit around the Earth, with the aim of landing a rover on the South Pole of
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the moon. The rover is scheduled to land on the lunar surface on September 7.
India will become the fourth nation after Russia, US and China to make a soft landing
on the moon if the mission is successfully implemented.
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Today’s orbit raising is the fourth of 15 such critical manoeuvres planned by the
ISRO to make a landing on the moon, which is approximately four lakh kilometres
away from the Earth.
The previous orbit raising manoeuvres were carried out successfully on July 24,
July 26 and July 29.
ISRO said that the spacecraft’s nearest point to the Earth (or perigee) was 277 km
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whereas the farthest point was 89,472 km.
ISRO said that the onboard propulsion system of Chandrayaan-2 will be fired to slow
down the spacecraft on entering the moon’s sphere of influence, hence enabling it
to be captured into a preliminary orbit around the moon. The orbit would later be
circularised through a set of manoeuvres at a height of 100 km from the surface of
the moon.
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The Lander will then separate from the Orbiter and enter a 100 km*30 km orbit
around the moon and perform a series of “complex braking” manoeuvres to soft-land
on the South pole of the moon on September 7.
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After landing, the Rover will roll out from the Lander and carry out experiments on
the surface of the moon for a period of one lunar day, which is equivalent to 14 Earth
days.
ISRO’s Chandrayaan-2 is aimed at developing and demonstrating key technologies
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for end-to-end lunar mission capability, including soft landing and roving on the lunar
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surface.

Chandrayaan-1, ISRO’s first successful lunar mission made history 11 years ago
when it orbited around the Moon for 312 days.
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Scientists have found the only star that escaped a supermassive
black hole
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Scientists have discovered the only space object – a lone star, that has managed
to escape the force of a supermassive black hole. This is unique because the
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gravitational pull in a black hole is supposed to be so strong that nothing can escape
from it, not even light. The news about the star which escaped the force of the black
hole comes a few months after astronomers across the world showed the first-ever
image of a black hole.
Scientists have successfully tracked down the star, named S5-HVS1, which was
kicked out of Sagittarius A*, which is a supermassive black hole lurking at the
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heart of the Milky Way. The supermassive black hole is claimed to be moving at a
speed of 1,700 kilometers per second, according to research by a team of space
researchers.
According to a research paper titled ‘The Great Escape: Discovery of a nearby 1700
km/s star ejected from the Milky Way by Sgr A*‘, the star has already spent around
4.8 million years on a lonely journey in the space after it was kicked away from the
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Sagittarius A* black hole. “When integrated backwards in time, the orbit of the star
points unambiguously to the Galactic Centre, implying that S5-HVS1 was kicked
away from Sgr A* with a velocity of ∼ 1800 km/s,” the researchers wrote in the
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paper.
The discovery was made during a project called the Southern Stellar Stream
Spectroscopic Survey. The scientists said their data proved the runaway star ‘can
be unambiguously traced back to the Galactic Centre’. In a previous report, NASA
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says that the Sagittarius A* black hole is just 26,000 light-years away from Earth,
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and it is one of the very few black holes in the universe where we can witness the
flow of matter nearby.

“With the S5-HVS1 ejection velocity being almost twice the velocity of other hyper-
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velocity stars previously associated with the Galactic Centre, we question whether
they have been generated by the same mechanism or whether the ejection velocity
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distribution has been constant over time” the research paper read.
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Black holes are uninhabitable chasms of spacetime that end in a ‘singularity,’ or a
mass of infinite density, according to Albert Einstein’s theory of general relativity.
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The gravitational forces in them are so strong that nothing, neither matter nor light,
can escape once it gets too close.

NASA satellite uncovers ‘first nearby super-Earth’ named GJ
357 d
Scientists have characterised the first potentially habitable world outside our own
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solar system located about 31 light-years away. The super-Earth planet — named
GJ 357 d — was discovered in early 2019 owing to NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet
Survey Satellite (TESS), a mission designed to comb the heavens for exoplanets,
according to the research published in the Astrophysical Journal Letters.
“This is exciting, as this is humanity’s first nearby super-Earth that could harbour life
— uncovered with help from TESS, our small, mighty mission with a huge reach,”
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said Lisa Kaltenegger, associate professor of astronomy at Cornell University in the
US and a member of the TESS science team.
The exoplanet is more massive than our own blue planet, and Kaltenegger said the
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discovery will provide insight into Earth’s heavyweight planetary cousins. “With a
thick atmosphere, the planet GJ 357 d could maintain liquid water on its surface like
Earth, and we could pick out signs of life with telescopes that will soon be online,”
she said.
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Astronomers from the Institute of Astrophysics of the Canary Islands and the
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University of La Laguna, both in Spain, announced the discovery of the GJ 357
system in the journal Astronomy & Astrophysics.

They showed that the distant solar system — with a diminutive M-type dwarf sun,
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about one-third the size of our own sun — harbours three planets, with one of those
in that system’s habitable zone: GJ 357 d.
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Last February, the TESS satellite observed that the dwarf sun GJ 357 dimmed very
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slightly every 3.9 days, evidence of a transiting planet moving across the star’s face.
That planet was GJ 357 b, a so-called “hot Earth” about 22 per cent larger than
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Earth, according to the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, which guides TESS.
Follow-up observations from the ground led to the discovery of two more exoplanetary
siblings: GJ 357 c and GJ 357 d. The international team of scientists collected
Earth-based telescopic data going back two decades — to reveal the newly found
exoplanets’ tiny gravitational tugs on its host star, according to NASA.
Exoplanet GJ 357 c sizzles at 127 degrees Celsius and has at least 3.4 times Earth’s
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mass. However, the system’s outermost known sibling planet — GJ 357 d, a superEarth — could provide Earth-like conditions and orbits the dwarf star every 55.7 days
at a distance about one-fifth of Earth’s distance from the sun. It is not yet known if
this planet transits its sun.
Kaltenegger, doctoral candidate Jack Madden and undergraduate student Zifan Lin
simulated light fingerprints, climates and remotely detectable spectra for a planet
that could range from a rocky composition to a water world.
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“We built the first models of what this new world could be like. Just knowing that
liquid water can exist on the surface of this planet motivates scientists to find ways
of detecting signs of life,” Madden said.
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“If GJ 357 d were to show signs of life, it would be at the top of everyone’s travel list
— and we could answer a 1,000-year-old question on whether we are alone in the
cosmos,” Kaltenegger said.
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Scientists found evidence of a ‘mega-tsunami’ on Mars
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Today, Mars is a cold and dry world but many scientists believe it carried water
billions of years ago. A new study on the impact craters found on the surface of
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Mars suggests that if the red planet harboured water, it could have experienced
a “mega-tsunami” that shaped the planet. This study focuses on the identification
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of impact craters that impacted into the ocean and are likely to have produced the
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tsunami. The research analysed a meteor impact site called Lomonosov, which is
120 kilometres deep, the same height as the estimated depth of the ocean.
The impact crater strongly resembles the similar marine impact sights on Earth, and
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so the researchers believe that this specific impact site must have been the ground
zero for the “mega-tsunami” that would have ploughed across the surface of Mars.
Researchers believe that the hole in the southern lip of the crater could have been
the result of the ocean roaring back from that direction.
Notably, scientists do not have definitive proof that Mars once carried oceans like
Earth billions of years ago or contained water. Scientists say they need more data
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to confirm the Mars ocean theory but if the red planet really carried ocean, the
Lomonosov crater could be the point where the planet once held an ocean.
The author of the study, Francois Costard writes in the paper, “The orientations of the
associated lobate deposits — a conspicuous type of landforms called Thumbprint
Terrain — suggests that if an impact event triggered the mega‐tsunami, the most
likely location of the source crater is within the northern plains regions situated north
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of Arabia Terra.”
While earlier evidence hinted that the ocean’s shores were shaped by at least one
impact in the same general area as the Lomonosov crater, this study has narrowed
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things down to a specific impact site.
The researchers selected 10 complex impact craters, based on their diameters,
location, and geomorphic characteristics. Of those, the Late Hesperian Lomonosov
crater, which is around 120 km in diameter, exhibits a unique topographic plan view
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asymmetry when compared to other similar‐sized and similar‐aged craters in the
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northern plains such as Micoud, Korolev, and Milankovic.

“We attribute its broad and shallow rim, in part, to an impact into a shallow ocean
as well as its subsequent erosion from the collapsing transient water cavity,” says
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Costard.

The study claims that the likely marine formation of the Lomonosov crater, and the
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apparent agreement in its age with that of the Thumbprint Terrain unit, strongly
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suggests that it was the source crater of the tsunami.
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Chandrayaan-2 to break free from Earth, moves into higher
orbit for fifth time

The Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft moved into a higher orbit around the Earth ,
completing five manoeuvres in space since its launch on July 22. The orbit raising
went as planned, said the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO).
The spacecraft was put in an Earth-bound elliptical orbit, 17 minutes after its launch.
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It will now prepare to break free from the Earth before it makes the final, and most
critical of all — landing of the Vikram lander and Pragyan rover on the lunar surface
on September 7.
The 3,850-kg three-module Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft moved into a higher orbit
around the earth after firing its onboard propulsion system on August 2 for the fourth
time. It had previously moved into higher orbit on July 29, July 26 and July 24.
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, ISRO released the first set of images of earth captured by Chandrayaan-2, from
outer space.
On entering the Moon’s sphere of influence, the onboard propulsion system of
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Chandrayaan-2 will be fired to slow down the spacecraft. It will enable the spacecraft
to be captured into a preliminary orbit around the Moon. Later, Chandrayaan-2 will
perform a set of manoeuvres around the moon to be circularised at 100 km height
from the lunar surface.
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Subsequently, the lander will separate from the orbiter and enter into a 100 km X
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30 km orbit around the Moon, and then, it will perform a series of “complex braking”
manoeuvres to soft-land in the South polar region of the Moon on September 7.

Chandrayaan-2, riding the powerful GSLV Mk-III rocket, was successfully launched
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at 2.43 pm on July 22 from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota. It was
a textbook launch and initial anxiety evaporated 16 minutes 23 seconds later when
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scientists at mission control broke into applause, signalling that Chandrayaan-2 was
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now on its own.

The mission, if successful, will make India the fourth country after Russia, the US
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and China to make a soft landing on the moon.

‘Moon, Mercury may contain more water ice than thought’
The Moon and Mercury, the closest planet to the Sun, may contain significantly more
water ice than previously thought, according to a new analysis of data from NASA
spacecraft. The potential ice deposits are found in craters near the poles of both
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worlds, according to the study published in the journal Nature Geoscience.
On the Moon, “we found shallow craters tend to be located in areas where surface
ice was previously detected near the south pole of the Moon, and inferred this
shallowing is most likely due to the presence of buried thick ice deposits,” said Lior
Rubanenko of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) in the US.
In the past, telescopic observations and orbiting spacecraft have found glacier-like
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ice deposits on Mercury, but as of yet not on the Moon. The new work raises the
possibility that thick ice-rich deposits also exist on the Moon. The research may not
only help resolve the question regarding the Moon’s apparent low ice abundance
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relative to Mercury, but it could also have practical applications.
“If confirmed, this potential reservoir of frozen water on the Moon may be
sufficiently massive to sustain long-term lunar exploration,” said Noah Petro, Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Project Scientist at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight
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Center in the US.
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The poles of Mercury and the Moon are among the coldest places in our solar
system. Unlike Earth, the spin axes of Mercury and the Moon are oriented such that,
in their polar regions, the Sun never rises high above the horizon. Consequently,
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polar topographic depressions, such as impact craters, never see the Sun.
For decades it has been postulated these so-called permanently shadowed regions
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are so cold that any ice trapped within them can potentially survive for billions
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of years. Previous observations of the poles of Mercury with Earth-based radar
revealed a signature characteristic of thick, pure ice deposits. Later, MESSENGER
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spacecraft imaged these ice deposits.
“We showed Mercury’s polar deposits to be dominantly composed of water ice and
extensively distributed in both Mercury’s north and south polar regions,” said Nancy
Chabot, instrument scientist for MESSENGER’s Mercury Dual Imaging System from
the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory in the US.
“Mercury’s ice deposits appear to be much less patchy than those on the Moon,
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and relatively fresh, perhaps emplaced or refreshed within the last tens of millions
of years,” Chabot said.
Previous radar and imaging studies of the Moon, whose polar thermal environments
are very similar to those of Mercury, found only patchy, shallow ice deposits. The
airless surfaces of Mercury and the Moon are scarred by many impact craters. These
craters form when meteoroids or comets impact the surface. The team analysed
simple craters that are formed by smaller, less energetic impactors.
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These depressions are held together by the strength of the surface dust layer,
or regolith and tend to be more circular and symmetrical than large craters. The
scientists exploited this inherent symmetry to estimate the thickness of ice trapped
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within simple craters.
The study used elevation data obtained by MESSENGER and LRO to measure
approximately 15,000 simple craters with diameters ranging from 2.5 kilometre (km)
to 15 km on Mercury and the Moon.
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Researchers found that craters become up to 10 per cent shallower near the north
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pole of Mercury and the south pole of the Moon, but not the north pole of the Moon.
The researchers concluded that the most probable explanation for these shallower
craters is the accumulation of previously undetected thick ice deposits on both
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worlds.

They found that the pole-facing slopes of these craters are slightly shallower than
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their equator-facing slopes, and that the shallowing is more significant in regions that
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promote ice stability because of Mercury’s orbit around the Sun. The topographic
signal detected by the scientists is relatively more prominent in smaller simple
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craters, but does not preclude the possibility that ice may be more widespread in
larger craters across the lunar pole.

DoT plans sops to push mobile connectivity in all villages by 2020
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
Every Indian village without mobile connectivity is likely to get connections in a year from
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now, if a new incentive model devised by the department of telecommunications (DoT)
works out.
Reliance Jio, Bharti Airtel and Vodafone Idea have teamed up with DoT to reach the
last 43,000 villages without cellular services, Cellular Operators Association of India
director general Rajan Mathews said.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi wants these villages connected within a year,
Mathews said, along the lines of the last-mile connectivity achieved for cooking gas
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and electricity supply.
“Telcos didn’t go there earlier because the commercials don’t work. DoT is now
coming up with a model where they will give 100% subsidy (for capital expenditure).
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Basically, the government will pay for it and telcos will set up the network and operate
it,” Mathews added.
“The (DoT’s) intention is to also subsidize (network) operating costs for five years,”
he said. After this period, the infrastructure will be handed over to the operator.
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Under the model, the government will divide these 43,000 villages into three
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categories—easy-to-cover, medium difficulty, and hard-to-cover. After this, it will form
pools comprising villages from each of these three categories. Telcos will then bid for
these pools and will not be allowed to disaggregate the villages from the pools.
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Whichever telco bids the lowest amount to provide connectivity to these pools will
win the bid. The government is working on other modalities, including the total size
of the project.
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An email query to DoT did not elicit any response till press time.
So far, the government was dependent on state-run operator BSNL to reach these

s
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unconnected villages.

According to data from DoT, Odisha had 9,940 villages without mobile services,
Maharashtra 6,117 and Madhya Pradesh 5,558. Other villages lacking mobile
services are located in border areas, islands and the north-eastern states.
The fresh focus on connecting the villages comes after telecom minister Ravi Shankar
Prasad met top officials of telcos last month and assured them of the government’s
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full support on outstanding issues, such as cut in levies and refunds, apart from
asking the industry to reach all villages within a year.
According to the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, as of May end, rural teledensity was 56.42. Teledensity is the number of telephone connections for every
hundred individuals living in an area.
There were 505.59 million rural wireless subscribers in the country as of May end. The
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share of rural wireless subscribers in the overall wireless user base is 43.52%.
Interestingly, the national digital communications policy, approved by the Cabinet in
September 2018, had set a goal to provide universal broadband coverage, deploy
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five million public Wi-Fi hot spots by 2020, and 10 million by 2022 through a National
Broadband Mission, apart from implementing a “Fibre First Initiative” to take fibre
to the home.
In February, DoT announced plans to monetize fibre assets built by the government
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under its flagship mission BharatNet by leasing the assets for a 20-year period
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after a bidding process. This comes against the backdrop of concerns over poor
utilization of digital infrastructure that has been created across more than 100,000
gram panchayats in the country.
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Most of India’s digitally monetizable users want vernacular content: Report
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[Important for: Essay, Science & Tech.]
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About 80% of India’s digitally monetizable users prefer their content to come in
vernacular languages and not English.
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According to a new report by research and consulting firm RedSeer, India had an
active Internet user base of 530 million in 2018, comprising 260 million “monetizable”
users, which is expected to grow to 400 million by 2023 owing to the rise in the total
number of Internet users. Consumption of digital content in vernacular languages
is a preference for 210 million of these users who come with an annual spending
power of $300 billion.
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Conducted in 121 cities and towns and across 2,400 Internet users and 600 nonInternet users, the report on ‘Vernacular is now, not the future,’ aims to understand
the preferences and consumption patterns of English-first versus vernacular-first
users in India, especially in the digital space.
These vernacular users are spending 56% of their time on the Internet (especially
on smartphones) as compared to other media (TV, print and radio), the report says.
Social media and content drives their consumption of time on the Internet, with rural
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consumption higher than that of urban. However, 80% of the vernacular user base
accesses Facebook in English due to low quality perception of online vernacular
content. This base can be tapped if the quality of vernacular content is improved.
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“Through this study, we found that India has added Internet users at 8X speed in the
last 10 years driven by small towns and villages and not by large cities, where users
are entering the digital ecosystem due to access, affordability and aspirations,” Anil
Kumar, founder and CEO, RedSeer said. “The top 50 cities today account for less
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than 20% of the Internet user base, and will continue to decrease as a percentage of
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overall Internet user base in the next five years. In this context, it becomes important
for advertisers to look at the user base from a monetizability lens and understand
how the time spent by these users on the Internet is changing, as the vernacular
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platforms now account for 56% of overall time spent on social media.”
Vernacular users can be classified into three broad segments. First are the vernacular
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pure who have a strong preference for their vernacular language and their basic
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phone usage (phone settings, keyboard), social engagement via phone (social
media, communication, etc.) and online content consumption is in their vernacular
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language. They comprise 20% of all monetizable users.
Then come the vernacular intermediate who prefer English as the basic phone
usage language, while social engagement and online content consumption is in the
vernacular language. They comprise 30% of all monetizable users.
Finally come the vernacular first who prefer English for basic phone usage and
social engagement, whilst preferring to consume online content in their vernacular
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language. They comprise 30% of all monetizable users.
Vernacular monetizable Internet users have three times the total spending power
of monetizable English internet users. With approximately 210 million monetizable
users in India, with a per capita average annual spend of $1400-$1500, the total
annual spending power of this segment translates to $300 billion, the report said. In
comparison, the total annual spending power of monetizable English users is $155
billion.
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This highlights the importance of the vernacular user in the evolving digital space.
While advertisers are reaching English users, it is only 25% of the total spend capacity.
Almost 75% of the spend capacity is still untouched as vernacular-first users are less
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likely to engage with English ads. Vernacular platforms offer higher engagement
as compared to English platforms. This, in combination with maturing vernacular
platforms translates into a $3 billion opportunity for vernacular digital ad spend.
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Cyberattacks grew 22% on India’s IoT deployments in Q2
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[Important for: Polity, Science & Tech.]

New Delhi: With 22% jump in cyberattacks on Internet of Things (IoT) deployments in
the country, India was the most attacked nation in the IoT space last quarter, said a
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new report released here . This was the second consecutive quarter that the country
topped the cyber attack victims list.
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Smart cities, financial services and transportation sectors led the sectoral rankings
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in terms of the attacks, said the report titled “State of Internet of Things (IoT)
Security”.
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Among the 15 Indian cities from which data was gathered, Mumbai, New Delhi and
Bengaluru are attracting the maximum number of cyberattacks, revealed the study
by Bengaluru-headquartered telecom solutions provider Subex.
During the quarter, the researchers registered 33,450 high-grade attacks, 500 of
which were very high sophistication.
“The threat intelligence compiled points to a high level of hacker interest in projects
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in India and this is indeed a matter of concern,” P. Vinod Kumar, CEO, Subex, said
in a statement.
The research revealed that a range of sophisticated malware is being deployed by
hackers to target critical infrastructure projects and there has been a significant rise
in reconnaissance attacks.
The study identified over 2,550 unique malware samples in the country. Internet of
Things (IoT) projects are being targeted at the proof of concept stages itself and
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many malware samples isolated showed a tendency to persist and listen to the
network traffic.
Increase in the number of attacks with geopolitical motivation is also a trend, the
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study reported.

IIT Madras registers initial success with iron ion battery
[Important for: Science & Tech.
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Viable alternative?Iron ion battery has 55-60% of the lithium ion battery’s performance,
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says Ramaprabhu Sundara (right).

Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras researchers have for the first time
fabricated a rechargeable iron ion battery using mild steel as the anode. The iron ion
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battery is cost-effective and the amount of energy that can be stored in the battery
is also high.
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While lithium ions are the charge carriers in lithium ion battery, the Fe2+ ions perform
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that function in the case of iron ion battery.

With the world turning its attention to electric vehicles, the focus is on developing
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batteries that are cheaper. With no lithium reserves in India and shortage of
lithium reserves in the world, the stress is on developing rechargeable batteries of
comparable performance using materials other than lithium. And this is where the
work of IIT Madras gains importance.
The team led by Ramaprabhu Sundara from the institute’s Department of Physics
demonstrated the performance of an iron ion battery for up to 150 cycles of charging
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and discharging. With 54% capacity retention at the end of 50 cycles of charging
and discharging, the battery display good stability. The results were published in the
journal Chemical Communications.
When fabricated under controlled conditions, the amount of energy that can be
drawn from the iron ion battery is 220 Wh per kg, which is 55-60% of lithium ion
battery’s performance. The energy density of lithium ion battery is around 350 Wh
per kg.
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Favourable results
“We can fabricate the battery under ambient conditions too. Under such conditions,
we get nearly 40% of lithium ion battery’s performance,” says Prof. Ramaprabhu.
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“The battery can also be cycled at high current densities so that energy can be
drawn at a faster rate from the battery.”
“Iron has favourable physico-chemical properties like lithium,” he says. The redox
potential of iron ion is higher than lithium ion and the radius of the Fe2+ ion is nearly
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the same as that of the lithium ion. “These two favourable properties of iron have
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been overlooked for so many years. And that’s the reason why we don’t have iron
ion rechargeable batteries,” Prof. Ramaprabhu says.

In pure iron, the easy removal of iron ions from the anode and their reinsertion,
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which is an essential mechanism in battery operation, is not possible. However,
small amount of carbon present in mild steel facilitates this process.
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“Iron is more stable during the charging process and therefore prevents short-
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circuiting of the batteries. Thus, when compared with the popular lithium metalbased batteries, we are able to cut down the cost and make it safer to handle,” says
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Sai Smruti Samantaray a co-author of the paper and a PhD student at IIT Madras.
Different cathode

In iron ion battery, vanadium pentoxide is used as the cathode. Vanadium pentoxide
was chosen as it has a layered structure with very large spacing between the
layers.
“The large inter-layer spacing in vanadium pentoxide allows iron ions to easily move
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in and bind to the interlayers of the cathode and also easily get detached and move
back to the anode,” says Ajay Piriya who is a PhD student at IIT Madras and the
first author of the paper. “Vanadium pentoxide is already in use as a cathode in
multivalent ion batteries.”
Finally, a different electrolyte was used — ether-based electrolyte containing
dissolved iron perchlorate. “We tried different electrolytes including conventional
ones and also a combination of different electrolytes. But we got the best result
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with ether-based solvent containing dissolved iron perchlorate. The iron perchlorate
behaves like an ion-conducting medium between the anode and cathode,” says Ms.
Samantaray.
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Improving performance
The team is now focused on further improving the performance of the iron ion
battery. Since the electrolyte cannot be changed, the researchers are trying out
different cathode materials.
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“We are trying out different metal oxides to increase the amount of iron ions that can
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bind to the cathode. When more iron ions bind to the cathode, more energy can be
stored in the battery leading to improved performance,” says Ms. Piriya.

“We are currently working on other kinds of battery electrochemistry using iron as
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one of the electrodes. We are also trying to improve the stability of the battery,” he
says.
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Irrigation, agriculture shift rainfall to northwestern India, IIT-B finds
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
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The shortcoming:Till now, the models used widely for land-surface modelling have
not been designed for Indian conditions.File photoRITU RAJ KONWAR
For the first time, researchers from the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay
have found that even a change in irrigation policy has the potential to shift monsoon
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rainfall and intensify extreme rainfall in India through its feedback to atmosphere.
They have further found the reason behind the shift in the summer monsoon rainfall
towards northwestern India and intensification of extreme rainfall over central India
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during the month of September.
Land-surface model
It became possible to understand what causes the monsoon to shift and the role of
irrigation as the researchers developed a module of land-surface model that takes
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into account the actual soil irrigation and agriculture pattern seen in India.
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During the month of September, agriculture lands are highly irrigated and the crops
are matured. As a result, there is maximum evapotranspiration taking place leading
to highest contribution of moisture from the land to the atmosphere. “Till now, the
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models that have been used widely for land-surface modelling were not designed for
Indian conditions,” says Subimal Ghosh from the Department of Civil Engineering at
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IIT Bombay and corresponding author of a paper published in Geophysical Research
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Letters.

“The models used so far considered that irrigation starts only when soil moisture is
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very low (permanent wilting point) and stops when it reaches slightly below saturated
soil moisture state (field capacity)”
But the reality is otherwise — there is uncontrolled irrigation in India. And nearly
50% of crop area is covered by paddy where the fields are kept in submerged
conditions. As a result, the contribution of moisture from the land to the atmosphere
is very different from what is followed in the West, which is what the models used
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so far took into account.
“So we collaborated with Pacific Northwest National Laboratory to develop a landsurface model that takes into account the Indian conditions,” says Prof. Ghosh.
Irrigation management
Several studies have already shown that irrigation contributes moisture to the Indian
summer monsoon. But the IIT Bombay team along with researchers from Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory have shown that
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whenever there is a change in the irrigation management, there is a change in the
moisture feedback to the atmosphere.
The researchers considered three scenarios — no irrigation, irrigation that is based
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on soil moisture deficit h, and finally uncontrolled irrigation as seen in India.
Monsoon shift
The researchers found that as a result of excess irrigation over northern India, the
summer monsoon rainfall in September shifts towards the northwestern part of the
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country. There is also intensification of extreme rainfall over central India during
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September.

Land-surface processes including irrigation affect the heat fluxes — temperature
related and evapotranspiration. Modified heat fluxes along with changes in atmosphere
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moisture content and distribution result in a shift in rainfall towards northwestern part
of the country and increased extreme rainfall over central India during September.
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The study has not looked at how irrigation and agriculture influence monsoon in
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southern India.

“Rainfall increasing the moisture content in soil is well known and can be visualised.
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But soil moisture contributing to the atmosphere cannot be visualised easily and is
therefore neglected,” points out Prof. Ghosh.
“Our analysis underlines why the soil to atmosphere feedback cannot be neglected.
Each of the component — atmosphere and hydrology — have to be coupled together
to understand the system in full.”
“Any land-surface model used for India should take into account Indian irrigation and
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agriculture system. Otherwise, we will not add value and will come up with incorrect
results,” he says.
“We need more detailed irrigation data for southern India to perform much better
analysis of land-surface feedback of human-natural systems,” he says.

Mapping world’s soil worms
[Important for: Environment & Ecology]
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Multitudes:There are about 57 billion nematodes for every human being on Earth.A.
MuralitharanA_MURALITHARAN

Grab a pinch of soil and you can find over a hundred soil worms or nematodes, says
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the first global analysis of nematodes. Nematodes are roundworms and their size
can vary from a tiny 0.2 millimetre to a few metres.
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A team of over 50 researchers collected over 6,500 soil samples from all seven
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continents of the world and found that there are about 57 billion nematodes for every
human being on Earth.
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The study was done only on the top 15 cm of soil. Their total biomass comes to
around 300 million tonnes which is about 80% of the combined weight of Earth’s
humans.

The paper published in Nature adds that these nematodes are responsible for
“around 2.2% of the total carbon emission from soils”. Thomas Ward Crowther,
one of the corresponding authors of the study from ETH (Swiss Federal Institute
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of Technology), Zurich adds in a release: “Predicting climate change requires
that we understand global carbon and nutrient cycles. We currently have a great
understanding of the physics and chemistry of our planet, but we know far less about
the biological organisms that drive these cycles. Improving our understanding of
these organisms at a global level is critical if we are going to understand and address
climate change.”
The most interesting finding of the study is this — at 38% of the total, sub-Arctic
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regions have the highest abundance of nematodes. The temperate region has the
next highest abundance followed by the tropical regions. When asked why the
worms preferred the cold regions, Johan van den Hoogen, the first author of the
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study explained in an email to The Hindu that soil organic matter content was the
key driver for nematode abundance. The low temperature and high moisture in the
sub-Arctic regions reduce the decomposition rate of organic matter. This leads to
accumulation of organic matter and the nematodes happily thrive on them. He is a
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senior scientist at ETH Zürich, Switzerland
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Indian soils

Soils from Western and Eastern Ghats of India and the Himalayas were used for the
study. Wasim Ahmad from the Department of Zoology at Aligarh Muslim University
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was one of the authors of the study and his lab is home to soil samples which have
been collected from all parts of India in the past 50 years.
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“In India, ever since the 1992 Earth summit, we have started to talk about biodiversity.
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But the environment ministry has given more emphasis to the ‘above ground
biodiversity’, than the ‘below ground biodiversity’. These nematodes play a crucial
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role in the environment as they are responsible for production of about 19% of
ammonia of the soil. They are also important bioindicators of soil ecosystem health,”
says Prof. Ahmad.

“Various kinds of bacteria, fungi, arthropods and a wide variety of nematodes inhabit
the soil. We can study the environmental changes by looking at a small amount of
soil as they can represent the entire food web.” he adds.
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Prof. Ahmad is also worried that many nematicides have been indiscriminately used
in our agricultural fields, posing a major threat to their survival. He urges the use of
biological control methods to save these important organisms.

Cancer stem cells can form blood, lymph vessels within tumours
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
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Morphing cells:Up to 20% of blood vessels in tumours were derived from cancer
stem cells, says T.S. Ganesan (sitting)
The study informs management of cancer because a tumour needs both blood and
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lymph to grow and spread
The role of cancer stem cells in maintaining and spreading a tumour has remained a
hypothesis until recently. Now, a group of researchers from Cancer Institute (WIA),
Chennai, have shown that in a common type of ovarian cancer, cancer stem cells
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can morph into special cell types that build tiny bunches of blood vessel within the
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tumour.

Further, the team also found that cells making up lymph vessels, another essential
component of the tumour which aids in spreading the tumour (metastasis), can be
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made by the cancer stem cells. The study also indicates that a certain factor —
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) — could be responsible for this morphing
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(trans-differentiation) of the stem cells. The study was published in the journal
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Angiogenesis.

Epithelial ovarian cancers are about 85% of all ovarian cancers. And the researchers
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studied the most common epithelial ovarian cancer subtype — high-grade serous
adenocarcinoma of the ovary.
Targeting stem cells

Cancer stem cells are small in number in the tumour but are perhaps the most
difficult ones to target as they resist chemotherapy and radiation. They are also
responsible for the relapse of cancer. Hence, there is immense interest in studying
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these types of cell and how they can be targeted for management of cancer.
Blood vessels are tubes lined on their inner sides by endothelial cells and on the
outer by pericytes. The walls of a lymph vessel, which transports fluids through the
body, are only lined by endothelial cells.
“The origin of components of a blood vessel — endothelial cells and pericytes — in
primary malignant cells from ovarian tumours has been established in our study. Up
to 20% of the blood vessels in the tumours were derived from the cancer stem cells,”
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says Prof. T.S. Ganesan, from Cancer Institute (WIA), Chennai, who led the study.
“This is the first study to make this connection between lymphatic endothelial cells
and the stem cells,” he adds.
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Tracing mutation
The researchers established the connection in several steps. The first indicator was
the proximity of the cancer stem cells and the blood vessels. Secondly, specific
genetic mutations observed in the stem cells were also present in the endothelial
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cells.
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When cancer stem cells are grown in the lab (in vitro) in a three-dimensional matrix,
they form spherical structures referred to as spheroids. The cancer stem cells when
grown under specific conditions are seen to develop into endothelial cells, pericytes
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and lymphatic endothelial cells.

“We found that the cells grown under specific conditions showed functional features
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of normal blood vessels such as formation of tubes,” said S. Krishna Priya, first
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author of the study, in an email. “We also identified a growth factor (VEGF), which
is already known to play a major role in the growth of blood vessels. This is also
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important for cancer stem cells becoming endothelial cells,” she explained.
The spheroids were labelled with green fluorescent protein and injected into mice.
“Since the spheroids were labelled, the tumours formed by these cells would glow
green and hence, the blood vessels too. We found that the blood vessels and
lymphatic vessels in mouse tumours showed the green fluorescence, suggesting
that they are derived from cancer stem cells,” says Ms Krishna Priya.
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The study has implications for management of cancer because a tumour needs
supply of both blood and lymph to grow and spread. So targeting the cancer stem
cells can curtail both. The study also suggests that drugs that inhibit the growth
factor may be more effective clinically.

Eye-movement test to detect sleep loss
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
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NASA has developed a test which uses a range of eye movements to detect acute
sleep deprivation in people.
Lack of sleep is thought to play a role in up to 30% of all motor vehicle crashes and
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is even implicated in catastrophic events, such as the Chernobyl nuclear disaster,
researchers said.
The study, published in The Journal of Physiology, shows that a range of eyemovement tests provide a reliable biomarker of individual acute sleep loss.
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The research, conducted at NASA’s Ames Research Center in the US, found that
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a set of easily obtainable eye-movement measures could be used to provide a
sensitive and reliable tool to detect small neural deficits.

Importantly, these measures could even be used to distinguish sleep-related
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impairment from that due to alcohol or brain injury.
The method
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They had the participants spend up to 28 hours awake, and tested them periodically
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to monitor how their visual and eye-movement performance changed throughout the
day-night cycle.
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The researchers found that when participants were asked to track stimuli with
unpredictable onset, direction, speed and starting location, human eye movements
were dramatically impaired.

These findings have important implications for individuals who work in jobs requiring
vigilant monitoring and precise motor action, such as military personnel, surgeons
and truck drivers.
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These measures could be used in assessing individuals working during the biological
night, or following sleep loss.
“There are significant safety ramifications for workers who may be performing tasks
that require precise visual coordination of one’s actions when sleep deprived or
during night shifts,” said Lee Stone, senior author of the study.

When a large asteroid crashed into Jupiter
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The biggest planet in the solar system Jupiter was possibly hit by an asteroid and
the impact was captured by astronomer Ethan Chappel, who put out pictures of
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the event on Twitter. A small white spot on the left bottom of the planet, which was
captured by the astronomer using his Celestron 8 telescope, before it faded away,
showcases the possibility of a large asteroid crashing into it.
“Single frame and DeTeCt output image of the potential impact on #Jupiter,” Chappel
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Astro’s tweet of August 7 read. The event, however, remains to be confirmed by a
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second observer. The flash of light was observed in the planet’s South Equatorial
Belt (SEB).

In a separate tweet from the Twitter handle of his website Chappel Astro, the
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astronomer confirmed that the impact happened on August 7 at 4:07 UTC. Prior
to this, among the most famous recorded impacts on Jupiter happened in 1994
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when SL9 or Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9, which is said to be hotter than the Sun’s
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surface, hit the planet.

Astronomer Dr. Heidi B. Hammel, who led the team using the Hubble Space
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Telescope to view Shoemaker-Levy 9’s impact, also took to Twitter to congratulate
Chappel on his discovery and wrote, “A bolide (meteor) and not likely to leave dark
debris like SL9 did 25 years ago.”
Meanwhile, NASA has shared new images of Jupiter taken on June 27, 2019, by
Hubble Space Telescope, which reveal Great Red Spot as well as more colourful
bands in ice clouds. The rich, striking colours of cloud bands on top and bottom
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of the Great Red Spot stand out the most. The two bands are moving in opposite
directions and a storm is rolling counterclockwise between them, as per NASA.

Apple’s Face ID hacked using a pair of glasses, black tape
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
Apple’s FaceID hacked using a pair of glasses and black tape
Researchers have found a way to bypass Apple’s FaceID system using a pair of
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glasses and putting black tape on the lenses. According to a ThreatPost report, the
method takes advantage of the “liveness” detection feature of biometrics.
Researchers have found a way to bypass Apple’s FaceID system using a pair of
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glasses and putting black tape on the lenses. According to a ThreatPost report,
the method takes advantage of the “liveness” detection feature, which essentially
determines whether the biometric being captured is of an actual person and not a
mask or a photograph.
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Researchers from Tencent put a black tape on both lenses of a pair of glasses, and
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white tape inside the black tape to carry out the attack. The modified glasses, dubbed
“X-glasses” can then simply be put on the victim’s eyes when they are sleeping to
unlock their phone. The researchers were then able to successfully transfer money
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using mobile payment on the victim’s phone once it was unlocked.

How a user’s eyes are scanned through liveness detection was exploited to launch
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the attack. The researchers took advantage of two key factors – the change in
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liveliness detection when a user is wearing glasses and that 3D information of the
eye area is not extracted when a user is wearing glasses.
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“They discovered that the abstraction of the eye for liveness detection renders a
black area (the eye) with a white point on it (the iris),” the report read. But the attack
is quite difficult to carry out as it demands the victim to be sleeping or unconscious
when the glasses are put on him for the glasses to stay in place. And of course, the
victim’s iPhone is needed.
Apple FaceID is touted by the company as among the “most advanced” security
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technologies on personal devices. But this is not the first time that a loophole in the
FaceID has been exploited. In 2017, Wired reported that a team of researchers from
Vietnamese security firm Bkav claimed to have fooled the FaceID authentication
system using a composite 3D-printed mask. The security experts also posted a
video on how they did this.

NASA’s Mars 2020 rover prototype being tested on lava fields of Iceland
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[Important for: Science & Tech.]
NASA’s Mars 2020 rover prototype being tested on lava fields of Iceland
NASA’s Mars 2020 rover is now being tested on the lava fields of Iceland as it gets
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closer to the mission. The Mars 2020 rover mission will take off in July next year.
NASA’s Mars 2020 rover is now being tested on the lava fields of Iceland as it
gets closer to the mission. The Mars 2020 rover is unnamed, though NASA is still
accepting entries for possible names till September 30, 2019.
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According to news agency AFP, 15 scientists and engineers from NASA are testing
the rover prototype on the Lambahraun lava field. This is located close to Iceland’s
second biggest glacier, Langjokull. The NASA rover will land on the Jezero Crater
on Mars. The rover launch is expected in July 2020 and it will land on the red planet
by February 2021.
The Mars 2020 rover is expected to spend at least one Martian year (687 Earth
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Days) on the planet. According to AFP, the reason NASA is testing its rover in the
volcanic islands of Iceland because of the similarities with Mars.
“It’s a very good analogue for Mars exploration and learning how to drive Mars
rovers,” Adam Deslauriers, manager of space and education, at Canada’s Mission
Control Space Services said. This company has been commissioned by NASA to
test the rover prototype, notes the report.
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What fertility rate data show
The graph (below) shows trends for the total fertility rate (TFR) in various states.
TFR, defined as the number of children born to a woman until the end of her child-
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bearing age, is a key indicator for population trends.
During his Independence Day speech Thursday, Prime Minister Narendra
Modiunderlined challenges posed by population growth in the country. “I would like
to highlight the issue of population explosion in our country from the aegis of the Red
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Fort today. This rapidly increasing population poses various new challenges for us
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and our future generations,” the Prime Minister said.

The graph is based on TFR data from the Sample Registration System (SRS)
undertaken by the Office of the Registrar General of India. The SRS also looks at
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other indicators such as crude birth rate, general fertility rate, age specific/marital
fertility rate, gross reproduction rate along with sex ratio at birth. While Census
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figures provide the total population every decade, the regular SRS estimates provide
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dynamic trends underlying the population growth.

After four successive years (2013-2016) when the TFR stagnated at 2.3 births per
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woman of child-bearing age, the latest SRS estimates (2017) show the TFR dropping
to 2.2. This figure is only marginally higher than the fertility rate (2.1) required for
replacement of the existing population.
SRS estimates over the last decade and more, meanwhile, show a declining trend
across the country. Even the states that have a higher TFR — Uttar Pradesh (3.0),
Bihar (3.2), MP (2.7), Rajasthan (2.6), Assam (2.3), Chhattisgarh (2.4) and Jharkhand
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(2.5) — have been witnessing a declining trend in fertility rates. These seven states
account for about 45 per cent of the total population in the 2011 Census. Two more
states, Gujarat and Haryana, recorded a TFR of 2.2, which is above the replacement
rate but is equal to the national average. Taken together, these nine major states
account for 52 per cent of the 2011 population.
This means that in the states barring these nine, and accounting for almost half the
population, the replacement level is either 2.1 or has gone below it. These states with
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a lower TFR include Kerala (1.7), Tamil Nadu (1.6), Karnataka (1.7), Maharashtra
(1.7), Andhra Pradesh (1.6), Telangana (1.7), West Bengal (1.6), Jammu and Kashmir
(1.6) and Odisha (1.9).
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Brain-computer interface enhanced for active rehabilitation of stroke patients
[Important for: Health and Medicine, Essay]
Fewer channels:We achieved improved motor imagery classification accuracy when
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the data dimension was almost reduced to half compared to the state-of-art method,
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says Vinod Prasad (second from right).

A trained neural network was used to develop a system that could effectively benefit
stroke patients
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The use of cybernetics to carry out rehabilitation therapies for stroke patients is
a fast-developing field of research. Within this, the brain-computer interface is an
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important area being studied. IIT Palakkad researchers have found a way to improve
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the functioning of the brain-computer interface when used by stroke patients.
Stroke patients who suffer from paralysis of limbs now have a different route to
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follow as far as rehabilitation therapy and eventual recovery of use of their limbs
are concerned. This is by using a brain-computer interface. The interface provides a
two-way communication between a person’s brain and an external device, such as
an electro encephalograph.
Optimisation problem
This is effected by electrodes placed on the person’s head close to specific brain
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regions. Communication certainly improves as the number of channels – electrodes
attached to the brain region – is increased. But the downside is that increasing
the channels makes computation more complex, increases preparation time and
is inconvenient for the person. Thus, it would be preferable if there was a way to
filter out and retain only the most useful and informative channels. Thus, there is an
optimisation problem at hand.
New method
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The IIT Palakkad researchers have used a trained neural network, with inputs from
neuroscience, to develop a new channel-selection method that makes the process
more efficient and effective. The research is to be presented at the 2019 IEEE
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International Conference On Systems Man, and Cybernetics, to be held in October
in Italy.
In the experiment, the subject sits on a chair and imagines clenching his or her right
or left hand in accordance with a cue that is flashed on a screen. Then he or she is
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given a cue to imagine relaxing his or her hand. Electrodes placed on the person’s
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head near the appropriate brain area convey this to an electro encephalograph
(EEG), which decodes their thought. Each of the 10 persons was asked to respond
to 100 random cues to imagine clenching either left or right hand and the signal was
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observed.

Close to 75% accuracy was observed in the way the participants classified the cues.
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“We achieved improved motor imagery classification accuracy when the dimension
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of the data was almost reduced by half compared to the state-of-art method. The
average classification accuracy obtained for 10 subjects is 74.3 with only 13 encoded
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channels (reduced from the initial 32 channels),” says A. Vinod Prasad, who led the
study, in an email to The Hindu.
The group has developed an artificial neural network that actually makes this system
work, by selecting the most informative channels and omitting the unnecessary ones.
“There are two major research challenges in motor imagery classification. The first
challenge is the variability of brain signal features between different individuals,” says
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Prof Vinod Prasad. “The second is the variation of signal features of an individual
person over a period of time. Robust signal processing algorithms and machine
learning techniques are needed to address these two challenges. We contributed in
this direction,” he adds.
Uses in therapy
At present, stroke patients undergo a passive rehabilitation therapy — the patient
plays a passive role while the physiotherapist actively helps by moving the patient’s
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paralysed limb. Development of the motor imagery brain-computer interface can
help develop an active rehabilitation therapy where the patient can move his
limb according to his own movement intention (motor imagery). “Stroke recovery
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significantly enhances with such an active rehabilitation based on motor imagery
because it assists in building new neuronal interconnections that take over the
functionality of affected brain regions [brain plasticity],” says Prof. Vinod Prasad.
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App uses AI to detect banana pest, diseases
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[Important for: Health and Medicine, Essay]
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Versatile:The App can detect symptoms on any part of the crop and is trained to
read even images of lower quality.Special arrangementSpecial arrangement
Identifying diseases and pests on banana crops will now be just a click away.
Researchers have developed a new artificial intelligence system (AI) which can look
at photographs and tell what disease the plant has and also give recommendations
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and treatment options to the farmers. The results showed that the model was over
90% accuracy.
Training the network
The neural network was given about 20,000 images showing diseased and healthy
plants. “Just like teaching a kid to tell an elephant from a horse, we taught the
AI to identify leaf, root, fruit diseases and pests. Pictures from Uganda, Colombia,
Congo and India were fed into the system for the training,” says Dr. Sivalingam
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Elayabalan from the Department of Biotechnology, Imayam Institute of Agriculture
and Technology (IIAT), Trichy, Tamil Nadu. He is one of the authors of the study
published in Plant Methods .
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The tool is now incorporated into an App called Tumaini, meaning hope in Swahili,
and being tested.
Expansion of scope
The team is planning to add more diseases based on regions and also make the
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App available in local languages. “When users take the photo, it gets uploaded
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to a global system for large-scale monitoring. Also, it is automatically GPS-tagged
so we know what and where the problem is. We are also planning to incorporate
high-resolution satellite monitoring to check the health of large fields,” explains
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Dr. Michael Gomez Selvaraj, from the International Center for Tropical Agriculture
(CIAT), Colombia in an email to The Hindu. Dr. Selvaraj is the senior author of the
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paper. The App can detect symptoms on any part of the crop, and is even trained to
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read images of lower quality.
Major Indian diseases
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The app is now being tested across many countries and when the confidence of
100% is reached it will be available for free download. “Yellow leaf spot and Fusarium
wilt are the major fungal diseases in India and farmers spend a lot of money on
fungicides. Apart from the fungal disease, the viral disease such as Banana Bunchy
top virus is a big problem in hilly areas of Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Northeast region.
The App can tell the farmers in advance bringing down the treatment costs,” says
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Dr. Elayabalan. “We are now testing the App in Tamil, and it will soon be available
in Hindi and Malayalam. The National Research Centre for Banana (NRCB) and the
Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) have shown interested in the App.”

Why the new TB drug shows promise
[Important for: Health and Medicine, Essay]
Source of hope:Pretomanid is only the third anti-TB drug approved for use by the
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FDA in more than 40 years.APRoksana Bialczak
Pretomanid is only the third anti-TB drug approved for use by the FDA in more than
40 years.
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Treating drug-resistant tuberculosis — multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) and
extensively drug-resistant TB (XDR-TB) — got a shot in the arm on August 14 when
the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) approved a new drug Pretomanid.
Pretomanid is only the third anti-TB drug approved for use by the FDA in more than
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40 years.
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The drug was developed and tested in clinical trials by the New York-based nonprofit organisation TB Alliance. TB Alliance has granted a licence to Pennsylvaniabased Mylan to manufacture and commercialise the drug.
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Pretomanid drug is expected to become available in the U.S. by the end of this
year.
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What makes the new drug so promising?
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The duration of treatment for drug-resistant TB can be drastically cut from 18-24
months to just six months when pretomanid drug is used along with two already
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approved drugs — bedaquiline and linezolid. The all-oral, three-drug regimen
achieved nearly 91% treatment success rate and so can potentially reduce the
number of deaths due to better adherence to treatment.
According to the WHO, the treatment success in MDR-TB patients is about 54%,
while it is just 30% in the case of XDR-TB patients. Most drugs are ineffective in
people with XDR-TB, and so a combination of eight drugs for more than a year is
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need for XDR-TB treatment.
Drugs used for treating MDR-TB and XDR-TB can cause serious adverse effects such
as deafness. The drugs are highly toxic thus reducing adherence to treatment.
How widespread is MDR-TB and XDR-TB?
People with TB who do not respond to at least isoniazid and rifampicin, which are
first-line TB drugs, are said to have MDR-TB. People who are resistant to isoniazid
and rifampin, plus any fluoroquinolone and at least one of three injectable second-
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line drugs (amikacin, kanamycin or capreomycin) are said to have XDR-TB.
As per the World Health Organisation’s Global Tuberculosis Report 2018, an
estimated 4.5 lakh people across the world have MDR-TB and nearly 37,500 people
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have XDR-TB. India has 24% of MDR-TB cases in the world. By the end of 2017,
XDR-TB had been reported from 127 countries, including India.
Which category of drug-resistant TB patients will benefit from this new drug?
Pretomanid drug along with bedaquiline and linezolid is meant for treating adults
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with XDR-TB. In the case of MDR-TB, the three-drug regimen containing pretomanid
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can be used only in those patients who cannot tolerate the MDR-TB treatment or do
not respond to standard MDR-TB treatment regimen.

The three-drug regimen is meant only for treating pulmonary TB and should not be
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used for treating extra-pulmonary TB, drug-sensitive or latent TB.
How effective is the drug in treating XDR-TB and MDR-TB?
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The three-drug regimen consisting of bedaquiline, pretomanid and linezolid —
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collectively referred to as the BPaL regimen — was studied in the pivotal Nix-TB
trial across three sites in South Africa. The trial enrolled 109 people with XDR-TB
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as well as treatment-intolerant or non-responsive MDR-TB.
According to TB Alliance, 95 of the first 107 XDR-TB patients as well as those who
are treatment-intolerant or non-responsive MDR-TB were successfully treated with
a six-month regimen. There was successful outcome in two other patients when the
treatment duration was extended to nine months. The overall treatment success
rate was nearly 90%.
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How safe is pretomanid for clinical use?
Besides the Nix-TB trial, the safety and efficacy of the drug has been evaluated
either alone or as part of the combination therapy in 19 clinical trials conducted in
14 countries involving 1,168 patients.
The FDA has approved the drug based on limited clinical safety and efficacy data,
and so the drug should be restricted to specific population of patients. Safety and
effectiveness of the drug has been studied and established only when used in
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combination with bedaquiline and linezolid.
The three-drug combination should not be used in patients for whom bedaquiline
and/or linezolid drug is not recommended (contraindicated).
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The safety and effectiveness of the drug has not been tested in pregnant women
and children.
What are the adverse drug reactions caused by the drug?
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In the Nix-trial, the three-drug regimen was reported to have caused serious
adverse reactions including liver toxicity (hepatotoxicity), suppression of bone
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marrow activity leading to reduced production of red blood cells, white blood cells
and platelets (myelosuppression), as well as damage to peripheral and optic nerves
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(neuropathy).

Pretomanid drug was found to cause a reduction in the size of the testes and
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probably even the function (testicular atrophy).
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The drug can cause lactate accumulation in the body leading to sharp reduction in
the pH of the blood (lactic acidosis).

Prolongation of the QT interval of ECG (due to changes in the electrical activity of the
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heart) was reported when the three-drug regimen was used. The QT prolongation
can lead to an abnormal and potentially fatal heart rhythm. The QT prolongation is
caused by bedaquiline.
Other common adverse reactions seen were peripheral neuropathy, anaemia,
indigestion (dyspepsia), lower respiratory tract infection, visual impairment,
hypoglycaemia, abnormal loss of weight and diarrhoea, to name a few.
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Asteroid 1990 MU could come dangerously close to Earth in 2027
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
A huge asteroid which is classified to be as big as the one which hit the Earth millions
of years ago and led to the extinction of the dinosaurs is feared to come dangerously
close to our planet in the coming decade. The asteroid which is commonly known
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as 1990 MU, is presently orbiting around the Sun and may come dangerously close
to the Earth by June 6, 2027.
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According to the data available with the Center for Near Earth Object Studies
(CNEOS), which is a part of NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the 4953
(1990 MU) asteroid will be at its closest distance from our planet, which is 0.03083
astronomical units (AU), which is approximately 4.61 million kilometers from the
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Earth. An AU can be defined as the distance between the Sun and the Earth.
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The 1990 MU asteroid is estimated to be around 4-9 kilometres in diameter, which
puts it in the same category as the space rock which brought an end to dinosaurs
the Earth, according to a report by Express.co.uk.
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Even though it is approaching from a relatively safe distance, our blue planet is still
in danger of suffering an impact event which might be caused by 4953 (1990 MU)

t
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asteroid because of certain factors in the space. In case the path of the asteroid
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gets altered, it might lead to a direct collision course with the Earth, another report
by International Business Times said.
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One of the factors which might affect the asteroid is a gravitational keyhole. This is
a particular area in space where a planet’s gravity can alter the orbit of a passing
asteroid in such a way that the asteroid would collide with that planet on a given
future orbital pass. If the 4953 (1990 MU) asteroid goes through a keyhole while
travelling across space, it might get nudged into a path that may bring it straight to
the Earth, the report explained.
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Another factor which may alter an asteroid’s path is the Yarkovsky effect, which is
a phenomenon that occurs when the heat from an internal or external force affects
the spin of an asteroid, which would then alter its trajectory. This might happen due
to heat emitting from the asteroid’s surface or from sunlight.
While there are many asteroids and meteors of different shapes and sizes that
go past the Earth almost every day, not all these celestial bodies pose a threat to
our planet. But, there are a handful of near-Earth objects in the space which can
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be potentially dangerous for the Earth. One such celestial object happens to be
Apophis 99942 asteroid. Scientists have predicted the impact date of the Apophis
99942 a number of times in the past.
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NASA selects two proposals to study interplanetary space
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
NASA selects two proposals to study interplanetary space
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NASA has selected two proposals for demonstrating small satellite technologies
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to improve space observations in deep space. This may be helpful in developing
better models for predicting space weather that affects astronauts and spacecraft.
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NASA selected two proposals for demonstrating small satellite technologies in a
bid to improve space observations and study in the deep space, which may help
the space agency develop better models for predicting space weather that affects
astronauts and spacecraft.
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Both the proposals were selected on the basis of the potential technology and
science value and the feasibility of development plans. They are funded at $400,000
for nine-month mission concept studies. These proposals support the US space
agency’s heliophysics program that seeks a better understanding of the nature of
the space throughout our solar system and find out how it responds to the constant
outpouring of energy and particles from the Sun and how it interacts with planetary
atmospheres.
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Science-Enabling Technologies for Heliophysics (SETH)
The SETH program will be investigated by Antti Pulkkinen at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt in Maryland. It would be demonstrating two technologies.
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One will be an optical communications technology for small satellites and CubeSats
which is comparatively less complex than the current systems and that could make a
hundredfold rise in the deep space data rates while reducing the burden on NASA’s
Deep Space Network. Such a technology can be helpful in supporting future small
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satellite constellations which require high data rate communications systems, NASA
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explained in a press announcement.

The second technology detects the solar energetic neutral atoms which are basically
the fast-moving atoms that are flowing from the Sun and do not have a charge
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and also an array of waves and other particles that erupt from the Sun. It is called
the HELio Energetic Neutral Atom (HELENA) detector, and the instrument provides
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observations that can provide advanced warnings of potential space radiation threats
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to the astronauts.
Solar Cruiser
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Solar Cruiser is principally investigated by Les Johnson at NASA’s Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama. This investigation also demonstrates two
technologies. First one is a nearly 18,000-square foot solar sail will be demonstrating
the ability to use the radiation from the Sun as a propulsion system. This type
of system can provide the views of the Sun which is not accessible easily with
technology currently available.
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The other one is the coronagraph instrument, which would be enabling simultaneous
measurements of the magnetic field structure of the Sun and velocity of coronal
mass ejections (CMEs). Such giant explosions of solar material are ejected into
space and these can set off space weather storms which at their worst, interfere
with utility grids on Earth. Improving the data-collection technology in this area is
particularly useful for advance warning systems for at-risk infrastructure on Earth.
At the end of the nine-month period, one of the proposals will be selected by NASA
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to launch as a secondary payload with the space agency’s Interstellar Mapping
and Acceleration Probe (IMAP) in October 2024. Through rideshare initiative by
NASA, it will be accompanied by two other science missions–a NASA Heliophysics
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Science Mission to study the fundamental nature of space and a National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) space weather forecasting mission.
According to Peg Luce, deputy director of the Heliophysics Division at NASA
Headquarters, it is the first time that the space agency’s heliophysics program has
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funded such kind of technology demonstration. “Providing the opportunity to mature
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and test technologies in deep space is a crucial step towards incorporating new
techniques into future missions,” she said in a statement.

How Blockchain can further the cause of electric vehicles
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[Important for: Science & Tech.]

According to researchers, EV charging infrastructure could get a further boost if

t
n

blockchain is integrated into energy systems
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Countries such as India and those in the European Union are pulling out all the
steps to strengthen the EV ecosystem
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Electric VehiclesBlockchain

Bengaluru: Charged up with the idea that electric vehicles (EVs) hold the future
of energy and transportation, many countries such as India and those in the
European Union are pulling out all the steps to strengthen the EV ecosystem with
battery storage manufacturing plants, besides offering a host of financial and tax
incentives.
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While all these initiatives are steps in the right direction, many researchers believe
the EV charging infrastructure could get a further boost if blockchain is integrated
into energy systems.
A new study by researchers at the University of Waterloo, for instance, reveals
that there is a lack of trust among charging service providers, property owners and
owners of EVs. With an open blockchain platform, all parties will have access to the
data and can see if it has been tampered with, researchers insist. Their reasoning
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is that using a blockchain-oriented charging system will allow EV owners to see
if they are being overcharged while property owners will know if they are being
underpaid.
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Blockchain, primarily known for powering cryptocurrencies like bitcoins, is a form of
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) that promises to reduce costs and establish
trust, but faces challenges like the speed of processing transactions. Its popularity
lies in the fact that participants have a copy of the ledger’s data that contains the
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most recent transactions or changes, thus reducing the need to establish trust using
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traditional methods.

“Energy services are increasingly being provided by entities that do not have wellestablished trust relationships with their customers and partners,” said Christian
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Gorenflo, a PhD candidate in Waterloo’s David R. Cheriton School of Computer
Science, in a 14 August press statement. “In this context, blockchains are a
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promising approach for replacing a central trusted party, for example, making it
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possible to implement direct peer-to-peer energy trading,” he added.
In undertaking the study (recently published in the ‘Proceedings of the Tenth ACM
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International Conference on Future Energy Systems’), Gorenflo, his supervisor,
professor Srinivasan Keshav of the Cheriton School of Computer Science, and
Lukasz Golab, professor of Management Science, collaborated with an unnamed
EV-charging service provider who works with property owners to install EV supply
equipment that is used by EV owners for a fee.
The revenue stream from these charging stations is then shared between the
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charging service provider and each property owner. The EV supply equipment is
operated by the charging service provider, so the property owners must trust the
provider to compensate them fairly for the electricity used.
From the case study, the researchers deduced that to incorporate blockchain
technology into an energy system, the involved parties must first establish trust
between themselves. Second, the parties concerned should design a minimal
blockchain system including smart contracts that resolves the trust issues identified
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in the first step. Finally, with the trust-mitigating blockchain in place, the rest of the
system can be migrated iteratively over time. This allows the business model to
eventually grow from a legacy/blockchain hybrid into a truly decentralized solution,
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the researchers said.
According to Gorenflo, “In the end, we could even have a system where there
is machine-to-machine communication rather than people-to-machine. If an
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autonomous vehicle needs power, it could detect that and drive to the nearest
charging station and communicate on a platform with that charging station for the
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power.”

While blockchain implementations in India especially have centred mostly around
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the banking, financial and insurance services sector (BFSI), Jio recently announced
it will install one of the largest global blockchain networks in India, comprising “tens
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of thousands of nodes operational on day one”, over the next 12 months.
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That said, integration of blockchain technology into energy trading is now being
touted as a promising area of research, and many studies have made efforts in this
regard.
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Switzerland-based The Share&Charge Foundation, for instance, is building a
decentralized blockchain system for EV charging, to support payment and contracts.
It uses the Open Charge Point Interface protocol (OCPI) protocol for the peer-topeer (P2P) connections between service providers and charge point operators.
According to Share&Charge, the combination of OCPI with blockchain technology
can result in secured contract and connections between parties and improved
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payment and settlement.
During the ‘Global Blockchain Congress–Consensus 2018’, organised by the
Department of Information Technology and Electronics, Government of West Bengal
in December 2018, researchers from New-Delhi based The Energy and Resources
Institute (Teri) made a presentation on the ‘Application of Blockchain in Modern Day
Power Systems: Trendsetting a New Paradigm’. Teri’s proposal, made by Alekhya
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Datta, Fellow, and Shashank Vyas, Associate Fellow, covered use cases for EVs,
distributed battery storage, grid-connected microgrids, and rooftop solar PV project
financing using blockchain.
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As an example, the Teri researchers pointed out that privately-owned EV charging
stations could be used to charge some vehicles passing near the station and the
transaction of bids of charging station owners, power/energy flow, billing and realtime settlement of payments could be managed over a blockchain.
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Similarly, IIT-Kanpur researchers have proposed that since current billing systems
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lack transparency, enabling the service provider to overcharge the customer,
blockchain could be used to develop a “verifiable billing” system.
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Scientists made a stable cyclocarbon ring of 18 carbon atoms: Here’s why it
matters
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[Important for: Science & Tech.]

Scientists made a stable cyclocarbon ring of 18 carbon atoms: Here’s why it

s
a

matters

A team of scientists from Oxford University and IBM Research has managed to
make and image a ring of 18 carbon atoms for the first time, which is a carbon
allotrope-- cyclocarbon (C18).
A team of scientists from Oxford University and IBM Research successfully created
cyclo[18]carbon (C18), the smallest cyclocarbon made from 18 carbon atoms, which
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is predicted to be a thermodynamically stable carbon ring. Advanced microscopy
techniques have provided images of the same to prove the structure.
The research was described in a research paper published in a science magazine
by the American Association for the Advancement of Science and a blog post on the
website of the University of Oxford.
Why a stable ring of cyclocarbon is a big deal
Carbon can be arranged in a number of configurations and one such form is
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cyclo[n]carbon, which is a ring of carbon atoms bonded to each consisting only of
carbon atoms. Carbon through allotropy, the property of elements to exist in two or
more forms in the same physical state, can exist as diamond, graphite, fullerene
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and other forms with different physical and chemical properties.
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When each of carbon atoms in the ring is bonded to three other carbon atoms,
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it’s relatively soft graphite, whereas, with the addition of just one more bond, it
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becomes one of the hardest minerals known– diamond. When 60 carbon atoms
are bonded together in a soccerball shape, you get buckyballs.
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However, a ring of carbon atoms where each atom is bonded to just two other
carbon atoms was not achieved until now as they could not be isolated or structurally
characterized, due to their high reactivity. The past attempts had resulted in gaseous
carbon ring that dissipate as soon as they were formed.
How they managed to pull this off
Researchers were able to produce the C18 compound by eliminating carbon
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monoxide from a cyclocarbon oxide molecule C24O6– the triangular cyclocarbon
oxide compound where 18 carbon atoms are bonded to six carbon monoxide. They
used atom manipulation as they transferred this concoction to a layer of sodium
chloride (NaCl) on a copper plate (Cu), chilled in a vacuum chamber at 5 Kelvin.
This provided an inert surface that kept the structure stable where the compound
was formed by eliminating carbon monoxide (CO) molecules off the structure,
leaving just the ring of carbon atoms behind with a polyynic structure of carbon
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atoms with an alternating triple and single bonds.
Removing the scaffolding to make the ring is not so simple as it sounds. “We removed
all six CO moieties from C24O6, with 13 per cent yield, typically resulting in circular
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molecules,” the researchers wrote in their paper.
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What lies next?
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The structure of cyclo[n]carbon has been a long debate of whether the carbon atoms
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would be in a ring connected solely by double bonds or connected by an alternating
single and triple bond. Characterization of cyclo[18]carbon by high-resolution atomic
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force microscopy revealed a polyynic structure with defined positions of alternating
triple and single bonds.

Research into this cyclocarbon’s structure has suggested that it acts as a
semiconductor. This means that it has potential use in electronics. The high reactivity
of this allotrope, the very property that made cyclocarbons so difficult to isolate in
the first place, could be used to create other carbon allotropes and carbon-rich
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materials.
“Our results,” the researchers wrote, “provide direct experimental insights into the
structure of a cyclocarbon and open the way to create other elusive carbon-rich
molecules by atom manipulation.”
Iceland bids farewell to ‘Ok glacier’, the first glacier lost to climate change
[Important for: Environment & Ecology]
Iceland bids farewell to ‘Ok glacier’, the first glacier lost to climate change
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Researchers and activists in Iceland have bid goodbye to Okjökull-- country’s first
glacier lost to climate change in a funeral ceremony with a memorial plaque with
inscription-- A letter to the future.
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Scientists have bid farewell to Okjökull, the first Icelandic glacier lost to climate
change. About 100 people climbed for two hours to the top of the Ok volcano in westcentral Iceland, where the Okjökull or “Ok glacier” once stood, to commemorate the
funeral with poetry, moments of silence, and speeches, reported Aljazeera.
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Okjökull used to stretch 16 square kilometres in 1890 and now there is only a small
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patch of ice in its place. Researchers installed a bronze memorial plaque at the site
to serve as a tombstone for the glacier.

The plaque bore a message with the inscription– “A letter to the future”. Alongside
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the message, the plaque was also labelled “415 ppm CO2” — a reference to the
record level of carbon dioxide measured in the atmosphere in May.
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The message on the plaque reads in English and Icelandic, “Ok is the first Icelandic
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glacier to lose its status as a glacier. In the next 200 years, all our glaciers are
expected to follow the same path. This monument is to acknowledge that we know
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what is happening and know what needs to be done. Only you know if we did it.”
The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights Mary Robinson and
Iceland’s Prime Minister Katrin Jakobsdottir joined the group of researchers and
Icelanders at the funeral ceremony.
Okjökull was stripped of its glacier status in 2014 by the geologists. According to a
2017 report from the University of Iceland, the 16 square kilometres large Okjökull
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measured just 0.7 square kilometres by 2012.
Scientists warn that some 400 other glaciers on the subarctic island risk the same
fate as this glacier. The island reportedly loses about 11 billion tonnes of ice per
year, and scientists fear all the country’s glaciers will be gone by 2200.
According to a study published by the International Union for Conservation of
Nature in April, if greenhouse gas emissions continue at the current rate, nearly
half of the world’s heritage sites could lose their glaciers by 2100. The human toll of
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the changing climate is also expected to get worse.
S
ISRO’s NewSpace India wants to procure five PSLV rockets from private sector
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[Important for: Science & Tech.]
ISRO’s NewSpace India wants to procure five PSLV rockets from private sector
The commercial wing of Indian Space Research Organisation, NewSpace India,
wants to procure five PSLV rockets from the domestic private sector as part of its
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plan to realise 12 PSLVs per year. Indian space agency ISRO’s commercial arm
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NewSpace India has issued an Expression of Interest (EoI) to manufacture five Polar
Satellite Launch Vehicles (PSLV) as the first lot of its target to realise 12 PSLV rockets
per year from the domestic private sector, reported IANS.
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According to NewSpace India, the Indian industry consortium will be responsible
for the end-to-end realisation of the solid and liquid fuel-powered stages/engines
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of PSLV rockets. A pre-EoI conference is scheduled at the ISRO headquarters in
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Bengaluru on August 26 while the interested parties have to submit their EoI queries
on or before August 21.
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Earlier, it was reported that a PSLV costs about Rs 200 crore and hence five PSLVs
are expected to involve a business of about Rs 1,000 crore. These launch vehicles are
used by ISRO to carry satellites to Low Earth Orbit. A PSLV also has the capability to
carry multiple satellites to space and put them into different orbits. As of now, PSLVs
have launched 297 international customer satellites from 33 countries in addition to
launching several national satellites.
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After successful and satisfactory completion of the first lot of five PSLVs, NewSpace
India will enhance the scope for realisation of 12 PSLVs per annum under a separate
contract. As per the report, the private industry will use the existing approved supply
chain of ISRO for the purpose.
Additionally, the Indian industry partners will be permitted to utilise the capitalintensive facilities already realised within ISRO centres under Government Owned
Company Operated (GOCO) model for this purpose.
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New Space India Limited was set up by the Union Government as a Central Public
Sector Enterprise under the administrative control of Department of Space (DOS) on
March 6, 2019, to commercially exploit the research and development work of Indian
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Space Research Organisation (ISRO) Centres and constituent units of DOS.

NASA adds robotic toolkit, bit carousel, to the Mars 2020 rover
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
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NASA has added the robotic toolkit to its Mars 2020 rover
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NASA has installed the bit carousel into the Mars 2020 rover, which contains all of
the tools the coring drill uses to sample the Martian surface.

NASA has incorporated the bit carousel containing all of the tools the coring drill
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uses to sample the Martian surface into the Mars 2020 rover. It is a mechanism that
will play a key role in the acquisition, containment and eventual return to Earth of
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humanity’s first samples from another planet, NASA said.
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Mars 2020 will land on Jezero Crater on February 18, 2021. JPL’s John McNamee,
project manager of Mars 2020 said that the bit carousel was the last piece of the Mars
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2020 rover’s Sample Caching System to be installed. The carousel is a gateway for
the Martian samples to move into the rover for assessment and processing and it
contains all of the tools the coring drill uses to take the samples.
NASA will use Mars 2020 and other missions, including to the Moon, to prepare for
human exploration of the Red Planet. As of now, “months of evaluation and finetuning lie ahead to make absolutely certain this rover is on the launch pad and ready
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to go on July 17, 2020,” McNamee said. JPL is building and will manage operations
of the Mars 2020 rover for the NASA Science Mission Directorate at the agency’s
headquarters.
NASA says that the bit carousel of Mars 2020 rover looks like an extraterrestrial
version of a 1960s slide projector. It carries nine drill bits that will facilitate sample
acquisition and surface analysis. Two drills bits are for abrading, one is for regolith
(rock and soil) and remaining six are for coring. The coring and regolith bits are used
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to place Martian samples in a clean sample collection tube, while the abrader bit is
used to scrape the top layers of rocks to expose un-weathered surfaces for study.
“The bit carousel is at the heart of the sampling and caching subsystem,” said Keith
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Rosette, Mars 2020 sample handling delivery manager at NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, California. “It contains all of the tools the coring drill uses
to sample the Martian surface and is the gateway for the samples to move into the
rover for assessment and processing.”
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The bit carousel comes into action as soon as the Mars 2020 rover gets ready to
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drill on the Martian surface. “If, for instance, the goal is to abrade, the carousel
manoeuvres the appropriate bit into position so that the drill at the end of the rover’s
robotic arm can extract it. Once the drilling is done, the bit goes back into the
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carousel,” NASA said.

“For core sampling, a sample tube is inserted inside the appropriate bit before the
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carousel moves the combination into position for the drill. Once the sample tube has
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been filled, the robotic arm returns the drill bit and tube to the carousel, where they
wend their way to processing stations and storage,” NASA added.
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Why New Delhi is turning up the heat on PoK now
[Important for: IR, IP]

PoK comprises the so-called Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) and Gilgit-Baltistan.
Pakistan ceded a part of PoK, called the Trans Karakoram Tract, to China in 1963.
How did Pakistan occupy a part of J&K?
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The princely state of Jammu and Kashmir was ruled by King Hari Singh at the time
of Partition. While he wanted to remain independent, armed Pashtun tribesmen from
Pakistan invaded J&K in October 1947 and occupied a large tract of the province.
The king then sought India’s help and signed the instrument of accession in return
for military aid. This led to the first direct military conflict between India and Pakistan.
Even as the war was underway, India sought intervention of the United Nations on 1
January 1948. UN ordered an immediate ceasefire, leaving a part of J&K that’s now
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known as PoK on the Pakistan side.
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Is PoK a separate entity in Pakistan?

PoK comprises the so-called Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) and Gilgit-Baltistan.
Pakistan ceded a part of PoK, called the Trans Karakoram Tract, to China in 1963.
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AJK has its own constitution, a prime minister and a president, though real power
is vested with Pakistan. The administration of Gilgit-Baltistan was handed over to
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Pakistan by AJK in 1949. It isn’t fully integrated into Pakistan and its constitutional
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status under that nation remains in a flux. Pakistan has often rejected demands to
grant Gilgit-Baltistan the status of a fifth province, fearing it would compromise its
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demand for resolution of the Kashmir issue.
Where does Aksai Chin come into the picture?
It is a disputed territory between India and China. India claims the border region
as part of Ladakh, while China claims the area as part of the Xinjiang Uyghur
Autonomous Region.
What has been India’s position on PoK?
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India’s position has been that since the king of J&K signed the instrument of accession
with India, the whole of J&K, including PoK, is legitimately an essential part of India.
After increasing terrorist violence and Pakistan’s attempts to highlight the Kashmir
dispute internationally, both houses of Indian Parliament unanimously adopted a
resolution on 22 February 1994, emphasizing J&K as an integral part of India, and
that Pakistan must vacate parts of the state under its occupation.
What’s the significance of Singh’s statement?
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While Singh’s statement shifts India’s position on J&K to offensive from defensive, it
also puts China on notice as it seeks to push ahead with its plan for China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC). Part of China’s Belt and Road Initiative, India considers
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CPEC a national security threat as it proposes to pass through Gilgit-Baltistan, thus
bringing China’s military power closer to India’s western border. China objected to
India classifying Ladakh as a Union territory, saying this “involves Chinese territory”,
which India has denied.
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Chandrayaan-2 successfully completes second lunar orbit manoeuvre
[Important for: Science & Tech.]

Chandrayaan-2 successfully completes second lunar orbit manoeuvre
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Chandrayaan-2 completed its second lunar bound orbit manoeuvre today at 12:50
hours IST. The spacecraft is now placed in the second orbit or Lunar Bound Phase
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2 (LBN#2) that is 118 km away from the moon’s surface at its nearest point and
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4,412 km at its farthest. The landing is planned to take place at 01:40 hours IST on
September 7.
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Chandrayaan 2: 60 students to witness landing with PM Modi
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India’s second Moon exploration mission, the Chandrayaan-2, went through its
second lunar bound orbit manoeuvre today at 12:50 hours IST. With this latest orbit
manoeuvre, the spacecraft inched a step closer to the surface of the Earth’s satellite.
The spacecraft is now placed in the next orbit of the Moon or Lunar Bound Phase 2
(LBN#2) that is 118 km away from the moon’s surface at its nearest point and 4,412
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km at its farthest.
The duration of today’s manoeuvre was 1228 seconds and the orbit achieved is 118
km x 4412 km. All spacecraft parameters of the spacecraft are normal, ISRO said
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in a statement.
Chandrayaan-2 will now go through another three such lunar orbit manoeuvres till
the spacecraft attains a near-circular orbit of 100 km around the moon. The next
lunar orbit manoeuvre is scheduled to take place on August 28 in between 05:30-
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06:30 hours IST.
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Once it reaches this point, the Vikram lander carrying the small Pragyaan rover, will
get separated from the main composite module and start its incremental descent
towards the surface of the Moon. The separation is scheduled to take place on
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September 4, after which the lander and rover would position themselves in a lower
orbit.
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The landing is planned to take place at 01:40 hours IST on September 7. The main
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spacecraft module would continue to go around the moon in its orbit for at least one
full year.
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To recall, , Chandrayaan-2 mission crossed a key milestone in its journey to the
Moon, after it entered the lunar orbit, almost 30 days after being launched on July
22 from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre in Sriharikota. It is India’s second Moon
mission and first lander mission to the moon.
There were a series of orbit-raising manoeuvres on the Earth’s orbit, the spacecraft
progressed five times on the planet’s orbit from July 23 to August 6 before it left the
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orbit last week when the final orbit-raising was done. ISRO had earlier this month
released the first set of images of Earth captured by Chandrayaan-2.
WHO says eradicating malaria “can be done”, but first aim is to control it
[Important for: Health & Medicine]
WHO says eradicating malaria “can be done”, but first aim is to control it
Malaria infected around 219 million people in 2017 and killed around 435,000 of
them - the vast majority of them babies and children in the poorest parts of Africa.
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Eradicating malaria is biologically feasible and a lofty aim, the World Health
Organization said , but the focus, for now, should be getting the funds, tools and
political will to control it.
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Launching the findings of a three-year-long analysis of the global fight against malaria,
WHO experts said that while ending the mosquito-borne disease “can be done”, it’s
not yet possible to put a price tag or target date on achieving eradication.
Setting unrealistic goals with unknown costs and endpoints can lead to “frustration
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and backlashes”, said the director of the WHO’s global malaria programme, Pedro
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Alonso, so the world should focus first on developing new medicines, vaccines and
insecticides to get malaria cases and deaths under control.

“With the tools that we have today, it is most unlikely that eradication could be
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achieved,” Alonso told reporters in a telephone briefing. “We need to focus on
getting back on track.”
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After a decade or so of significant declines in malaria case numbers and deaths,
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latest WHO data show progress is stalling.

Malaria infected around 219 million people in 2017 and killed around 435,000 of
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them – the vast majority of them babies and children in the poorest parts of Africa.
These totals are little changed from 2016, but global case numbers had previously
fallen steadily from 239 million in 2010 to 214 million in 2015, and deaths from
607,000 to around 500,000 from 2010 to 2013.
A number of drugs are available to successfully treat malaria, and insecticide-treated
bednets have proved able to control mosquitoes and infections. A partially effective
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vaccine – the world’s first against malaria – has been developed by the British
drugmaker GSK and is being deployed in Ghana and Malawi, with plans for rollout
in Kenya.
“Transformative tools”
But the WHO’s malaria eradication report, a summary of which was published , said
these tools would not be sufficient to wipe out malaria altogether.
It urged scientists and global health funders to renew a drive towards research and
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development of “transformative tools and knowledge” to control mosquitoes and
create more effective vaccines and medicines to prevent and treat the disease.
It also called for political leadership in the fight against malaria, and for funds and
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data analysis to be used in the places where it is likely to be most effective.
Currently, less than 1% of global funding for health research and development
investment goes to developing tools to tackle malaria, it said.
“Our priority now should be to establish the foundation for a successful future
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eradication effort while guarding against the risk of failure that would lead to the
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waste of huge sums of money, frustrate all those involved… and cause a lack of
confidence in the global health community’s ability to ever rid the world of this
disease,” the report said.
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This unusual supernova makes space scientists reassess the death of giant stars
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[Important for: Science & Tech.]
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This unusual supernova made scientists reassess the death of giant stars
Observations from the SN 2016iet supernova led scientists and astronomers to
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rethink the way giant stars ended in the universe earlier.
This Burj Khalifa-sized asteroid will zip past the Earth tonight
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A supernova was observed in an isolated corner of the universe which might just
be one of the strongest explosions ever spotted. It has also revealed a number of
unusual qualities. The observations from the SN 2016iet supernova have led space
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scientists to rethink the way giant stars ended in the universe earlier. this is the
largest star which the scientists have ever witnessed get destroyed in a supernova,
the Center for Astrophysics | Harvard & Smithsonian said in a statement.
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The star, which was located in a previously uncatalogued galaxy, around one billion
lightyears from Earth, was spotted first by the Gaia satellite of the European Space
Agency (ESA) back in November 2016. After nearly three years of observations,
a team of space scientists came to a conclusion that the SN 2016iet supernova
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began as a star with 200 times the mass of the Sun and had formed in an isolated
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zone which was approximately 54,000 lightyears from the center of its host dwarf
galaxy.

According to the observations, the star lost about 85 per cent of its mass during its
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short lifespan of only a few million years before it finally exploded, and the material
it had shed in the last decade before its demise had collided with the debris which
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came from its explosion. This led to the unusual qualities of the supernova.
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“Everything about this supernova looks different, its change in brightness with time,
its spectrum, the galaxy it is located in, and even where it’s located within its galaxy,”
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Edo Berger, Professor of Astronomy at Harvard University, said in the statement.
“We sometimes see supernovas that are unusual in one respect but otherwise are
normal; this one is unique in every possible way.”

SN 2016iet supernova also had an incredibly long duration and large energy,
unusual chemical fingerprints, and lack of metals in its environment – none of which
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has been observed in other supernovas. The SN 2016iet supernova marked the
first-ever observation of a pair-instability supernova which space scientists were
able to observe.
A pair-instability supernova occurs when the core of a dying star emits gammarays which leads to the formation of particle and antiparticle pairs, which cause a
thermonuclear blast that destroys the star.
Berger said that the idea of pair-instability supernovas has been around for decades,
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“But finally having the first observational example that puts a dying star in the right
regime of mass, with the right behavior, and in a metal-poor dwarf galaxy is an
incredible step forward.”
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ISRO releases first image of Moon captured by Chandrayaan-2
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
ISRO releases first image of Moon captured by Chandrayaan-2
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The picture was taken at a height of about 2650 km from Lunar surface. The agency
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is also said Mare Orientale basin and Apollo craters were identified in the picture.
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) Thursday released the first image
of the Moon captured by Chandrayaan-2, which moved into a lower orbit around
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the Moon.
Advertising
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The picture was taken at a height of about 2650 km from the Lunar surface. The
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agency also said that Mare Orientale basin and Apollo craters were identified in the
picture.
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Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) said the spacecraft was functioning
normally. Meanwhile, the crucial process of taking up the soft landing of the lander
‘Vikram’ onboard the Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft will be taken up in the early hours
of September 7, ISRO Chairman K Sivan said .
“It is expected to make a soft landing (on the surface of the moon) at around 1.40
am and completed by 1.55 am. At the global level, this is an important mission. It is
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being keenly watched by everyone,” PTI quoted Sivan as saying.
Chandrayaan-2 is India’s first attempt to land a spacecraft on the Moon. Before
landing on September 7, the Chandrayaan-2 composite module has to move much
closer to the Moon, in a near-circular orbit of 100 km x 100 km. For this, it would
have to carry out three more orbit -lowering manoeuvres.
NASA confirms Europa Clipper mission to Jupiter’s moon will search for alien life
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
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NASA confirms Europa Clipper mission to Jupiter’s moon will search for alien life
NASA has confirmed the next phase of Europa Clipper mission which will explore life
on Jupiter’s Galilean moon Europa. The US space agency says that it targets to have
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the spacecraft ready for launch by 2023.
NASA has confirmed the next phase of development of the Europa Clipper mission –
an interplanetary mission to Jupiter’s smallest moon Europa. The US space agency
has cleared the mission to progress through its final design phase, followed by the
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construction and testing of the entire spacecraft.
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The latest development comes over 2 years after NASA originally announced its
plans for the Galilean moon. To recall, NASA had announced the Europa Clipper
mission back in March 2017. The mission will be conducting an in-depth exploration
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of Jupiter’s moon Europa and investigate whether the icy moon can have suitable
conditions for sustaining life and increase our insights in to astrobiology.
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NASA targets to have the Europa Clipper spacecraft ready for launch early by 2023.
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The space agency had earlier committed a launch date by 2025.
The space agency’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California leads the
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development of the Europa Clipper mission in partnership with the Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory for the Science Mission Directorate. The
mission is managed by the Planetary Missions Program Office at NASA’s Marshall
Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama.
“We are all excited about the decision that moves the Europa Clipper mission one
key step closer to unlocking the mysteries of this ocean world,” Thomas Zurbuchen,
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associate administrator for the Science Mission Directorate at NASA Headquarters in
Washington recently said in a statement. “We are building upon the scientific insights
received from the flagship Galileo and Cassini spacecraft and working to advance
our understanding of our cosmic origin, and even life elsewhere,” he said.
Jupiter’s Galilean moon Europa consists of a huge ocean of liquid water beneath its
icy shell. The water is in contact with the rocky core of the moon, which according
to space scientists, make a range of interesting chemical reactions possible. Hence
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astrobiologists consider 1,940-miles-wide (3,120 kilometres) Europa moon to be
one of the best bets to host alien life in the solar system, according to a report by
Space.com.
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A crater on Pluto got named after this India-born scientist
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
International Astronomical Union (IAU) named a crater after India-born scientist
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Bishun Khare earlier this month.
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Pluto, the dwarf planet in our solar system has officially got Indian connection now
as a crater on the celestial body got named after India-born scientist Bishun Khare
earlier this month.
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The International Astronomical Union (IAU) earlier this month had approved the
second set of feature names on Pluto which included 14 features names that were
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proposed by the team behind NASA’s New Horizons Mission which carried out first
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reconnaissance of Pluto and its moons with the New Horizons spacecraft back in
2015.
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Bishun Khare was born in Varanasi (formerly known as Benaras) on June 27, 1933.
He earned degrees in physics, chemistry, and mathematics from Banaras Hindu
University (BHU) and pursued his doctorate in physics from Syracuse University in
New York. Thereafter, he did post-doctoral research at both State University of New
York (Stony Brook) and the University of Toronto.
From the 1960s to 1990s, he worked at Cornell University along with and Carl
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Sagan and published approximately 100 papers together. He moved to NASA Ames
as a Senior National Research Fellow in 1996, and later joined the SETI Institute in
1998. He passed away at the age of 80 back in August 2013.
During the course of his career, Khare had investigated the formation of the
compounds which make the thick haze which shrouds Saturn’s moon Titan and
methane and other organic compounds that erupt from its sister moon, Enceladus.
A lot of these compounds were brought into being with the help of photochemical
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reactions.
According to a statement from the IAU, Khare had worked on Tholins, an organic
molecule causes the darkest and reddest regions on Pluto. Apart from Khare, other
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features were named after famous personalities such as Wright brothers, Percival
Lowell- an American astronomer, and Swiss physicist Auguste Piccard.
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This is the second set of nomenclature for Pluto features. Two years ago during
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the first set IAU had named two mountains on Pluto after Mount Everest climbers
Tenzing Norgay and Sir Edmund Hillary.
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To recall, earlier this week, NASA named a rock found on Mars, which is little
larger than the size of a golf ball, after the legendary English rock band The Rolling
Stones.

ESA’s ExoMars programme to search for existence of alien life on Mars
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
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ESA’s ExoMars programme to search for existence of alien life on Mars
The ExoMars programme, which is a joint venture between the European Space
Agency (ESA) and Roscosmos, is expected to launch sometime in between July
26-August 13, 2020. The programme’s Rosalind Franklin rover will primarily search
for the existence of alien life on the red planet.
NASA has planned to launch its Mars 2020 rover next year sometime in July, however,
it will not be the sole expedition to the red-coloured planet. There is another mission
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called the ExoMars programme, which is a joint venture between the European
Space Agency (ESA) and Russian space agency Roscosmos, that is expected to
launch sometime in between July 26-August 13 next year.
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Both these rovers are largely going to be similar in terms of their overall mission
except that ExoMars programme’s Rosalind Franklin rover will also primarily search
for the existence of life on the neighbouring planet. Now, even though the launch
is scheduled to take place almost a year from now, the Rosalind Franklin rover
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recently got equipped with a high-tech camera that will help it track the locations
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where there can be pieces of evidence of past or existing life.

The rover has named after the British scientist Rosalind Franklin and is a part of the
ESA-Roscosmos ExoMars programme. The rover is nearing its completion at the
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Airbus Defence and Space in Stevenage, UK. According to an ESA statement, the
rover has been recently added with a PanCam, which is placed on top of a mast that
rises 2 m above the ground.
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According to a report by CNN, the PanCam consists of three cameras, two wideangle devices that takes panoramic images, and a filter wheel that enables them to
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image in 12 different wavelengths. There is also a high-resolution camera that takes
further images in full color.

The PanCam will be fundamental in the day-to-day scientific operations of the
Rosalind Franklin rover to assist with scientific decisions on where to drive and drill,
the agency said. The PanCam, with its stereo and high-resolution cameras, will
be providing detailed views of geologically interesting features in visible and near-
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infrared wavelengths. This, together with measurements made by the spectrometers,
will tell what material the rocks are made of and if they were influenced by water in
the past.
In select locations on the planet, the drill will be retrieving samples from up to 2
meters below the surface and deliver them to the onboard science laboratory for a
detailed analysis to find the signs of biological signatures.
Once it is fully completed, ExoMars programme’s Rosalind Franklin rover will be
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shipped to Toulouse, France for a programme of environmental testing to prepare
it for conditions in Mars. After this, it will be sent to Cannes, France for the final
integration with the lander platform which is called Kazachok.
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Over the years, Mars has always been a key planet of curiosity when it comes to
extraterrestrial life.

Pune BioCluster: An amalgamation of ideas, hi-tech facilities and industrial
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resources
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[Important for: Science & Tech.]

The NCCS and IISER will be the central enabling points. There is an apex advisory
committee, a scientific advisory committee and a series of other committees.
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The Pune BioCluster was inaugurated by Dr Renu Swarup, secretary of the Department of
Biotechnology, (DBT), Ministry of Science and Technology. The Indian Express explains
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the concept behind the cluster, and the ways in which it seeks to integrate research,
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industry and resources.
Advertising
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What is a BioCluster?

The BioClusters are an attempt to facilitate a conversation between scientific
and industrial groups, and spur innovative research and development as well as
entrepreneurship.
The decision to establish such BioClusters was taken by the Centre in February
2014. BioClusters have already come up in Faridabad (Haryana), Kalyani (West
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Bengal) and Bengaluru (Karnataka). Pune is the fourth BioCluster in the initiative.
What is special about the Pune BioCluster?
The Pune Biotechnology Cluster — ‘Model Organisms to Human Disease’— is
spearheaded by the National Centre for Cell Science (NCCS) and the Indian Institute
of Science Education and Research (IISER), Pune, and funded by the Department
of Biotechnology. It aims to enhance academic interactions between various
institutions in Pune and provide an opportunity for the members of the cluster to
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take advantage of each other’s expertise in developing animal models for tackling
human diseases.
To ensure better utilisation of resources, the cluster will provide a platform where
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participants can use high-end facilities. Constant discussions between institutions
will also help them leverage each other’s scientific strengths. The Pune BioCluster
will be a unique platform for these groups to connect and solve problems related to
human diseases.
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The vision is to connect members of the public, academic institutions and
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biotechnology companies and help them engage in fruitful conversations towards
understanding and solving problems related to human diseases.
Why was Pune chosen as one of the sites?
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Pune has several research organisations, academic institutions, biotechnology firms
and industries, and clinicians engaged in research. The Pune BioCluster is expected
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to benefit stakeholders from all these sectors, said Dr Renu Swarup. While NCCS
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and IISER will set up and drive the cluster, it will draw its strength from the vibrant
research ecosystem that already exists in Pune.
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What is the organisational set-up and how is the initiative funded?
BioClusters, by definition, are multi-institutional ventures attempting to build research
and development ecosystems by combining available expertise and facilities to
promote efficient usage and productivity. The participating institutions are chosen
on the basis of their expertise and competence to develop effective bioclusters.
Currently, the government has provided Rs 100-120 crore for managing the cluster.
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The NCCS and IISER will be the central enabling points.
There is an apex advisory committee, a scientific advisory committee and a series
of other committees for the facilities that will be offered. There will be a cluster
management board and scientific board that identifies specific missions. The
main aim is to develop state-of-the-art technology platforms that will pool together
expertise from institutions/academia/biotech firms and start-ups to undertake larger
scientific pursuits.
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What facilities will be offered at NCCS?
It will offer bioimaging facility, which will procure multiple microscopes with diverse
capabilities to cater to the needs of scientists from academics and private research
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laboratories in and around Pune. The upcoming Biosafety Laboratory-3 is one of
the core facilities of Pune BioCluster that will be located at NCCS campus, said Dr
M K Bhat, director of NCCS. This state-of-the-art high-containment facility will be
designed to conduct in-vitro and in-vivo research with high-risk organisms (both
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bacteria and viruses) in compliance with the regulations outlined by the World Health
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Organisation.

This facility will serve as an important platform for developing animal models for
various infectious diseases, said Dr Chandni Praveen, the in-charge of BSL-3
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facility. The proteomics facility will provide mass spectrometry services like protein
identification, among others.
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What facilities will be offered at IISER?
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The Whole Animal Imaging Facility is well equipped for housing and maintenance
of animals needed for experiments, and will be made available for users from other
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research or academic institutes and industries. The microscopy facility will offer a
broad spectrum of imaging solutions such as nanoscale, fast dynamics of cellular
processes and deep tissue imaging .The BioCluster will also have flow cytometry
facility and electron microscopy facility.
IIT Jodhpur fabricates a highly sensitive hydrogen sensor
High sensitivity: The sensor has 30% sensitivity to detect hydrogen at 1 ppm
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concentration.
The sensitivity of the sensor is 74% when hydrogen gas concentration is 100 ppm
A sensor that can detect hydrogen gas even when present at extremely low
concentration of 1 part per million (ppm) has been developed by researchers at the
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Jodhpur in collaboration with IIT Hyderabad. The
sensor has 30% sensitivity to detect hydrogen at 1 ppm concentration and as high
as 74% sensitivity when the concentration of the gas is 100 ppm. It takes about 25
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seconds to detect hydrogen.
Hydrogen gas is a pollution-free, renewable source of energy and is seen as a fuel
of choice in the future. However, hydrogen is highly explosive and flammable in
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nature. It is a small molecule and can readily mix with air but detecting hydrogen
gas leakage become quite difficult particularly as it is colourless and tasteless. So
a sensor that can detect it even when present at very low concentration becomes
essential. And this is where the current work becomes important.
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Carbon nanofibres with minute pores are decorated on the zinc oxide semiconductor.
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The carbon nanofibres increase adsorption of oxygen on the surface of the
semiconductor. More oxygen adsorbed would mean the number of electrons
available for conduction is reduced leading to increased resistance.
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Hydrogen reacts with the adsorbed oxygen (to produce water molecule) thereby
making more electrons available for current conduction. “Since more oxygen is
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adsorbed there are more active sites where hydrogen can react with oxygen and
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reduce the resistance,” says Vijendra Singh Bhati from the Department of Physics at
IIT Jodhpur and first author of a paper published in the journal Sensors & Actuators:
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B. Chemical.

“In the presence of hydrogen the resistance reduces drastically leading to more
current flow, thus suggesting hydrogen gas leakage. When hydrogen is removed,
the resistance goes back to the initial state,” says Prof. Mahesh Kumar from the
Department of Physics at IIT Jodhpur and the corresponding author of the paper.
“The change in resistance is a function of the concentration of nanofibres loaded
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on the zinc oxide semiconductor, temperature and the concentration of hydrogen
gas.”
The zinc oxide by itself has only 44% hydrogen sensitivity while it is a meagre 3.5%
for carbon nanofibres. But when 0.2 weight percentage of nanofibres is loaded
onto the semiconductor the sensitivity is maximum at 74%. Any increase in the
concentration of nanofibres actually leads to a decline in the sensitivity.
Oxygen gets adsorbed both on zinc oxide and nanofibres. “Tiny pores made on
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the carbon nanofibres increase the surface area for oxygen to get adsorbed and
enhance the sensitivity,” says Prof. Chandra Shekhar Sharma from the Department
of Chemical Engineering at IIT Hyderabad and co-author of the paper.
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According to Prof. Sharma, a polymer and a block polymer were blended together
and electrospun to produce nanofibres. “The block polymer has two monomers
and is polymerised. It is possible to dissolve one monomer selectively by exposing
it to UV radiation. When one monomer degrades on UV exposure it leaves behind
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micropores,” explains Prof. Sharma.e sensor can detect hydrogen only when the
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temperature is moderate — 150 degree C. “High temperature is needed to activate
the chemical reaction between hydrogen and oxygen,” says Prof. Kumar. “Other
hydrogen sensors require about 250 degree C to activate the chemical reaction.
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We are able to achieve the same at 150 degree C.”

The researchers are able to activate the chemical reaction at a relatively lower
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temperature as carbon nanofibres are used. “The nanomaterial increases the
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surface area and acts as a catalyst to reduce the activation energy,” says Bhati.
The next goal is to develop a prototype by integrating the sensor with a
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microheater.

Scientists reveal new details about ‘ghost particles’ that hold key to origins of
universe

[Important for: Science & Tech.]
Scientists reveal new details about ‘ghost particles’ that hold key to origins of
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universe
Scientists have finally measured the mass of the Neutrinos-- known as ghost
particles. These are about 10 million times lighter than the mass of an electron.
Neutrinos are cosmic particles that are often referred to as “ghost particles” as they
are extremely volatile and can pass through any kind of matter without changing
and a new study, published in the journal Physical Review Letters, suggests that
these neutrinos can be 10 million times lighter than the mass of an electron.
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Neutrinos are scattered across the universe and they have almost no mass. However,
scientists have now calculated the mass of the lightest type of neutrino, which is
about 10 million times lighter than an electron. Calculating this mass can help with
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the research of the dark matter, dark energy and the structure of the universe.
The researchers used the supercomputer, known as Grace, at University College
London to create a mathematical model. Grace crunched half a million computing
hours, which would have taken 60 years on a single processor.
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Neutrinos particles are highly energetic but have no charge, and so even the most
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powerful magnetic field cannot affect them. They can travel through the most extreme
environments, like stars, planets and entire galaxies, and remain the same.

Earlier scientists found that neutrinos travel near the speed of light and a CERN
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experiment suggested that these particles could possibly surpass the light speed.
However, it was later found out that it was false owing to a piece of faulty testing
equipment.
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“A hundred billion neutrinos fly through your thumb from the Sun every second,
even at night,” said Arthur Loureiro, study author and PhD student in the University
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College London’s Physics & Astronomy department. “These are very weakly
interactive ghosts that we know little about. What we do know is that as they move,
they can change between their three flavours, and this can only happen if at least
two of their masses are non-zero.”
Scientists and observatories around the world were able to trace the neutrino to a
galaxy, which carried a supermassive rapidly spinning black hole, blazar. A blazar
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is an active galactic nucleus with a relativistic jet composed of ionized matter
travelling at nearly the speed of light directed very nearly towards Earth. The galaxy
is about 4 billion light-years from Earth and it sits to the left of Orion’s shoulder in
his constellation.
Last year, scientists traced the origins of a high-energy, tiny neutrino for the first
time, which had travelled 3.7 billion light-years to Earth. It was found by sensors
deep in the Antarctic ice in the IceCube detector.
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Different types of neutrinos appear as three different masses, but the lightest one
was unknown until now. And astronomers still don’t know much else about the
differences in these three types. However they say that all three types are always
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present but in different ratios, and the changing ratio-and the weird behaviour of the
particle-can only be explained by neutrinos having a mass.
Scientists used data from 1.1 million galaxies, collected by particle physicists and
cosmologists, in order to calculate the low mass of the lightest neutrino. This allowed
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them to measure the expansion rate of the universe. Neutrinos may be prevalent
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in the universe, but these are hard to spot. That’s why scientists required as much
data as possible for the research.

“We used information from a variety of sources including space and ground-based
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telescopes observing the first light of the Universe, exploding stars, the largest 3D
map of galaxies in the Universe, particle accelerators, nuclear reactors, and more,”
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Loureiro said.”As neutrinos are abundant but tiny and elusive, we needed every
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piece of knowledge available to calculate their mass and our method could be
applied to other big questions puzzling cosmologists and particle physicists alike.”
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Amazon burning: What we know so far
[Important for: Environment & Ecology, Geography]
Amazon produces approximately 20 per cent of the oxygen in the earth’s atmosphere
and is called the “lungs of the planet”. Now, it is on fire; so huge that they were
visible from space.
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Environmentalists and governments worldwide have shown deep concern over the
state of Amazon rainforest, which has been ravaged by multiple forest fires in the
past several days. The largest tropical rainforest in the world, Amazon produces
approximately 20 per cent of the oxygen in the earth’s atmosphere and is called the
“lungs of the planet”. The massive fire is alarming as it not only threatens the rich
biodiversity of the forest but also threatens the atmosphere due to the release of
massive amounts of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide.
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Amid a global chorus of concern and condemnation, Brazil’s right-wing President
Jair Bolsonaro is under pressure for his anti-environment policies. Here’s all you
need to know:
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Where is it happening?
The fires engulfed across a range of states in Brazil’s section of the Amazonian
rainforest. The fires have impacted populated areas in the north, such as the states
of Rondônia and Acre, blocking sunlight and enveloping the region in smoke. The
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smoke has spread thousands of miles to the Atlantic coast and Sao Paulo, according
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to the World Meteorological Organisation.

Brazil’s National Institute for Space Research (INPE) has reported more than 9,500
fires since Thursday while registering 72,843 cases of fire from January this year.
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The institute notes that cases of forest fires in the region have doubled since 2013,
and increased by 84 per cent compared to the same period last year.
When did the fire start?
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Since the Amazon rainforests are very dense, it could not be ascertained when did
the fire begin exactly. But the fires were so huge that they were visible from space
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as NASA released images on August 11 showing the spread of fires and reported
that its satellites had detected heightened fire activity in July and August.
However, reports suggest that some farmers and small scale traders, emboldened
by the Bolsonaro’s anti-environment rhetoric, organised a “fire day” along BR-163,
a highway that runs through the heart of the rainforest. The weekly Brasil de fato
reported that local farmers had set fire to sections of the rainforest a few days ago
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to get the government’s attention. “We need to show the President that we want to
work and the only way is to knock it down. And to form and clear our pastures, it is
with fire,” Folha do Progresso quoted one farmer as saying.
What’s causing the fire in Amazon?
Forest fire is not an exceptional phenomenon in Amazon. The rainforest
experiences regular and widespread fires at this time of the year due to dry season.
But environmentalists across the world believe that this disaster is indeed man-
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made and President Bolsonaro’s anti-environment approach is leading to large
scale deforestation in Amazon for mining and agricultural activities. Alberto Setzer,
a researcher at INPE, told Reuters that this year, the region did not experience
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extreme dry weather. “The dry season creates the favourable conditions for the use
and spread of fire, but starting a fire is the work of humans, either deliberately or by
accident.”
Quoting a report by Amazon Environmental Research Institute, BBC reported that
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the rate of forest destruction soared more than 278 percent in July compared with
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the same month a year ago. In June, INPE had pegged the rate of deforestation in
June at 88 percent higher than during the corresponding month in 2018.

President Bolsonaro has ascribed the blame on non-governmental organisations,
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saying that they are trying to tarnish the image of his administration by manipulating
the data. The head of the country’s space research institute was forced to leave his
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position after standing up to the President’s accusations on ‘data manipulation’.
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This year, Amazon has not suffered from serious dryness, Moutinho said. “We’re lucky.
If we had had droughts like in the past four years, this would be even worse.”
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Why is it a cause for concern?

Besides being the lungs of the planet, the Amazon rainforest is also home to
indigenous communities whose lives and homelands are under threat due to
encroachment by the Brazil government, foreign corporations and governments with
economic interests in the resource-rich region, and local farmers.
In a 2017 study, the University of Leeds found that carbon intake by the Amazon
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basin matches the emissions released by nations in the basin. The burning of forests,
therefore, implies additional carbon emissions. Research by scientists Carlos Nobre
and Thomas E Lovejoy suggests that further deforestation could lead to Amazon’s
transformation from the world’s largest rainforest to a savanna, which would reverse
the region’s ecology.
A National Geographic report said the Amazon rainforest influences the water cycle
not only on a regional scale, but also on a global scale. The rain produced by the
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Amazon travels through the region and even reaches the Andes mountain range.
Moisture from the Atlantic falls on the rainforest, and eventually evaporates back into
the atmosphere. The report said the Amazon rainforest has the ability to produce at
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least half of the rain it receives. This cycle is a delicate balance.
Bolsonaro’s role
President Bolsonaro and Environment Minister Ricardo Salles are both close to the
powerful rural caucus in Congress and have been urging more development and
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economic opportunities in the Amazon region, which they consider overly protected
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by current environment protection laws.

Under Brazil’s Forest Code of 1965, farmers could purchase Amazon land but could
farm only 20 per cent of it. Following the collapse of the military dictatorship in 1988,
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a new constitution gave indigenous populations legal ownership of their land and
the right to reject development of their land. In 2012, the Forest Code was revised to
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reduce the area of deforested land required to be restored, and to reduce penalties
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for illegal deforesting. In 2018, Brazil’s Supreme Court upheld these changes.
Bolsonaro believes that these laws hinder his quest to develop the country’s full
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economic potential, including in protected areas. Thus when he took the office in
January 2019, he aimed to fulfill his election promise of opening the Amazon region
for business.

Bolsonaro has dismissed the INPE findings and said it was the time of the year when
farmers burn the land for farming. In July, he fired INPE scientist Ricardo Galvao for
publishing agency data that showed the accelerated rate of deforestation, calling
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the figures a lie and the images manipulated. Al Jazeera English quoted Bolsonaro
as saying that “a report like this one that does not match the truth can cause great
damage to the image of Brazil”. INPE has defended its data.
Along with aggressive policies of promoting agribusiness, Bolsonaro has opposed
protections for indigenous tribal land. After his election victory, he was quoted as
saying: “Brazil should not sit on its natural reserves because a handful of Indians
want to conserve it.”
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He had threatened to leave the Paris climate accord as well.
How the international community has reacted
The European Union has reacted sharply to this development. French President
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Emmanuel Macron called for G7 leaders to discuss the environmental crisis in Brazil
at a summit this weekend in the French coastal resort of Biarritz. Both France and
Ireland threatened to oppose an EU trade deal struck in June with a regional South
American bloc following Brazil’s response. The French president’s office accused
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Bolsonaro of lying when he downplayed concerns over climate change at the G20
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summit in June.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson tweeted that the fires were “not only
heartbreaking, they are an international crisis,” while a spokeswoman said Johnson
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would use the summit to call for a renewed focus on protecting nature.
France and Ireland said they would now oppose the EU-Mercosur farming deal
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struck in June between the European Union and the Mercosur countries of Brazil,
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Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay.

Norway has also suspended donations of $1.2 billion supporting projects to curb
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deforestation in Brazil. Germany has also suspended 35 million euros ($39 million)
in funding of Amazon preservation in Brazil due to increasing deforestation.
Pope Francis added his voice to the chorus of concern, warning that the “lung of
forest is vital for our planet”.
Due to the mounting pressure, Bolsonaro has pledged in an address to the nation
to mobilise the army to help combat the blazes. , the Ministry of Defense said that
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44,000 troops were available in the northern Amazon region but did not provide
further operational details as to where they would be deployed and what they
would do. , a video posted by Ministry of Defense showed C-130 Hercules planes
dumping water over the smoke-covered rainforest canopy near Porto Velho in the
northwestern state of Rondonia.

ISRO releases images of Moon craters clicked by Chandrayaan-2
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[Important for: Science & Tech.]
The image clicked from an altitude of 4,375 km also shows a crater—Mitra— which
was named after Professor Sisir Kumar Mitra, an Indian physicist and a Padma
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Bhushan recipient.
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) Monday released a set of pictures
showing the surface of the Moon using the Terrain Mapping Camera installed on
Chandrayaan-2.
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The pictures clicked from an altitude of 4,375 km shows craters such as Jackson,
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Mitra (named after an Indian physicist), Mach and Korolev. “Lunar surface imaged
by Terrain Mapping Camera-2(TMC-2) of Chandrayaan-2 on August 23 at an altitude
of about 4375 km showing craters such as Jackson, Mach, Korolev and Mitra,” the
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space agency said in a tweet.

The Mitra crater, photographed by Chandrayaan-2, was named after Professor Sisir
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Kumar Mitra, an Indian physicist and a Padma Bhushan recipient who was known
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for his pioneering work in the field of ionosphere and Radiophysics, the space
agency told.
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ISRO’s Chandrayaan-2: All photos sent by India’s second lunar mission so far
It also clicked photographs of the Lunar north polar region, showing craters such
as Plaskett, Rozhdestvenskiy and Hermite–one of the coldest spots in the solar
system, ISRO said.
Earlier this week, ISRO released the first image of the Moon captured by the
spacecraft, which moved into a lower orbit around the Moon. The space agency
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has said the spacecraft has been functioning normally.
Chandrayaan-2 will take up the crucial process of attempting a soft landing of its
lander ‘Vikram’ in the early hours of September 7.
“It is expected to make a soft landing (on the surface of the moon) at around 1.40
am and completed by 1.55 am. At the global level, this is an important mission.
It is being keenly watched by everyone,” space agency chief K Sivan had said
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earlier. Chandrayaan-2 is India’s first attempt to land a spacecraft on the Moon.

NASA says 2019 saw increase in Amazon Forest fires, carbon monoxide levels
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[Important for: Environment & Ecology, Geography]
NASA said that 2019 has seen an increase in the number forest fires in the Amazon
region in Brazil. NASA’s data also showed that the fires have led to an increase in
the carbon monoxide levels in the atmosphere.
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As the Amazon forest fires rage on, US space agency NASA said that 2019 has
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seen an increase in the number forest fires in the Amazon region in Brazil. NASA’s
data also showed that the fires have led to an increase in the carbon monoxide
levels in the atmosphere.
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NASA satellites which have been tracking the fire activity confirmed that there
has been an increase in the number and intensity of fires in the Brazilian Amazon
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rainforest in 2019. NASA has called 2019 as the active fire year in the region since
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2010.

“August 2019 stands out because it has brought a noticeable increase in large,
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intense, and persistent fires burning along major roads in the central Brazilian
Amazon,” explained Douglas Morton, chief of the Biospheric Sciences Laboratory at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.
According to NASA, while drought plays a role in making the Amazon forest fires
worse, the timing and location of fires, which are taking place early in the 2019 dry
season, are more in line with land clearing techniques, than just drought.
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NASA’s primary tool for fire detections is the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instruments on the Terra and Aqua satellites. According
to NASA, the state of Amazonas is on track for record fire activity in 2019, which is
not reassuring news, since the Amazon forest is considered to be the lungs of the
world and provides nearly 20 per cent of the Earth’s oxygen.
Data from NASA’s Atmospheric Infrared Sounder or AIRS instrument, which is on
the Aqua satellite, also showed that movement of carbon monoxide in the higher
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levels of the atmosphere due to these forest fires.
According to NASA’s press statement, carbon monoxide at an altitude of 18,000 feet
(5,500 meters) from August 8-22, 2019 shows the plume is growing in the northwest
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Amazon region. The increasing levels of carbon monoxide in the air are worrying
because as NASA points out this pollutant gas can travel large distances, and persist
in the atmosphere for about a month.
While carbon monoxide at high altitude does not impact the air we breathe, but
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“strong winds can carry it downward to where it can significantly impact air quality,”
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explains NASA, adding that the gas plays role in climate change as well.

Asteroid as tall as Burj Khalifa to skim past Earth on September 14
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[Important for: Science & Tech.]

NASA’s Center for Near Earth Object Studies (CNEOS) informed that asteroid 2000
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QW7, which is as big as the size of Burj Khalifa, will zip past Earth on September
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14, 2019.

An asteroid, the size of the Burj Khalifa– the world’s tallest building, is set to skim past
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Earth in less than a month, Nasa has warned. The asteroid 2000 QW7 measures
between 290 metres and 650 metres in width and it is almost 828 metres in height.
It is expected to whiz past our planet at a speed of 23,100 km per hours on September
14, according to NASA’s Center for Near Earth Object Studies (CNEOS), a part of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California. Even though the asteroid
2000 QW7 is a near-Earth object, the CNEOS said the asteroid will be flying past us
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at a safe distance of 3.3 million miles or 5.3 million kilometres.
Asteroids and other space materials are considered near-Earth objects if they pass
within 1.3 astronomical units of our planet, where one astronomical unit is equal to
the distance from Earth to the sun, or 92.9 million miles or 149.6 million kilometres.
Thus, the 200 QW7 will be passing by the Earth at a distance of 0.03564 astronomical
units.
Just like Earth, asteroid 2000 QW7 orbits the sun and it only occasionally crosses
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paths with our planet. The last time it approached the Earth was on September 1,
2000. After its flyby on September 14, it is expected to pass by Earth not before
October 19, 2038.
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Space X and Tesla CEO Elon Musk pointed out on Twitter last week that Earth
currently has no defence against ‘killer’ asteroids. Responding to a tweet about
the asteroid Apophis — dubbed as the ‘God of Chaos’ that is expected to scrape
past Earth in 2029, Musk pointed out that there is, currently, no defence system to
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protect our planet.
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Famous astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson also warned about the Apophis 99942
hitting the Earth, causing a major tsunami that can wipe out the entire west coast
of North America.
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As per NASA, hundreds of space debris and rocks burn in their entry into the planet’s
atmosphere on a daily basis. Even asteroids that are larger and aren’t burned up in
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the atmosphere, can strike the Earth at least once a year, creating some damage.
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However, Earth does not have a working method to deflect asteroids if they threaten
to impact the Earth but they have some theories that have not been tested yet.
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One of those techniques is called gravity tractor, which alters the course of the
asteroid. It involves a spacecraft that rendezvous with an asteroid without landing on
its surface, maintaining its relative, optimal position, to use the mutual gravitational
attraction between them to slowly alter the course of the asteroid.
Earth and Mars will pause chatter, here is why
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
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This time, the hold on issuing commands — called a “command moratorium” — will
run from August 28 to September 7, NASA said. In 2015, the conjunction period for
Mangalyaan had lasted for more than a month — from May 27 to July 1.
For more than a week, the daily chatter between Earth and Mars will go silent.
On the surface of Mars are NASA’s Curiosity rover and InSight lander. Above Mars
are several orbiters, including India’s Mars Orbiter Spacecraft (Mangalyaan), which
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has completed its official mission life but remains in orbit. Antennas on Earth and
those on active spacecraft on or around Mars regularly exchange data.
Now this will pause because of a phenomenon called Mars solar conjunction. For
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NASA’s spacecraft, this will happen between August 28 and September 7.
The cause
During Mars solar conjunction, Mars and Earth will be on opposite sides of the Sun.
The Sun expels hot, ionised gas from its corona, which extends far into space.
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During solar conjunction, this gas can interfere with radio signals when engineers
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try to communicate with spacecraft at Mars, corrupting commands and resulting in
unexpected behaviour from those space explorers, NASA said in a statement. When
Mars disappears far enough behind the Sun’s corona that there is increased risk
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of radio interference, engineers hold off on sending commands. Solar conjunction
occurs every two years.
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This time, the hold on issuing commands — called a “command moratorium” — will
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run from August 28 to September 7, NASA said. In 2015, the conjunction period for
Mangalyaan had lasted for more than a month — from May 27 to July 1.
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The pause

Besides Curiosity and Insight on the Mars surface, NASA has the Odyssey orbiter,
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter and the MAVEN orbiter. Some instruments aboard
spacecraft will be inactive, especially cameras that generate large amounts of data.
However, NASA said, all of its Mars spacecraft “will continue their science; they’ll
just have much simpler ‘to-do’ lists than they normally would carry out”.
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On the surface, Curiosity will stop driving and InSight will not move its robotic arm.
Above, Odyssey and the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter will continue collecting data
from Curiosity and InSight, but only Odyssey will attempt to relay that data to Earth
before conjunction ends. MAVEN will continue to collect its own science data but
won’t support any relay operations during this time.
All of this means that there will be a temporary pause in the stream of raw images
available. Once conjunction is over, the spacecraft will beam the data they have
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collected. If any of the collected science data are corrupted, they can usually have
that data retransmitted, NASA said.
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NASA satellite images show Africa forest fires more intense than Amazon
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
The images released by NASA’s Fire Information for Resource Management System
(FIRMS) show that the region of central Africa got more fires than that in Amazon.
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When most of the people from across the world are concerned about the forest
fires in Amazon and its impact on the global environment, some are questioning
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how it compares with other forest fires and the results are shocking! The global
environmental issue has led environmentalists and other people to look out at
NASA’s Fire Information for Resource Management System’s (FIRMS) fire map,
which shows the heatmap of forest fires across the world.
In these NASA satellite images, the region of central Africa is seen with more fires
than that of Amazon. Entire central Africa is seen having an alarming red blot which
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is presently way more than that of Amazon. The images are taken from NASA’s
Aqua satellite.
According to a recent Weather Source data reported by news agency Bloomberg,
last week Angola had around three times more forest fires than that in Brazil. As per
the data quoted by Bloomberg, there were 6,902 fires in Angola over a period of 48
hours and 3,395 fires in the Democratic Republic of Congo. In comparison, Brazil
had 2,127 fires during the same period.
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The recent outrage across the world has been triggered because of more than
26,000 forest fires that have been recorded in the Amazon so far this month — the
highest number in a decade, according to a report by The New York Times.
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The fires in Amazon forests were one of the key agendas of the Group of 7 leaders
who met in Biarritz in France during the past weekend. The meeting hosted by
French President Emmanuel Macron where G7 countries pledged to earmark $20
million for providing help to Brazil for bringing these fires under control.
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Coming to the central African region now, this area too holds a key for the climate.
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The stretch of forests at Congo Basin is also referred to as the second green lung
of the Earth after the Amazon forests. There is a forest cover of 3.3 million square
kilometres which is spread across the Democratic Republic of Congo, Congo,
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Gabon, Cameroon and a few other central African nations.

Both Amazon and Congo basin forests are important for combatting climate change
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and recent fires are likely to impact the global environment.
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ISRO’s Bengaluru centre working on its own spacesuit
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[Important for: Science & Tech.]

“Earlier there were orange spacesuits which NASA had also used but now India has
started designing its own suit. A spacesuit typically costs around a billion dollars
since it ensures that the human body doesn’t disintegrate in outer space,” space
educator and Member of UN Space Generation Advisory Council, Austria, Apurva
Jakhadi said.
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In a first, the Bengaluru centre of Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)
has begun working on designing the space agency’s own spacesuit, as part of its
Gaganyaan project, space educator and Member of UN Space Generation Advisory
Council, Austria, Apurva Jakhadi said .
Gaganyaan is a screwed orbital spacecraft, India’s maiden human space flight
programme announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi during his Independence
Day speech this year. Modi had said that three astronauts will be sent to space for
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seven days and set a 2022 deadline for the project.
“Earlier there were orange spacesuits which NASA had also used but now India has
started designing its own suit. A spacesuit typically costs around a billion dollars
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since it ensures that the human body doesn’t disintegrate in outer space,” Jakhadi
said. She was speaking as part of a guest lecture series organised by students of
Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute, Matunga.
Outlining ISRO’s future projects, she said that 50 missions have been planned for
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the next three years, of which the soft landing of Chandrayaan-2 on the lunar surface
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of the Moon on September 7 will be a major milestone.

Apart from this, Aditya L1 (2019-2020) will aim to study the Sun’s surface.

“When the spacecraft goes into the vicinity of the Sun, it has to withstand the flaring
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temperature. It is going to be challenging but the work on it has begun,” Jakhadi
said.
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Last year, the ISRO had a technical demonstration of reusable rockets, and reusable
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technology is a focus of the space agency.

Jakhadi said that aeronautics (building aircraft) and astronautics (building space
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vehicles) were core branches of engineering looked upon as the future of space
technology, further supported by the emergence of space tourism. Exhorting students
to consider these branches as career options, she shared that there is a shortfall on
engineers in these fields.
Speaking to The Indian Express, Jakhadi said, presently, the United Nations is
working on evolving space laws for countries across the globe in order to ensure
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meticulous utilisation of resources on the Moon. “The Moon is not a territory of a
particular country or continent. Each country follows the objectives outlined by its
space agency, but the UN certainly supersedes them and needs to ensure that all
follow uniform rules,” she said.

This former NASA mathematician and real life Hidden Figures star just turned 101
[Important for: Science & Tech.]
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Katherine Johnson, a famous former NASA mathematician known for calculating
the orbital equations for the trajectories of the Friendship 7 missions turned 101 ,
August 26.
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Katherine Johnson, one of the most renowned mathematicians in the history of
NASA upon whom the 2016 movie Hidden Figures was based, turned 101 (August
26). She had joined NASA’s predecessor space agency, the National Advisory
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Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) back in the summer of 1953. Johnson is known
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for calculating the orbital equations for the trajectories of the Friendship 7 missions
in 1961 and 1962, according to the US space agency.

When she began her journey with NACA, Johnson focused on analysing the data
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from flight tests and plane crashes during the initial years. The launch of Sputnik
in 1957 changed her life, according to NASA’s dedicated webpage on Johnson.
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Katherine had provided some of the mathematical solutions for the Notes on Space
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Technology – a collection of a series of lectures in 1958 given by the engineers in
the Flight Research Division and the Pilotless Aircraft Research Division (PARD).
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As NACA got rechristened as NASA, Johnson did trajectory analysis for Alan
Shepard’s historic mission Freedom 7 in May 1961, which was the first human
spaceflight by the US. In 1962, she verified the calculations an IBM computer had
made for John Glenn’s first orbital mission. The computers were programmed
with the orbital equations that would control Friendship 7 mission’s trajectory from
takeoff to landing. However, the astronauts were concerned about putting their lives
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in the hands of the electronic calculating machines that were prone to hiccups and
blackouts back then.
She had also assisted in several Apollo missions. Her calculations have helped
sync Project Apollo’s Lunar Lander with the Command and Service Module orbiting
the Moon.
She had also worked on Space Shuttle and Earth Resources Satellite and authored
or co-authored 26 research reports before retiring at 1986. In 2015, Katherine
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Johnson was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom, highest civilian honor in
the US by President Barack Obama.
Her life story was depicted in the Hollywood movie Hidden Figures which starred
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Taraji P. Henson that was released in December 2016.

Brazil open to G7 Amazon aid if Macron ‘withdraws insults’
[Important for: IP, IR, Environment & Ecology, Geography]
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Charred remains: A view of a burnt area of the Amazon rainforest near Porto Velho
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on August 26.AFP
President Jair Bolsonaro wavers on $20 mn offer

Brazil’s President Jair Bolsonaro said Tuesday he was open to discussing G7 aid for
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fighting fires in the Amazon if his French counterpart Emmanuel Macron “withdraws
insults” made against him.
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Mr. Bolsonaro’s remarks come amid an escalating war of words with Mr. Macron over
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the worst fires in years that have sparked a global outcry and threatened to torpedo a
huge trade deal between the European Union and South American countries.
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Hours earlier, a top Brazilian official had rejected the G7 countries’ offer of $20 million
to combat the fires devastating the forest in Brazil and Bolivia, saying Mr. Macron
should take care of “his home and his colonies.”
“Mr. Macron must withdraw the insults he made against me,” Mr. Bolsonaro told
reporters in the capital Brasilia. “To talk or accept anything from France, with the best
possible intentions, he has to withdraw these words, and from there we can talk.”
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Mr. Macron and Mr. Bolsonaro have repeatedly locked horns in the past week, with
the French leader accusing Mr. Bolsonaro of lying to him about his commitments on
climate change and vowing to block the EU-Mercosur trade deal involving Brazil that
took decades to negotiate.
The latest official figures show 1,659 new fires started in Brazil between Sunday
and Monday, taking the total this year to 82,285 — the highest since at least 2013
— even as military aircraft and troops help battle the blazes. More than half of the
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fires are in the massive Amazon basin.
Trump backs Bolsonaro
U.S. President Donald Trump endorsed Mr. Bolsonaro’s response to the fires and
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pledged “full and complete” U.S. support.
Mr. Bolsonaro “is working very hard on the fires and in all respects doing a great job
for the people of Brazil - Not easy,” Mr. Trump tweeted. “He and his country have the
full and complete support of the USA!”
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NASA attaches a helicopter to Mars 2020 rover

Scientists at NASA have attached the Mars Helicopter to the Mars 2020 rover. If
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everything goes as per plan, NASA’s Mars Helicopter will be the first aircraft to fly
on another planet.
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Scientists at NASA have attached the Mars Helicopter to the Mars 2020 rover which
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the US space agency intends to send to the neighbouring red planet next year. If
everything goes as per plan, NASA’s Mars Helicopter will be the first aircraft to fly
on another planet.
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The Mars Helicopter is a solar-powered helicopter which has a twin-rotor system.
It was connected along with the Mars Helicopter Delivery System to a plate on the
Mars 2020 rover’s belly which also has a cover for shielding the helicopter from
debris during entry, descent and landing.
According to a statement by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the chopper
will remain encapsulated after getting landed on Mars and will be deployed to the
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surface after a suitable area is found at the Jezero Crater for conducting test flights.
The space agency says that the Mars Helicopter is considered to be a technology
with a high-risk, high-reward demonstration.
Even in case if the tiny chopper encounters any problem, Mars 2020 mission’s
information gathering will not be affected. But in case if the helicopter does take
flight, the future research missions on the neighbouring planet can feature second-
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generation helicopters for providing an aerial dimension to their explorations.
“Our job is to prove that autonomous, controlled flight can be executed in the
extremely thin Martian atmosphere,” JPL’s MiMi Aung, the Mars Helicopter project
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manager said in a statement. “Since our helicopter is designed as a flight test of
experimental technology, it carries no science instruments. But if we prove powered
flight on Mars can work, we look forward to the day when Mars helicopters can play
an important role in future explorations of the Red Planet,”
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NASA says that apart from investigating difficult-to-reach destinations such as caves,
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cliffs and deep craters, the helicopters can carry small scientific instruments or may
act as scouts for human and robotic explorers. It wishes on establishing a sustained
presence of the human on and around the Moon through the help of Artemis lunar
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exploration mission, which will use Moon as the first step for putting astronauts on
Mars.
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The Mars 2020 rover along with Mars Helicopter attached, will be launched through a
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United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket on July 2020 from the Space Launch Complex
41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida. The rover is scheduled to touch
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down at Jezero Crater on February 18, 2021.
NASA said that Mars 2020 rover will be the first spacecraft in the history of planetary
exploration with the ability to accurately retarget its point of a touchdown during the
sequence of landing.
To recall, recently NASA incorporated the bit carousel containing all the tools the
coring drill uses so as to sample the Martian surface into the Mars 2020 rover. This
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mechanism will play a key role in the acquisition, containment and eventual return
to Earth of humanity’s first samples from another planet.
Apart from this, the US space agency is also inviting students to name its Mars
2020 rover. It has sponsored ‘Name the Rover’ challenge, winners of which will be
announced on February 18.
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After 150 years, is it time to turn the iconic periodic table of
elements upside down?
After 150 years, is it time to turn the iconic periodic table of elements upside
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down?
The iconic periodic table of elements, devised by Russian chemist Dmitry Mendeleev,
is a two-dimensional array of the chemical elements, ordered by atomic number
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and arranged 18 across by orbitals.

When Sir Martyn Poliakoff, a chemist at the University of Nottingham, heard about
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a game called Periodic Table Battleship, he couldn’t help but imagine a player’s
perspective of the opponent’s inverted fleet of elements.
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This catalyzed a mad idea. In May — coinciding with UNESCO’s International
Year of the Periodic Table, which marks its 150th anniversary — Poliakoff and
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collaborators, including his daughter, Ellen Poliakoff, an experimental psychologist
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at the University of Manchester, published a paper with a recommendation: “Turning
the Periodic Table Upside Down.”

“Since 1869, generations of chemists have proposed variations in format to improve
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the table, to make it clearer or just to make it more fun,” they wrote.
The iconic periodic table of elements, devised by Russian chemist Dmitry
Mendeleev, is a two-dimensional array of the chemical elements, ordered by atomic
number and arranged 18 across by orbitals. It presents a schema of patterns and
trends that enables scientists to predict elemental properties, reactivities and even
new elements. It has been called “nature’s Rosetta Stone,” “the chemist’s map”
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and “probably the most compact and meaningful compilation of knowledge yet
devised.”
“Much like if I look at a map of the United States, and I’m in Maine, I can tell that the
temperatures there are going to be lower than if I were in Florida,” Gregory Girolami
said in a joint interview with his wife, Vera Mainz. Both are inorganic chemists at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. With Carmen Giunta, a chemist at Le
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Moyne College in Syracuse, they organized a 150th anniversary symposium, held
this week during the American Chemical Society’s national meeting in San Diego.
“If you tell me an element is in a certain place,” Girolami said, “I can tell you lots of
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things about it — whether it’s a metal or not, whether it is abundant on Earth or not
— simply by noting its location in the periodic table.”
Mainz added, “If you want to communicate with an alien race, put up a periodic
table.”
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The Internet Database of Periodic Tables lists more than 1,000 versions, including
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a table of elemental scarcity, as well as cupcake, clock, Lego and haiku variations,
and more technical adaptations. Mathematician and musician Tom Lehrer set it to
music (by Gilbert and Sullivan), and Italian chemist, writer and Auschwitz survivor
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Primo Levi used it as the basis for an idiosyncratic memoir (“The Periodic Table”).
“Many people seem to believe that there is only one true periodic table, either that
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exists or is waiting to be discovered, and they go to great lengths to debate the
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validity of the different types,” said Poliakoff, who is a YouTube personality with his
Periodic Videos. “My feeling is that most types are equally valid, and it just depends
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what you are trying to show.”

The upside-down version aimed to show the value of a fresh perspective. “We are
not claiming that our version is in any way ‘more correct’ than the traditional table,”
the authors wrote.
Why Not Alphabetical?
The periodic table brought solidity to a field of inquiry that had long been squishy. Sir
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Isaac Newton, in Query 31, a section in his 1717 work “Opticks,” listed and ranked
chemical compounds according to their reactivity. In 1718, the first “affinity table”
by French chemist Étienne François Geoffroy ranked the reactivity of materials in
graphical form. Close observers of nature noted that certain chemical elements
like lithium, sodium and potassium — known today as alkali metals — were all
soft and floated in water. But such qualitative classifications offered only a shaky
foundation.
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The breakthroughs began in 1860 when Stanislao Cannizzaro, an Italian chemist,
grounded the discussion of atomic weight. There had been conflicting lists of
atomic weights circulating and varying assumptions about what constituted an atom
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versus a molecule. Cannizzaro produced a list of the atomic weights of the known
elements, along with a rationale for the values, which he handed out as a pamphlet
at a conference in Karlsruhe, Germany.
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“That opened the door for what I like to call the simultaneous discovery by six
individuals, over a period of about seven years, culminating in Mendeleev,” said
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Eric Scerri, a historian and philosopher of science at the University of California,
Los Angeles, and an expert on the history of the periodic table. (An updated edition
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of his book “The Periodic Table: Its Story and Significance” will be published in
October by Oxford University Press.) In 1862, French geologist Alexandre-Émile
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Béguyer de Chancourtois produced a three-dimensional table, inscribing elements
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around a metal cylinder. John Newlands, a sugar chemist in London, arranged
elements in order of atomic weight, in groups of eight.
“It was laughed at and dismissed,” Scerri said.
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British chemist William Odling discovered the “periodic law” — properties of a family
of elements that repeat, approximately, at regular intervals. Gustavus Hinrichs
proposed a radial ordering. “I call it the bicycle-wheel periodic table,” Scerri said.
Lothar Meyer, a German chemist, created a partial periodic table in 1864 and a more
complete version in 1869. “Structurally, Meyer and Mendeleev’s tables were very
similar,” said Alan Rocke, a science historian at Case Western Reserve University,
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who gave a talk about Meyer at the ACS anniversary symposium.
Initially, the table’s periodicity and predictive powers seemed like a “numerological
mystery,” Rocke said. In the 20th century, the periodicity was explained by quantum
physics — specifically, the physics of how electrons orbit the nucleus. Lithium,
sodium and potassium, which nicely align in the table’s first vertical column — Group
One, the alkali metals, with rubidium, cesium and francium — all have one electron
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in their outer electron shell.
Both chemists constructed many tables over many years, tweaking them in
response to new discoveries and better data. Eventually Mendeleev’s won out.
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When gaps emerged in the patterns of his tables, he made predictions about what
should appear. Some were wrong, but he accurately foretold the existence of three
elements: gallium, germanium and scandium.
“Prediction is psychologically dramatic,” Scerri said. “If a scientist predicts something
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and it comes true, there is a sense in which that scientist knows the secrets of nature
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or almost knows the future.”

But science rarely advances by revolution, Scerri said: “Science is an activity carried
out by hundreds of thousands of researchers all contributing to the general picture
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that eventually emerges.”
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Pluto a planet again? New NASA chief certainly thinks so
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The newly appointed NASA administrator has announced that Pluto is a planet
again and if you are one of those who root for Pluto, you might not like his reasoning

s
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behind the statement.

Pluto was officially downgraded from planetary status more than a decade ago by
the International Astronomical Union (IAU) when it established three main categories
of objects in the solar system — planets, dwarf planets, and small solar system
bodies. However, the decision has not been taken well by many and that certainly
includes the newly appointed NASA administrator Jim Bridenstine.
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He declared Pluto a planet again and while you must be thinking that he must
have presented a convincing point to bring the dwarf planet on the table with other
planets of the solar system with equal status, it’s nothing like that. Bridenstine, a
politician, I repeat– a politician, not a scientist, says that Pluto is a planet because
that’s the way he learned it.
“Just so you know, in my view, Pluto is a planet, and you can write that the NASA
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administrator declared Pluto a planet once again, Bridenstine said during a FIRST
robotics event in Colorado this week.
A 15-second video clip of the interaction was shared on Twitter by Cory Reppenhagen,
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a journalist at 9NEWS. In the video, the new NASA chief reiterated his comment,
“I’m sticking by that. It’s the way I learned it, and I’m committed to it.”
Just to clear the air, the Pluto is not officially a planet again, just because the NASA
administrator said that.
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While the decision to overrule Pluto as a planet and classify it as a dwarf planet was
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taken with scientific reasoning, there’s still some ongoing debate over the decision
with people pointing out that the decision was taken only by 5 per cent of the total
astronomers around the world.
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Pluto was discovered by American astronomer Clyde Tombaugh in 1930 and its
planetary status was questioned in the late 1990s when it became clear that it was
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not alone in the Kuiper belt– the ring of icy bodies beyond Neptune. When Eris, a
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distant object even larger than Pluto, was discovered in 2005, the IAU called for a
vote on Pluto stripping it of its planetary status.
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While the matter is long settled, some people are finding it hard to get over Pluto
not being a planet anymore. Now, the dwarf planet finds mention in the commonly
used term, ‘got plutoed’, for people who have been demoted or presented with an
opportunity only to be declined later.
Since Pluto is part of science and not science fiction, we should just let it go and
not hope for character development where it rises up and takes the mantle. And
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certainly, we do not want a lone ranger (Bridenstine) helping the underdog (Pluto) to
emerge victorious on the battlefield against an organisation (IAU).
Because, if we are going to do that, there are at least 44 other similarly-sized
heavenly bodies near our solar system that would demand the same treatment. And
ask any science student, he or she would definitely not want to learn the names of
a total of 50 planets in our solar system.
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UN warns of rising seas, storm surges
Draft report says rising global ocean waterline could displace 250 million people by
year 2100

AUGUST 2019 The same oceans that nourished human evolution are poised to unleash misery on

VOL.59

a global scale unless the carbon pollution destabilising Earth’s marine environment
is brought to heel, warns a draft UN report obtained by AFP.
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Destructive changes already set in motion could see a steady decline in fish stocks, a
hundred-fold or more increase in the damages caused by superstorms, and hundreds
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of millions of people displaced by rising seas, according to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) “special report” on oceans and Earth’s frozen
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zones, known as the cryosphere. As the 21st century unfolds, melting glaciers will
first give too much and then too little to billions who depend on them for fresh water,
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it finds.
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Without deep cuts to manmade emissions, at least 30% of the northern hemisphere’s
surface permafrost could melt by century’s end, unleashing billions of tonnes of
carbon and accelerating global warming even more.
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The 900-page scientific assessment is the fourth such tome from the UN in less than
a year, with others focused on a 1.5-Celsius cap on global warming, the state of
biodiversity, and how to manage forests and the global food system.
All four conclude that humanity must overhaul the way it produces and consumes
almost everything to avoid the worst ravages of climate change and environmental
degradation.
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Governments meet in Monaco next month to vet the new report’s official summary.
The final advice to policymakers will be released on September 25.
Extreme events
By 2050, many low-lying megacities and small island nations will experience “extreme
sea level events” every year, the report concludes.
Even if the world manages to cap global warming at two degrees Celsius, the global
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ocean waterline will rise enough to displace more 250 million people.
The report indicated this could happen as soon as 2100, though some experts think
it is more likely to happen on a longer timescale.
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As Dorian heads for Florida, here’s how hurricanes are
categorised
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What is a Category 5 hurricane?

Hurricane Dorian is one. Powerful winds are what define a hurricane, so they are
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named and classified based on how hard their winds are blowing.

Dorian is coming for Florida — that much gets clearer with each bulletin from the
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National Hurricane Center, even if the forecasters still can’t say just where in the
state the storm will crash ashore.
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The where is important, but so is the how much. Over the horizon, out in the summer-
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warm Atlantic, Dorian has been gaining energy since it blew through the Virgin
Islands , and is winding up to deliver a devastating punch.
The National Hurricane Center said Thursday that Dorian was expected to hit the
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east coast of Florida over the weekend as a “major” hurricane, in Category 3 or
possibly Category 4.

What do those labels say about how much destruction Dorian may wreak? Here is
what you need to know to decipher them.
What do the categories mean?
Powerful winds are what define a hurricane, so they are named and classified based
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on how hard their winds are blowing. To qualify as a hurricane, a storm must have
sustained winds of 74 mph or more.
All hurricanes are dangerous, but some pack more punch than others. So
meteorologists try to quantify each storm’s destructive power by using the SaffirSimpson scale, placing it in one of five categories based on sustained wind speed:
Category 1, 74 to 95 mph: These storms’ winds may knock down some trees and
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power lines and do a bit of damage to buildings. Dorian was in Category 1 when it
blew through the Virgin Islands.
Category 2, 96 to 110 mph: These storms are likely to uproot many trees, disrupt
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electric power over wide areas and do significant roof and siding damage.
Category 3, 111 to 129 mph: These are major storms that can take roofs off even
well-constructed houses and knock out electric and water systems for days or weeks.
Roads will be blocked by falling trees and poles. Dorian is forecast to be at least this
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strong when it makes landfall.
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Category 4, 130 to 156 mph: These major storms do catastrophic damage, felling
most trees and power poles and wrecking some buildings. Affected areas may be
uninhabitable for days or weeks afterward.
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Category 5, 157 mph or more: Storms this powerful are rare, and when they
strike, they are immensely destructive. Few structures will come through a direct hit
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unscathed, and a large percentage of frame buildings will be destroyed. Recovery
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may take weeks or months.

What are some recent examples of Category 3 storms?
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Hurricane Katrina was in Category 3 when it slammed into the Louisiana coast
on Aug. 29, 2005, devastating New Orleans and other communities. But it had
weakened a bit by then; at its peak over the Gulf of Mexico, Katrina was a Category
5 monster.

Hurricane Sandy in 2012 peaked as a Category 3 storm, but by the time it came
ashore to wreak havoc on the New York metropolitan region, its winds had slowed
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to the point that it was no longer technically a hurricane.
How about Category 4 storms?
Hurricane Maria was a Category 4 storm when it hit Puerto Rico in 2017, ultimately
leading to thousands of deaths and blacking out the island for months, with effects
that linger today. Tens of thousands of homes on the island still have blue tarpaulins
for roofs.
Hurricane Harvey was another Category 4 storm in 2017, making its first landfall in
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Texas at peak strength, jogging back out into the Gulf of Mexico and then coming
ashore again as Category 3.
And Category 5?
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Just four Atlantic hurricanes since 1924 have been this powerful when they made
landfall in the United States. The most recent, Hurricane Michael struck the Florida
Panhandle last year, causing at least 59 deaths in the United States and about $25
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billion in damage.

Before Michael, the country had gone 26 years without a Category 5 landfall, since
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Hurricane Andrew walloped South Florida in August 1992. Andrew was one of the
biggest natural disasters in American history, blamed for 61 deaths and about $50
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billion in damage in today’s dollars.

Hurricane Irma, which swept through the Caribbean and Cuba before heading for
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Florida in 2017, peaked at Category 5 strength. But it had weakened to Category 4
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when it hit the Florida Keys and then Category 3 when it reached the mainland.
Is a storm’s category all we need to know about its dangers?
Some experts say the scale is a limited way to assess a storm’s destructive
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potential because it focuses only on the power of its winds, and not on the surge
of seawater that a storm flings ashore, or the flooding caused by its torrential rains.
Most hurricane fatalities and property damage tend to be caused by those factors,
and not directly by the wind.
For example, it was Katrina’s storm surge that overwhelmed New Orleans’s flood
walls and levees and devastated the city. Sandy’s storm surge was responsible for
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the vast majority of the harm the storm did in the New York area. And when Harvey
stalled over Houston, its winds were far below its peak, but its record-setting rains
flooded much of the city.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said the severity of storm
surge will vary greatly from one place to another on a coastline, depending on tides
and local conditions, so there was no simple way to factor storm surge into hurricane
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classification classifications.
The agency’s storm forecasts include warnings about heavy rainfall and threats of
flooding, but those, too, can vary greatly from location to location. So rain potential
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is not an ingredient in the category system, which is meant largely to forecast wind
damage.
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NDTV journalist Ravish Kumar wins 2019 Ramon Magsaysay
Award
NDTV journalist Ravish Kumar has been honoured with the 2019 Ramon Magsaysay
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Award — the highest honour given to Asian individuals and organisations and
often referred to as the Asian version of the Nobel Prize.
Besides Ravish Kumar, Myanmar-based journalist KoSwe Win,AngkhanaNeelapaijit
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from Thailand, RaymundoPujanteCayabyab from Philippines and Kim Jong Ki
from South Korea were also honoured with the prestigious prize.
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“In electing Ravish Kumar to receive the 2019 Ramon Magsaysay Award, the
board of trustees recognizes his unfaltering commitment to a professional, ethical
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journalism of the highest standards; his moral courage in standing up for truth,
integrity and independence; and his principled belief that it is in giving full and
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respectful voice to the voiceless, in speaking truth bravely yet soberly to power,
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that journalism fulfills its noblest aims to advance democracy,” Kumar’s citation
stated.

“As an anchor, Ravish is sober, incisive, and well-informed. He does not dominate
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his guests but affords them the chance to express themselves. He does not balk,
however, at calling the highest officials to account or criticizing media and the
state of public discourse in the country; for this reason, he has been harassed and
threatened by rabid partisans of one kind or another.
“Through all the perils and aggravations, Ravish has remained consistent in his
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effort to preserve and widen the space for a critical, socially responsible media.
Keeping faith with a journalism that puts service to the people at its center, Ravish
sums up what he believes a journalist is in the most basic terms: “If you have
become the voice of the people, you are a journalist,” it added.
After the announcement of the award, Kumar participated in a live chat and
while responding to a question alleged that a majority of the media is fuelling
communalism and divides. He also said it is “very difficult” for real and neutral
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media to survive because media needs corporate finances and therefore, it is difficult
for it to remain neutral. “There is more control over the media now. That is why this
fight is being fought only by a few institutions and journalists. But this should not
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be the case, it should also be a fight of big institutions. So, it is not easy for neutral
journalism will survive,” said Kumar
KoSwe Win is a human rights defender and the chief editor of Myanmar Now news
agency. He has written extensively on human rights cases that involve physical injury
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or death, unlawful detention or miscarriage of justice in Myanmar. In September
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2016, he received the President’s Certificate of Honour from the Myanmar Ministry
of Information for an investigative report he wrote exposing the abuse of two teenage
maids by their employers in a Yangon tailor shop.
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Wife of disappeared human rights lawyer, Amnesty International described
AngkhanaNeelapaijit as “a leading human rights defender in Southern Thailand”.
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She is currently the chairwoman of the Working Group for Justice and Peace, and
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continues to investigate allegations of police abuse in Southern Thailand.
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No thaw in dope stand-off
Firming its stand over the implementation of anti-doping laws in cricket, the sports
ministry has categorically told the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) that
will they do not enter into any agreement nor will any exemption be granted to the
country’s richest sporting body on this issue.
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The BCCI had proposed that NADA can conduct dope tests on cricketers on a shortterm trial basis. Depending on the outcome of that arrangement, they would decide
if the National Anti-Doping Agency (NADA) would be given ‘permanent accesses
to the players. However, a senior sports ministry official said the government will
accept no such deal. “The BCCI has been told that there is no way the government
will sign an agreement or any kind of Memorandum of Understanding with them,” a
sports ministry official said. “The law applies equally to everyone and there can’t be
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any exceptions.”
In an attempt to solve the impasse, BCCI chief executive Rahul Johri is likely to meet
sports secretary RadheyshyamJulaniyahere. Their meeting comes in the backdrop
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of a cold war of sorts between the two parties, with the ministry heavily criticising
BCCI’s anti-doping mechanisms, while the board accusing the government of not
granting NOCs to South Africa’s A and women’s teams for their visas.
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Johri and Julaniya had met a month ago but could not break the deadlock, which has
been existing for almost a decade. It is learnt that BCCI offered to work with NADA
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for a period of six months. It is a proposal that has roots in a joint meeting between
officials from BCCI, sports ministry, NADA, World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) and
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International Cricket Council (ICC) held last year. Following the meeting, BCCI
drafted the terms in consultation with ICC chairman ShashankManohar, since the
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world body is a signatory to the WADA rules.
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BCCI sources said they were prepared to allow NADA to test roughly 10 percent of
the total samples collected from Indian cricketers annually. Further, they were ready
to give access to only under-23 or junior players, while international and domestic
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cricketers will continue to be tested as per the current process.
The BCCI, at present, has outsourced its sample collection programme to Swedenbased International Doping Tests and Management (IDTM). The samples collected
by IDTM are analysed at Delhi’s National Dope Test Laboratory, thus keeping NADA
out of the loop in the testing process. BCCI’s anti-doping set-up has come under
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scrutiny following 19-year-old batsman Prithvi Shaw’s failed dope test last month.
Johri is believed to have reiterated these conditions in his meeting with sports
ministry officials last month. However, they were unequivocally rejected. Johri, it is
learnt, was sarcastically told that the only way BCCI can escape being tested by
NADA officials if they can convince the government to withdraw from the agreement
with WADA.
“Once the government signs a protocol, they are bound by it and are under obligation
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to implement it. The anti-doping rules clearly say that all athletes in the country are
subject to testing by NADA,” an official said.
Cricket is the only sport in India that is not in the ambit of NADA, which is mandated
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to keep sports dope free. The cricket board has cited flaws in the testing agency’s
procedures as one of the key reasons for not complying with their rules. It has also
contended that since the BCCI is not a government-funded national federation, it is
not subject to NADA’s jurisdiction and has claimed to have a “robust mechanism to
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ensure Indian cricket is free from doping”.
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Facebook listened to users’ private conversations: report
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Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s CEO, at the firm’s annual conference in San Jose.
APNoah Berger
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Facebook acknowledged the transcriptions, which were first reported by Bloomberg,
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telling the news agency in a statement that they were made with users’ permission,
but that the practice has nonetheless been stopped.

“Much like Apple and Google, we paused human review of audio more than a week
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ago,” the company said.

Facebook did not respond to a request for comment.
The contractors were testing the ability of the social network’s artificial intelligence
to interpret messages, and the only users affected were those on Facebook
Messenger app who had opted to have their voice chats transcribed.
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Bloomberg said the contractors working on the project were “rattled” by listening to
private audio whose origin wasn’t disclosed and which sometimes contained vulgar
content.
The contractors also weren’t told the reason why they were doing the transcribing,
the news agency reported.
Apple and Google have in recent weeks said they’ve halted the practice, while
Amazon gives users the option of blocking the collection of their voice by Alexa.
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‘Address root causes of religious extremism’
Impunity has strengthened anti-Muslim groups, UN envoy Ahmed Shaheed tells Sri
Lanka
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Sri Lanka must identify and respond to the “root causes” of religious extremism that
has been used to incite violence in the country, UN Special Rapporteur on freedom
of religion or belief Ahmed Shaheed said here .
Urging the state to prosecute those responsible for violence and incitement to
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violence, he said authorities must make efforts to “dismantle the networks of hate”
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and ensure that victims of hate crimes are able to access justice. Concluding his 10day visit across the island, Mr. Shaheed told the media that the state should develop
systems and mechanisms to monitor and respond to hate speech in conformity with
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international human rights standards.

Mr. Shaheed’s visit comes four months after the Easter terror attacks that claimed
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more than 250 lives in Sri Lanka. Following the serial blasts that investigating
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authorities have attributed to local Islamist radicals, apparently inspired by the
Islamic State, mobs unleashed violent attacks on the Muslim community, sparking
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serious concern over escalating religious tensions in the country.
In the island’s post-war years, hardline Sinhala Buddhist groups have been repeatedly
linked to incitement of violence against the Muslim community that makes up less
than 10% of the population.
On the main challenges in ensuring religious freedom, the visiting UN envoy said
Sri Lanka’s Muslim community faced “increased hostility”, especially after the April
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bombings. “Prior impunity has strengthened anti-Muslim groups,” he said, adding
that “weak and un-coordinated responses” led to a rise in violence.
‘Double standards’
Commenting on religious discrimination, Mr. Shaheed said that while the Sri Lankan
Constitution protects religious freedom, it declares that “Buddhism shall be given
the foremost place by the State”. Interlocutors he met “frequently” told him that they
feel the State was structurally unable to treat other religions on an equal basis,
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owing to this provision.
Further, the rapporteur also said that religious communities pointed to the State
allowing Buddhist monks to erect shrines or Buddhist statues even in areas where
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there was little Buddhist presence. Many, the envoy said, also referred to the “double
standards” in law enforcement, as seen in cases when perpetrators of violence
from the majority Buddhist community, clearly identifiable in video footage, remain
“unaccountable for years.”
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Mr. Shaheed, who will submit his detailed report to the UN Human Rights Council
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in March 2020, said leaders must immediately condemn any violence targeting
vulnerable communities. “Very often we find that the political leadership is on the
back foot in such situations,” he said.
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